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Summary 
Several sections of the Aortal Report are abbreviated 

because of the preparation of environmental impact 
statement* The project areas represented by complete 
reports are snamarized below. 

I. IUHONUCUDECYCLING 
mTEuasmALUwmonmms 

Terrestrial environments may receive radioactivity 
from various sources of nuclear technology, that is, 
weapons testing, nuclear excavation, natural resource 
stinaubJion, waste processing, reactor power plants, and 
conceivably from transportation accidents. A major 
mission of the Ecological Sciences Division has been to 
study the rate of fission products and other radsouu-
cides in different ecosystems. Research is designed to 
determine the mobility of radionuclides in major 
ssgajtiilt of tim terrestrial envhonwgnts. Reciprocal 
transfers of environmental radioactivity is investigated 
for three major components - soil, plant, and animal -
of forested and grassland ecosystems. Pathways and 
rates of radionuclide transfer first are elucidated wrth 
manipulated microcosms, and then results are validated 
m large-scale field-plot and ecosystems experiments. 
Investigation of radionuclide behavior at the atmos
phere-plant and soil-plant interfaces help to explain 
how hazardous materials enter food-chain pathways of 
movement. A vast array of animal fife then interacts 
with plants and soil to cause food-ctrin movement of 
radioactivity, thereby causing either a concentration or 
dilution of materials through trophic exchanges, with 
die aid of integrative systems ecology techniques, data 
on radionuclide transport between soil-plant and animal 
compoueitti are modeled to illustrate the flux of 
ingjonucisacs m ecosystems. 

Research results on retention and weathering of 
sswmrt-wmulant particles by grass indicated an initial 
rapid km rate (T , , , - 4 to 5 days). Redistributed 
particles eventually became trapped in the litter mat of 
the turf grass vegetation, and over half the particles 
uwminn1 in contact with bictic components for 50 
days. A simulation bated on data from several experi

ment* on grass contamination with a falout simulant 
mustrated that the radiocesmmcom^nt of living foliage 
dnmnhhed rapidly, dead vegetation renamed contami
nated for the longest time interval, plant uptake from 
soil was stv*ral orders of nssgsvtude greater than direct 
foliar contamination, and sell served as a smk for 
radiocesium. Other studies of radionuclide cycling 
hfeJude direct plant-to-plant transfer of radjomswn, 
where results oa ramout transfer of radiocesium from 
tree to ground cover indicated that foliar absorption 
can be a major pathway for movement of some 
radionuclides between the canopy and understory 
vegetation. Other tracer experiments with fcitium have 
further characterized the water cycle in the forest 
ecosystem, and accurate information on the dynamics 
of tins cycle will further aid other evaluations of 
radionuclide ntobmty on the landscape. 

Research on soil chemistry and reciprocal root-sod 
transfers continue to provide information on long-term 
avanabihty of radionuclides to ecological and human 
food chains. From an initial pulse input of radmcesann 
to the rooting zone of a forest soil, the nuclide has 
gradually become uniformly distributed throughout 
several sofl horizons over a seven-year period. Chemical 
exchanges, learning, and nixing by soil animals were 
the processes responsible for redistribution. Utaacentri-
fugation tedriuques, which were developed in studies of 
radioisotope distribution on clay minerals, will be 
applied to new research on questions of sofl chemistry 
and transport of phttomum in mimic sous. 

Research on food-chain transport of radionuclides by 
arthropods has revealed that many transfers result in 
discrimination rather than concentration of radioac
tivity. While concentration of radionuclides may be 
negligible in arthropod food chains, high feeding, 
elimination, and population turnover rates can signifi
cantly enhance the cycling of radioactivity in terrestrial 
environments. In other food-chain studies tracers have 
been employed to determine food preferences and 
feeding rates of the shrew and white-footed mouse in 
their native habitats. Such experimental data on radio
nuclide behavior in ecosystems is mvaniable for predict-

vii 
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ing the fate of radioactive waste in complex ecological 
sysicms. 

2. WALKER BRANCH WATERSHED: A STUDY 
Of TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC 

SYSTEM INTERACTION 

Objectives of the Walker Branch watershed project 
are: (1) to quantify the relationships between terrestrial 
and aquatic productivity, mineral balance, and water 
quality in a natural forested ecosystem and (2) to 
quantitatively assess tne nnpact of a relatively new 
silviculturai technique, forest fertilization, on these 
relationships. These objectives are consistent with those 
of the International Biological Program (IBP). There
fore, studies on Waker Branch watershed provide input 
to IBP research in the areas of primary production, 
mineral cycling, and land-water interaction. 

Characterization of the drainage basin is addressed in 
two studies. The first, a geology survey, resulted in a 
detailed surfical geology map of the watershed. The 
other study reconstructed the past history of the 
watershed, including land management practices on the 
watershed prior to acquisition by ABC. Both studies 
provide information necessary for interpretation of 
terrestrial research projects and analyses of hydrongic 
data. 

Remeasurement of the 296 permanent growth plots 
on the watershed revealed that of the four forest types 
basal areas increases were greatest for chestnut oak 
stands, followed by those of oak-hickory and meso-
phytk hardwoods, while pine stands decreased in basal 
area. Preliminary summaries for biomass production 
and mortality are also presented. Seasonal patterns of 
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and calcium concen
trations in foliage of ten tree species are shown together 
with quantities of these nutrients returned to the forest 
floor in htterfall. Preliminary estimates of litter biomass 
are presented for the O t and 0 7 soil horizons. 

A brief description of a soil moisture and evapotrans-
piration simulation model is introduced in this report. 

The model operates in response to meteorological in
puts and wi3 be used to correlate hydrotogic response 
with forest growth and nutrient movement patterns on 
Walker Branch watershed. 

4. INTERNATIONAL BIOLOGICAL PROGRAM: 
OAK RIDGE RESEARCH SITE 

Ecosystem dynamics, land-water interactions, and ihe 
governing internal mechanisms are the deficatery bal
anced processes which we strive to understand as man 
continues to manipulate Ins environment. The Oak 
Ridge Site of the VS. IBP Eastern Deciduous Forest 
Biome proposes as its unique contribution the analysis 
of landscape interactions based on research and model
ing implemented at luerarchal levels of resolution. 
Simultaneous development of the level of processes and 
components of specific ecosystems permits evaluation 
of the significances of these processes and consequences 
of their modification and alteration to total system 
behavior. Information on the basic production proc
esses which regulate forest ecosystems is being obtained 
to provide comparative data on the efficiencies of 
alternative choices of land use in terms of solar energy 
conversion, biomass production, and mineral utiliza
tion. Rates of transfer of energy awl materials among 
the components of these systems arc being identified 
and quantified. Emphasis is ueing placed on the 
concomitant development of (1) niechairistic process 
models (e.g., photosynthesis, nitrogen nsaerahzation, 
insect consumption), (2) the coupling of process models 
leading to construction of dynamic stand models 
(ecosystem models of carbon, nutrient dements, and 
water), and (3) the integration of stand models for the 
development of predictive models of watersheds. Signif
icant scientific contributions in basic research and 
systems modeling are being made at each level of 
resolution, and the integrated research program is 
designed to ensure the maximum degree of synthesis. 
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The tenestrial environment may potenfaly receive 
from different nuclear technologies such 

excavation or srwwbtioa, 
waste processing, and conceivably transportatioc 
dents. Httoricatty, the mhmon of the 
Sciences Division has been to study the fete of 
products in diflerent eufkonuiental systi 
nuclide cycling investigations hue focused on total 
ecosystems where pricr field and laboratory research 
efforts have identified does to the behavx* of fission 
products such as "Sr and , 3 T C s in tenestrial eco
systems. Information gained from these injestigatsons 
has fostered enhanced understanding of ecosystem 
function and has ted to an improved ability to predict 
the fate of radioactivity in both forest and grassland 
ecosystems. As these investigations have refined the 
date base on the dynamics of radionuclides m eco
systems, the capability for predicting the fate of 
contaminants in the environment has improved cone* 
spondingry. 

Successful determination of the fate of radioactivity 
in the landscape requires an iindershmdrng of the 

compooents of the 
. t o n * 

ponents and the iiiliifst'ag of 
sectors, 
a major role 
scapes, and • vast amy of 
plants and soA to cause forirtrhssn nnjiisniinl of 

of rrtntpnil at 
poiats vrhere plants htterlaceivf&eimer 1 
soil sources of 4 
terms for 
food chains. By coupfing that fcift a iMlian vjtt i 

nuclides can be traced Ihiougn envirosvflfesifjlli 
Tbb phase of our research reqntns 4) 
between rfHiwh euuils hi radson âeane 1 ^ M 
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declivity, mineral, and hydrologsc cycles in ecosystems, 
; by which contaminants 

m the environment. The supporting information 
dynamics strengthens our abiity to 

on iMnilitc organisms and dote com* 
mitment to man rrom radionuclide releases to the 

Specific research results on radionuclide 
uunuzed around situations of plant inter

faces with the atmosphere and son* and around dy-
; ol radionuclides in food chains. 

is a unique experimental tool for 
into fluxes of hazardous nuclides and 

in ecological systems. PhysicaBy the 
of 

of 
of the natural environment and in pro

portion to their field occurrence. The ( 
be noafnolagjcal such 

luncteristics of the systems am studied by 
compfexMy, that is, by adumg or 

by 

R.C. Dayman 
B.E. Dinger L. N.Peters 
W. F. Harris P.Sotms 
G.S.9mrienoi i F.G.Taylor 
LManu J. P. Witheispoon 

Radioactivity releases to the atmosphere usualy 
impinge on the vegetative component of 
Plant interception of either particulate or 
coutanriaents constitutes one source of entry of has* 
anions nujltriah into food chains which ultimately can 
hud to man. Alternatively, through the canopy-kans-
pimtion process, plants can iedistribute a radionuclide 
such as tritium i" the atiiiuiuheig as water vapor. 
Coswiyently, vegetation may function as an inter
ceptor or recirculate* of radioactivity in the envhon-

It is snportant, then, to know inagnrriides of 

the eianjjiiaiien of environmental and radiological 
hfjunls Rsesurch results am presented for particle 
mtentiott by vegetation and for subsequent weathering 

of the particles fofcowing initial deposition. Transport 
and dissipation of an acute dose of tritium in deciduous 
trees provide another example of radionuclide move
ment at the vegetation atmosphere interface. Direct 
transfer of radioceshun from the overstory canopy to 
understory vegetation via ramfaO is another example of 
a highly mobile cycling process. 

Early retention and weathering rates of fahout par
ticles in pasture, forage, and turf grasses characterize 
mmal cycling processes in a ccsrtasmnation event. Initial 
retention values and early weathering losses are also 
very impoitanl m beta radiation dose estimation, since 
the major portion of the total dose is delivered daring a 

of time fooowing runout deposition, 
, , « • • • • • • • - * • - • - • - ** • • • • i n 

inmences use snsgnnuoeot rauso-
throogh food chains. This is particu

larly true for grass species which are '"—vnr* by 

(*» 
grass (Qrmdon dactykm) 

for 

they 
are 

used bom as pasture aid turf, except zoysia 
which is used only for turf. 

Replicated areas of each grass were established in field 
plots ano nsfitanreii at neamts ana densities wmcn are 
typical for each species. Quartz fahout simulant parti
cles (44 to 8 8 M diam) tagged with 036 pCi of 1 3 4 Cs/2 
were applied to each plot at a mass Vjading of 1.85 
g/ft2. The particles were applied with an elevated 
spreader appaiatus which had been developed at ORNL 
for fiuTout studfes in a grassland.* Initial retention and 
weathering losses were determined from isdioussay of 
fnBsgi isii|ilesovertbe05^to48Hlaypostcoiitaminaitf 
m i i i i j l 

Initial retention values for the four species were not 
tjanjficuntry difTerent from each other (Table 1.1). 
Average initial retention (F) for a l graster ?u 77% of 
tiie amount applied to the ground surface. Morpholog
ical differences between them four grasses caused no 
huge variation in initial particle retention. Differences 
between particle retention values for grasses at subse
quent sampling periods were nominal, aod a single curve 

8. R. C et aL, pp. 153-45 in Emirommttd 
IAEA,Sn/TO/3M. 
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TMe I.I. WtUarteRCfCMMior44-toat-|ifaBMt tyi 

G n s 
Initial 

retenuoe ( Q 
GrfTt/g) 

Initial 
deposition (m J) factor (#j) <W 

**J«l> 

Zoysk 

0X132 1.926 0.017 40-43 0 J « 7 
0.028 1JB82 0.015 52J7 •.793 
0429 1.730 0417 4t~23 •Jit 
0J021 1.S37 OJOU 69S9 U.74S 

(Fig. 1.1) adequately described particle retention as a 
function of time. Retention decreased froui 77 to 14% 
in 14 days. The initial decrease to 46% (t2 ., Fig. 1.1) 
was attributed to redistribution by wind action because 
the field plots received no precipitation during tins 
period. Ten rain periods were recoided and total rairfal 
was 6.76 ML, but rainfall had a negbfble effect on 
particte weathering. 

A decrease in retention of particles by folate resulted 
in particle ammnriation in the pass mat as shown in 
Fig. 1.1. At the t 9 S measurement, approximately 19% 
of the applied particles were retained in the mat, and 
after 14 days the mat contained 55% of the initial 
fallout simulant. The mat content remained at this level 
for the remainder of the experiment. Including both the 
grass foliage and mat particle retention, there was an 
average initial retention of 96%, and this amount 
decreased to 69% after 48 days. These results indicated 
that turf grass foliage and Kttermat can retain particle 
fallout very effectively for substantia] periods after a 
simulated contamination event. Over half the particles 
remained in contact with biotic components for SO 
days, and this quantity would be readty available for 
entry to food chains, thereby increasing hazards to 
endemic organisms and man from radiation exposure. 
Extended retention of rrigh specific activity particles 
also could manifest increased beta radiation dote to 
sensitive plant parts. 

Retention of Smralased Falont by Agricultural Plants 

Initial retention and weathering loss of dry fahout 
particles (1 to 44 it diem) by plants may be farfroenced 
by conspicuous differences in growth habit and fobage 
irwrphology. Retention and weathering processes were 
quantified for fallout simulant applications to soybean 
(Gfyefne mux variety Lee) and grim scfgtam ($>rfman 
nd&rt). Six-week-oW plants with hetjhts ranging from 
05 (soybeans) to 1 m (sorghum) were contaminated 
with a fallout SOT it which consisted of sflfceous 
flyash tagged with Cs. The nuclide wis fixed on 

"1% 

>- ^i 

J 3 | 

—SS5-4 

flyash with 
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a plastic cylinder, a 
191X08 ^PIOB matOGOStOtk' 
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1.2. 
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tmtaaom prior to contanra nation. Immediately after 
particle deposition and at luccesiwc one-week intervals 
samples were randomly collected for radiometric 

The results of initial retention are given in Table 1.4, 
and data are summarized according to MftlerV' con 
tamination factor contention The lichen retained 
faflc^in gajchthesaa^maMaeraslawBgiiawi.11 For 
example, the fcactkw. (F) initialy retained by 

(69.8%) to that reported for 
(08 to /V%)» Moans* However* awsfosptes a 
greater fraction (100%) as indicated in Table I A. 
Particle retention off approxasatdy 100% by 

probably was related to the lane fc&ge 
of sot 

poeribk entry of fission products into eooicfwJi*. 
alf-time < jmponrafi aft tMsstaaydWeiwl 

from previews hreesogatioas in terms of a short 
poneat (0 to 1 day) and a 
42 days). Linear rogiaawwi 

vasased to 
whseh were 4 M and 4M days ft* m m * * * * * 
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lichen aad raoai are genenly ndkneahtaat, each 
that radiation dotes to cimlsnanaKwl l™w^fH would 
faaak hi no detectable effects. However, both organisms 
ejdubit a low profile growth habit and have effective 
trapping sites for particles hi pout-substrate interfaces. 
Nstectologfeal exeats, haportant to partide retention 
hi pievious studies (wind), would hare little influence 
o» the nmowat retained by lichens and mosses. Weath
ering halftones, however, are important from the 
ilandpuant of poanble entry of fission products into 
food chains. Fahout itudiri with thnJIar lichens 
(CTnfowai) hi the arctic have focused on radnawchde 
concentrations in food Hwhat, and our results on 
long4eun intention provide additional insight on 

effectively retained on the caribou forage (kkben). 
itow«*er, once psracsfs Become asnoogen trom tne 
fiuticose stractuies they arc effectively contained at the 
soaVpisnt huejface, aad would only be subject to 

savant iaasoac6viry, these eve strong seeaculions oast 

niaBaaaanhwaataiunAbnaBal nan 4nlBBBBnBBB> anaaaff a^MManvfaavflLT j^aaawaanwjuaal aanSftna 

ludfonucldr notes* fawn acal ' 4 ~ , > Whenfrhnul laan 
hast aansciss wese BWUHBBBB assecthr os> fcncue(̂ BjBBor 
mmdkwm Sarah), the 1 , T C a coatsat of hvsag vage-

the nniionnchuc waeasaaanasdiTomaaconivaieut sofl 
nooL The haannV hah amtnenjeaae concentiations of 
BF^^^^n* at a w nanOTmaantw nuaaunsi nuBveun^veiVJUJumuBw a^PUPUMMimvuimuiavupuHBF ^^n 
AsnaVnun* awannat «n% AwnavBfedSw ^BBuMV^ftuMfenn janMewnnunankaf «uran*«*n»»an_ HBBBBBBBBT-. BBBBBE I D BBnnHCa\ BBBBBBB^BBBLBHBBL. Uaa^a«7aBBBaBB EKanuanaBnaV anewnsmanry un™s»w ^ v unnnw^iw nu'vusr^PBUMaMPBUy ^O^B^FUJURUBWSWBB wJSBnwnwunjwsr-

ttaly as a function of than after the nananjaalinn 
nanaBMBnt v2aaaanaTnsaa#aanl awannnnwns4SBBBBBBlinaT jMBnBMansnn#a«B#nVwn nan nunannnftm— 

ffon aeates a relatmlj hajh heard toother auuuab 

UBSSJT pouwcnsnnBBnjsoB persons, nosfcver, use aaja 
hasanf povsuthn h o f icwtivciy short dantfon, because 

coacsatiauons to a level which h aaialnaid by uptake 
etnas ««ai Suhnsnnnrthr a lower aeamstiBftni Between 
•VWPWBW eMawnw u»w"UFw^"wnn»w"» •nnjwe UB U B F V W U wnuunaaniavBnBnnni arw^*v^puni 

bundens are a ftjaclioii of loutiae plant rnriiHhra 
panami aad the anntnfy of rsdionacaar hi thesoi 

14. H. L. biajat et at, p. Sf la HiaTiimln^iaf Chwen 
i anaii rtaianuii >. Jtheajaal V. t. nanpii lids), m*. 

15. I~J.lamwMe*%JMt/iUa*tJBnl 4, 317 (1959). 

pooL Cocttentrations nwwtswwid by this eouaubrhun are 
several orders of aunantade lass tlwn the snitiel coecea-
tratioe caused by direct deposition on means. The 
********* M> -it ndioonchoe bmdcn WBT affiwint for less 
radkiectnrity entry into food chains, and attendant 
ladhwcfjcal hazards are lovMruel and of a long-tefni 
duration. 

Results from field aad laboratory eipeihatau on 
fescue grass have been frfrgrsTtd with the aid of 

poneats foBOwnuj a UBM source depositiOB tw a foscae 

in the asodel are iHiaaisiiiid in Table 15. Itodfouifena 
rransfen among plant tsttti-eoi lonsjioufnti fines de
fined as hnear and ejiponrnUal function* (ft, Tabht 
15\ aad the equations for chaajs in state of six 
iOBBBMuatnts were aohud with a Kiingr I'XOM routine 
provided by CoatSaare. Wioaa kanits, the results of 
this snisilttion (Fig. 13) fit observed ion^aaaiathnit 
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cesium concentration trends in fitter, soil, foliage, and 
fruit were accurate representations of observed redistri
bution in field and laboratory experhnep.ts. This was 
true for both trends of redistribution and relative 
magnitude of radiocesiuni in the different compart
ments as a function of time. 

The importance of this sanitation is to demonstrate 
relative concentrations of a nuclide in differ* nt com
ponents of the ecosystem following an acute contami
nation event. In this scenario, and apparently in 
others.1' the litter component initially retained the 
greatest fraction of radioactivity, and it also exhibited 
the slowest turnover time. After several months, this 
component still retained the largest fraction of the 
initial mput. The radioceskan content of living foliage 
diminished rapidly, ind one month hter it approached 
a concentration level which was two orders of magni-
tude less than that at / , . Soil acted as a smk for the 
contaminant, but equivalent amounts in fitter and sofl 
did not occur until six months after contamination 
according to this simulation. An hnportant ecological 
•unfit 11108 is that appreciable tong-tciui retention in 
the fitter component may lead to substantial concen-
trarsons in detritaM>ased food chains. Where dead 
organic material is an important dietary constitueiu, 
radinmitlidr ingestion would beat least two orders of 
nuunatade greater than if fifing plant material consti
tuted the food base. Empirical and simulation informa
tion oa relative concentrations also would aid the 
iesavjs of ecotogvci* aomtoring programs because it 
wsttkt identify segments of rhe system that have the 
highest hazard potential with regard to food chain 
reconcentrations and exposure of endemic organisms 

Direct lawaanwcSie Transfer from Canopy 
t» Ufcduiioij Vegetation 

Mineral eyefing studies between trees and understory 
vegetation have shown the importance of the leaching 
action of rainwater in tree canopies. The loss rate of 
leached sabstanors from canopies and subsequent ab
sorption by uadentory plants describes one mode of 
aaaecsl transfer in nutrient cycles within terrestrial 
ecosysterrs. A persimmon \DiospynB itigMutf L») tree 
was tagged with 4.1 mCi of , , 4 C s to study the 
pathways and rates of movement of , , 4 C s leached 
from a tree canopy into understory vegeution. Ralnfafl 
and throvgd.^a samples were coMecttd anmedntery 
fofcnving iun for a period of eight weeks to detenniae 
total ifc-mal and amount of i M C s leached from the 
canopy. Undentory vegetation, an almost pore stand of 
goidearod (fonnajo tmmJuub L.), wis sampled 

TaMel.6. Avana* i a 4Q consent in aniiialwj «.'**» 
teoMaaaod) aai aoi •aafcr a taajni twe 

after afcM weeks of laacftaag 

Pint pat Foiarabaorpt)oa(*Ci) Fofcr + soi 

FoHgc 1830± 270 17S9 ± 3S7 
Stew 344 * 71 369 ± 101 
Roots 446 t 80 9091 126 
Total 2620 3037 

Soi 47 ± 18 224 ± 68 

weekly tc determine uptake of , 3 4 C s by plants. 
Previous to inoculation, a plastic sheet was placed 
around each of 30 goUenrod plants to prevent vertical 
movement of ' 3 4 Cs into sofl arouno these plants. This 
design enabled the determination of the extent of foliar 
vs root uptake of leached • , 4 C s in throughfal. 

Over an eight-week period 1 J03% of the inoculum was 
leached from the tree canopy by 13 rain events totafing 
W9 m. About O J M % ( 1 . 7 8 aCi) of the inoculum was 
transferred directly to understory plants. Table 1J6 
shows the average • 3 4 Cs content of goldenrod and sofl 
under the tagged tree after eight weeks. Plants, which 
accumulated radiocesnan through the Toner route oniy, 
contained 86% of the amount which was absorbed 
through both foliar and sofl uptake pathways. These 
resuiu mdicate that nucSde transfer via rainout was 
approximately six times greater than root assentation, 
and foliar absorption is a nrajor pathway for radio-
cesium transfer from the canopy to understory vegeta
tion. 

Tramphationof 3 H by Decaenoas Trees 

Measurement of transpiration of water by trees is a 
difficult problem that has not been adequately resolved. 
Numerous methods have been attempted, bat afl are 
subject to criticism,2* and tritiated water as a tracer 
represents a different approach to the measurement of 
transpiration based on theoretical tracer dynamics in 
steady-state systems.21*21 Tins method has been used 
saeccssfuly in tropical vegetaton,23 but not for 
temperate deciduous trees A pilot study was under
taken to test the fcraonty tf usmg tritiated water to 

19. A.S. *O0*r*itlaL.B~*kFkn II, 1333(1965). 
20. R. O. Staytar, /bwf-Maur Retttfiftnk^K, Acadaaajc, New 

York, iK?, 366 a*. 
21. f-E. E. RiajBBi. J M * * Aaaa* TedmoL X 245-42 

(1966). 
22. K. IJ I I IW" »**•»* jfatfat TedmbL 5, 3-24(1967). 
23. I. R. Ram at aL, Ecotoo 51,10M-73 0970V 

file:///DiospynB
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measure rates of transpiration of temperate deciduous 
tree species under field conditions. The tree species 
examined in this study were yellow poplar (Lmoden-
dron tulifHfera) and shagbark hickory (Carya onto). 

The 3 H content of foliage was determined at various 
time intervals after tagging, and, according to previously 
developed analytical procedures,2 3 > 2 4 transpiration was 
estimated fiotn 

where M is the tctal activity originally injected, F n the 
flow rate through the system (transpiration, in this 
case), and /*(/) is the specific activity of the tracer at 
the exit pomt (foliage) at any time following introduc
tion of the tracer to the system. 

Transpiration estimates for the period May 29 to 
April 9 are summarized in Table 1.7. The overstory 
yellow poplar had a transpiration rate per unit weight 
of foliage which was 15 times the rate for tL- nkkory. 
Although canopy position was different, these transpi
ration estimates reflect the site requirements of the two 
species. While shagbark hickory usualy competes suc
cessfully on more xeric sites than yefcw poplar, the 
tagged trees were within 50 m of one another aad&ely 
were influenced by the svxe soi water regime. The 
understory yellow poplar lost water at a r*te of 22 
times that of the overstory yefow poplar and 3 2 tines 
that of the hickory. Yelow poplar is known to hs*e a 
low tolerance to canopy suppression, and often tins is 
related to root competition for water or nanerab and 
photosynthetic capacity of trees. The higher rate of 

transpiration of the understory yellow poplar would 
deplete soil metstme more rapidly than for hickory, 
and extensive water utilization may lead to more rapid 
development of moisture stress during temporary 
summer droughts. Such experiments provide dues on 
comparative water relations in forests. 

These preliminary results indicate the appbcabflity of 
using tritiated water to make field estimates of transpi 
ration in temperate deciduous trees. The technique 
provides an estimate of transpiration rate or total water 
loss for a period of !9 to 20 days. The method is best 
suited to species she comparisons wiieie seasonal 
estimates of whole-tree water loss are required. Other 
in-piogress studies audi as vertical and lateral: 
movement and the soil-water-plant transfer w9< 
our understanding of the water cycle m forests. Since 
water is an important carrier of rsdioniicfcVi in the 
terrestrial environment, accurate information on the 
dynamics of this cycle wffl aid the evakntion of 
radionuclide mobility m the ' '^w "pc. 

SOtL-FLANT RELATIONS 

C.W. Francs 
T.Cox R.C.Dahhnan L.N. Peters 

At Jahlity of rsdMiHcndn to 
food dnans over longtime periods is 
by plant wylatrf from son*. Through 

24. J. R. Kane et aL. 
O0NF-710S01(appm) 
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of the long-term radionuclide burden in plants and 
ammab which occurs as chronic uptake from soil. For 
die plant-soil (or root-sot) interface, research results are 
presented on die sot chemistry of radionuclides, the 
factors which influence radionuclide uptake by plants, 
and die reciprocal transfer of radioactivity from root to 
aofl. 

Redktrmwtionof , 3 7aaiFoflcstSoi 

Distribution of 1 3 T C s within the soi profle and 
among so3 fractions which were collected in 1962 and 
1969 is presented in Fig. 1.4. The higher l 3 7 C s concen
tration in the 1962 soi sample at the 6-cm depth 
(about 2 1 pCi/mg), relative to that at the 4-cm depth 
(about IS pCVmg), was not observed in the 1969 

Furthermore, das data demonstrated I 3 7 C s 
through the soi profile, for example, ap

proximately 12% of the sol burden in 1969 was bdow 
10 cm wfcfle in 1962 less than 4% was at this depth. 
However, downward movement was twite slow (Fig. 
1.4), because it tooh seven years for the radJornaam 
soi btmka (3 pCi/mg) to move 3.6 cm (031 cm/year). 

8 
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The l 3 < , Cs buildup in the top 4 cm was attributed to 
radjorrtkim recycling processes such as flushing from 
the tree, litter input, and bidirectional redistribution 
from mixing by soi fauna. 

Selective sorption by day was examined for 1962 and 
1969 samples where the radaKeshim on clay was 
expressed relative to the percent day (enrichment 
factor) as a function of increasing sofl depth (Fig. 
15e). At the soil depth of 6 cm this factor was much 
smaller in 1969 than in 1962, and the difference could 
have resulted from a loss of 1 3 7 C s or an accumulation 
of clay. The percentage of day detenninec at this depth 
in 1969 was approximately one-haSf mat aetenmned 
from the 1962 composite sample (1969 day content = 
5.5, and 1962 = 103% at a depth of 6 cm). Whfle the 
discrepancy in day content may be due to sampling 
variability, the data strongly indicated a loss of 1 3 7 C s 
(from 1962 to 1969) at die 6<c\ depth and a gam at 
lower depths relative to the day present. Such redistri-
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button (6 to 20 cm m seven years) is unusual according 
to existing concepts of intensive sorption of cesium on 
day. The data concerning the relative quantity of 
1 S 7 Cs in the fine sH! f.ac&n are presented in Fig. 136 
in terms of enrichment factor a a function of depth. In 
this case, the 1962 relationship was nearly inverse to 
what it was for day. Over seven yean there was a 
tendency for amounts of , 1 7 C $ to be transferred from 
the day to fine sit. Cesium-137 concentration in the 
fine alt (134 pCi/mg) at the 12- to 16<m depth was 
nearly equal to that found in the day (1.85 pCi/ing). 
Furthermore, over on^thud of the total " 7 C s soi 
burden was found in the sit traction at this depth. 
Long-term observation of , 3 7 C s behavior in forest soi 
indicates consider able icdistiroution between soi sepa-

as throughout the profit. Although 
to associated bwbc components has 

to new eomwVia, the dynunir state of 
in the soi component of i 

US. 

The amount of ndmndne transferred from soi to 
and subsequently through several annual food 
is being determined by using a highly 

nated soi. The first portion of the < 
the nam •! ion of various panmi 
transfer of the radionuclidV from the soi to the plant. 
Que of the most important envhuaunental variables 

•fluentes radionmMde uptake by plants is the 
statmc*theccnftaniinttedsoi,andar**c^ 

H-ML fertiization experiment (three levels of the 
following essential dements: FM>, SO, 100 ppm; f - 0 , 
25,50 pom; K-0,75,150 ppm replicated three times) 
was dinigntd to drtennme the effect of nutrient levd 
on uptake by pfcmu from While Ouk Lake bed soi. 

ine nra narvest ana raaaoasmy or lamonucnues 
taken up by JapuneseMnVt grown in ttegreeimoQsem 
a soi from the envrroas of White Ouk Lake has been 
lomphled. Data from the N-MC fertmzation expert-
flRCflt ammmwCmwOvl uattttt SHOf lDuaOOlS WOOw&OBOOtk €flnmwAC£m» 

the uptake of " C o and 1 , 9 C l Applications of 
jintaajlmn reduced the phmt uptake of l 3 7 C s , showing 
fre competitive effect of a nutrient analog, Hgh 
typwrttiftm A* njtrofra aho reduced * a , C i uptnYr and, 
nan m> Lunjujun>u,mnj uW£unn»s>y mnu%mg nv^njnjajanjmnjunnanmw aanumvunuL umnap 

uMnovatent cations would be expected since the nJtro» 
nenwmadd^daiuWrormofuTea^andr^^.i^^and 
a * here s ta te cationfcraaU Tim a u ^ 

lopwaijnift 
RtMom-tintf (aCyg «oi nry wqaftt) 

•••at- »"Cs "Co » " » « 2 . **5c 

2.7 1Z. 134 1.4 0.2 O014 

wffl continue for five or six harvests to ;t 
long-term uptake under exft 

Cniy the ntioavcades * 3 7 Cs and " C o 
in significant quaatithn in the first crop of i 
hi While Ouk Lake soi (Table 14). The fertmxer 
treatment w*nch gave the lughest ••Co contemn plant 
tissue (180 pCVg) cmwipondrd to a iontrntiation 
actor (pO/g in dry pmut/pCi/g in dry soi) of 
OJ0132 . S S The , , 7 C s plant 
50 to 90 pCVg and resulted in a < 
approximately 0.0318- This value h smvnar to 
reported by afcnacl1* but fc covKeutratiou factor of 
" C o was tniiihhimly lower. His data reflected only 
phut uptake vrithaa six monms after a 
^^^^unn^B^^ uv/wnev anu^ujpunnpwn waun^i^^nnu/ w^^ nanvâ  ^vn^^ms 

m WOL soi have been nmvenced by 

uptake of , , 7 C s and " C o from soi 
10 to 20 years 

of 
Fixation of the 

pioduiH is the proposed 

to be 

soi 
from plant 

sftyday. 
due tu root 
death and 

the root to soi 

from nboiigiimnd war latum to1 
root turnover may account for i 
to soi, and a • , 4 C s tracer was used to 
rates to three different sols fTamott 

) 

^MV^unrvfwaaaM#nm^ai Cn% wnmn> uatnml mnfu^vaf uunvvnuui 

of aboveground 

25. Vats* of <U> a 

i/ftps 11,1325-32(1*5). 
Bed. S2<Sv*tt),99<i*friX 
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Seedlings harvested one weeV following stem tagging 
with ' 3 4 C s had significant quantities of this radionu
clide in the root and soil compartments. The greatest 
percentage of the total budget was in the old stem and 
leaves, but from 6 to 30% had moved down into the 
roots during the seven-day period. Based on calculations 
of dry weight percentages in five root compartments 
(four size classes and dead roots), root size classes 
contained a disproportionate amount of total seedling 
dry weight. However, the smaller root size classes 
contained nearly three times more radiocesium tSi,: 
other size classes (Table 1.9). Dead roots had the lowest 
radioactivity per unit of dry weight of any of the 
seedling compartments, which was attributed in part to 
increased susceptuV'ity to leaching following root 
death. Examination of soil indicated as much as 3% of 
the total 1 3 4 C s was in this compartment after only 
seven days. Most of the initial transfer to soil probably 
was due to root death, decay, or !eaching from living 
roots since exudation likely was negligible curing the 
early time interval. These observations confirm prompt 
transfer of radiocesium between shoots and roots when 
radiocesium is assimilated by aboveground plant parts. 

TaUe 1.9. Coaceatntk* C*Ci/g) of * *4Cs 
ia Urio4m*<m toots one week after labeling shoots 

Root classes* NMb MEC 

Taftott aKy day 
1 0.0 0.0 
2 0.3823 ±0.30 0.3659 ±0.25 
3 1.3191 ±0.86 0.9893 ±0.66 
4 3.3570 ±1.85 1.5902 ±0.86 
5 0.0751 ±0.01 0.1214 ±0.07 

Seqnatr *ie sandy loam 
0.0 0.0 
0.3458 ±0.14 0.5925 ±0.08 
0.5606 ±0.14 1.1744 ±0.31 
0.2460 ±0.20 V7CS5±0.68 
0.0563 ±0.03 0.2224*0.04 

Emoty sit loam 
0.2289 0.0555 
0.7744 ±0.05 0.9828 ±0.52 
1.5156 ±0.117 1.7050 ±0.76 
3.7844 ±0.75 2.9591 ± 1.46 
0.0980 ±0.01 0.3317 ±0.15 

•Root diameter ci-uies: 1, >1.0 cm; 2,1.0 to 0.5 cm; 3,0.5 to 
0.1 cm; 4, <0.1 cm; 5, dead roots. 

*NM, canopy minerals leached to soil 
* CM£, mineral leaching to soil preven ted. 

A continuation of these investigations will partition 
radiocesium an"* m ^ . i l turnover among exudation, 
leaching, and root death-decay processes. 

Distribution o f ' 3 7 Cs between MontmoriDonite 
and Mka Minerals 

Selective adsorption of l31Cs to micaceous minerals 
is so great in comparison with other clay minerals that 
most of the 1 3 7 C s in soil should ultimately be 
associated with the micaceous component, providing 
the soil contains this mineral. 2 8 Rapidity of fixation in 
mixed clays is an important process because the 
fixation rate would influence downward penetration of 
1 3 7 C s , and in a soil horizon containing a mixture of a 
large amount of montmcrillonitic clay (nonspecific 
cation exchange sites) and only a small quantity of 
mica, the latter mineral may selectively sorb the cesium. 
Through the use of ultrazonal centrifugation, montmor-
illonite and mica minerals (less than 2 u diam) can be 
quantitatively separated from suspensions of two clays, 
and exchanges of l 3 ? C s between montmorillonite and 
mica can be detected through the isolation of each 
mineral from a suspension containing I 3 7 C s by deter
mining the fraction of 1 3 7 C s associated with each 
mineral for different time intervals. 

Fifty mg of each mineral (<2 u) was suspended in 10 
ml of 1 TV MgCl2 containing tracer quantities o f ' 3 7 Cs, 
and the suspensions were separated by centrifuging 
through a density gradient at 1S min and 24- and 72-hr 
intervals.2 9 Three bands were removed: band 1 was less 
than 2.3 g/cm3 in density, band 2 consisted of dispersed 
material between the two dominant bands (density 2.3 
to 2.6 g/cm 3), and band 3 was greater than 2.6 g/cm 3 

in density. X-ray diffractograms showed that band 1 
was montmorillonite, while bands 2 and 3 contained 
mica (the 1.0-nm maximum in band 3 was much more 
pronounced than that in band 2). No rrontmorillonite 
could be detected in bands 2 and 3. Mica from soil clays 
characteristically bands in the density range 2.62 to 
2.75 g/cm 3 . 

Results on radioactivity retention by the different 
banding fractions (Table 1.10) showed essentially no 
transfer of 1 3 7 C s from the nonspecific exchange sites 
(montmorillonite) to the micaceous fraction over the 
72-hr interval. Lower radiocesium content of all band 
fractions at f + IS min indicated incomplete sorption to 

28. T. Tanwra et aL,Health Fhys. 2,391 (I960). 
29. C. W. Francis et aL, "An Evaluation of Zonal Centrifliga

tion as a Research Tool in Soil Science. Part 1: Methodologyf" 
accepted for pubticatiun in Am. Proc. SoOSci 
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Band 

Table 1.10. Adsorp*ive distribution of t 3 7 C s 
between montmoriOonite mad mica nrinetab 

alter zonal centrifoption' 

, 3 7 C $ Activity 
Clay Bandweight 

mineral (mg) percent nCi/mg Relative to 
band 1 

lSi 

1 Mt* 55.0 ±1.9* 7.9 2.810.2 1.0 
2 Mica 30.5 ±0.3 69.1 24.610.4 8.8 
3 Mica 15.5±0.3 23.0 

24 hr 

8.210.4 2.9 

1 Mt 59.0±0.7 10.8 5.510.1 1.0 
2 Mica 24.610.8 65.7 33.510.4 6.1 
3 Mica 17.110.1 23.5 

72 hr 

12.010.2 2.2 

1 Mt 60.7 11.0 8.1 4 .H0 .1 1.0 
2 Mica 25.110.1 68.4 34.510.3 7.8 
3 Mica 18.7 11.0 23.4 11.810.7 2.9 

'Bands were separated from a suspension of 50 mg each of <2 
it of montmorillonite and mica in \M MgCl}. 

*Mt = Montmorillonite. 
Idean value of two aepUcations; plus or minus refers to range 

of absolute value. 

both montmorillonite and mica. From t2* to f 7 2 hr, 
small but insignificant decreased sorption on moiumor-
Slonite and increased sorption on mica were observed. 
In general, less than 10% of the total adsorbed activity 
was associated with the montmorillonite clay while the 
bulk of the activity (60 to 70%) initially was adsorbed 
to ihe light-density (2.3 to 2.6 g/cm 2) micaceous 
fraction. 

The large fraction of the mica which was found at 
densities less than 2.6 g/cm3 (greater than 60%) was 
somewhat surprising. The material wa» banded in an 
ultracentrifuge at 15,000 rpm (38,500 g at r m a x ) for 17 
hr which normally is a sufficient force to band, 
isopycrucally, clay particles as small as 0.05 \i in 
diameter. Further sedimentation studies on the mineral 
stock showed that the mica had a particle size distribu
tion where over 75% was in the 2.0- to 0.2-ji range, and 
the fraction less thar 0.05 \i was considerably smaller 
than the 60% which was isolated in band 2. Thus, 
material in band 2 was at it* true isopycnic point and 
possessed different characteristics from that banded at 
densities greater than 2.60 g/cm 3 . Determination of 
potassium content of the bands (5.64 and 7.96% for 
bands 2 and 3, respectively) revealed that band 2 was 
more weathered and consequently more susceptible to 

hydration and solvation than band 3. It was this band 
which had three to four times more ' 3 7 C s sorption 
capacity than the less-weathered crystalline mica, and 
conceivably this material contained a larger number of 
wedge sites. 3 0 This condition would optimize interlayer 
spacing and selective ' 3 7 C s adsorption between the 1.0 
and 1.4 rather than 1.0-m.i lattice spacing. 

Plutonium Plant-Sol Relationships 

One result from implementation of the fast breeder 
reactors will be the increased production of piutonkim. 
Hie projected • cumulation of piutonkim isotopes 
from the United States nuclear power industry alone is 
ovt;r 1000 megacuries (per year) by the year 2020 . 3 1 

This large increase in production may also increase the 
probability of piutonium releases to the environment. 
Expected magnitude of Pu uptake by plants has been 
summarized from a review of phitonhim relationships in 
vegetation-soil systems. 3 2 

Plutonium in soil exists largely in a positively charged 
polymeric form and is strongly adsorbed to colloids. 
Aqueous solutions of inorganic salts have removed little 
piutonium after initial adsorption (<4%); however, 
acetate salts inhibited piutonium adsorption to soil and 
a»so have extracted large quantities of adsorbed piuto
nium. Likewise, ptutonnirn in the presence of various 
organic: solvents was not sorbed to sofl particles. It 
appears piutonium movement in soils is very limited 
unless it becomes associated with certain synthetic or 
naturally occurring organic compounds. 

Plutonium uptake by plants is apparently similarly 
related, for example, the discrimination factor of 
piutonium transfer from soils to plants is generally in 
the order of 10" 4 to 10"* (concentration in plants to 
concentration in soils) (Table 1.11). However, Romney 
et a l . 3 3 demonstrated enhancement of "*Pu uptake in 
alfalfa as much as tenfold through the addition of a 
chelating agent (di^yknetriaminepentaacetic acid). 
By necessity, many experiments have involved modified 
or artificial growth media, and there is limited inforaia-
tion on potential chelation effects from organic rich 
soils. 

30 D. L. Dokater et aL, Soi SeL Soc Amer. Proc 32,795 
(1968). 

31. D. G. Jacobs and Fcnaccio Gem, Health Fkys. Dtw. 
Amu. hop. top. July 31,1969. ORNL4446, pp. 17-20. 

32. C W.Francis, MPlatoinnmMoba^m Soi and Uptake in 
Plants: A Review,** MtmHted to Journal of tmtnmmnod 
Quality. 

33. E. M. RoflMwy, H. M. Moik, and K. H. tanoa, JMMA 
Fhyt 19,487-91(1970). 
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Table I.II. Fraction c4|Jntonioaua*ake by various phuts 
grown under M t M t condition* 

^ —_ j - . - H . Fiactiui assonuated , 
Growth conditions Plant , ., Reference 

Nutrient-bentonite suspensions Barley (i.0-0.04) X i0~ 2 a 
Neubaoer Oat (0.1-0.01) x 10~2 * 
Son-modified neubauer Barley (0.02-0.006) X 10"2 c 
SoaVgreenhoase Ryegrass 10"4 d 
Soft-greenhouse Oat (0.02-0.001) 10 2 e 
Soii*-greenhouse Clover 2.5 X 10"* (1958) / 

8.8 x 10"5 (1962) 

*Loub Jacobsoo and Roy Omsbtet, Soil Sci 65,129-34 (1948). 
»J. H. Rednfce, J. F. Ctine, and A. A. Sdders, USAEC Repon HW-36734, 

1955. 
CD O. Wilson and J. F. Clint, Nature 209,941 -42 (1966). 
*>. NewbovM, p. 86 in AnnulReport on Radiobiotogy. ARCL10, Gnat Britain 

Agricultural Research Conned, Radiobiological Lab., Wantage, Berks, England. 
«S. L. CumaJngs and L. BankerL 1971. Rmdkt Hetltk Date Rep. 12,83-85 

(1971). 
fL M. Romney, H. M. Mode, and K. H. Larson, HemUk Phys. 19, 487-91 

(1970). 
*Soi from Nevada Test Site. 

A joint project between the Radiation Waste Disposal 
Section of the Health Physics and Ecological Sciences 
Divisions is being carried out on the chemical character
ization of phitonhun adsorbed to sofl from the Nevada 
Test Site area. In addition to conventional sofl extrac
tion procedures, the soil samples will be segregated by 
ultrazonal centrifugation techniques. Through such an 
approach specific reaction products in these sofls should 
be isolated. 

Utazonal Cealrifligation Techniques 

Successful evaluation of material transfers in ecosys
tems requires analytical techniques which can measure 
processes within the system. Over the past several years 
a technique has been developed which will segregate 
environment particulates on the basis of density. This is 
carried out through centrifugation of the material 
across density gradients (ultrazoual centrifugatic.i). 
Methodology and results of this development are 
presented elsewhere,34*3* and additional research has 
been done on the interactions between dispersants and 
days. 

During the adaptation of ultrazonal centrifugation tc 
environmental samples it became apparent that quan'r 
ties of the dispersant (polyvinylpyrrolidone, PVP) used 
to maintain clay suspensions in the nonaqueous density 
gradients were being adsorbed to the clays. Adsorption 

and desorption studies of PVP were made on three 
representeuve clay minerals (iDvte, bentonite, and kao-
Unite). Using gravimetric procedures, it was concluded 
that essential!' all of the PVP a i rbed to illitic and 
kaolinitic clays can be desorbed by washings of H 2 0 or 
ethanol. However, in the case of bentonites, 10 to 14 g 
of PVP per 100 g of cby remained adsorbed after u 
many as six washings in H 2 0 or ethanol. Maximum 
adsorption of PVP was found to be in aqueous systems 
where the clay contained 85 to 90 g of PVP per 100 g 
of mineral. 

Results of adsorption of PVP on Wyoming bentonite 
(API 26) at different temperatures and cation satura
tion from two solvents, water and 200 proof ethanol, 
are given in Fig. 1.6. These adsorption curves indicateu 
monolayer coverage in the case of magnesium clay and 
double layer adsorption on the sodium-saturated bento
nite; x-ray data supported this relationship.3* To 

34- C. W. Fraacw et al, "An Evaluation of Zonal Ceatrifoga-
tion as a Rewarch Tool in Soil Science. Part 1: Methodology,** 
accepted for publication iaSoHSciSoc Amer. hoc (1971). 

35. C W. Francis et al, "An Evaluation of 2*n«Ceatfriruga-
tion as a Ressarca Tool in Sol Science. Part D: CTauncterization 
of Clays,** accepted for paMcation in SotSei Soe.Awm.fnc 
(1971). 

?6. C. W. Francis, **Adsorption of rHitvviayfpyirolidoae on 
RermnceOsyr4nmals>

nsn^nitUdto5o«5c<mce 

http://Soe.Awm.fnc
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evaluate the adsorption mechanism responsible for the 
apparently irreversible adsorption of PVP to bentonites, 
the adsorption data over different temperatures and 
concentrations were plotted as Laagmuir and Freund-
tich isotherms (Fig. 1.7). 

Adsorption data of PVP on Wyoming bentonite did 
not result in linear plots in the form of Langmuir 
adsorption isotherms. The graph gave a linear relation
ship whej plotted as a Freundlich isotherm (Fig. 1.7); 

where x is the amount of PVP adsorbed by unit mass of 
day, c is the equilibrium solution concentration, and k 
and n ?re constants. The "isosteric" heat of absorption 
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was determined from equilibrium adsorption at two 
different temperatures. .~or the same amount of poly
mer adsorption at temperatures 7\ and 7*j, H was 
calculated from 

where C, and C2 are equflftrium solution concent! a-
tkms at the respective temperatures. The isosteric heat 
of adsorption lor 50 and 6 g of adsorbed PVP per 100 g 
of day resulted in LH values of 6.34 and 6.47 kcaVmofc, 
respettivdy. Toe magnitude and ugs are sssssr to tfce 
heats of adsorption calculated in the same inaaner for 
the adsorption of poryvmybcetate on iron powder,3 7 

and the low values are indicative of physira£ adsorption 
rather than < heiiEMUption. The proposed mechanisai of 
adsorption of PVP on day is the alignment < 
carbon bonding n the polymer duan to 
oxygen atoms in the hnragonil surface of layer; 
The distance between the alternate c 
(0.252 nm) closely approximates the distance bttwtm 
surface oxygen atoms in a unit cell of nwntmorilnail* 
(0.259 nm). This type of adsorption would require s i 
polymer segments to be adsorbable and sfl surface sites 
to be adsorbing, which results, according to Snber-
berg, 3 t in a monolayer which would exkvbit ronrider-
ably less coiling and budding than was previously 
conceived. 

FOOD CHAIN DYNAMICS OF B U M O N U O J U B S 

R. I. Van Hook 
S.L.Deal J. F. McBrayer 
G.J.Dodson 
P. B. Dunaway 
M.Hogland 
R.Gaskim 
J.B.liathies 

M r* Ma•!•••! . \J. raenen 
D.E.Reichle 
M R Shanks 
P.Soums 
J. D. Story 

Food chains are the major biological process for 
environmental transport of conUnunants and may yield 
either a concentration or diution of materials from 
trophic exchanges. Much of the problem m establishing 
safe Boats or standards for poftutants is that informa
tion on transfers of these pollutants from the abiotic 
environment to the biota is either insufficient or 
unavailable. Therefore, in most cases manimfcfing as-
sumptions me invoked aboac transfer rates ia food 

37. J. /. thji Chm. 42,541 (19St). 
/ fkyt Chm ft*,1M4 (Iff2). 
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chains leading to man. However, concentration factors 
may be expected to decrease, net increase, from the 
nonhvmg to living parts of the ecosystem and from one 
link in the food chain to another. It becomes essential, 
then, that refined values are obtained for pofiutaat 
transfer rates among nonliving and living components of 
the ecosystem. In the following discussions, research is 
described on some of the numerous food chain param
eters and environnientai variables affecting transfer 
rates and concentration factors for these pollutant 
n*?!*rials. 

Through study of the variables affecting the dynamic 
food chain process, factors affecting the food chain 
dynamics of materials and, ultimately, their long-term 
fate in the biota can be better understood. Potential 
movement of materials throughout the biota of natural 
ecosystems involves innumerable variables such as 
dietary levels in the food, physiological state of the 
consumer, ingestion rates, whole-body chemistry, bio
logical degradation, and turnover or excretion rates. 
Consequently, cause and effect relationships among 
these parameters are such that specific values are 
applicable only in the situation of the particubv food 
chain being examined. 

Factors Affecting EqwXbrivjn 
of] 

Whole-body concentrations of chemical compounds 
in animals are the result of a combination of physiologi
cal and environmental variables. These variables affect 
the parameters of biological uptake and turnover of the 
chemical compounds and the environmental concentra
tion of the compounds. Variations in any one of these 
parameters may produce marked differences in whole-
body concentrations in the animals, with subsequent 
differences in concer.aation becoming apparent in the 
entire trophic level. 

Biological uptake of radionuclides by arthropods 
often has been described as a double exponential 
system composed of a fraction of the ingested material 
which passes through the gut (pt) and a fraction which 
i* assimilated into body tissues (p3). This model of 
radioisotope uptake is depicted mathematically as 

Qt*Qe-piQe'-k%tp2Qe'~X2'> 0) 
where Qt • whole-body concentration of radioisot jpes 
at time I, Qg • the equiibrium whole-body concentra
tion of radioisotopes, X, * an estimate of the rate of 
gut passage (ptQe), and X2 * an estimate of the 
turnover rate of assimilated radioisotopes (ptQe). 

Differences in turnover coefficients between various 
chemical compounds or different species can signifi
cantly affect the time required for reaching equili>rium. 
The curves shown in Figs. 1.8 and 1.9 were derived 
from Eq. (1) by varying the values of X, in five equal 
intervals between 0.032 and 0.0% and X 2 in five equal 
intervals between 0.006 am 0.018 for two different 
equdibrium levels (Qe = 260 and 130 dpm/mg for Figs. 
1.8 and 1.9, respectively). These two families of curves 

300 
;n»-i 

for an 
<#<><* 2*0 •>**/• 

(Pi) of Out* with 
of tmom rates X, mi X, (0432, 0006), 

tfMMt, 0409), <0J0*4. OJ0I2X 0*000, O0I5). mi ( M M , 
O0I8). 

F|g. 1.9. RaAMmope qptake patterns for an 
((?,) of 130 ifmjmj • * * • * 

(Pi) of Ota with iMfiithi 
of turaofw tatas X( mi X2 0X032, (UN), 

(O040. 0.009), (OlOM, 0.012), (0000, O0I5), mi (&0M, 
O0I0). 
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serve to fflustrate how variations ia the biotqpca! 
diuunation coefficients, for iimmiinililiil and asanav 
bted fractions affect taw biological uptake of ekmeotal 
mstcriih For a given eqgiMwiani level (Q^ varioiis 
environmental stresses on biological dirmnation rates 
(e^., temperature) tend to either increase or decrease 
the time required to reach this equiirjrium value. For 
example, in Fig. 1-8 only 300 hr are required to reach 
g e whenX, * 0.096 and X 3 * 0.018, whereas Qe h not 
reached even after 500 hr when X, andXa are decreased 
to 0032 sad 0.006, respectively. The diminished X*s 
could concembty be caused by a reduction in environ
mental temperature. The effect remain* constant, for a 
given stress, ever, as the value of g , changes (Fig. 1.9) 
due to either fluctuations hi environmental 

of the 

m 
for the 

in 
or due to 

the physiological requirement* ci the 
element (btotogicafly desernmnant eqt^sbriura). 

AJtbough various ennronrrental ant physiological 
variables affect the rates of uptake and turnover of 

ultimate concentration factors tor chfitacal 
or elements are intimately related to the 

stabse-eternent chemistry of the consunier orgariism and 
its food. Careful dfetincticn should be made between 
elemental concentrations in organisms (ppm) and con
centration factors for these elements in a food chain 
(ratio of ppm in organism to ppm in food). 

Some or4 unams show relatively constant whole-body 
elemental compositions over a range of elemental 
concentrations in their environment Under these cir-
cumstsnees, the elemental concentration factors are 
said to be btohgiadfy determinmt, for example, 
biotogccaUy constant and inversely proportional to 
increased concentrations of the respective dements in 
the environment. Many nutrient elements active in 
metabolic processes appear to be biologically determi
nant No significant seasonal differences in the sodium, 
potassium, and calcium content of grtsttind arthropods 
have been observed, although these dements varied 
through time in the grass food base. Simiar relation
ship*, although not without exceptions, have been 
reported for Na, K, and Ca in forest arthropod food 
chains. Organisms in food chains may concentrate these 
elements above levels in their food base, but once 
optimum whole-body concentrations are attained they 
remain constant despite subsequent fluctuation levels in 
their food. 

CcwvtTgsiy, other classes of chemical compounds and 
dements have whok-body concentrations directly pro
portional to environmental concentrations. Elements 
which behave in tins manner &,• HoMcdh indetermi-

twit. Such dements are often those which are not 
ntetabobcaBy active, and uptake and excretion by the 
animal fonow simple mass balance cujunaVria. The 
behavior of l 3 7 C s in arthropod food chains (Fn> 1.10) 
ilustrates tins point. Whole-body concentrations of 
l 3 7 C s are directly proportional to levels in food, even 
though total cesium concentrations in various diet items 
wae essentially constant. These data were derived from 
foliage-feeding insects, although simiar relationships 
can be shown for detritus feeders and predators. Other 
such conasounds are those for which the orgaaan does 
not possess the carvtbdity for biokupcai degradation and 
excretion, with resulting accuaanlation in certain body 
tissues. Although some environmental point; 
as DDT and Soxic heavy metals may be metabolised 
excreted by the organism, their concentratioi 
biologically indeternunant. 

* ' T Q turnover m fare* canopy afJuaa. The 
,37a-taggedlJri«feaaVoft forest has been the subject 
cf many studies of element cycling and food chain 
dycranc*. These studies have folowed the movement 
of cesium within trees and transfer to litter and sol 
layers, within litter, soil, and nucroorgarnsm ccaapo-
nents, through forest floor food chains, and through 
several consponents of the forest canopy arUuopod 
community. To date, forest canopy arthropod studies 

in entire trophic levels. The results presented here wsl 
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Biological turnover rates of radiocrsnini in Mmao-
apkmm were determined for the aiate, subabte, and 
immature forms at temperatures of 15, 20, and 25°C. 
The resulting elimination data were fitted to the 

(2) At*A.e-*>, 

with At * the l , 4 C s activity at time t.A9 = ti* 
, , 4 C s activity, and X « the 1 3 4 C s turnover rate 
coefficient, and are shown in Fig. 1.11. Values of the 
biological turnover rate at each of the three experi
mental temperatures ire shown in Table 1.12. Com
bined instar data were pooled for determining the slope 
values (A) at each temperature for the curves shown in 
Rg . l .M . 

The effect of temperature on the biological turnover 
rate was analyzed in the equation 

K > ^ ( l t « r i i C ) f (3) 

where a * an empirical constant derived during solution 
of the equation and 0 * the rate at which the biological 
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, 3 7 c * 
aad plant sap froa the forest were 16 ± 02 aad 9.6 ± 
OS pCVaaj dry weajkt, mpectmly. Data* the eeoath 
of M y (aeaa canopy tiaanutwi * 7XTQ, the 

body baedM of l , 7 C * a the 
I J pCi/aaj dry weep*. The 

tjoo factor for ' > TCs in HatIIJI jinirii rctatw* to 1 
was 0.6S, whereas relative to teaf sap it was only 0.IS. 
The iMjestioo tat* of , , 7 C s by the 
atay be cakalated from 

I'lQe (4) 

Referring a Fit, 1.12, a mean tcneover rate for l , 4 C s 
at 20*C wasdilriMMid tobcQjQStf/a.Tbhi 
yielded a ale* of 2441 pG of ' " a 

per day, which represents 135% of the aphid 
eojt&brha) body tardea par day. For aa aphid 

of Mean body wtajM of 0.1 oajdry wtt/Jrt, 
ipdacthm wooM •ccoant far a daiy ham 

of OS »<Vag <* hoMywiw to the forest floor, 
oa the oevatJoa of peak popnatioa, oat 
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Q,*<Ul-e"), (5) 
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0.456/day. Time bona! tritioacoaceatra-
eneaaed firoa dried staples wea aNo 

aenryad with the nonhnear aodd (Eq. <S)| aad are 
a Fit; 1.13. ta tat instance, tea days ware 

to reach Qe (S.4 dpat/ajj), The aptax ate 
(A) far fiair boaai trirjaa was aJSaVday. 

Pace a best leert tataaw lit wa iitteaid far both the 
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the tiajeavboum) conepoueut. 
aaade to distaaaaem between ionic and organic forms of 
tritium in the tisaae-bound coaapertment. At eojunaV 
riuam, 17% of the maested tritium was in the thane-
bonnd compartment. A coucentraticn factor of 0.42 
was deteraaiBed for the ratio of wtjofe-body tritium 
concentration in the cricket to the vrttium concentra
tion in fresh plant material. For the tissue-bound 
coeaperlments of both watercress and crickets, this 
ratio was only 0.20, indicating that the food chain 
transfer of rmtabobcaBy fixed trithnn was somewhat 
lass efficient than that of whole body, in which case the 
body water compartii >wt predominates. 

tafjad watercress leaves (180.2 ± 64.4 pCVmg for fresh 
material and 18.5 * 3.1 pCi/mt for material dried prior 
to oxidation) to crickets for 24 hr. Whole-body and 

of feeding, and etaawaafJon data were fitted to a 
two<omponent model ( f i t contents and material acto 

mto the body), deptJew 

At-Atipt*-**'+ !&-**'). 

At s the 

hrof 

(6) 

txation at tune UA+n 
*>,audft vepropor 

for fat O . ) and body tisaae <**) 
I V, and X} ase the hnante coeftV 
with the flat (X,) and body tissue <**) 

24 

Pi 
50.5 «(Fu> 114). 

for tritium hminniiia (Eaj.(6)] o f * aa 
027 and 0.73. m p i U m l j , and X, and Xj 

8.1S8 and 0.173/day, respectively, 
of thet igf bom 
resadtedmthefoKowa^^^^dpnVm^f t 'OL^ 
Pt = 0.72, X, = 8.158/day, and X, * 0072/day. 
Groaartrk subtraction of the 
the whrle-body csm resulted m a 

km from the body-' 
(dashed line of Faj. 1.14). Data derived for the 

it were filled with Bq. (6), and 

45.2 dem/am, », * 032. p, * 048, X, * 20397/day, 
audX,*0.221/day. 

aMawBlamnmnpaaw ĵaBB umj wflawanavawS %^syjammaa^Pa^na amv %flflm i 

of the flat contents was three antes more 
eliaaraatwn of tritium tlromtte 
of 3:1 also held for tritium esaaalnation from • 

h, 
ti 

i of asessted tritinm was approauaaatery the 
for body-water and liamc honnd luaapailimnti 

i (wok and oceanic) tritium accounted for 
19% of the total body tardea at the end of 24 hr of 
feedint on the tanned watercress leaves. Conmariaon of 
tins vatae with 17% deteimmed at eoju&brnm in the 
urtatff experiments indicated that an cojnMbrinm be
tween body-water and lima* hound compartments <ms 
fitahhrfard extremer* rapvlry. A concentration factor 
of 028 was determined for the ratio of whole bedy 
tritium concentration in crickets to the tritium concen
tration in fresh plant material. This value was 30% of 
the concentration factor determined under eojamDrium 

npouuwew^uuuvuuw'Uu nnan^naw^ap VJ#W u w a m ^au^u^a»w/ p nannv vuwnju^u'V/e^rwe unawv* 

G»I/XI) • ( * / * , ) 
(7) 
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m dpm 5H/mg animel per day was dmermmed to be 
11.7. At cojiurorium, an average cricket (400 mg fire* 
weight) would contain 19380 dpm (8950 pCl) of 
tritium and would be ingesting and excreting 4680 dpm 
(2100 pCi) of tritium per day. toed on the senimp 
tfont that at cenJrormm the tritium body burden * 
evenly distributed s*d that s i beta partkks given off 
from the whokvbody tritium concentration am ab
sorbed in the animal Names, the dote rate to these 
•nimsli would be 6 J mrads/day. This resulted from a 
concentration of 0 3 fCi/ml in the water used to crow 

of , 3 7 C s . Laboratory 
the 

As 
10, 50, and 100 seeds per day). 

of " 9 a a u d * * C o a b o 
*•> <Fig. 1.15). 

4.4 and 21 i t , me 

during July 1969 to 
of mis 

a cnulsmtope tag mm 
( , , 7 C s ) 

and the second (* #Co) m a food tag 
The ratio between the two 

isotopes during exaction in the Isboratory wssusedto 
determine day of exaction for the fieM snsmsh (Fsj. 
1.16). eased upon identical exaction rates of , , 7 C s m 
both the laboratory and field, a direct corstlatkm of 
seed consumption from laboratory to field was indi
cated (Fig. 1.17). The derived day of excretion, 
determined from the ratio betwtm the two radio
isotopes, was incorporated in the exaction equation 
from the laboratory to estimate equina mm of , , 7 C $ 
for mice in the field. The >i|umbinim level was then 
corrected for the influences of sex and teau^erature and 
sohed for the seed ingestion rate. Seed jngrilinn rater 
varied seasonally with a snaximum cousunptfoa rate in 
lurnmrr of 23 g/niouse/day, and a nummum of 
0.4g/day in winter. Average yeariy consmnption rate 
was I A g/day or 7J0 kcal/dsy. Tms was estimated to be 
approximately 45 to 50% of the total food i nmimm 
tioa forth** species. 

The magnhnde of seed conwimption by the short-

but mom interest 

destructive effect of such 

that the shrew does 
has been shown in tins as a 
rather than hUgbt of the 
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turnover rates of ingested radiocesium in the dominant 
earthworm species, and (3) estimating'3 7Cs dispersion 
in the forest soil with laboratory soil-cote microcosm 
studies utilizing * ' 7Cs-tagged leaf litter and Lumbncus 
earthworms. 

The earthworm fauna of ths forest v/as sampled six 
times during the year and was found to be composed of 
the endemic species Octokaium krcteum and Dipiocar-
dia udei, with over 90£ of the bi-~wia2> contributed by 
Octohsntm. Octokaium toctenn: is a ieeply burrowing 
species which ingests mineral soil and incorporated 
organic detritus and rarely ventures into the upper litter 
livers. Extractable earthworm biomass was highest 
dui ix the spring and autumn months, when soil 
moisture conditions are optimal (Table 1.13). Low 
biomass during the sumt^r months is due in part to 
deep bufrowing to avoid moisture stress and the 
appearance of young individuals in the population, as 
evidenced by the low modal weights. Radionuclide 
concertrations in earthworms, and hence their body 
burdens OR a unit area basis, were highest in autumn 
immediately following input of new liuer high in 
, 3 7 C s . Body bvrdens dropped precipitously during 
winter when feeding ceased, rose briefly in the spring, 
and then progressively declined throughout the remain
der of the year as the organic litter supply was 
exhausted. 

Turnover of infested ' > 4 C s from leaf litter and from 
soil was determined for the earthworm Octohman in 
laboratory studies. Parameters of biological retention 
were estimated by meawnag the lost of an rcute dose 
o f ' " C s through time. The estimated turnover rate for 
1 " C s ingested as leaf litter was 0.036 hr~' (biological 
half-life » 19 hr). For ingested '"Cs-tagged soi, a 
turnover rate of 0.153 f i r ' 1 (biological half-life * 4.5 
hr) was obtained. The rapid rate obtained for soil-

cesium indicated that very little, if any. ingested 
radiocesium was assimilated from the soil, while the 
longer biological half-life for leaf-litter cesium (re
duced turnover rate) indicated thit some ingested 
radiocesi"*" " -« assimilated into earthworm body tis
sues. The inability of Octokesium to assimilate ap
preciable amounts of radiocesium from tagged soil is con
sistent with previous reports that cesium becomes tightly 
bound to clay minerals. The results of experiments with 
tugged soil permit a calculation of soil turnover by 
Octotasuim. Earthworms attained an equilibrium gut 
content (Q) of approx .natdy 2 nCi of l 3 7 C s per 
^•rthworm. At this level, intake of radiocesium (/) is 
balanced by «oss (A*(?), where A is the loss rate 
coefficient. Therefore, / = X(?= (0.153 hr ' 1 X2 nCi) = 
0.3 nCi hr" 1 . Dividing intake of radiocesium by the 
radiocesium concentration in soil (75 nCi g~') yields 
soil intake: 4 mg/hr. Thi< was equivalent to a daily 
turnover of sod equivalent to 28% of the live body 
weight of the earthworm. 

The role of earthworms in the vertical distribution of 
J 3 7 C s was evaluated in soi core microcosms using 
Lumbricus terrains. An O t leaf litter layer, which 
consisted of ' 37Cs-tagged Liriodendron leaves and 
upon which the earthworms fed, was placed on the 
microcosm soi surface. The results of radiocesium 
incorporation into the soi are stown in Fig. 1.18. The 
lined bars represent mean radiocesium concentrations 
for the three replicates, with standard errors of the 
mean shown by the stippled rectangles. Cesium-137 
concentrations in the soi from earthworm feces in
creased with increased depth down to 30 cm. The 
radiocesium concentration then $M*°ktort rapidly and 
remained essentially constant to the bottom of the 
column. Thoe results illustrate the ability of earth
worms to redistribute radioactivity in the forest soi. 

1.13. 
aaitaOtoa Mtam »uij » • a i m in me l > 7 CMama4ti Wadmsfw adtatwv/ 1mm 

Vi •Msaeawaa f l o a t staadaai Icnw 

^ 
Medal 

wt(aaj> H l / M 3 fdrywi/m* tCVgdrvv/t* 
(N> •CvV 

laMMfy 163 54.2 9.07 11.32 26.6 114(22) 0.26 
April 94? 133121.4 112106$ 317114(190) 5.76 
May 119 70.5 ± I7J0 10.21044 147112(131) 130 
JWMt 21.5 I ' / * ±5.4 1.6310.16 23613J(4*) 0.30 
AWJPMI 15.1 !Gt±35X> 10.3 ±CXt 153117(00) 1.30 
Septmmw 130 1331134 12J1066 41014(99) 5.35 

txiAmim of p« coataan. 
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MICROCOSMS: MANIPULATED 
BCFBtMENTAL SYSTEMS 

Martmwldcamp 
Marilyn Frank Robert Roberts 

Carol Stein 

Microcosm techniques combined with multiple nu-
cEde tracers and computer smudation of the system's 
dynanrics provide an ideal tool for studying mechamams 
and rates of naneral flow in the environment. Micro
cosm research is ideauy stated for radionuclides where 
brae-scale experimentation is not feasible, as weft" as to 
formulate specific research designs for field tests of 
ecological principles. Results of microcosm studies in 
terms of bom small aiae and reduced complexity have 
preceded other smaH plot investigations or smasVtcale 
field studies. On the other hand, decreasing iroocosm 
size and in particular complexity- are analogous to 
investigations of mkrobiolcycal, biological, and agricut-
tnml phenomeaa whkh usnalty invoke one or two 
interacting components and a single environmental 

Microcosm research has demonstrated trends in rad»-
nvchde behavior m the environment which often are 
overlooked in the field beaaate of system conmtexity 
'3d the nnwwtmfnni interactions of several environ-
nwntal variables. Detection and ojnantiAcation of trends 
of aaberal mow—nt hi natnral systems reoaare bvje 
data inpnts to clhenneae natnral bnt sti4»ice*y hnpor-
tant interteanacea. Preciae ntaafeatimi in sntarocoamt 
vjusmaw • a v w a w v a v a w v a> a w n n v â wvnmuainnwum*BW| nasi awmnhwwvjMW'Vjmmni 

and control of system compoeMion and envhonaient 

gieaUy reduces experimental variability. Thus micro
cosms form a bridge between field and classical labora
tory experiments and provide an effective means for 
early detection of trends and measurement of fluxes of 
toxic and nutrient elements in the environment. 

vaaaannn aoranon-iamaauBi ny aona nan aeomvssns 

Poisonous metals enter the environment primarily 
from liquid waste products of industry and secondly in 
ramout from air pollution. Their entrance into das food 
chain is mainly through small organisms which often 
constitute the food base for parts of man's diet. The 
relatively large surface to-volume ratio* of microbes and 
algae enable rapid contact uptake by the eels. Macro
cosm experiments were n>agnfd to measure uptake and 
removal of Cd in day (mile), sand (quartz), and organic 
(leaf atler) sediment. Retention of atmospheric Cd was 
emulated by dripping "rain" twice a week at the 
average rate of precipitation in Oak Ridge (2.5 
an/week) on 2.5-cm-deep layers of liter and sod 
substrate. Average retention after three meefcs of 
annotated mm was 965% of the added Cd in itler and 
995% wi sod. Thus organic and aaovgKfe soi aorbed 
and aecueMdaled Cd quantitatively from rainoitt. 

Removal of Cd from litter and soi by CJ-free mm 
was measured in a subsequent ancrocosm experiment. 
During a three week period Im tlum S%of theCd was 
removed from Itler, and has than 25% of the Cdm sol 
was leeched by rainwater. Cadmium removal at each 
ramfal event a n only 0t2 and 041% of the Cd consent 
in litter and jott, respectively. These data confirm the 
tenacity warn which Cd is retained by utter and m 
particular by mnrgamr sol (alt-loam), and the ir letting 
inabajty of this element to be fashed from litter and 
sol components of the system. 

The role of biological ream on of Cd m the sol 
nrofne as otjoftsfd to nonbioloaical adaorntion bv sol 
celoids was ssnissed by conaparingCdmovenaaitmsoa 
which was sterttaed with ethylene oxide gas at com-
nared with aona contaaamc natural adcioilnra. The 
effect of the microflora on retention and safceequenlly 
on dnlribution of Cd in the profne b metaled in Bg. 
1.19. Both sterile and Konsterne sol retained n m than 
99% of the Cd from ttw ranaout. hi nousesrue ami, 
hovjever, 8S% of the retained Cd was foes* m the top 6 
mm of the profue, whereas this layer rnntahiid only 
56% of the Cd retained in the sterile sol. Apparently 
son mtcfonaota, wmen nornumy ate most smmtvoni at 
the surface, anaaa%tr1 and mwialatod 32% of the 
added Cd, than preventing intetauint tranmnrt to 
daeper horixons. This experianent underhnee the impor-
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lance of soil biota in the iimnobiluation of Cd in 
surface byvrs and the subsequent effect of these 
organisms on Cd redistribution in the profile. 

The same trends that were indicated for Cd sorption 
and irmnobnuation from rynout by terrestrial sub
strates were found for Cd transfers to sediments in an 
aquatic environment. Aquatic microcosms consisted of 
aerated jars with about 10 cm of water over 2.5 cm of 
organic or inorganic sediment in which microbiota were 
ao^edorexduded.!n^retJml90%oftl»eCdwhichhad 
been added to the water fed ocen sorbed by the 
sediments within four days. Within one v-ek an 
equilibrium was reached with only I to 3% of the Cd 
remaining » water for both inorganic and organic 
sediment systems. These results illustrate that, even m a 
static aquatic environment in contrast with the flowing 
conditions in the raaoout and leaching experiments, 
there was a rapid and almost complete sorption of Cd 
by sediments. 

Surface nacrobeota. as was the case in the terrestrial 
nucrocosms. influenced the vertical distribution of Cd 
in the sediment. Miaobiota in the organic sediment 
contained 6% of the Cd in the system, and those in 
inorganic seduxen! had 3%. These differences are 
probably related to the greater growth of microbes on 
nrganii than on mendy inorganic sediment. Again, biota 
in the surface nor zoo immoinirrd much (20%) of the 
Cd in the profile and prevented sntequenf diffusion to 
deeper layers (Fig. 1.19). Microtek innnobttzation was 
somewhit less in aquatic than in the terrestrial environ
ment, presumably as a result of reduced microbial 
activity under the >wtiafly anaerobic conditions in 
subnitiged sedrarats, in contrast to the aerobic condi
tion* at the surface of the terrestrial substrate. 

Then; inkrocosm experiments dearly show that in a 
terrestrial system litter substrate ioitiatty retained lest 
Cd t l m the raamry inorganic silt loam substrate, and 
that sorption of Cd from rain by terrestrial substrate is 
greater than uptake from water by similar aquatic 
sediment The effect of tmcrobiota on total retention of 
Cd by terrestrial substrate was apparent in its vertical 
distribution in the soil profile where microbial tissue 
imroobiized Cd in the surface layer, reducing subse
quent movement to deeper layers. In aquatic sediment, 
this effect was less pronounced, pi -sumabry as a result 
of lest microbial activity on aerated soil than in 
anaerobic sediments. 

a rapid equilibration between 
the standing crop of snath did not 

increase during the experiment. Maximum 
concentration in snail populations was reached widen 
two weeks when snaus contained about 35% of the Cd 
added to the system. The half-time for Cd elimination 
from snails to water was about one week, which 
indicated a rather rapid Cd turnover. When both algae 
and snans were added to the system about 8% mose Cd 
disappeared from the water than with snath only. The 
initial rate of disappearance, however, was intermediate 
between those for algae and snails separately. Sediment, 
a)gae, and snails combined would remove 89% of the Cd 
and 98% of the Zn initially added to the water. Uptake 
of Zn by snath was slower than that of Cd, and the 
equtf brium of Zn between water and ntnib had not yet 
been attained within six weeks after addition of the 
isotope. Thus combined uptake of algae and snails was 
less than the sum of their separate uptakes. Tins was 
partly a result of reduction of the algal standing crop by 
mail grazinê  Such examples of irn^ocotmexfjeriments 
using variations in system complexity, multiple isotope 
tagging, and analog computer simulation of system 
dynamics and isotope flow demonstrate the merit of 
this technique in initial assescments of the fate and 
dangers of toxic substances released into the environ
ment. Smafrscale studies pnnide insight and under
standing on wenanhms. pathways, and transfer rates 
involving toxic menus in the envnonment. Such data 
are valuable prerequisites to field-scale investigations 
and feriher implementation of remedial action for 
Hnwovinv envif°WBenttl onaurv. 
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Uptake and Release of Cu\ Zn, and Hg 
by Bacteria and Aljae 

Microcosm techniques were used to evaluate the role 
of nicrobiota in transfers of toxic metals. Multiple-
isotope tags were appned to the water compartment of 
aquatic microcosms which contained several combina
tions of biota, viz.. mixed natural populations of 
bacteria, algae. A special technique involving injection 
of the algal suspension into solutions had to tie used in 
order to foMow the rapid initial uptake of metals by the 
biota. Cultures were maintained over MttKpore filters so 
that the biotic component could be extracted and 
ttteasured during short time intervals after mtroductjons 
of Cd and Zn. Maximum concentrations of Hg and Zn 
mixed in abut populations were attained within 15 sec. 
Uptake time for Cd was slightly longer; between IS sec 
and 5 mm transpired before equilibrium between Cd in 
water and algae was attained. 

At equehbrium concentration, algal tissue contained 
roughly 1000 times more Cd, 250 tiwes more Hg, and 
1250 times more Zn than an equivalent quantity of 
water. Roughly half of the uptake appeared to be 
nonbtological adsorption, and this was completed with
in 5 sec. External sorption was indicate*! as the initial 
mode of uptake because metal concentration of freshly 
kmed eels was approximately half that of living eels. 
Compared with living algae, after 5 sec the dead eels 
contained 40, 75, and 50% of the equufbrium conceit-
trations of Cd, Hg, and Zn, respectively. Thus there was 
a significant instantaneous adsorption of toxic metals 
aitoalgelcelsfosViwedbyas^ 
die living cehs which approximalely doubled the total 
amount of adsorbed metal. After the rapid initial 
uptake of metals from water, the mkrobiou continued 
to accumulate metals, and this was attributed to 
additional bkrtk growth in the microccem. Some of the 
uptake was ki "aurwuchs" on the wans of the con
tainers. These cfganisms eventually formed an effective 
barrier against metal diffusion into the plastic wall, 
analogous to effects caused by inkrobiota on sediment 
surfaces. 

In nonsterile systems, bacteria in a sand sediment 
decreased Cd concentration in water to less titan half 
that in sterile sediment (Fig. 1.20). Equilibrium concen
trations in sediment and water had not yet occurred 
after five weeks, primarily because gross movement of 
Cd from sediment (inchanag bacteria) to water was less 
dam from sterile sediment to water. Analog sfamnatioos 
of these transfers instated lutf-times (j/2) for groat 
movement of 35 da? 5 and less than 3 days for 
nonsterue and sterns sedrrnents, respectively. Algal 

TW* tews) 

Fh>IJt. Phase iinsn of Cs w— the water uni i i ia iM 

populations in microcosms asaunuated sfightiy less Cd 
than the bacteria, and gross transfer of Cd from algae to 
vnter was even slower than when bacteria were ureses'. 
Half-time loss for Cd in tins jMthway was more than 
two months. 

C9UL«^^M —u — _ _ ^ ê? L t n I « • t • H i z^^^^^^^^^lMx^m^L^ ^ A I ^ L ^ ^ I A 
2naww wtmmmmC O I vwOtQBCumly UaawOOwBZCQ I V B C H B W 

from bacterial and algal popuhtions rneasured in weeks 

measured in seconds and minutes. Two apparent ma
sons for the stow release are recycling of aadrnuated or 
adsorbed minerals from senescent and dying orsnnanus 
to young and growing ones within the population, and 
the increase in standmg crop of these nrganiiiiu, in 
particular in the form of "aurwuchs," during the 
experiment. 

Thus uptake of Cd and other tested toxic metab by 
inkrobiota in the aquatic environment is inrtiaty very 
rapid and partly nonfaiologkal. The rapid initial uptake 
phase is folowed by continued uptake by the growing 
population and increasing stasding crop. Tins increasing 
accuimnation of metals by the showing population may 
Uj^w SVXSUJUJUUJB; msg ajp Bmuiajsfexvei CB^ArtBUjswuswaujeienjMni ewe ejp apujsnujuvjp nmvumunanr* 

tion downstream from an outfnl source of met*?*. 

1 * 7Cs Tranafcr in ftaasary lYedncars 

In contrast to toxic metals which mahily enter the 
aquatic food chain through naoc4>k>tkp«tJrways, entry 
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SaaBs 4 OS 0.23 au 67.9 S.7 1.1 
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of nutrient ekn>:oto into foodstuffs primarily involves 
terrestrial nncrojdrytes. Much of the nutrient capital is 
recycled from detritus of primary pfoductioa hack to 
pants. Significant effects by microflora, snaas, and 
mttpedes on the release of I S T € s from tree liter were 
reported earner,4* and additional studies have focused 
on the effect %£ fauna) fragmentation of litter, on 
release of a nutrient analog ' "Cs , and on subsequent 
uptake of the tracer by tree seedhnas. The effects of 
anas and naKpedes on uptake of " * € » by seedhags 
was significant (F < 5%). Both species increased the 
1 , 7 C s content of sredhfigt, but the effect was less for 
mans than for mttpedes (Table 1.14). Snails fed 
dbectry on the ptaits and reduced the standing crop; 
safe deposited excrements mnmry on top of the liter 
whereas nampedes incorporated three tunes more or
ganic detritus into the sand than dM the snails. Gr~>ter 
mineral rwiabnlty from excrements which were dis
persed throughout the rooting medium (milipede ef
fect) as opposed to excrement concentrations in tittei 
(snail effect) resulted in more • , T C s uptake by plants 
as a result of mttpede mixing of material. When both 
animal species were combined, values of nitermediate 
standing crop an& ; "Cs content were between those of 
systems which contained only one species. Tm* micro
cosm study demonstrales significant direct and rndhect 
effects of soil fauna on growth and mineral uptake by 
tree seedung*. Thus the importance of sod fauna is not 
limited to Itter decomposition, and their effect on 
primary production should be included in model* of 
ecosystem production and mineral flow. 

40. M. WMcaam and M. L. Prank, *>. 63S-43 to Cemm-137 
St TtawavM MkrocotnB, Proc 2ad Nitl. Sjram. 

, Ana Arbor, Midi., D. J. Ntaoa and F.C.Evans 
),CONF470S03, TNMSOO, 1969. 

ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS 

R.C. J. S. Olson 
P.SoKus 

The dynamic aspects of rwdogical processes we 
emphasized in nvodewng the flux of matrriali in 
ecosystems. Expetimentnly derived ftux rate param
eters are used with syst*r* anaryiii techsaques to 
develop ecosystem mf*dfh which me tnmortaat tools 
for predicting the late of radioactivity m the environ
ment. This approach has been apoBed to the detemu-
nation of eyeing rates of l , T D in a Uhodemkom 
ttMpifcn L. forest ecosystem. 

Model e * , J 7 C s 
•faF< 

Nearly ten years ago, a Lkicdertdnm forest 
tagged with , 3 7 C s to elucidate pathways and rites of 
radioactivity movement among the major com
ponents.4' Between forest tagging in 1962 and resur-
veys through 1970, most Uriodemdnm trees showed a 
100-fold decrease in " 7 C s of late sprang foliage. 
Duiauashed concentration in fohage najpnliil redbtri-
batioo within trees and seal. Geuernftzcd anccune-ioai 
models, which mitialy ut&zed constant coefficient 
transfer parameters, characterized ecosystem behavior 
in very general terms.** These constant coefficient 
models which described first-season rewntributton of 
%>1C% mdkated that abrupt transient changes resulted 
from shifts and even reversal of a dynamic balance of 
income and leas rates. Tor short periods, the cosffi-

41. I. S. Oana « at, Jfcufcft fftj* Dtw. 
htf 31.1963. ORNL-3492, pp. 100-106. 

42. J.S.0boa,MM*ft/»7£ 11(12), 1305-92 (I96S). 

Ttoj. Mtp. 
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cicntr of areajfcr could be characterised by average 
mines, but even these woaM change from summer 
throiajh autumn aad whiter. Data from successive yean 
suggested that etch year had a cycle hi which certain 
rmriagr coefficients coaJd be expressed as a function 
of the day of year. without relating seasonal changes to 
the idi¥iolna1rBl coatroh which broueht them about. 

General treads shown by Fh> 1.21 support the 
prediction made early in the project: that cesium is very 
mobile within the ammj part of theecosysfan.and the 

awraank nasam*. 4' In Faj. U U . the inoculum of 
l , T C s into stem decreased rapidly in wood, and thh 
suggests majjonssn ircfWTTPUoou TB pnossi nmwpwi 
thane. Duritaj eada vernal period, there was a rapid 
wpward moatment of the isotope, along with the nmal 
fharn of nutrients mto the new crop of leaves (0). The 
leaf component lost radioactivity caning the amnmer 
from teaching and remstnbwtioa of ceahun (and pre* 
w uehfy other anml metals), and finally leaves letnrned 
to the forest floor as fttertal. Mrmuhm, farther 
downward tranalocation to the phloem uirifd a signif
icant reserve of these aatterials to the roots ( O 1ms 
reserve was depleted each spring by upward traamoca-
noc to the avw fhnh of leaf growth. 

Transfer to the itter layer of the forest began wen 
before the mam fan of leases to the forest floor, not 
only breast* of mm leaching hut be came of feeding by 
canopy insects and moveaaent of them, or their fraas. or 
their predator to the ground. Leaf ml contributed a 
amtinct Aiitumn "spate" to the Itter layer in the early 
years, but bier m the concentration m leaves decreased 
mere was a store nearly ton turnout balance of income 
and loss. In fact, imctuetions were even leas marked 
than shown m Kg. \2\D became of gradual ad-
mixture of aacsgamc matenal upward mto the litter 
layer which resulted from activities of sou and 
mma. Radjotrrium increases m sol (Rg. 12\E) were 
attributed to the root-toaofl transfer pathway became 
roots were dispersed extensively through the soil. The 
rapid buildup of" * *Cs in the mineral parts of the soM 
wanted from root contribution, and this pathway 
contributed even more iidJcufumii to soil than from 
the downward infiltration of this nudide fiom the Itter 
layer. 

Several changes in the model of Cs dynamics m a 
forested system were suggested by tarn ihiiuhilhin. The 
wood compartment idetwy should be partitioned to 
separate mpwood, where mere wm rapid movement of 
mist-, from inner wood (probably heart wood) where a 
reservoir of relarjvety mmmbtt* cesium rrniauirii in the 
tram until the amide wm resetted by mortnlty and 

4fe ^4MM~fc ^ M M M k V ^ ^ ^ ^ A O aarMurl ml alma mjujujjl ^^ "^W^P^W ^t^^^^^w '•J^w^p^^ 

Tnmtevjti 

mmVBamtiOuV ammat vftOtStwl nmwtV ICflVHatutt OfcNttwVJsal vuwmMaV aJLomfwuV 

di'irtiuTPiiffiou. The mineral seal not only conlnmed an 
mriettiug fraction of the total radio cesium on the plot. 

Beery to be lemobmaed than the 'jofl fractions which 
unfitly received raomcesmm from roots and Itter. 

Sirmdarioru in Fjg. 1.21 do not yet represent the best 
adjustment of model parameters with empirical data 
from rememuremtnt, but they approximate the tatm 
seasonal variations of rndjocesmm in the forest eco-

svstcrat m the rxetent model, althouth mom detaafad 
modrung of Itter subsystems hm been inade m the past 
year. 4 4 Them improvements are important for inter
preting radioceatam cycling in forested ecosystems. 
Further refinement m procem modeh wM strengthen 
our abttty to predfct the fate of radioactivity to 

43. J. S. Ouon, MMM Pkyt. Dt*. AWHR. Aenr. Rtp. Atly SI, 
/9t*.Oft»fU4007,p.M* 

44. I. S. Ouon. in TtJtuT Mtttoum Syw^pottUH an mum* 
ccohgy. ABC-COHF7I05O1 (hi/nmy 



2. Walker Branch Watershed: 
A Study of Terrestrial and Aquatic System Interaction 

C. 5. Henderson* 
^ V P PJP̂ P v PPP^P*^^PPJ^*^P^^PP 

R o n s I I Anderson1 A.ttwjlrv 
WlppjnBWpp"* • • » • m f S % > r^PW* w*V* WWWJWW»Pi V 

L. lorini 1 W. Mi MM mi* 
PJP^ P^^^P^^PWW^P* ^ w P P^^PPPP^^PPMPJ^^^^W^P 

J.W.Bwood1 WJ-SeMo* 
TGrfeaard J.LTtonpeoa 
W.F. Harris' DETodd* 

In the past half century technology aimed at 
achieving a Uglier standard of Kvng hat uunjpiaMp1 

more reoidrv wan an understandm* of Ike jflmrtcwi 
• P ^ P P P W VPPpjPp^MPW PMPPPPJ PJPPP * P f W * V l P M t V P J p S ^P"W PJPJ^^P ^ P P P P P f P P ^ W 

* • • 0^PT4» W VIPW U W P V % M P P W 1 M V ^ W l VnBe> "p'^WWWSVip^pjmS^aipniWp ^™PP 

forestry, timber deawrnds dprnnpfehed old mowth losest 
• ^ P ^ ^ ^ P * P ) W 9 PJwWpmPW PJPP»^PPJPBPP^*JPP* PJBM^PMPP B >BVWV^P1 ^PVPOT^Wp "^^PJ 1 M • ^ ^ • / ^ P J P P J 

reserve* to the D O M I where forcmri beann Aewdoninc 
V^P^^^^V W ^ P * ^ P i ^ ^ WiP^PPJ PJP^^^P^W ^w^^P^^P^P w^^^P^^^P^pp>wPP P^^PJHP^VPJV v r^P ^̂ PP̂ P̂ W—P̂ PPWJPEPj 
• • % P J P P P 1 ^ P W P ' l w ^ P I H | M I P V V P J H B^a^p^pj^p^n»n^*4p^W n^BPUJ PWVS^pUSSWWSWp^m ^ P ^ 

second-growth forests and ppMtatkMts. Many of nest 
lechnioaes. thai i i cfcarcnttttM and fatpmntpna have 
•"*^PJ"JPPJPTPJBPJPP*PP%. VJVPJPPV W * PA^^pPA** *>"#•« PJpPMmh PJPPP"W V W P J P M p J V P M f f PPJWPFP> 

landscape end water quality. 
Geneial objective* of the Walter Iranch watershed 
^ ^ * J P W " » V P » W • W * % l f f w w ^^W P«VM * v PJpPJvf S P F M ^ ^ V P ^ V P ^ ^ W W W W P P ^ P ' ^ W 

DTOiect on land-water interaction aw twofold: 11) to 
•^•^("gPJ^fcPi PJPPJPJ •VaSP^Ppr P P W P P M • ^ V V M P W W ^ P J M V VWSlv W**^P^FVJ^V"**• ^ I f PJPJP* 

quantify the relationships between terrestrial and 
aouaric orodwctMty. mineral balance, and water auntitv 
WV^PPJpMiP^AT | n v V i P J V H * I W A P P ^ P W W V P J V V W « P P l P # t V^BP^W ^P»PJfP"»^ ^P^PJP*PP»»W 

in a ntural forested ecosysteni and (2) k» s?«ns 
qwrntiutrvery the impact of a relatively new sift* 
cultural technique, forest fcrtttation. on these re* 
•tfcmshiDt. Empmnis of this projfr! is on elwddating 
tlie stractnre and functioning of both terrestrial and 
agnatic systems and nleractioM between them. The 
end product of thJa teast/ch wiM iiuurowr onr wader* 
^F^p^pj BJPV^^WP^P^** ^P*W PJ^PJP^P •^PP^P^P*» WPPJ W M V • • • S V J P W ^ ' ^ W w P J l VWOP^PPW 

mtmmMmm of forested systems &4Ml bonefupV LoniiMmti 
wMWJWpWjnwean ^ F « •^pvw/vMPm) mwp»wv*̂ uwup VJUWWJ W*WP1SWP>* w i f w a w t w i w w f v 

to for avals lion of a rationale %n be employed in 
ritiiiHihn haul meMMement technknaGs 
v Y V P V J V P J P J P j fP^PPV^Pi W W W ^ P P f P V ^ V ^ ^ ^ W V ^^V^PP^PPP^FP^P^PP^^PP 

Last year's anneal report4 outhnrd the fouowing 
spedfk objectives of the Wafcer Branch poject: 

1. Dmlappcfcy. 
2. HSF PMMWT NPMTCU pwndpMt. 
3. VS. Gsofpejcpt Sway. 
4. S. I. AMftncn el aL, Ecoto0tim JfcpjpjMS OV. 4AML ^PU*. 

Am, Jw> i / . /»7B. OfUIL-4434. pf. 12-102. 

i . renjw; waaer cnanwy awn swcnm wjwawcwwij io 
CpWtncpWpSpjCS Ow sne aeswcant asrw>seriaji syspsna* 

» • VPVP^PJPJPJ V P T P S P ^ H P ^ W P J P J I V P X V P ^ P P V PJ^K P ^ P V P ^ P A V ^ ^ C 

awn mwjevai c y a n . 

PP^W P^^lp PPPPJPP^PJ p^r ^WPPPPW P w N H H P t t 

trowed dnppaje basin stway to bscwjakf tnahcnne 

the total ecosystein. 

p»icrnaiional Moloncal IVanram | t V > efbrt nww 
mdirway n the rtnhnkal Sciences PMskn (we in? 
sfcwoii in PMS innoriK M P teatapch la benn conducted 
at ihne Irwds of itmwjch hJantstlad m aptyspsloikal 

waMtahad is the site on which wattiahed IrwjtnwjMch 
is being cospJucted. and m such she at<ae of n e 
W W P P I pnnjpifl paV PP«WUPWPW VWrMBj UW pBH jWm. 

M ^ ^ M P I ^^^^Mta ^ ^ ^ M P « f a S ^ t^^a Ma^p^M^rf ^ ^ ^ 

PJVWSPJPU PJPJVJQI on urocele paacpWUpjms nr PPSUPI 

ssanan. wjaaMnwjaaMw oi n e wawtanec] uy ie«wjnpwnw 
wM nwjvide an exnesifiwspat MNrltni nwhe to an 

pwjctvbnuj mown dynaaniCB, Wler awsopnanapawn, nnd 
nuMStN paowjanani. At n e nrnt lime. ceaMnuwaj 

30 
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TaUtU. m^MmMy^tmwmmwMtMMmm\mtfmmnmm,md 

SlpMBPM H H PfiMMMFMRP p i t MPf HMBMKPJ 

foMMiypr P I IWI I I I IPTP (Mlmf ttmmhmmn 
«M/W> * * p^ci i U.T B»PMf 

Opk-|*ft«nr ll?.*IS 2*54 «1S 4271 t t t 

•ttBUpml Aw» p i n n a PPIPPH. 19*7 I f * M^MBPM PJIPMIH M » 
PPBFPP B ^ P I W ^ ^ P^BPv V^P%>BBPBBPBB> BBJBBPBPBPBPP* 

P**»WMB f jr^V WIIWWPPPPJT P*v JTBBPP V R U M P P * ' •"•CJP JBT^"**/ 0 O Y JTBBV 

ftpflpj HpfB»} !**/*»> 

% p B P P » * ( | ^ B B P * ™ # y ^ * 3 " ^ M^^J pJp* 

BKBJOBl. A BriMf BPSBTMaBBBB] «tf IBB CpBMMMfB? fct 
MMBBMBBhABBMI BMB. ^ M M M B B B M k ^BBMBMMM^MMSMMVBMkBjBâ ^Bi MHBBJPBB> PMBJ M X H M H M H 
• ^ Q ^ P B B B B B B B B ; BMP "^OB^BBBBBBBJ B J B B B H F B B ^ B B > V B J B J B P P B 4 P B B B P P B B J P P PPP ^plSPBPPB^B^ 

B^v^oMBtBi BJttt SBMABJ for mi not BBMIBI PJPJCII ••* 
BBJO? BBMl BMt OBBMBVlOfB OB WMMf BTBpSB BJOBJf 
BBML Ai OBEBJ MHHMBBI Bait. 25 IBMBS M M CUBBCIPB 
O M B B P B J W P^PP B B M W ^ B f • • • ^ P B ^ ^ P P B B B k ^ P ^ P ^ ^ • W P P PBJBJPP^P^ ^w*MFV*p> V ^ ^ P P W ^ ^ v ^ V 

^ V T M P P P V PP»BPJP"# BPw™a>P OBJpBBJBJ BBjP BjBJB^BBBJBBBFV. B B B > B B B B P # * BJBBPBr B B B ^ ^ B W ^ B B > P J | 

fpj N . r» K. BBS C l . P W p U t B N BBPTNBI OBMtB* 
MBBBS BMBMMMNMJ M| BMMJMj o f OlMtfBjNOBf MWfBSll 

§MMMMMI MTV BBJBVI CB/JBOai far BBf BOHS of OpfiB 
BBBJBBBBPBBBJP1 BM? W BBVPBBBPB MMB7MP5MMMP#F PBJPP PB"PP P B B P P P P P PPP ^'MBPPP 

BBJCBS BPl BBPJPJBOn il l OBW OI N B BvOp lOf IBP 
BJIMBI MMjciti art MVMM) in Fig. 2.1. Leaf natt* MO 
K ^ L ^ B A M I M M ^ M M I • A ^ B A O M H P Mmmm mmiM~ ^ M M d A M M A o f - ^ M h i ^ l BM&aMBV*BBPM- MkMBMBBMB 

M U P B V n v f i lor vff ipoon cwcpi PHCHOTJ* wnfff/ 
M B B B B B B B P B B B B B B M ! B B M B B ^ B M Bat A M B B B B B P B M B B B I tm\ BBBBflf M ^ J f f MmMmW B B B B B B I O J I P ' J B * * B M B B B P B B J S J P B K V BBJ BPJ*OBBBP^BBP/PBBJP BY BBBPP BpPPPV p PPPPBJ ^PPPPPP**) 

«BJ9t a fpickk fo NfjMV«*]« a Itaf PBH. Uavtsof a i 
IBVBJBOOB BBMsita (BOMSM fapMry IB B B I ^ I povwajMay 
8M M M CHBBJ I IPJI Off |McfcBfJf« B̂ BfMOOB. MKK 
pan, tmi BMJ pMalt) <* owiluBt to pm» 1 • BWPHPK' 
MMM iMMkk MM! MBMl MMBMt% MMiM M MMMUB Off Btt. MBflkf 
VBpPMP W^BPBBPMP f B P P P M P B P P P B P B^^PBPPBPP j ^ P P T W P P B f P P P P P P P P P P ^ P ^ ^ ^ i F » • • • » » • » . 

ador M) BBB* fipf BBBB M M BBBJH ffaBCBOB is 
BBPpPJPV B ^ P P B B B P P ^ p ^ T ^ P ' P P B ' P P ' 4PPPVPPP> ^ r ^ ^ ^ p ^ » ^ » ^ p ^ " » * » w 

V P * * J | ^ P J P ^ P W B ^ P • ^ ^ ^ W aB^BBBj iBB^P P P a a p P P P P B P P B P T B J B ^ P V B W P B P V B > B P B p B n ^ ^ P p B 

awipMi Mp̂ WBjpoBi IB* yaaf• aoBowf. MMMM MMMIPB 
BPJBP* BBjt aoi IBCIMPMJ |B mist BMBBPX. TBPP 
BBBBV hBMk BBML BBJ MIMiBIMMl fi l l fprfltti f BBfiV 
BPBHAVBBBF a ^PPBPBPW H B P P ^ V a ^ P ^ P M r W » ^ w ^ ^ ™ ^ i v ^ ^ ^ T ^ ^ B ^ ^"^^mm P^ w ^ w * ^ w 

^p^paToTppTpv *̂* P"BP^^NT»B™P>"BF *^Jf H B ^ W B W ^ ^ » » ^^^ppppppjft •^^ppf%Ww^ 

oak. ao4 aonfcafa IMJ oak (liPt Ociohtf lo tavfy 

) • • ( * • « B M B B M B M B B > % ^^^Pjuttuk MPMBBBMMP APMUPP SMMBBMBB 1 MOM- H M M M M I PdMBSaM) MM\M\ 
• ^ ^ P P P B B ^ ^ B B B B B B / B / B BB/BBBBB> B V B ^ P ^ V BSBBBy BBpjBBBBB) P J I BBjaP/w^P^B ^P*P*TP H w B 

l%afts 12 BMJ 2J MMMBH BMBOBJII Itaf OMMPB. 
BMMadHMMP̂ LM) MmW • • MUBMMI Mr MMMMMmm9MMVMmMmt BBBMMMBMBMMBB OMBMB BBBBMBPL. 
BB^OJBBBBBBBB BJPP 0 B ^BBBap V ^ PPJOB—BBMBIBV wPB^Vy * a^PPPvBpB—B>BB BBHRBJ BPPPPP^F^ 

BPIBWIBPI 40pMptillHflMi0IIS w wBrCv0HO(iB SBPVCMS flpWooMRf 
BPEMaBt M BBI* BTPliOBMMJBl BPMBPJBBS. BJBpMMJt COB* 
etpJiBtionp ia alat BJOMBB ittaavBry CPBJBBM. COB* 

BBBM, AlMMflli aMW aVsNt catty piaaoa BVftitBots. 
AdB^pppp) p*ia BJBJtyvB it PCBM aaAfiakCB h> Bt* 
laiBBBt IB BJBPi tX l tBi flMYflMMI m\ N MJld P COB* 
PPPVPPPVPPP> PPJP ^ • ' P B ^ P P P W * P ^ W B J P B > W w B M P W P P P P ^ PP^PPP P P l ^ P ^ W 

ofBiraiiopB ace flu PMBII of pvaft? MM/ MOOMML T M I 
MMJtysic IIMMWJ ata* ypiM MMMMMJI BWcffaon ia opiato 
nttt 

W PjP™a^BBa"*BP*P | % J B j P ^ ^ ^ p B ^ P p P ^ W p P * P P P P W ^ B B^Ka B > * ^ P ^ W P * " W » W I f P " * 

B P B P / ^ B P B P ^ ^ VjBB^Bpp BBBBPM^a P B P P B P w ^ ^ ^ p P w ^ V B P P P / P P V B V p ^ p B P B > P I W f ^ P | 

M M B M l MMMMff l a N BPP P K MMMBBHSiiOMt JB ICPPtl 
^ • V P p P P M B B P B B r MappVBMPJP Pr*P P ~ BBPFVP V • VBJ PJPJPPPPJPWPPPJPPPP^^PPPPF P P P P P > B » 1 T T * W 

bftiiac BVICMBIK for opt MPMNB} MMtcipt. CCWPJII 
BP^^B^^P^'"P ^ B T T P f P l f W I T ^ » » ^VVV^P ^ ' ' •PwW^^^ m > m r *PPP'^ , '^^P^^B'» ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ » W ^ ^ » 

U P i M M K km IMBB MMMMf fPM M a t fAMSfMMl flak MMB >ttd 
P f P P P P P P P ^ P W PPPf f M P r M ^PPPBPPPPP P P ^ ^ M ^ ^ P W ^ BJP^^P^PPPB^P*» ^>^PPPP^ P P P P ^ r » ^ ^ M 

BBBPB 0&B(nBBB fOaaCfCBM UNIMMB) fBK BTOWWOl MMMMJi: 
oaaopaliaiioBi ia ilic oflw Ibor BPCBJBOMI vades 
BBBBB>B^BBBB^w P P ^ B i ^ ^ PPPjP B B J P B p a p / B j ^ P P p BBBBJ a B > V p P P V BBB> P^PMajBPJBBBB^ ^^P / BP> 

CBBJBBJHJBBBB M MMMMMMMI ibaaaf riBai BB lo nc UBB) 
of laaf drop it BPPMJMJBM B) titw of ifct apatral 
•aMMMP̂ MMMMMVBMMMfe MMPPkB ^KB^M^BMMMUMM^MI MMM BBMM̂ M̂ MM MMC ^L^^MHMMM) ^HUMMMMIM^MIPMBMWI 
BjBjP^^^^^BBJ^PBP^a PBBBJV BPMrP^^^^^^PBPPPV Bpp P M f P P / B H I ' ' B _ ^ B B P \ Y BBBBBj^BrBBBBBPW 

M ltadBBt PMBCB ioja BTPOIBBMI Haf CBI. LrBrB of 
BOpMMjMBi la BJat ftBBjlB Ukftf ooBjfaaf QVOBAPBI f ha 

flaoBjIpBjt iht MMMfiag MJBMJB fr|p. 2.5). TMi tocpsaai 
paraaVii Inf BJOWIB lapjipMi mo B COJBJBPJBI WUB I B I 
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role of Ca as a structural constituent of cell walk, hi 
contrast to N and P, Ca is not diluted by growth and 
must be supplied to the foliage throughout the season 
as opposed to an initial intake followed by trans
location within the foliage. The higher concentrations 
apparent in tubp poplar and hickory reflect inherent 
variation among deciduous trees in Ca accumulation 
and pose questions concerning differential physiological 
demands for calcium by various tree species 

NutriesrfCoatentofLrtserfal 

Nutrient input to the forest floor via leaf faS, a major 
transfer mechanism from vegetation to soil, was in
vestigated on the watershed using 80 l-ro2 litter traps. 
The temporal patterns of b'tterfal were shown at last 
year's annual report.4 This past year 
phorus, potassium, and calc 
pleted on this fitterfsH material, and results of those 
determinations follow. 

Figures 2.6 to 2.10 present total amounts of Utter, N, 
P, K, and Ca, respectively, returned annoaly to the 
forest floor in four forest types on Wafer Binnili 
watershed. Leaves account for over 75% of the Ktaernl 
input in terms of weight and nutrients for a l fotest 
types. There is no significant dsffe 
input among the forest types and IttJe dnTe 
amount of nutrients returned, although 
potassium return tends to be 
hardwood stands and potassium 

Fnjures 2.11 to 2.14 shoo 
dry weight) of N, P, K, and CM m Htterfal 
the year. During the growing 
afl dements in Ktterfal are lowest during periods of leaf 
drop. Concentrations of N, F, K, and Ca differ ittle 
among the four forest types. 

types 

Mineral pooh in soil 
decaying wood, and 

to asses 
with respect to the ovtistoiy 

slopes present on the 
to tfaroughfal leaching and feterfal ate 
measured. Since April 1971, three l-nr* 
each of 24 plots (six hi each of four 
covering a range of slopes front 5 to 5599 
sarnpled at two-Month intervals. Dry wetjbt am 
ceatrauens of N, P, K, Ca, h%, and Na ase 
determined for the coaftvaaea* nvanuncd atom. Dry 

i of Oi and Oi horizons of * e fofttt floor i n t o 

-nniimnifcH M I itmtk? • 
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OftaK-MN 71-0404A 

FOREST TYPE 
• PINE 
o PINE-OAK-HICKORY 
A OAK-HICKORY 

• A MESOPHYTIC HAROffCOOS 

JULY 1 AUG 19 OCT 8 NOV 27 
1969 

F t 2.11. Tiwsoisl coacoafcatam of alteupia in 
ff* Hmfal lot fmar fmtet liaes oa Tfflrttai 
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yettow popbr and oak-hickory regetation types as 
affected by slope are shown in Fig. 2.IS. 

Organic matter accumulation is greater in the oak-
hhkory vegetation type than in the yellow poplar type 
for slope classes up to 35% but tends to equalize on 
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greater slopes. This convergence is due in part to the 
greater occurrence of oak and hickory in yellow popbr 
stands on steeper slopes where they are transitional to 
the oak-hickory vegetation type, add partly to the 
effects of overland flow on steep slopes which is 
capable of transporting organic materials to lower slope 
positions and stream channels. Over twice as much 
organic matter accumubtes on the forest floor of 
ca<4uckory stands as does in those of yellow poplar. 
The rehtivt contribution of the 0 2 horizon to the total 
forest floor is greater in oak-hickory than yellow poplar 
stands. The forest floor acts as a moisture and nutrient 
reservoir for a stand, and the above data, together with 
preliminary nutrient concentrations, indicate that 
yellow poplar stands recycle nutrients faster than 
oak-hickory stands possibly resulting in greater growth, 
but also the smaller litter accumulation offers less 
buffering against nutrient losses due to leaching. Litter 
accumulation patterns in chestnut oak and pntc vege
tation types are similar to those shown for oak-hickory. 
Standard errors range from 10 to 25% of the mean tor 
all vegetation types and are indicative of the variations 
found in hardwood stands. 

Soi Moisture and Evapotrantpiratkm 
Simulation Model5 

A digital computer model, SOGGY, has been de
veloped to simulate soil moisture changes in response to 

5. Detailed report in pp. 795-800 of the Summer Coi.iputer 
Simulation Conference, July 19-21,1971, Boston, Maw. 
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meteorological inputs. SOGGY wnl be used in models 
describing forest growth, hydrotojpc response, and 
nutrient movement on Wafter Branch watershed. The 
model (Fig. 2.16) is based or the general hydroSugk 

P-ET + RO + S , 
where P b precipitation, ET b evapotranspiratjori 
•duding water intercepted by vegetation, RO b runoff 
or water moving from the rooting zone to groundwater 
or streamflow, and S represents water stored in soil for 
periods longer than those under consideration. 

SOGGY requires initial inputs of data concerning 
physical properties of the soil under consideration and 
utilizes simple assumptions regarding water stooge and 
movement m sons. Duty meteorological inputs include 
sobr radiation, dewpoint, temperature, wind speed, and 
precipitation. The general mechanics of SOGGY are 
shown in Fig. 2.17. Initial soil parameters are set for 
moisture content, moisture teraion-mobture content 
relationships, and pt*; space of surface and subsurface 
horizons which arc 10 and ISO cm thick, respectively. 
Thb horizon separation b baaed on depths and root 
densities observed for sous on the watershed. Meteoro
logical data are read and potential evapotransoiration 
(PE) b computed using a combined energy-balance, 
aerodynamic approach* which considers a seasonal 
factor and radbtion from the watershed in addition to 
meteorological inputs mentioned previously. Potential 
cvapotranspkation b apportioned on the basb of 
relative root densities in tit? surface and subsurface 
horizons which are assumed to be 0.2 and 0.8, 
respectively. Actual evapotranspiiation (ET) for each 
horizon b then calculated based on tensions at which 
water b held by the soil and the magnitude of PE. 
Figure 2.18 characterizes thb relationship. After water 
has been lost from each horizon, new mobture contents 
and tensions are printed, mobture tensions in die two 
horizons are equilibrated by allowing water to flow 
from one to the other, meteorological data for the next 
day are read, and the cycle repeated. 

If rainfall occurs during a day the sequence changes 
depends^ on rainfall amount and antecedent soil 
ircristure condition*. The first step b to diminish 
rainfall to account for vegetation interception which is 
evaporated daily regardless of potential evapotran-
spiration. During the growing season 1.4 nun of the 
total rainfall b allocated to interception, whereas thb 
factor drops to 0.4 mm during winter. After inter
ception losses have been satisfied the surface horizon b 

LOSS ZL 
LOSS 1 

LOSS-

Pb. 2.14. 
SOGGY, aa< 

of H* 
•pHanjai 

wetted to field capacity, the subsurface horizon b 
treated hkewbe, and finally excess water accumulates 
within soil pores. If, following a ram, sofl moisture b 
held at lower icn&km in the surface than m the 
subsurface horizon, water loss occurs exclusively from 
the nnface uaiil its tension again reaches that of the 
subsurface. Tensions are then equilibrated and the cycle 
continues as in the nonrain condition. If the entire soil 
profile b wetted above field capacity, excess water b 
lost by both evapotranspnation and drainage. Evapo-
transpiration proceeds at the potential rate., and water 
m excess of that b drained at an exponential rate so 
that field capacity b attained within three days. 

SOGGY has yet to be evaluated cdnpteteh/ hot 
appears able to provide relative seasonal and annual aofi 
mobture status data necessary to model hydrologic and 
bioraast accretion phenomena. As shown m Table I A, 
SOGGY reasonably estimates the annual water balance 
of Walker Branch watershed for 1969. SOGGY has not 
yet been applied to other sofl-dbnetic eondilionSv out 
there b reason to believe (hat the rebticnahtps used are 
of general applicability. Initial input of sou roobture-
release curves and rooting depths and densities ntftd to 
be representative of the area under considerate^! in 
orife/forSOCK^YtopeTfcnntfrealtsticsuiiubritm. 

6. H. L. Penman. Ntth. J. Afr Set 4,9 (1956), 
Prior to acquisition by the VJS. government in 1942, 

the AfiC Oak Ridge Reservation *ss primarily in-
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habited by aericultunUry oriented families. Land settte-
meru progressed from the major riwr bottoms and 
terraces up tbe minor stream courses to the ridgetops. 
Thus, population densities and intensity of agriculture 
activity decreased from river bottoms to ridgetops, 
reflecting the suiubitty of the land for cultivation, 
walker Branch watershed lies on the southern slope of 
Chestnut Ridge and was less intensively managed than 
adjacen! land along the Clinch River. In spite of the 
steep slopes (avenge approximately 30%) and shaBow 
soils, cultivation and other agricultural and forestry 
practices were practiced in the area and influenced 
subsequent vegetation and aofl characteristics. The 
study reported hew was designed to identify manage

ment practices conducted on the watershed and de
lineate their aeraJ extent. The type of nformstion 
collected induced: 

1. nam?? of landowners and locations of their homes, 

2. types of crops and livestock raised by the in
habitants, 

3. agricultural techniques with long-term effects on 
vegetation and soil, 

4. mnsberingacthitiesandpotkiek, 
5. history r id extent of fbe, 

6. locations of forested, cultivated, and pastured fields 
in 1935-42. 
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Hat information wil aid in ftfaNishiug re t̂ioemmp* 
between present sol characteristics and tadr araodated 
ve^tatjon, especstly with retard to mineral nutrition 

Aerial photographs taken m 1924,1935,1938,1952, 
1956, 1959, and 1967 were used to establish bed us? 
boundaries and provided an initial assessment of cul
tural practices employed in the area. These photoanphs 
did not seveal all management practices, and an 
fatensne effort was made to locate and interview the 
previous inhabitants of tbt area. Extensive field verifi-
cation was used to substantiate both the recollections 
of these people and interpretations of aerial photos. 

Eleven tanJSfes owned land on the watershed prior to 
acquisition by the Corps of Engineers in 1942. There 

four honWin located duecfJy on the 341* 
179 tests. Two i 

unus> flawvJwlfj •JuaTaa wwarJB wavwrnuYf wouv> 

of the waatrafcet and i nnsn i H i cat vaJtys 
aide of OststJiut Rtujt nun* tht other 

jwtatfttLonlhjaaciofoV 
t74jpr/an>f UVJUVJ ^9uwBjUB7ejw"us waiV w™*uuu wmuw^vjuuu 

These v/ce 
mahout the 

, but these west used un'requeatfy. 
The land tmna#taaent of tht tset inuneeasttly prior 

to 1942 varied greatly depeadaag anon tht topography 
and fcrtinty of the land and the i t tdt of JauMduil 
tfwmnmusrwl ^ f i w K n a BBBBBBUHUBT UUHHHH! auaun> mnWaml Burn* emnmnunnninnlni una* 

F a w L 2 . 1 9 auauni unuanCriummmaannn O f t t u t M t t l M B f f o m l nut 
• uB» * » • • 7 « anawaaj mjUjamjMempsnmmBjm ami uaajw ntavusui enww D V U S S BUSS 

Table 15. Agriculture was practiced on 21% of the 
watershed in varviac aVmm of utitusttv. Most raraunt 
^^^•^^PP^PPP^^PP PPP PP^P^p PPPPm P^WXPJP'^^VP7 ^PP •OT^^V^^^PW^f' V W I W > VIBPPPMPPP) 

was of use sstuarteace tvut. tht mrtaM* exovatiou 
w o * ^ w t p j v # v > i P s a w w s v * v •» / nr^V • • a w p̂ pj»̂ Pp̂ p,p̂ Pr ^PP^P^^*P»^PPP» 

beme area 5A winch Yielded some rnrfiHri and 
tpvssuh pp»p^m «»Tarw PPBWPPJPJU J^P^^P^PJ*P* P V P P ^ •P^P_PF^PJPP^^^PJ PB^P^P* 

flowers for tale at Boca! Markets. Tht gardens provided 
food for fanuty coasutyttou, whne fields vMueduy 
and com for tostock seed with some com na-
doubtedry diverted to whiskey nwiufactust. A tecb-
okme consnofuy used in wbsfeteace Agriculture was 
practiced on the watershed, psrticpmrly to areas 4Aaad 
4B. Land on steep slopes was cleared and subaequeauy 
cultivated until ô ecreased fertilty and erosion limited 
crop yields. These areas were allowed to arvaaetaie tad 
were then pastured, often with Nailing used to control 
brush and sage gnus. Fields were burned in the winter 
and pastured the fonowiag spring and sunaner. Oc-
cujooafly a field was taVwtd tout falow two or three 
years in order to increase tof organic tattler content 
and then cultivated again for one or two years. Both of 
these practices erased severe erosion and soil degra
dation which ewtttuaty led to anandonmrnf or con
version to woodTot pasture. Land owners practiced little 
forest maaagemnit prim to 1942. They cut ssnal 

#•* • , * * " > ^ * '••£• 
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1 ttoajesjie villi wool COMB Hi ike bottoai of vest leek: rock write owl 9owsi best: lews aod oBMea MiataiMd 
OB^B^BB^FwB^F^ ^ • • ^ B B 1 ^FJBBBBBV ^B^BFVBJB1 ePW »^^^F> BF^F'vBj^FBBBJ ^ ^ ^ ^»^P1F% ^ ^ ^ w f P^F^FBP ^F/BF^BF^ VP^FPV ^ B ^ F ' ^ ^ ^ F P B F ^ F B F W ^ PBBWBV B P P P B P B P W ^ W BBBBBBBBBBBPJBBB^BP1 

eBBBfflB^hemstfafliivf apB^eTftan m^^^M smaiaA s^w B^^BSBBBBJ* aaaa. ftaMBH^atf^ri\a> naafeaaaaaiae ^BMBr?v)va?^B^I Beanos) 8 n eaa^MMMaajahaieMK awT v ^ a m a W 

2 Two luee AeMi OS oeoahr skMioe IMOMPO wkJck OKPOBI kevoaB kooapsrv of waicnhoi: com prieniflv DPBBI 
• w W BBPrABBr BPBPFBPBP V J V • P f V ^ V BBMPBPBPHBP} B BBOBBPFBBPBJF PFBBBBPBBJ P>FPBBMBPBO BPVV^PBBBB 1 BF^FBBBBPPBBB>_F ^FP ^ F PFBB>S>^BB^BPBVp Bj^FWPP BFWBBBBBOB>BPV PBPBBPPBP> 

oHwlBMwMfl B^pjoftflWa^Bv ^^B^Baafaaa^a* aaaa. aaaaaaH^a> BB^M^BBBBBBI BPM^BBBBBBB^B 

3 frestpjv on ceotfy woriaa ipfastoo exteaBkai ooto pooer ilcoii wMdi ore SOOMWIMI steeper: MMK cwtioa oa 
steeper a)opex;piee severely bwnHMJio ITuT rawaai rowpltlt pppawaj iwi ipstJat ainttiility si wrl ei waw ia 
oventocy. 

4 IlifesieaiepieppttstlMsjricaN^ 
4 A 4 4 I Aioetoo steep lowwep4ejppe)e dopes slatiap^ 

ajrictiftwjt; advsaowJ WMol swJ jeMy crooSoo active is 1942; aMeny kaiaed ia 1947. 
4C Level bottoM ie eeel fork: kooMBoe wink OOPPBIBOPK bi oortkwest oortioa: exteeowe •Mdeot owl WWIIBI fMt 

• • • • V J O J w ^ e » i w w * i weo W W P I O ^ F W O * * ewBpwowojwwww* w o w a a BjPBpWPjpppppPBPppogjv wao B P P J P W P J B P ^ P P » B P * J F ^ P P J O ^ B B B ^ B * ^ O B * B B B P J » P > gcwpiBjPBO«p> B P B P B J I *po>wv#weBS PJOJPJPPP 

twJ wohMt trees; towjc better peetvee; raod na tfwotieji tkis efee. 
4D Partarail woooTlot oa sleep ta atwitp dopes: probably better tkabar soeertirBly ifwawi: arts major ted to beta 

lion nee eecepiag froai SSMS4A awl B. 
5 r»Uwji»et¥ raithfea-J one no aaalii ijaannw eiwIiBi in i l inci anwai nneiiiia iTmu i iliiiifcil into fnBnwkM 

BJPF»WBFPBBP/»^PP^T W F M « * « M W f BBPBPBJ ^PBF ^ P > F J V F * • BBOPIPPBBB'B^BP MpBPBPBBBBk P^P M^PV^P^PW) BPPPBP^Bi PPBPBBPBB^PBBi ^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ F O * ^ W F O * O O O W F J V F P • W F J W W p F A 
aavaaaHa* 

5A •^FpfFttaaaawaaaaawanf FtFaawuV aBtaFaaaVJaT l a a w a a a n O B l IOWBOBI COflBBBBBBBfCaBBl Vwaaaa^FHawB S B M B B C W I OBBBBI B B B V B M I B B C O O T B I H I I B H I fiMaBBBOtt 
BJ •^FP^^F^FW^^BB^FVBF^pT • " ^ ^ ™ ^ — * ' ^^^^^r^^^^B * v ^ B I B f l V ^ ^ w ^ ' S ' 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^F^FBBBBJBJBHBB^FBBBB WB_BB^BBBFJPF^V y B V B B I F F l BBBBMBi FFWF^f FJFFFBO ^ F B F W B B VB^F^BBiF#% \ ^ W F B H P B F F V 

cviieace wl^M; bam oceaptoi eoatkwojt portioa of this ana. 
SI Pfertere oa fririy deep atepet; beerly ojoi prior to 1930wlaaipojtialyaBaaioaedeWro»ncrocnicioa. 
5C a -'TFWW^^W^a ^paj^aa^B^e^ a^ai a^^^v w a a w j a*™aaw as vvajFo'^BBaPv ajp^^aĵ o m & vVP w»^^p^o ^ K a^aawf ^^^^sa^m^iy waaaaBBF̂ ^BS aaFV ^^BOT^BBa^v ^•wBwvaAYBo ^WPBBWFTJF) 

a*eaaj w BFwaaFapBPw^owB^ *Faaaiaa) ^ ^ ^ M B ^BBSB/ o^a^^^Bo •^WBBOBB^w^B^^e es^aw • * • • * • » BaBFooBaaFaFsa awaaaiw BB_^TaaeaaaxaaFMiw' BPB^BweiBâ BVBS* fci^^BBB"* a^BV«w W B B 

pboawJ lo iobloly piae in 19SI or 1952. 
6 PwilnaiaFiBilyepMtaFaJama^a^ciaaipiWfMiiB^ 

waaM cobia; A i§ okJ-jt ciaajai ewe wMe B it ajoot raceatiy cieomL 
7 Boft of wetenlM)4:staeD toDOBnohv with HleHieiK wewiiliBitwd 'OLBJBOI fiMOil: oet tnet eetoctweb/ oat for 

BB'^F^F^ ^ F » " W P i F J F J S I ^^F^^PWF VBFBF^FB-BFF^BF^*^ OTBBJBBJ B*^BFBBBWBBOjpT WJBB^BBBBB>BBBJBJPBFSV ^r^^FBV^FBFPFVBJBBf B^FB>^FPF>f ^FBBBB VO^FOBB BFP^FW^VjCW*BiJf W B W BJ^Fp 

fslroad ties; oiriaia arees mty baee bom aaid note cxteaaliw^ for a îfealtBia prior to 1900'f. 

quantities of timber for their own nee in budding 
cooUructioa, fence rails, and tlrewojd. They aJso sold 
some timber to neighbors who selectively harvested 
larger oaks for use as railroad ties. 

It is difficult to assess the total impact of five on 
Walter Branch watershed. It is assumed that most of 
the area has burned perimfeaUy throughout its history. 
Fires probebty escaped from pastures where fke ras 
used to control brush. These fires were not severe and 

o 

consumed only ground cover and some of the soil 
organic layer; however, they undoubledry contributed 
to some soil degradatJov due to increased erosion and 
susceptibttty of nutrients to leaching. 

In 1967 two fires burned parts of the watershed 
shown in Rg. 2.20. One of these burned only four acres 
on the west watershed and had limited effect on the 
vegetations! »n«»ctare. Ha? other was more severe, 
burning a total of 86 awes, mnstly on the east 
watershed. Has fire was extremely hot on the ridge-

tops, as evidenced by charred trunk: as I^h as 4 m 
abovtejound, but dacreased in intensity as it burned 
downatope. Since 1967 vegetation patterns in the more 
Kvetety burned areas have changed appreciably. Most 
of the understory and some overstory trees have deed 
with a resultant upsurge in herbaceous and woody 
undergrowth. A comparisoa of adjacent burned and 
unbenred acres is shorn in Fig. 2.20. Both fires 
cufnbioed burned 38% of the total watcened area with 
about 15% bumtag severely. 

The VS. Geological Survey, Water Resources IX-
vWon( was requested by the U.S. AJorntc Energy 
Cfinimhsion to provide a detailed geologic map of the 
Wafter Branch basin to be used in planning studies of 
the groundwater hydrology of the basin. Toe Walker 
Branch basin ii underlain by the feox group, a 
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2000-*Vthick sequence of siliceous dolomite, divided 
into four formatiom on the basis of minor variations in 
kuology and ckert characteristics. Approximate con
tacts between formations are shown in Ftg. 2..: I . and 
stntigrapmc sequence, thicknesses, and general charac
teristics are summarized in Table 2.6. Bedding planes ia 
tke rocks generaly strike N60E. and dip » 30 to 40° to 
tke southeast. Ahhougb it is likely that minor structural 
anonnhn exist in the basin as smalt folds or faufes,oo 
ev knee of suck was observed in adjacent basins. Two 
prominent sets of joints were observed, one striking 
about N55W and the other surly east-west. 

The bedrock geology b largely obscured by a mantle 
of weathering products from the underlying dolomite 
and is thickest along dnmagf divides. Ckert n. inter
spersed throughout ike weathered mantle but k con
centrated at the ground surface anc* bedrock-weathered 
materia) interface. Depth to bedrock is highly variable. 

The mass of weathered material probably is the major 
groundwater reservoir of the basin. Ike directions of 
•feral water movement in tke weamered material ate 
dotery related to surface topography. Any water 
moving through the bedrock should be expected to be 
confined to openims along joints and beddmg planes 

in tat from very smafl (most numerous) to 
fimnted meal occurrence}. Direction 

of water movement in solutiot; openings ntnernly 
conlbrntt to surface topography, but may have no 
apparent relation to oresenl lononnmkv. Extensive 
solution openings in tke bedrock of Warner Brandt 
basin and tktk approximate areal extent me shown m 
Fig. 2.21. Tke exact number of mdrhnhi contributor > 
water to tke Wafcer Branch drainage area is unknown. 

along tke northwestern divide ate probably 

tributary, while smkkoks along tke 
southwestern dhades probably are not 
Walter Branch, smce solutioi 
bonale rocks genenfty deuehy 
beddmg planes or pmaBet to strike. 

Baaed on examination of the 
topography and geologic struct* 
water movement from East to West Fork. Tke 
further UMBkated that suck a tram* 
1000ft reach along tke East Fork 
point of the reach at tke ham of tkt 
fonmiOA (Fig. > 2!) If wen 
occurs, water would he expected to mf 
strike to he disckarntd to me West Foak. 

m a 

East Fork, bare How 
ttom ike West Fork then me 
transfer from Ear* to West 
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U»PE» PAR* IS DC- "5«AT{ . LfcMT CRAY. VERY 
FIHELVCAY'TUl ". SILICEOUS. MOSTLY 
i»B£OS? TO 4 f ; t rwCK OUTCROP AREA 
or UPPER P O T is OUTSIM WALKER W U C H 
BASIN ALONG SOUTHEAST HOPES (It SOUTH
EAST DtAUUCC UVIOE 
LO-*C«PA»T I S O C L O M T E . ..KMT W A V . 
COMMONLY CONTAINING ABUP IT MAROON 
ARO GREENISH VOTTLMCS F V 
CRYSTALLISE ABUNDANT JAS * CHERT IN 
NOOUIES A M LAYERS M O W C M H M SOW ACE 
A TEW rm* BEOS or OLIVt -CRAV LIMESTONE . 
WE ATM* ?E0 MATERIAL OVER BEDROCK APPEARS 
TO BE THINNER THAN OVER OTHER FORMATIONS 
•N BASIN AND OUTCROPS ARC COMMON 

OOLOMKE . LBrtT CRAY TO CRAY-TAR FINELY 
TO COARSELY CRVSTALLMC, VEflY SILICEOUS 
ABUNOART CHERT R, WEATHERED MATERIAL IS 
GENERALLY UCHT-COLOREO. ttRSE. ANGULAR: 
CHERT OCCURS IN BLOCKS '.CCALLV OF LARGE 
SIZE . WEATHERED MATERIAL APPEARS TO BE 
FAIRLY THICK ARO OUTCROPS ARE SPARSE. 

DOLOMITE. LIGHT CRAY FKELY TO UEMUM CRYSTAL WM. 
LESS SILICEOUS T H M OTHER FORMATIONS M WALKER 
BRANCH BAS-B. BUT LOCAL CHERT CONCENTRATIONS OCCUR 
OR G-IOUND SURFACE. CHERT MOSTLY LRVHT GRAY. POROUS 
OR CAVERROUS. ROUMOEO SURFACES. ABO COBTAIRS SKULL 
WMTE OOLITES PRCSERCE OT SAROSTOBC BEOS IB LONER 
PART HWMCATED BV 3- TO 6-MICH TWCK BLOCKS OF LKHT-
BROM SAROSTORE *L0»T. WEATHERED MATERIALS ARE 
rAIRLY T ^ C R ARO OUTCROPS ABE VERY FEW. 

> 

DOLOMTE. MEDIUM TO OARK GRAY. COARSELY 
CRYSTALLINE. ASPHALTIC. VERY SILICEOUS 
OOES ROT CROP OUT M WALKER BRABCM BAUN 
RESIDUAL CHERT IS TYPICALLY LKHT TO 
MCWUMGRAV. OCRSE. ABO CONTAINS 
PRORBNERT BANDED OOUiES. WEATHERED 
MATERIAL* APPEAR TO BE THICK 
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Land-water interactions, and their governing eco
logical components and processes, are the delicate 
balances which must be understood as man continues to 
manipulate his environment. The Oak Ridge site of the 
US. IBP Eastern Deciduous Forest Biome proposes as 
is unique contribution the study of land-water inter
actions based on a research program executed at three 
hierarchal levels of organization. Simultaneous develop
ment at the level of processes and components of 
specific ecosystems permits evaluation of the signifi
cance of these processes and consequences of fheir 
modification and t'teration to system behavior. In
formation on the basic production processes which 
regulate fores' ecosystems is being obtained to provide 
comparative dita on the efficiencies of alternative 
choices of land use in terms of solar energy conversion, 
biornass production, and mineral utilization. Rates of 
transfer of energy and materials among the components 
of these system*, are being identified and quantified. 
Emphasis is being placed on the concomitant develop
ment of (1) mechanistic process models (e.g., photo
synthesis, nitrogen, mineralization), (2) the coupling of 
process models leading to construction of dynamic 
stand models (ecosystem models of carbon, water, and 

1. Dual capacity. 
2. IBP-research assistant, UT Graduate Program in Ecology. 
3. Consultant. 
4. Air Resources Atmospheric Turbulence and Diffusion l.ab-

ora ory, NOAA, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
5. Alien guert. 
6. NSF undergraduate research participant. 

nutrient elements), and (3) the integration of stand 
models for the development of predictive models of 
watersheds. It is expected that significant scientific 
contributions in basic research and systems modeling 
will be made at each of the three hierarchal levels, 
although the integrated site research program is de
signed ai:d managed to ensure the maximum degree of 
synthesis of all contributions into integrated ecosystem 
analyses. 

GASEOUS EXCHANGE, FOREST CANOPY, 
AND METEOROLOGY 

B. E. Dinger 
R.M.Anderson B.A.Hutchison 
W. F. Harris C. J. Richardson 

S. Y. Shieh 

Assessment of primary production at the Oak Ridge 
site consists of intensive study of physiological proc
esses as well as investigations into net accumulation of 
biomass. Ultimately it is our desiie to have the 
capability for predicting production rates for large land 
areas by means of a model capable of integrating 
environmental influence* and biotic variables over time. 
To thiu end, a hierarchy of mechanistic process models 
is currently being developed. These models deal with 
plant physiological processes as they pertain to photo
synthesis and primary production in general. 

Photosynthesis, of all aspects of plant metabolism, 
shows the Greatest variation under the typical regimes 
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of environmental microclimate. Much of our work 
during the past year has been directed toward develop-
mer t r.nd implementation of methods for in situ 
nalysis of photosynthesis rates in response to natural 

environmental fluctuation. Summaries of research re
sults concerning primary production processes are 
confined to the Liriodendron tulipifera forest, a site for 
which several types of data are already available. Within 
tiiis study area, we have interfaced 'he research efforts 
of forest meteorology and detailed process research. 

This year's report reviews ihc status of studies 
involving canopy leaf area, phenology of photo-
synthetic pigments, solar radiation profiles within the 
canopy, and net photosynthesis and respiration rates 
for in situ specimens of L. tulipifera. An attempt vas 
also made toward prediction of gross primary pro
duction of tulip poplar, based upon carbon dioxide 
fluxes. 

Seasonal Dynamics of Canopy Development and 
Spatial and Temporal Distribution of Solar 

Energy in a Forest Ecosystem 

Objectives of this project were definition of the 
seasonal development of photosynthetic surface and 
associated solar energy distribution within a closed-
canopy deciduous forest site. Accurate and precise 
information with respect to amounts and distribution 
of foliar surface is requisite for reliable estimation of 
the primary productivity of forested ecosystems. 

Foliage collections were made at various heights and 
locations within the canopies of selected yellow poplars 
{Liriodendron tulipifera) at various times during the 
growing season. The basic sampling unit consisted of a 
%-m3 frame which was positioned by rntans of a 
mobile lift truck. Leaves encompassed by the sampling 
frame were harvested and utilized for determination of 
leaf area, foliage dry weight, and canopy volume, as 
wel' as for analyses of photosynthetic pigment concen
tration and estimates of insect consumption. Leaf area 
(m 2 leaf surface/m3 canopy volume) values were 
derived for the various sample dates and are plotted 
ilong with total chlorophyll concentration per unit leaf 
area in order to illustrate the seasonal generation of 
photcsynthetic surface (Fig. 3.*). Allometric equations 
relating leaf dry weight and the product of maximum 
blade length and width to fotal surface area were 
derived. For estimation of foliar surface areas en
compassed by the nolyfilm chambers employed in 
gaseous exchange analyses, an equation of the form 

OftNL-DVC 7 2 - Z S 4 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY 
SAMPLING OATE 

AUGUST 

Fjg. 3.1. Seasonal patterns of leaf sarface per unit canopy 
volume and total chlorophyll concentration per unit leaf 
surface. 

Table 3.1. Summary of canopy parameters for three 
Liriodendnm tulipifem harvested during 

August 1971 

Sample 
date 

Tree 
height 
On) 

Diameter 
breast 
height 
(cm) 

Leaf 
weight 
(kg) 

Leaf 
area 
(m2> 

Leaf area 
index 

(m 2/m 2) 

8/20 24.3 22.9 4.90 54.3 6.68 
8/25 21.6 20.1 2.86 39.3 5.41 
8/26 25.9 29.7 4.91 58.3 6.16 

Y= 1.2/8JT + 0.179 (0 

was used, wherein X = dry weight of leaves in grams and 
Y = surface area in square decimeters. 

In conjunction with sampling portions of the canopy, 
three yellc / poplar trees were harvested at maximum 
canopy development. Canopy and main stem dimen
sions were determined for these, along with measure
ments of leaf and branch angle and orientation. Total 
canopy surface and leaf area index (LAI) values were 
derived allometrically (Table 3.1). 

Leaf area values (m 2 leaf surface/m3 canopy volume) 
as estimated from canopy samples exhibit a typical 
sigmoidal development curve with maximum values 
being reached during the first week in June, a period 
which approximates the 10th week of foliar develop
ment (Fig. 3.1). Maximal photosynthetic surface area is 
reached early in the season, and does not appear tc 
decrease appreciably over the measured interval. 

Leaf surface data obtained by harvesting entire trees 
yielded a mean LAI value of 6.1 m 2 leaf surface/m2 

ground area under canopy (Table 3.1). Leaf surface-
ground area ratios generally range from 4.0 to 6.0 
m 2 /m 2 for closed canopy deciduous forests; thus, 
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results of harvesting do not appear to be at variance 
with expected values.7 

Total calorophyll concentrations per unit vf leaf area 
exhibit a similar relationship with time as does folia, 
surface development (Fig. 3.1). Chlorophyll concen
trations equivalent to 3.0 to 3.5 Mg/cm2 of leaf surface 
prevail over most of the growing period. 

Maximum leaf numb.rs psr unit canopy volume are 
reached early in the season (Fig. 3.2). Estimates of 
insect consumption follow the same general trend with 
equilibrium between production and consumption oc
curring during the latter portion of the growing season. 
Total annual insect consumption accounts for approxi
mately 3% of net foliar area. 

The distribution and variation in intensity of solar 
radiation within the forest canopy were monitored 
during relatively cloud-free days to evaluate the effects 
of canopy development upon the spatial distribution of 
light. Lintronic dome solarimeters, sensitive over a 
range 0.3 to 3.0 n, were located at random: on the 
forest floor (17 open + 3 shaded), and nonrandom 
positions within mid (3 open + 2 shaded) and upper (3 
open + 2 shaded) portions of the canopy. Shadow 
bands were employed to allow separation of total 
incident radiation into the direct beam and diffuse 
components by subtraction of values obtained from 
sensors equipped with shadow bands from total radi
ation received by the nonshaded sensors. Data 
presented were obtained during spring 1969 and are 
considered as being representative of conditions within 
the Liriodenaron site over the interval of foliar develop
ment (Fig. 3.3). Comparison of direct beam intensities 
measured in the upper canopy with those measured at 
ground level reveals that during early stages of foliar 
development some 70% of incoming radiation is 
blocked by foliage. As canopy development progresses, 
nearly 94% of the direct beam component is inter
cepted. Ratios of upper canopy to lower canopy direct 
beam components exhibit a transitory increase over the 
measured interval, and would be expected to remain 
relatively constant following full canopy development. 

The overall dynamics of canopy development appear 
to be one of early maximization of photosynthetic 
surface and associated photopigment concentrations 
which remain stable throughout the growing season, 
information as to both the phenology of canopy 
development, as well as quantitative measures of can
opy phenology, surface area relationships, and pigment 
concentrations are prerequisite for development of 

models describing pioductivity of deciduous forest 
stands. Knowledge of foliar distribution and pene
tration and interception of solar radiation is necessary 
to predict photosynthetic efficiency. The coupling of 
these predictions with mechanistic representations of 
actual physiological processes will then allow estimation 
of actual energy conversion and associated biomass 
accumulation. 

Gaseous Exchange Apparatus for in Situ 
Photosynthesis Studies 

In studies of photosynthesis, modern techniques of 
plant ecophysiology consist of measurement of the 
carbon dioxide flux of the intact plant, or portions 
thereof, by means of sensitive instruments for quantita
tive gas-stream analysis. Changes in C0 2 concentration 
of an artificially produced airstream which is passed 
through a chamber containing the aerial portions of the 
plant are monitored through utilization of an infrared 
gas analyzer. These methods unavoidably alter the 
microenvironment of the shoot, resulting in somewhat 
limited results. However, they do allow some degree of 
control of microclimatological variables, thus per
mitting studies of plant response to changes in levels of 
these variables. 

The apparatus described below was designed to 
provide a sensitive, versatile tool for in situ studies of 
physiological and environmental control of carbon 
dioxide exchange between plant and atmosphere (Fig. 
3.4). The system is of the open type wherein the 
chamber is continuously purged and plant-induced 
changes in airstream composition are determined by 
analysis of incoming and outgoing air. Chambers of this 
type are suitable for most ecological investigations, 

^ t_£a 4~--Z= - • 

APRIL M*T JUMC JULY AU3UST 
JAMPUNGOATC 

7. R. H. Whittakc and G. M Woodwell, Amer. / Bot. 54, 
931-39(1967). 

Fij. 3.2. SeaMMal pattras of mom munben of bates per 
unit cwopy Tonmc end estbmtBd percent canopy con-
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except for those which require exact duplications of the 
natural microenvironment. 

The plant chamber consists of a polyfilm bag fastened 
to a heat exchanger. Portions of the plant are enclosed 
within th. bag, the neck of which is sealed at the base 
of the stem with Duxseal and a dacron tie. The heat 
exchanger is fitted with a movable face plate to permit 
rapid .eplacement of the polyethylene bsg. Inlet and 
outlet tubes are provided for both cooling water and 
the chamber air stream. Conduits allow insertion of 
thermocouple and electrical leads into the chamber. Air 
turbulence within the chamber is provided by a 
multibladed fan connected in series with a rheostat. 

Temperature control within the plant chamber is 
effected by circulating thermostatically controlled cool 
water through the coils of the heat exchangers. Ther
mally activated proportional solenoid valves (PSV) 
allow for selection and maintenance of controlled 
chamber temperatures over the range 15 to 35°C. 
Copper-constantan thermocouples inserted within and 
adjacent to the plant chamber monitor ambient and 
chamber temperatures. Temperatures of enclosed leaves 

are determined by means of microthermocoupies 
epoxied to the leaf surfaces. Incident solar radiation 
(0.3 to 3.0 /i) levels are monitored by means of domed 
solarimeters attached to the heat exchanger brackets. 
Atmospheric vapor pressure deficits are calculated from 
wet and dry psychrometer temperatures. 

Air is supplied to the chamber by means of a 
membrane pump (Pa) and stream selector assembly. 
The pressure side of the pump feeds four branch lines, 
two of which !ead to the plant chambers and sub
sequently to the infrared gas analyzer (IRGA), and two 
of which flow at constant rates through the IRGA, 
serving as references for ambient C 0 2 concentration 
determinations. Flowmeter (FM) assemblies are in
stalled in the various tubes as indicated. The addition of 
a drying column (DEC) serves io prevent water vapor 
from entering the analyzer. Planned modifications 
include the addition of a trace moisture u. alyzer for 
measurement of plant water vapo^ exchange. 

Net photosynthesis and respiration are determined as 
* function of the product of the difference (A C 0 2 ) 
between concentration of the airstream entering and 
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that leaving the plant chamber and flow rate through 
the chamber. Gas laws and masi-volume relationships 
allow the expression of this product in terms of actual 
weight of C0 2 per unit time. Surface areas, as well as 
fresh and dry weight of plant samples, are determined, 
allowing the expression of carbon dioxide flux as rate 
per unit time per unit area, or unit weight of photo-
synthetic tissue. 

Data obtained in field tests of the -.oparatus ire 
shown in Fig. 3.5. A comparison of ambient ai ' 
chamber temperatures ovsr tht rar,ge 10 to 35°C reveals 
that chamber temperatures generally lie within - 1 to 
+3°C of ambient levels (Fig. .'.5.7*. Leaf temperatures 
may also remain very close to chambei air tempera
tures, except at high-tempera'ure levels brought about 
by increased amounts of solar radiation (Fig. 5.5b). 

Chamber-ambient and leaf-chamber temperature dif
ferentials may be noted to vary directly with increased 
amounts of incident radiation (Fig. 3.5c and 3.5d). This 
phenomenon is due to absorption and conversion of 
shorter wavelengths of incident sunlight to longer or 
thermal radiation. Leaf-chamber temperatu'^ differen
tials remained within -2 to +6°C of chamber tempera

ture, preventing therniai injury tc the leaves, a common 
occurrence in nonregulated chambers. 

A sample calculation of CO ; flux is as follows: 

Pn = 115 ppm X i .97694 g/liter (density of CC 2) 

P 273 
x Z x T~2 < N T p ) X I0" 6 = g/liter. (2; 

T 760 

Pn=?i5X 
7+273 

- X 7.101 X 10" 7=g/iit3r. (3) 

740 
p n = ! 1 5 X X 7.101 

~23 

X 10" 7 = 1.871 X 10"' mg/liter, (4) 

1 
PnXF/JX 1.871 X 10"' X 720 Hters/ru 

SA 

I 

30.15 dm 
- = 4.468 mg dm" 2 hr"1 , (5) 

OPKL-0WG 72-256 

PLANT 
.CHAMBER 1 
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THERMOCOUPLES 
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MULTIPOINT 
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» t A [C021 
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r tA lH jO] 

RECORDING 
APPARATUS 

(O-IOwv) 
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(0-lOm») 

RECORDER 
(0-65*C) 
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Fig. 3.4. Diagram of gaseous exchange apparatus. 
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where 
CG7 =-115 ppm = net photosynthesis (Pn), 

FR = 720 liters/hr = flow rate, 
T = 50°C = analyzer sample cell temperature, 
P ~ 740 mm Hg = barometric pressure, 

SA - 30.15 dm 2 = foliar surface area. 

Net Photosynthesis and Annual Productivity 
of Liriodendron tutipifera Estimated from 

Carbon Dioxide Exchange 

Measurements of carbon dioxide exchange within the 
canopy of the Liriodendron tulipifera forest study site 
were carried out during the later portion of the growing 
season by means of th- apparatus described previously. 
Ne* photosynth«,sis oi yellow poplar as a function of 
light intensity is shown in Fig. 3.6. Maximum net 
photosy.-Uhetic rates approaching 5.C to 5.2 mg dm" 2 

hr"1 were attained at light intensities ^0.42 cal cm"2 

min (2950 ft-c). Yellow poplar is considered as 
shade-intolerant, a fact which is supported by the high 
light intensities necessary for light saturation. Light 
requirements have been measured for a number of other 
forest species, and have been found to vary con
siderably. Specimens of shade-tolerant Acer saccharum 
were found to be light-saturated at 0-07 cal cm" 2 

min"1 (800 ft-c); Quercus velutina, an extremely 
shade-intolerant species, was light-saturated at 3200 
ft-c.8 

Maximum rates of net photosynthesis for portions of 
the Liriodendron canopy were approximately 6.5 mg 
dm" 2 hr ' 1 at optimum temperatures and light levels 
(Fig. 3.7). The temperature dependence of net photo
synthesis is apparent in that at higher light intensities 
temperature optima were noted vo shift toward greater 
values. Increased temperatures at subsaturation light 

8. J. E. Wuenscher and T. T. Kozlowski. Can. J. Bot. 48, 
453-56(1970). 
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"—.-owe 72-2» intensities (i.v».. <0.42 cal cm"* min"1 ) are accom
panied by elevated respiratory rates which are not 
compensated by increased C 0 2 fixation as occv.rs at 
higher light intensities. 

Net photosynthesis rates at light intensities >0.42 cal 
c m - 2 min"1 exhibit temperature optima over a range 
26 to 30°C (Fig. 3.7). These rates probably reflect a 
preponderance of sun leaves, but are in accord: nee with 
temperature requirements observed for other species. 
Schulze' observed temperature optima for in situ net 
photosynthesis of Fagus sytvarica to range from 10 to 
30°C over the season. 

Data from a 24-hr period of continuous measurement 
of CQ2 flux (August 14—15, 1971) were used for 
preliminary extrapolation to an annual pioduction 
balance. This estimate is b?sed upon a 180-day season 
and litterfali biomass data (Table 3.2). Daytime rates of 
C 0 2 uptake (45.73 mg C 0 2 g"1 day"') less nighttime 
respiration rates (6.01 mg C 0 2 g - 1 day' 1 ) equal a net 
seasonal C 0 2 uptake of 7.15 g of C 0 2 per g of foliage, 
or 1501.5 g of C 0 2 per m 2 of net C 0 2 uptake per 
season (g/m 2 foliage X g C 0 2 uptake/g foliage). An 
approximation of the weight of carbohydrate produced 
is obtained by using the conversion factor 0.614 g of 
carbohydrate cer g of C 0 2 . 1 0 Thus, annual net 
carbohydrate production of Liriodendron tuUpifera 
becomes 0.92 kg/m 2 (1.5015 kg C 0 2 uptake per m 2 X 
0.614). 

A lower bound on gross production can be approxi
mated by assuming that daytime respiration is equiva
lent to nighttime rates and adding the latter to daytime 
C 0 2 uptake. This procedure neglects photorespiration, 
a phenomenon which cannot be measured satisfactorily 
under forced conditions. Addition of dark respiration 
rates and adjusting for carbohyjrate production gives 
an estimate of gross annual primary production for 
Liriodendron tuiipifera of 1.20 kg of carbohydrate per 

m 

Fig. 3.7. Relationship between net photosynthesis rates and 
leaf temperature at various light intensities. 

9. E. D. Schulze, Flora, Bd. 159, S- H7-232 (1970). 
10. D. B. B Jtkin et al.,Ecology 51, 1057-60 (1970). 

Table 3.2. Net carbon dioxide uptake for in situ specimens of Uriodcrjb or, 
August 14-15,1971 

Leaves/area 
0?/m2) 

Daytime C0 2 uptake 24-hi CO* uptake Dark respiration 

Per leaf 
(g/g) 

Per area 
(g/m2) 

Per leaf 
(g/g) 

Per area 
(g/m2) 

Per leaf 
(g/g) 

Per area 
(g/m2) 

210.0 8.23 1728.3 7.15 1501.5 1.08 226.8 
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While these values are based upon limited C0 2 

fixation data, the estimate of gross productivity ap
proaches estimates for jthsr deciduous fores, species 
(Quercus coccinea gross annual productivity of 1.10 kg 
of carbohydrate per m 2 ) . 1 0 As more data become 
available, including seasonal variations in C0 2 flux for 
tulip poplar and associated major biomass components, 
a more refined estimate of gross primary productior for 
this forest may be realized. 

TERRESTRIAL PRIMARY PRODUCTION 

W. F. Harris 
R. M. Anderson P. Sollins 
T. L. Coy L. A. Stephens 
B. E. Dinger F. G. Taylor 

D. E. Todd 

The objectives of terrestrial primary production 
studies at the Oak Ridge site are the development and 
validation of models describing the dynamics of 
forested ecosystems at three levels of resolution: 
canopy structure and basic physiological processes (see 
Gaseous Exchange - Forest Canopy Meteorology), 
discrete portions of foiested landscapes, and largei units 
with clear topographic boundaries such as forested 
watersheds. By approaching terrestrial primary pro
duction at three levels simultaneously, results of data 
synthesis can be applied not only to questions con
cerning process efficiency under stress, but also ques
tions directed toward accumulation and subsequent 
turnover of troph c levels over large geographic areas. 
With concurrent development of data bases and con-
i ptual models at the different levels of process 
resolution, an increased amount of feedback between 
physiological and stand model development can be 
realized. For example, estimates of stand leaf area and 
its distrib'ition in time and space will facilitate ex
tension of results from "is exchange studies with 
branches and seedlings to entire forest canopies. On the 
other hand, knowledge of actual process rates and 
seasonal distribution of environmental conditions in he 
canopy is being used to develop a stand growth model 
which will be less empirical and more correlative with 
actual physiological process phenomena. This year's 
report reviews the status of studies on the relationship 
of phenology to net production of the herbaceous 
component of the forest; development of a general 
allomctric moiel for prediction of tree biomass by 
major component (bole, branch, and foliage); the status 
of belowground biomass determination; and forest 
stand net production on one type of successionai ?ere. 
A first-generation stand model is discussed as a sum

mary of our present state-of-the-art wit^ an emphasis 
on the direction of future primary production research 
relative to our objectives. 

Relationship of Phenology to Productivity 
of Herbaceous Plants 

During the life cycle of a species, plants undergo a 
series of distinct, genetically determined life forms. 
These forms or phenophases are controlled by environ
mental factors, and consequently correspond to 
seasonal u ciuations. The life forms or phenophases 
begin with seed germination, progress through vegeta
tive and reproductive c>cles, and tenninate in senes
cence and leaf drop. Associated with the pheno 
dynamics are changes in biomass, productivity, and 
nutrient composition. Such quantitative analyses reflect 
the interaction of meteorology with primaiy pro
duction and mineral cycling in forest ecosystems. The 
relationship of phenology to primary production and 
nutrient composition in forest ecosystems, dominated 
by Liriodendron tulipifera, is being assessed for under-
story and herbaceous species (Cornus florida. 
Hydrangea arboresce-'is, Podophyllum peltatum, 
Polyst'chwn acrostichoides). An example of the kinds 
of analyses being made for each species is illustrated 
by biomass and productivity estimates in mayapple, 
Podophyllum. 

Mayapple, because of its social occurrence and rapid 
phenological development n spring, is one of the most 
conspicuous herbaceous species of eastern deciduous 
forests. Emerging from the soil before the last killing 
frost (April 15), mayapple completes its life cycle by 
midsummer (August 26). Within the Liricdendron 
forest study area the species is best established in social 
communities on low, moist sites. Being partially clonal 
with moderate longevity, the perennial communities 
vary in area from 0.7 to i 76.6 in 2 , appearing elliptical 
to orbicular in shape (Fig. 3.8). The species has a 
well-developci, over-wintering, underground rhizome-
root system. The aerial leaves within a community, 
analogous to individual plants, exhibu simultaneous 
phenological development due to the clonal nature of 
the species. Within the forests adjacent to the 
Liriodendron site, diameters of 21 mayapple com
munities were measured and the number of aerial plants 
determined. Regression analysis of computed area to 
number of plants resulted in a correlation coefficient 
(r - J.94). From the resulting regression (Fig. 3.9), the 
number of aerial plan is can be estimated if the area of 
the community is known. 

Beginning with leaf emergence (yearday 99), 20 aerial 
plants were harvested at each of 8 life phases. Plants 
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Fig. 3.8. Typical comimnity of mayappte (Podophyllum pdtatum L.) in the I aiodtndnm forest stady area. 

increased for each component with the progression of 
the life cycle (Fig. 3.10), reaching nuiximum dry weight 
during the phase of unripe seeds and fruits prior to 
onset of senescence (yeardiy 162). At that point 
rhizome-root showed an increase of 21% in dry weight 
above the standing crop estimate during leaf emergence. 
Leaf and stem (petiole) accounted for 57%, whereas 
unripe fruit ami seeds accounted for 17% of dry weight. 
The underground rhizome system grows terminally, 
producing an overwintering apical meristem. Growth is 
initiated during the flowering phase (yearday 116 to 
123), and showed an increase of 4% in dry weight prior 
to senescence of aerial plants. At the onset of senes
cence (yearday 162), leaves begin to change color, 
followed by leaf and fruit drop and subsequent de
creases in d.-y weight. Further increases in the current 
increment to the rhizome-root system (1971) were 
accompanied by decreases in dry weight of the previous 
increment (1970), indicating that the rhizome functions 
as a storage organ for growth demands. By the end of 
the life cycle (yearday 240), each increment in rhizome-
root (i970 and 197!) accourted for 75% of the 
biomass. Biomass is summarized (Fig. ' i) per in
dividual plant. A typicai niayapple community is 
defined as the average mayapple community within the 
Liriodendr^n foest study site (area - 21.04 m 2 ± 8.69 
(SE), number of aerial plants 167142.6]. Based on 
frequency of mayapple in sample plots (70%) and 
standard community parameters, mayapple annual pro-
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Fig. 3.9. Relationship between number of aerial plants and 
community aze (m ) in mayapple. Data points represent 
communities from 0.66 to 176.6 m 2 , containing from !0 to 
683 plants. The averse community was 21.04 m 2 , while the 
average number of aerial p.ants was 167.24. 

were compartmentalized into leaf, stem, flower or fruit, 
and rhizome-root for biomass estimates. Estimates of 
rhizome-root biomass during the leaf emer^epce phase 
(yearday 99 to 102) were considered standing crop, 
such that subsequent rhizome-ioot estimates would 
reflect changes throughout the life cycle, biomass 
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duction for the Lirlodendron forest study area was 7.0 
%jrrz abovegrfand and 1.5 gym2 belowground. 

Productivity estimates per unit forest area (Fig. 3.11) 
reflett growth above »he standing crop of rhizome-root 
at leal emergence. During leaf emergence the rate of dry 
matter productivity per plant is 0.2 g m ~ 2 day"1 (0.17 
g plant"' day - 1 ) . Productivity is maximum during the 
onset of the reproductive phase, yearday 103 to l i 6 

(0.53 g m~2 day" 1), declining rapidly through flower-
iuf and fruiting phases. The decrease in production 
between yearday 163 and day 181 t0.10 to 0.03 g 
pi i '."' day" 1) represents a loss due to consumption of 
ripe fruits by small mammals and insects. As indicated 
in biomass data, unripe and ripe fruits represent 17% of 
(he total dry weigh*. By the end of the life cycle 
production, mainly limited to the 197! rhizome sys-
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Table }.}. Summary by species group (numbers of harvested trees in each size dsss) following TV A code of diameter 
distribution (DBH) of tree harvest data, contributions to the central harvest data fig? 

Data on 40 species of woody shrubs and trees, including 250 trees >10 cm in DBH. have been located. 

Total 
No. trees 

Diameter cia* (cm DBH) 
Group 

Total 
No. trees <1 <5 <10 <15 <20 <30 >30 

Pines 98 51 36 7 1 0 0 
Hemlock-spruce 18 0 0 6 1 3 1 7 
Oaks 173 116 5 6 13 9 7 17 
Soft hardwoods 259 174 28 14 12 8 8 15 
Hard hardwoods 313 187 61 23 10 9 12 11 
Post species 40 33 1 4 1 1 0 C 
Noncommercial trees and shrubs 123 62 28 22 3 2 5 1 

Total 1024 623 159 78 47 33 33 SI 

tern, had decreased to 0.03 g m~2 day"1 (0.025 g 
plant"1 day"1). 

These results illustrate the relationship of short-
termed phenologjcal "vents of species to productivity 
estimates, and inputs, to iiUer and subsequent mineral 
cycling processes in forest ecosystems. Further analyses 
will determine nutrient composition and i\uxes as 
related to pbenoiogical events. 

Forest Stand Production 

Estimates of net primary production for forest stands 
presently are based on remeasurement of diameter 
distributions on permanent plots, relating diameter to 
weight and surface area allometrically. Forest stand 
inventory data have been collected both locally and for 
forest types and site conditions representative of major 
deciduous forest formations.1' Results from numerous 
projects has been summarized in order to develop a 
large harvest data base'2 to be used to derive a set of 
general allometric relationships (Table 3.3). The col-
lecticri and analysis of this data base provide a degree of 
commonality in data analysis acros> site and biome 
projects heretofore impossible to attain 

Several regression models have been used to dev.lop 
allometric relationships of weight and surface area of 
trees. The most common model in the literature is the 
power function 

Y = *J!r* , (6) 

1). Both the Tennessee Valley Authority and U.S. Forest 
Service have provided access to continuous forest h.rentory plot 
data. 

12. P. Sollins and R. Anderson, ORNL-IBP-71-6 (1971). 

where Y is the biomass component (e.g., bole, branch, 
or foliage bioires), X is the independent variable 
(diameter breast height), and a and b are regression 
constants. Estimating equations of this form usually use 
a logarithmic transformation iO produce a linear form: 

lnY=a+blnX (7) 

Transformation back to the original units results in the 
allometric relation 

Y^^X* m 
Regression coefficients for major tree groups (hard
wood, conifers, and all combined) are summarized in 
Table 3.4. Regardless of the heterogeneity of sites and 
species characteristics represented in the data base, 
consistent relationships exist between various biomass 
components and DBH. 

The retransformation of logarithmic regression param
eters introduces bias iito estimates of Y in that the 
logarithmic transformation of weight results in an 
estimate of the geometric, rather than arithmetic, mean 
weight of trees in a given disn<r.?*- claw. The geometric 
mean usually underestimates the arithmetic mean, the 
degree of bias being affected by the variance of the 
weight data. A procedure was developed for estimating 
the magnitude of this bias based on earlier work by 
Finney. 1 3 , 1 4 Table 3.4 summarizes the correction 
factor (K) applicable to bole, branch, and foliage weight 
for the "all species" regression model. Figure 3.12 

13. D. J. Vmney, JRSSSuppt. 7,155-61 (1941). 
14. J. Beauchamp and J. S. Olson, manuscript submitted to 

Biometrika 
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Tabk; 3.4. Svtematy of mvxmected legreaioft; (b-ia) of tree component 
we^ht (kg) on cee diameter breast height (cm) 

Dependent 
variable 

Intercept Slope Cceficie nt of 
determination 

{R2) 

Sample 
size 
tV) 

K* 

Leaf Ail species -3.498 1695 0.86 302 1.34 
Hardwoods -3.tt 2 1.740 0.88 178 
Conifers -2.907 1.674 0.91 6s 

Branch All species -3.188 2126 0.91 %8 1.26 
Hardwoods -3.173 2.224 0.89 231 
QoTtitrzy -3.46i 2.292 9.95 51 

Bole A!! species -2.4:7 2 / i 8 0.97 298 1.08 
Hardwoods -2.270 7 385 0.98 23! 
Conifers -3.787 2.767 0.96 51 

Branch-bole Ail species 
Hardwoods 
Conifers 

-2.126 2.393 0.90 371 

aK - multiplying factor used to adjust Y. 

shows the effect of K on regression estimates of 
components of tree blonds. We are currently using the 
all species regrjssic-ii coefficients and associated K 
values iO estimate stand bknnass (see Walker Branch 
watershed project; and Regions! Studies, this report). 

Root Biomass Dynamics 

Accurate estimates of belowground standing biomass, 
production, and turnover are essertial to ecosystem 
analysis because roots comprise at least 20 to 25% of 
total organic material in terrestrial ecosystems. More
over, their rote in ecosystem physiology of m neral and 
water cycling and as a substrate for decomposers must 
be clearly defined. Research initiated this year has 
developed estimates of forest stand roct biomass on a 
seasonal basis. Since the excavation of entire root 
systems is impractical, allometric relations of stump and 
butt roots to diameter breast height are being developed 
from stumps of uprooted trees from local logging 
operations. Lateral root biomass is determined from 
excavation of 0.25 m 3 soil pits where soils are shallow 
with high stone content (e.g., Walker Branch wateisrtd 
project) or coring with a power corer adapted from a 
masonry hole saw in ston?-free soils. Lateral root 
bioman per unit area will be related to stand basal area 
or aboveground biomasc. 

Lateral root biomas? estimates for the Liriodendron 
tuHpifera forest study area are summarized in Fig. 3.13. 
At all dates during the season, at least 60% of the root 
biomass was found in the 0- to 20-cm zone. The 

fluctuation of root biomass with depth may reflect 
seasonal environmental influences or intrinsic variance 
in distribution. The apparent decrease in root between 
April and June may reflect translocation of carbo
hydrate to the aboveground plant parts. Rcot pro
duction for both size classes considered began after 
June IS and continued into the early fall. Samples of 
root biomass are being analyzed for mineral and 
carbohydrate content in order to determine the magni
tude of vernal mineral and carbohydrate flux upward. 
The mean standing lateral root biomass was 2.21 kg/m2 

with a difference of 1.70 kg/m2 between June and 
September values; this indicates i high apparent net 
root productivity and either high rates if root mortality 
or translocation, or more liLtly both. A greenhouse 
study of the mineralization of yellcw poplar root 
biomass indicates that during the period of maximum 
root growth 5 to 9% of the total root weight is 
composed of dead material. Approximately 90% of the 
turnover U accounted for in the roots less than 0.5 cm 
in diameter with approximately 75% of the tot 1 
turnover in the roots less than 0.1 cm diameter. 

These results have suggested several areas for further 
study. A project was initiated this fall to measure in situ 
rates of root decay and mineralization using buried root 
material enclosed in large mesh nylon net. This work 
will be replicated seasonally to estimate influences cf 
temperature and soil moisture on these processes. A 
pilot study aiso was initiated this fall using : 4C-sucrose 
as a stem tag. By tagging late in the growing season 
most of the MC-sucrose was translocated to the root 
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Fa> 3.13. Root biomass ( f /m 1 ) profile win sol depth for (a) roots >0.5 cm m diameter and (o) roots < 0 J cm m diameter m 
the Lwiondcndrtm stady ate. Estimates are based on 15 cores ?' each date with each core taken to ? depth of 60 cm. Total root 
biomass at each date » summarized m the histogram beneath each profile. 
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system. The rates of C0 2 evolution are being 
monitor? J 10 estimate the rate of total organic carbon 
turnover, including microbial action on root exudates as 
well as dead root biomass. Next spring l-*C activity will 
be monitored in roots, as well as developing foliage to 
evaluate the influence of stored carbohydrate on 
current foliage development. With continued integra
tion of studies o( root biomass. turnover, and trans
location, .1 clearer understanding of the contribution of 
this compartment to carbon and mineral cycles will be 
realized. 

ipecies Composition and Productivity of 
Upland Q2k Seres 

Forest communities undergoing secondary succession 
display trends not only in composition, but aiso in 
»?".d productivity and biomass. Compositional changes 
in upland oak forest communities of the Oak Ridge 
Reservation are being evaluated along with the accom
panying changes in productivity and stand biomass. By 
measuring changes in productivity of ecosystem? along 
a successional gradient, results of process research ran 
be coupled more effectively with successional changes 
in community composition and structure. 

Data on species, diameter, standing dead, and growth 
are being collected on plots in IS ridgetop sites. The 
sites are all on typic pakudult soils mostly underlain by 
cherty Knox dolomite. Sites with similar characteristics 
were chosen to minimize the effects of slope, aspect, 
and fertility that affect community production. Dtt-

ferent stages of forest succession from almost pure pine 
stands to mature oak-hickory stands are included (Table 
3.5). Using this data base, species importance (defined 
as sum f relative basal area and density) changes in 
basal area, density, biomass and productivity are being 
compared among serai communities. 

Stages of eariy forest succession are characterized 
initially by low species diversity, increasing as the forest 
approaches climax, with dominance being shared by 
several species. An increase in biomass through succes
sion sometimes accompanied by a decrease in produc
tivity supposedly characterizes many successions.15 

Data summarized in Table 3.5 illustrate these hypoth
eses. Young (20- to 30-year) pioneer sites dominated by 
short leaf pine (Pima echineta) have low biomass, high 
density, low basal area, and high percent increase in 
biomass. Transition stages between a pioneer pine stand 
and the ciinax oak stands (eg., site 205, Table 3.5) are 
characterized by genera that become established 
beneath the pine canopy (Oxyde/idron, Acer, 
Liriodendron). Oaks also are established, but are not an 
important par; of the community. The stand biomass 
and productivity -ie intermediate between the pine 
stands and oak-dominated stands that are approaching 
climax; basal area is not greatly different, but density is 
lower. Mature oak stands (eg., site 203, Table 3.5) are 
dominated by white oak (Querela alba) and black oak 
(Q. vehitira). Basa* z:zz and stand biomas are highest 

15. E.P.Odum,Sd:iicel64,26:-70(1961). 

Table 3.5. Basal area, d>a**Cy,staadisgb*oaaass« percent* Aanaje in abovtgioud M O N K for previous five-year period 
C.366-71), and perceat biowass in leaves for pionee r , t r » * 6 « , « . « t . re tiaadi for trees <7J6 a M D B H 

Stand type Plot mber Basal area Density 
(ro2/ha) (stem/ha) 

Standing btcmass 
ftiV) 

Percent chance 
ir bionass (five-yc 

period) 

Percent bioauss 
in leaves 

Pioneer 207-013 21.04 940 8.98 33.00 7.30 
Pioneer 207-023 29.14 1140 13.40 28.85 6.73 
Pioneer 207-033 24.06 1200 9.93 24.05 6.89 
Pioneer 207-043 25.87 1480 9.94 6.86* 6.69 
Pioneer 207-053 30.75 1620 10.75 14.19 8.58 
Transition 205-011 24.77 940 13.03 16.44 4.01 
Transition 205-021 23-81 860 13.42 15.30 2.77 
Transition 205-033 25.71 1000 14.44 1440 2.78 
Mature 2034)11 40.93 480 27.63 11.30 2.03 
Mature 203-021 24.14 480 15.07 134)1 2J3 
Mature 203-031 38.98 560 25.35 10.37 2.17 
Mature 203-043 28.61 «00 17.58 -1.99* 2.20 

aMortality has resulted in a greater lots of bkmast during the five-year study period than can be accounted for by production of 
surviving trees. 
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Table 3.6. The three dominant species on 12 sample plots determined ty three methods: importance value (son of 
relative basal area and relative e'ensiry w retafm btomass (species bionass/piot biomass), and relative ananal 

productivity' (species biomass production/plot bfc»nass production) 
The data are for trees >7.6 cm 

Species Importance 
value Species Relative 

biomz?; Species 
Relative 
annual 

productivity 

207-043 Stortkai pine 
Sassafras 
Tuhp poplar 

60.50 
15.67 
12.79 

Shortleaf pine 
Tulip poplar 
Sa-safras 

56.55 
26.36 
9.36 

Shortleaf pine 
Tulip poplar 
Sassafras 

45.09 
32.53 
13.27 

205-011 Sourwoo'i 
Shortleaf pine 
Kedtrapk 

28.76 
24.03 
14.55 

Shortkaf pine 
Tulip poplar 
Souxwood 

34.15 
19.58 
16.88 

Tulip poplar 
Red maple 
Shortleaf pine 

24.75 
22.23 
21.24 

205-02 i Soorwood 
Sugar maple 
Black oak 

22.37 
22.25 
19.66 

Black oak 
Sugar maple 
Sourwood 

3433 
23.47 
16.89 

Tulip poplar 
Sugar maple 
Sourwuod 

33.86 
32.32 
12.60 

203-043 Red maple 
3hckoak 
White oak 

20.49 
19.27 
14.16 

Black oak 
White oak 
Sugar maple 

38.13 
15.35 
14.68 

Black oak 
Sugar maple 
White oak 

30.40 
20.84 
14.33 

of the sites listed; density and percent biomass increase 
are the lowesl. The percentage of biomass contributed 
by leaves decreases from the pioneer stage to climax 
stages of the jere. Decrease in productivity in mature 
stages of succession may be a result of the relative 
decrease in photosynthetic tissue. 

Plant communities are usually discussed J terms of 
the dominant species in order to differentiate one 
community from another. Dominance has traditionally 
been expressed as varous combinations of relative basal 
area, relative density, and/or relative frequency to 
derive an importance value.1 * Howev r, species domi-
t ance should be expressed differently in order to be 
meaningful in the context of analysis of ecosystem 
function. For example, relative biomass (species 
biomass/stand biomass) can be used rather than im
portance value when estimating the amount of the 
community resources incorporated in any one species. 
If the community function (mineral cycling, biomass 
production, etc.) is of interest, then teiative production 
(species productivity/stand productivity) should be 
considered. Table 3.6 summarizes differences in stand 
dominance depending on the definition of dominance 
used. Or. plot 207-043 shortleaf pine u the dominant 
species regardless of the definition used; tulip poplar is 
a minor species when importance value alone is con
sidered, but contributes half the bicmass a* the pine 
and two-thirds the annual biomass charge. In plots 
205-011 and 205-021 species vary according to the 
methods of determimng dominance. On plot 203-043 

the dominant species determined .rom the importance 
value is not even one of the three leading dominants 
when detenrtined by relative biomas; or relative produc
tivity. 

Primary Production - Stand Growth Model 

Using stand budget information (Figs. 3.14 and 3.15) 
based on first-year site research, a primary production 
model was constructed for a component of the 
Liriodendron forest. This model was developed as a 
research tool to provide a link between detailed models 
of primary production processes and stand growth data 
based on periodic remeasurement. Previous stand 
growth models have dealt stochastically with individual 
trees 1 7 or divided the stand into age or size classes 
using a single function to describe growth of each 
class.1 * Our approach differed in that initially only a 
uniform age class of a single species (yellow poplar of 
age 30 to 50 years) was considered. However, this 

16. V. G. Goff, "Dynamic Relations in Wisconsin Upland 
Forests," Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1966. 

17. D. B. Botkin, 3. F. Janak, and J. R. Wains, The 
Rationale, Limitations and Assumption* of a Northeast Forest 
Growth Simulator," IBP Research Report RC 3188 (#14604), 
Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y., 
1970. 

18. P. A. Leary, "System Identification Principles in Studies 
of forest Dynsi.iics," U.S. Forest Service Research Paper 
NC4S, North Central Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul, 
Minnesota, 1970. 
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component of the vegetation was divided into four 
compartments: leaves, buds, metabolically active stem 
and root tissues (phis dissolved carbohydrates), and 
inactive woody tissues (Fig. 3.16). Equations were 
developed describing transfers of carbohydrate among 
these compartments as functions of time of year and 
temperature. It was assumed that there is no respiratory 
loss from inactive woody tissues. Since operationally it 
is often impractical to classify fine roots as to species, 
roots of all species may have to be combined into 
several size classes for the toal system and equations 

derived to apportion photosynthate from the various 
species groups to these compartments. 

In this initial version of the model, two transfers were 
considered to be instantaneous events. Bud break 
(consisting of complete transfer from buds to leaves) 
was assumed io occur on April 1. Litterfall was treated 
as an instantaneous event occurring on October 1, The 
model is presently being modified to lost leaves based 
on patterns measured this season (Fig. 3.24). All other 
flow functions were expressed as a rate constant or 
expression multiplied by the source compaiur^nt (Fig. 
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3.16). For wood deposition and all respiratory losses 
(except from leaves), the rate expression included the 
following temperature factor, F(T), based on mean 
monthly air temperature (1955-70 average): 

F\T) = 0.35 (40 - T) exp [-(40 - D/8] , (9) 

where T is temperature in °C. Thus the flow function in 
the temperature-dependent c ses is of the form 

<b=KF(T)0 (10) 

where Q is the value of the source compartment and K 
is a constant specific to that flow. The temperature 
factor initially was omitted from the leaf respiration 
function because mean air temperature varies only 
sLghtiy during the growing season. However, data 
gathered this summer indicate the importance of even 
small temperature changes in leaf respiration rates and 
thus rates of net photosynthesis, particularly at low 
light intensities. 

The gross photosynthesis function (GP) !i*>j in thif 
model has the following form: 

f24(furin + 0.04 
GP = (38.6 - 67.0 Q,) : G, . (i 1) 

0.07 

Tne first factor {A - BQ) incorporates the postulate 
that, with increas;ng leaf biomass (Qi), competition for 
light results in a decrease in GP per gram of leaves. The 
GP function also includes the final value of the bud 
compartment (QA) at the end of the dormant season 
(Fig. 3.16). Thus, the number cf buds set during the 
previous growing season and surviving dormancy deter
mines the number of leaves and therefore GP through
out the current season in this version of the model. 
W.thout this factor, the effect of conditions of the 
pi^vious growing season was underestimated. Proposed 
work on the magnitude of vernal carbohydrate flux will 
improve this section of the model. 

Mode! output is shown for a 20-year period as a graph 
of compartment values (dry weight organic matter per 
m 2 ) vs time (Fig. 3.17). With the choice of values for 
model parameters shown in Fig. 3.16, the leaf biomass 
development curve agrees with measured values (see 
Fig. 3.2). At the same time, total gross photosynthesis, 
leaf and stem respiration, and annual woody growth 
agree with budget synthesis (Table 3.7). The model 
predicted that wood deposition begins after April 1 and 
continues into the fall. Likewise, the model predicted a 
leveling off of all metabolically active tissues after 20 
years while woody tissue continued to increase. 
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As experimental results become available, this model 
will be updated accordingly. For example, based on gas 
exchange and light extinction measurements initiated 
this year, functions for GP which include light inten
sity and soil moisture will need to be derived. The 
inclusion of a temperature and bud biomass factor in 
leaf respiration and replacement of instantaneous litter-
fall by measured leaf retention curves will be com
pleted. Eventually woody tissue will be compartmental
ized into four components - branch, bole, tap root, 

and large lateral roots - with equations derived to 
describe the allocation of photosynthate to each. As 
stand growth data are analyzed for a range of site 
conditions, patterns of soil moisture and mineral status 
will be incorporated as driving functions. To meet 
objectives of our primary production program, other 
functionally important forest strata must be considered 
in order to evaluate productivity under natural and 
manipulated condition'-'. As a step toward attaining 
these objectives, this model has proven invaluable in 
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Table 3.7. Comparison of budget results with predictions 
from the primary producer model for 1970* 

AU values are in kilograms per square meter per year 
{dry weight of orgar.:c matter) 

Leaf 
respiration 

Tree 
respiration 

Gross 
production 

Tree 
growth 

Budget results 

Model prediction 

0.42 

0.39 

1.19 

1.21 

2.37 

2.29 

0.29 

0.28 

"Budget results are based on respiration data of Botkin et aL 
[D. B. Botkin, C. M. Woodweii, and N. Tempei, Ecology 57, 
1057-60 (1970)]; tree growth is computed from diameter 
changes using alloinetric equations (Table 3.4); and gross 
production is computed by summing respiration, tree growth, 
ttterfalL fine root death and respiration (0.24 kg m - 2 year - 1), 
and insect consumption (0.020 kg m ~2 year "'). 

defining directions for research and as a link to all other 
ecosystem processes which are dependent on accumu
lation of organic carbon and minerals. 

SECONDARY PRODUCTION 

R. I. Van Hook 
G. J. Dodson M. G. Nielsen 
R. Gaskins D. E. Reichle 
R. A. Goldstein M. H. Shanks 
J. F. McBrayer P. Sollins 

Secondary production encompasses those organisms 
not responsible for photosynthesis or chemosynthesis 
but which utilize net primary plant production. There 
are three components included in the study of second
ary producers which include (1) the effects of second
ary production on primary producers of the forest 
ecosystem, (2) secondary production important to 
man's needs (both as food sources and as competitors 
for resources), and (3) the functional role of animals in 
ecosystem processes (energy flow and nutrient cycling) 
which contribute to basic ecosystem integrity. Evalua
tion of secondary producer vi'ith the forest ecosystem 
from the standpoint of these three major components 
requires fairly detailed process research designed to 
provide reliable estimates of mineral turnover, energy 
flow, population dynamics, and food preferences and 
feeding habits. Mechanistic models describing certain 
aspects of secondary production may then be derived 
which relate the information obtained on these parame
ters to the total ecosystem process. 

Population Dynamics of a Liriodendron 
Canopy Aphid Population 

Biomass and density of the Liriodendron canopy 
aphid population (Macrosiphum Uriodendroni) were 
determined for the 1971 growing season. The sample 
data were collected from three trees accessible from a 
29-m tower and included aphid numbers subdivided 
into one of six life stages (four immature instars, 
subahts, and atats), canopy location, and gross leaf area 
at each sample position. Biomass was expressed as 
milligrams of dry weight of aphid per square meter of 
leaf surface for the different canopy levels and 6 life 
stages at 19 sampling periods. 

Population data were sorted and analyzed with 
Pitfall-1'9 for temporal differences and for differences 
due to life stage or canopy location. Aphid biomass 
varied seasonally as shown in Fig. 3.18. Aphids ap
peared in late April, approximately one week after leaf 
emergence. Population biomass increased up into mid-
May, at which time maximum population biomass 
occurred (about 38 mg/m2 of leaf surface). Aphid 
biomass then declined rapidly until late June, after 
which time the biomass decline proceeded at a less 
rapid rate into late August in response 10 adverse 
environmental conditions and a significant reduction in 
the flow of minerals, carbohydrates, and lipids from 
roots to leaves. As environmental conditions of temper
ature and humidity improved and as nutrient resources 
began to move from leaves back into the tree, the anhid 
population biomass increased to a second much smaller 
peak of 3 mg/m2 of leaf surface at the end of 
September. The aphid population biomass then de
creased to zero by mid-October, approximately one 
month before all leaves had fallen. 

Further analyses of aphid population biomass data 
demonstrated significant differences (P < 0.05) be
tween two groupings of life stages: immature instars 
I—IV and a subalate-alate grouping. There were also 
significant differences (P< 0.0S) between biomass 
estimates at the three canopy levels. Therefore, further 
utilization of this information as a data base for 
developing models of energy flow and nutrient flaxes 
through the aphkt population will necessitate con
sideration of individual life stage groupings and canopy 
levels as well as the temporal variations shown in Fig. 
3.18. 

19. N. C. Hull, J. J. Beauchamp, and D. £. Reichle, 
PitfalM," ORNUBP-70-2 (1970). 
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Dynamic Model of Canopy Insect Grazing 

Utilizing !:-f growth and "apparent" leaf con
sumption data (observed leaf hole area) for the 1967 
growing season from a yellow poplar {Liriodendron 
tulipifera) stand in eastern Tennessee, a canopy grazing 
mtdel was developed and implemented to determine 
insect consumption as a function of leaf generation and 
time. The mean consumption rate expressed as a 
function of leaf generation and time is given by 

dH,{t) dGAt) 1 
dt dt Gj{t) 

• #/,(*), (12) 

where cy(f) = the mean consumption rate for generation 
/ at time r, Hf{t) = mean leaf hole area for generation; 
at time r, and Gfit) = rnean gross leaf arcs lor 
generation/ at time t. 

To obtain continuous estimates of gross leaf .«ea and 
leaf hole area, field measurements were fitted to the 
nonlinear function 

-kt y * a+{& - • a)e 

with y - Gj or Hj, c - maximum observed area, 0 = 
minimum observed are*, and A = growth rate parameter. 

Results of these analyses are shown in Figs. 3.19 and 
3.20 for grcss leaf areas and leaf hole areas, respec
tively. Error bars represent ± one standard error of the 
mear.. As illustrated in both figures, growth of leaves 
and holes reaches an asymptotic maximum in genera
tions one, two, and three during the growing season. 
However, nei :her gross leaf area nor leaf hole area reach 
an asymptote maximum in generations four and rive, 
but continued in increase to the end of the growing 
season. 

Net leaf area was then determined for each leaf 
generation through time from 

Jv)( f ) -G y ( f ) - / * ) ( * ) • 03) 

These estimates were then utilized in determining 
cumulative percent consumption for each generation 
from 

X,{t) = 
/ cf(t)df 100 
o 

# , ( ' )+ / cf(t)dt 

(14) 
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Total canopy consumption through time was then 
estimated from 

05) 

where p.- = the ratio cf the number of leaves from a 
sample in generation; to the total number of leaves and 
Nj = the mean net leaf area of generation / at time t. 
The results of these calculations are shown in Table 3.8. 
These values represent absolute percent consumption 
during the growing season. Second-generation leaves 
were most heavily fed upon for the entire season, 
although fourth-generation leaves were consumed to a 
greater extent during the early weeks. Total insect 
consumotion of canopy f^iage was estimated to be 
2o l% of fhe available leaf area. This estimate provided 
by the canopy grazing model was 34.5% of the estimate 
deifved from the September 20 data of gross leaf area 
(Fig. 3.19) and observed hole area (Fig. 3.20) which 

was 7.28% of available leaf area. Thb means that 
estimation of insect consumption by single end-of-the-
season observations resulted in an estimate of three 
times the actual value. It should be pointed out, 
however, that 2.51% insect consumption resulted in a 
728% loss of photosynthetic surface by September 20. 
Therefore, of an annual leaf production by Lirio-
dendron of 249 g/m 2 , 2.51% or 6 3 g/m 2 was con
sumed by insects, which resulted in a 7.28% or 18.1 
g/m 2 loss of photosynthetic surface. These results 
suggest that previous estimates of insect consumption in 
various forest stands be reexamined taking into con
sideration particular patterns of canopy foliage develop
ment in evaluations of the significance of canopy 
grazers. 

Energy Dynamics of Spider-Prey Populations 

Spiders are the dominant invertebrate predator within 
the Liriodendron forest litter population in terms of 
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Table 3.8. Estimated percent canopy consumption (cm leaf 
eaten per 100 cm 2 of leaf area} ior five leaf generations 

and for the entire canopy uuring the 24-week 
growing season 

Mean cumulative percent leaf consumption 
Weeks 

Gen-1 Gen-2 Gen-3 Gen-4 Gen-5 Total 
canopy 

1 0.00 0.03 0.51 1.82 0.32 0.27 
2 0.00 0.23 0.69 2.03 0.42 038 
3 0.05 0.46 0.86 2.04 0.47 031 
4 O.io 0.70 i.02 2.00 0 3 i U.O/ 

5 0.28 0.94 1.19 1.97 0.55 0.82 
6 0.40 1.19 1.35 1.95 039 0.98 
7 0.53 1.42 1.50 1.93 0.63 1.13 
8 0.65 1.65 1.65 1.92 0.68 1.28 
9 0.76 1.87 1.79 1.92 0.73 1.42 

10 0.86 2.08 1.92 1.92 0.77 135 
11 0.96 2.28 2.04 1.93 0.82 1.67 
12 1.05 2.47 2.15 1.94 0.88 1.78 
13 1.13 2.64 2.25 1.95 0.93 1.88 
K 1.20 2.80 2.33 1.% 0.99 1.97 
15 1.26 2.94 2.41 1.98 1.04 2.06 
16 1.32 3.07 2.48 2.00 1.10 2.13 
17 1.37 3.19 2.55 2.01 1.16 2.20 
18 1.41 3.30 2.60 2.03 1.22 2.26 
19 1.45 3.40 2.65 2.05 1.28 232 
20 1.48 3.49 2.69 2.06 134 236 
21 1.51 3.57 2.73 2.08 1.40 2.41 
22 1.54 3.64 2.76 2.10 1.46 2.44 
23 1.56" 3 70 2.79 2.11 1.52 2.48 
24 1.58 3.76 2.82 2.13 139 231 

numbers and biomass. Mean annual population density 
(126 individuals/m2) exceeded the collective popu
lation density of the next two most numerous piedator 
groups, Chilopoda and predaceous Coleoptera, by ap
proximately 1.3 times. Mean spider biomass (42.7 
iT!g/m2) was nearly 1.3 times that of chilopods and 1.4 
times that of predatory beetles. The impact of spiders 
on community dynamics, however, can best be inter
preted through their contribution to energy flow 
through the invertebrate community. 

Irgestion, assimilation, and respiration rates were 
derived for the three spider classes (<0.1 mg, 1 to 10 
mg, and >i0 mg dry body weight). Ingestion (mg of 
food per individual per day) was calculated from 

/ = X(2g 

PoQf 
(16) 

utilizing field 1 3 7 0 , equilibrium values for spiders (Qe) 
and prey (QA and laboratory measurenrentf ' 3 4 C s 
elimination rates (X) and isotope assimilation tractions 

(P and a). Mean annual Qe and Q* for each size dass 
were used in calculating consumption. Qx 0 temperature 
corrections for X were included in these calculations. 
Assimilation by spiders was estimated from direct 
laboratory measurements of weight of prey ingested 
relative to weight of feces egested (ingestion — feces * 
assimilation). Respiration rates and their temperature 
adjustments were determined from 

log n\ 0 2 g"1 h i - 1 = 3.3 - 0.4 log (body size). (17) 

Calorific equivalents of food ingested and assimilated at 
various temperatures were related to 0 3 respired by 
assuming *n R.Q. = 0.8 (jd 02 = 0.0048 cal). 

Interpretation of these results reveals that spiders 
operatec at positive energy balance only within a fairly 
narrow temperature range (Fig. 321). Below 5°C 
spiders became sluggish ami ceased feeding. Assimilated 
e-.>e.-£y approached respiratory energy losses at approxi
mately 5°C; below this temperature, spiders must 
utilize stored energy to meet metabolic needs. Spiders 
in the litter stratum do not undergo true dispause but 
enter a state of torpor during periods of lower 
temperature in winter. Activity and feeding are resumed 
during warm days throughout the winter. From 5 to 
20.S°C, small spiders assimilate more energy than it 
respired, with an optimum net balance occurring 
between 10 and 15°C. Energy not utilized sn respiration 
can be channeled into growth and reproduction. ANne 
20.5°C, the respiratory rate accelerates sharply, while 
above 25 °C the ability to maintain a positive ecergy 
balance declines rapidly. Spiders respond to high-
temperature stress by seeking cooler habitats or by 
aestivating during unfavorable environmental con
ditions. Net weight change was zero for medium-sized 
spiders at 5 and i8°C, with growth and reproduction 
possible over a temperature range of only 13°C. 
Respiration of large spiders also exceeded energy 
assimilation at approximately 18°C. 

Mean monthly temperatures measured at the air-litter 
interface in the Liriodendron forest average 133°C for 
the year, which is within the optimal temperature range 
(10 to 15°C) for spiders in all three size classes Spiders 
could remain active for substantial_periods during afl 
months except February (X = 2A*C), June 
(* = 223°C), and August (JT*21°C). Temperature 
extremes occasionally were encountered which would 
force spiders into temporary periods of inactivity. 
Spiders were not entirely inactive during such periods, 
but probably foraged during the warmei daylight hours 
in mid-wintT and during the cooler nighttime hours 
throughout the summer. Hunting and feeding during 
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the hot summer were possible at night when tempera
tures moderated, explaining an adaptive value of 
nocturnal habits of these species. 

ittoeiKfjericModdofEartlworna 

In ecosystems of temperate regions, earthworms are 
one of the major decomposer organisms responsible for 
litter fragmeataticn and mixing of organic components 
with mineral soil. Suppression of earthworm populations 
with pesticides has often resulted in marked reduction 
in site fertility, and introduction of these species has 
been recommended as a means of improving the mineral 
status of ecosystems on poor soils. Thus earthworms are 
an important component in assuring the integrity of the 
system. 

The b ̂ energetic relationships of the decomposer 
complex of the Uhodendron forest floor were utilized 
in developing a "carbon model" of litter breakdown, 
which describes the rate of organic detritus mixing into 
mineral soil due to the activities of the earthworm 
population. From biomass data on the Oi and 0 3 litter 
compartments, soil organic matter, and the esrthworm 
population, and from data on ingestion and metabolism 
of earthworms, the "carbon model" was evaluated for 
this subsystem. 

The model (Fig. 322) consist* of a set of seven 
simultaneous, nonlinear differential equations, phis 
several time-dependent forcing functions, which were 
solved using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with a 
step size of 0.1 month. Transfer from the 0 ( compart-
ment to O, and from O a to soil as well as respiratory 
tosses from aH compartments were assumed to be linear 
functions of the source compartment. Root death input 
to the soil was considered a comtant 100 g m~* yr~ f; 
htterfall was treated as an instantaneous event occurring 
on October 1, 

Additional assumption* involving dynamics of the 
earthworm compartment were: 

Compartments 

Xx * 0 , Utter horizon with initial condition* of 200 

X7 * 0 3 litter horizon with initial conditions of 260 
« / < 

Xi * total earthworm biomaai with initial conditions 
ofl4g/m*, 

X4 » total soil organic matter to depth of 35 cm; 
initial condition* of 13 X 10 4 g/m*, 

X% * extrectabk earthworm bfomass estimated from 
JIT) usjnrj a soil temperature and moisture 
function. 

Transfer functions 

r 3 = earthworm respiration in equivalents of organic 
matter (g 31 "* year"1), R% = body size respira
tion estimate, KT=aQx* 

=/M365)tfjr 3 , where J?3 = 10.8 ingg' 1 day - 1 

at20°C 
/ j 3 = ingestion of G* iitier by eanhworms (g m* 

year' 1), calculated from t 3 T C * inpttt-loss 
equations describing mass balance of isotope in 
sou* organic matter and earthworm tissue 

^O^/CSeS^.where/.gg- 1 day-', * e* , 3 7 4 

(F-15), 
/ 4 3 -inge£:»i of soil organic matter (g m"* 

year' 1), calculated same as fJ3 except for0.1 
scaling factor, 

f3A = egestion plus mortality (g m~* year"*) 
s ( / ~ #»a)02.3 + /4.3> • ***> * * « P% * 

assumption ratio = 0.2, £ (mortality) = 0.0052 
day"1 . 
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The model (Fig. 3.23) is remarkedly stable when 
allowed to run for repeated years, even though there are 
considerable seasonal fluctuations in some compart
ments. Translated, this output provides the following 
information: 

1. Ingestion of organic matter by earthworms amounts 
to 208 g m~2 year - 1 at a rate varying between 3 and 
SO g of detritus per g of earthworm per year. 

2. fc*estion amounts to some 167 g m'7 year'1 with 
40 g m~2 year'1 of organic matter being assimilated 
by the earthworms. 

3. Of the 40 g m'2 year"1 assimilated, 343 g are lost 
in respiration and 5.6 g are lost through mortality. 

Although it is presently impossi>le for us to distin
guish what proportion of the earthworm's diet is soil 
organic vs surface litter, the calculated ingestion rate is 
equivalent to turnover of approximately 75% of the 
mean annual standing crop of 07. With an average 
organic matter content of the A horizon at about 4.5%, 
earthworms would be processing 5 kg m"2 year'1 of 
soil. Assuming uniform distribution of the population 

OWL-OM M - m » 

TIME (**») 

Fij. £.21. GMot flow QWMBJ* the —tawuii cowsc—t 
tad the wNnate of the tomrnfom wtujntow hi Ow Urkh 
tktHtron foratf. 

to 35 cm, this would be equivalent to a 70-year 
turnover time of soil due to earthworm feeding activi
ties. 

DECOMPOSITION PROCESSES 

N. T. Edwards 
B. S. Ausmus D. E. Reichle 
G. J. Dodson M. H. Shanks 
C. R. Malone H. H. Shugart 
J. F. McBrayer P. Sollins 

The objective of uie terrestrial decomposition re
search program is to provide data which will permit 
predictions about the dynamic behavior of die forest 
floor decomposer subsystem as a function of its state 
and driving variables. More specifically the objectives 
are to relate metabolic activity of the decomposer 
compartment with variables such as temperature, mois
ture, ATP content, microbial and invertebrate popula
tions *nd trophic levels, and seasonal litter fall and 
standing crop patterns, and ultimately to correlate these 
data with rates of litter decomposition and subsequent 
mineral release. Experimental manipulations of de
composer compartments, such as by forest fertilization, 
are designed to elucidate the factors governing the state 
variables. 

Seasonal Patterns of UrterfaB and Standing Crop 

Seasonal patterns of MtterfaQ from representative 
species within a mesophytic forest stand dominated by 
yellow poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera) are shown in 
Fig, 3.24. Total annual htterfall, not including large 
branches and boles, was 331 g/m* (Table 3.9). Leaves 
represented 83.3% of the total, reproductive parts 
13.1%, and twigs 3.6%. Yellow poplar leaves made up 
57% of the total leaf input, oak 12%, ash 8.8%, hickory 
8.2%, red maple 1.6%, and miscellaneous species 124%, 
including predominantly understory species such as 
dogwood, redbud, and cherry. 

Sirnflarty, the titter horizons show seasonal patterns 
of litter standing crop for the O, and Oj litter (Fig. 
3.25), but distinct peaks in bkxnass do not occur 
because periods of input and most rapid decomposition 
are concomitant. Although 20 0.01 m* samples were 
collected at each point in tune, seasonal patterns were 
not visible with respect to total litter. No increase in 
total standing crop is visible in the fall. Horizontal 
movement of litter due to wind and rain appears to be 
very important, and much more intensive sampling may 
be necessary before meaningful standing crop data can 
be obtained. 
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Date 

Table 3.9. Seaxwal pattern o* Mttertal m a sanfcaoie area near the cesium-tagged Liriodendrtm forest 
Litter collected in 25 0.25-m2 traps within a 20 x 20 m 2 plot. Amounts are in g dry weight per m 2 . 

Yellow 
poplar 

Ash Hictoiy Ode 
spp. 

Red 
maple 

Miscellaneous 
leaves Twigs Reproductive 

parts 
Total 
leaves Total 

t i t t er traps were first set out April 20,1970. 

5/25/70* 0.35 0.35 0.19 0.47 0 3.98 2.47 12.57 5.45 20.49 
9/29/70 5.90 0.85 0 0.50 0.02 6.08 1/7 1.90 13.36 16.33 
10/5/70 49.61 6.68 6.21 0.56 0.16 8.35 0 49 1.75 71.57 73.32 
10/12/70 43.06 5.82 5.41 0.50 014 7.27 0.66 0.10 62.41 63.17 
10/21/70 10.47 1.19 G.98 0.46 0.09 1.06 0.08 0.19 14.26 14.52 
10/27/70 17.52 4.22 3.09 1.41 0.17 1.47 0.02 0.49 27.87 28.39 
10/30/70 10.61 336 2.52 1.20 063 i.22 A ->» 

V . A W 0.29 19.53 20.10 
11/2/70 7.40 0.68 2.61 7.45 0.0 "> 2.01 0.44 1.30 21.13 22.86 
11/5/70 2.20 0.21 0.48 1.21 0.2b 0.15 0 233 4.46 6.98 
11/25/70 4.34 0.52 0.56 1158 1.69 1.67 0.16 10.31 21.36 31.82 
12/10/70 0.80 0.21 0.22 2.33 0.03 0.24 0.02 5.35 3.83 9.21 
1/25/71 1.25 0.20 0.07 0.16 0.04 0.46 1.53 2.66 2.17 6.36 
3/22/71 3.06 0.04 0.20 3.89 0.31 0.86 4.94 4.05 8.34 17.33 

Total 157.11 24.33 22J>4 32.72 4.45 34.82 12.16 43.49 275.74 33C.88 

i 
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calculated from 25 0.01 m 2 samples taken each sampling period. 

Forest Floor ResfMcttioti 

Evaluation of C0 3 from the forest floor of a 
mesophytk Lihodendron forest is estimated to be 
-3800 g m~* year'1. The 3800 total is based on 
biweekly 24-hr measurements with an infrared gas 
analyzer (IRGA). Air was pulled through ten chambers 
inverted over the forest floor at a rate of 56 liters/hr. 
Flow rates of 25 to 275 titers/hr gave no significant 
differences in the amount of COa evolved. IRGA value* 
compared favorably with those obtained using KOH as 
die COj absorber at low temperatures but not as 
favorably at higher temperatures; for ex*T..pk, KOH 
values were 90% of IRGA values in March but only 65% 
in June Of the total of 3800 g, 2150g U evolved from 
the tofl and 1650 ; from the litter. Annual total CO, 
evolved 1 om small roots (<5 mm diam) is estimated to 

be ~1390 g year"1 m' 2 (or 65% of the C0 2 evolved 
from the soil). This value assumes a d o of 2 and is 
based on biweekly measurements of daily mean soil 
temperatures, a mean value of 0.265 mg C0 2 evolved 
per hr per g of small roots (measured on a differential 
respirome«er at 22°C), and an estimate of small root 
biomass of 0.5 kg/m2. Of the 1650 g of C0 2 evolved 
from the Utter 67% came from the O, horizon and 33% 
from the 03 horizon. Annual total C0 2 evolved (36CO 
g/m2) from this forest floor is slightly higher titan the 
3400 g/nr estimated for the Brookhaven oak-pine 
forest from C0 2 measurements made during tempera
ture inversions.20 

20. G. M. WoodweH and W. R. Dykeman, Science 154, 
1031-34(1966). 
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Annual gross production for the Liriadendron forest, 
estimated from photosynthesis measurements, is 4000 
to 5000 g m~2 year" 1. Of this total 1500 to 2400 g 
becomes incorporated into the soil and forest floor and 
is available for loss by respiration and mineral release. 
One g of C 0 2 evolved is equivalent to 0.614 g of dry 
matter catabolized, assuming carbohydrate ( C 6 H , 0 O 5 ) 
is the substrate; then the annual loss of .1ry matter 
through respiration from this forest floor (including 
roots, soil organisms, and organic matter) is about 2300 
g m'7 year" 1. 

We have considered only temperature and moisture as 
driving variables for mean daily changes in respiration 
rates. Age of litter no doubt influences seasonal changes 
in rates of respiration; that is, rates increase following 
leaf fall. However, this increased metabolism after leaf 
fall may also be related to the ideal temperature and 
moisture conditions that usually exist for the decom
poser compartment during the fall season. 

Rates of respiration determined in the laboratory by 
O2 consumption measured with a differential respi-
rometer were about one-third as high as the field 

ORML—0MC 72- tUT 

0 4000 2000 :>XX> 4000 9000 6000 7000 
/•(•C) • MOtSTURC (%drywa*M) 

Fa> 3J6. Gomaarim of 0 , Utter inparation ate* deter
mined in a djffaentiei muhwetu wfeU in etia rates mtmmti 
with aa infrared avs aanlvv* and oomktioMof these we—art 
nasals wffh lenajirrafi M O naoietnre. In situ measurements 
were converted from COj to Oj vamgm RQ n&ac of Q.&5. R = 
0.6« for IRGA data aid 0 83 for ^spirometer data. 

measurements (Fig. 3.26). These lower measurements 
may be due to the short duration of the laboratory 
measurements, the inability to duplicate temperature 
and moisture changes which occur in the field, and the 
otherwise static conditions under which measurements 
were taken. Fig. 3.27 illustrates the importance of the 
24-hr measurement period in the Odd; that is, even 
though litter temperature and moisture changed very 
izttle during che 24-hr period, the CO, evolved ranged 
from 125 to 594 CQ 2 mg m" 1 hr" 1 . This indicates that 
during a given 24-hr period factors other than tempera
ture and moisture » e influential in determining the rate 
of respiration. One possible controlling variable during 
this particular 24-hr period was vapor pressure deficit 
also shown in fig. 3.27. Carbon dioxide may be 
absorbed more readily into air which is saturated with 
moisture, thus causing an increased rate of diffusion 
from the soil and litter into the atmosphere. Other 
variables which may have a role in controlling respira
tion rates are diurnal activities of certain soil organisms 
and available oxye**:. 

The synergistic effects of moisture and temperature 
on respiration rates are most evident at microcMmatic 
extremes (Fig. 3.26). For example, at temperatures 
below 10°C respiration rate is influenced very little by 
moisture conditions (Fig. 3.28); moisture becomes 
more limiting as temperatures reach the optimum. 

Microbial Decomposition Processes 

Relating metabolic activity of soil and litter micro
organisms to their population sizes and/or biomass is a 
problem being approached through the use of standard 
techniques (plate counts for bacteria and fungi) and 
newer techniques such as by ATP analysis and^nm-
paring these to g» exchange measurements. MkrdHfral 
populations, determined by plans counts at biweekly 
intervals through one year, varied with changes m 
temperature and moisture. ' ow counts of bacteria in 
both litter layers and soil occurred in August when 
conditions were quite dry. High bacterial counts from 
0 ( horizons occurred in September, from 0 2 horizons 
in June, and from soil in April. Any biotic effects on 
microflora! populations were overshadowed by mois
ture and temperature effects. One possible exception 
was a high count of bacteria in O f litter m late 
September when leaf fall began. This high count could 
be accounted for by a rapid colonization by bacteria of 
freshly fallen leaves. However, moisture and tempera
ture conditions were also ideal during this time. 
Moature seems to have a greater effect than tempera
ture on bacterial and fungal populations (Fig. 3.29) at 
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temperature above 10°C. Temperature becomes the 
limiting factor at and below about 10°C even though 
moisture conditions may be ideal. This same trend is 

observed in respiration rates (Fig. 3.2 >). Annual popula
tion means and ranges with accompanying moisture, 
temperature, and respiration data are given in Table 
3 10. Fungal and bacterial populations are higher in the 
0 2 horizon than in soil or the O t horizon, while 
resphation rates per gram of substrate are higher in the 
0 | horizon. High respiration rates in the O, horizon as 
determined by oxygen uptake measurements in a 
differential respirometer agree with COj evolution data 
as '.neasured by infrared gas analysis in the field. 
Respiration rates are much more variable in the Oi 
horizon than in 07 litter and soil (Table 3.10), as is 
moisture and temperature. 

Significant differences in rates of dark 0 2 consump
tion as compared with those measured in the light 
suggested the presence of photosyntbetic organisms in 
the litter and upper soil horizon. Subsequent extraction 
of substrate with acetone yielded an average of 0.116 
mg of ciilorophyll per gram of litter and 2.94 jig per 
gram of soil. Assuming 5 mg chlorophyll per gram dry 



Table 3.10. Annual means and ranges of Utter and soil temperatures, moisture, respiration rates, and microflora! populations 
in Urtodtiukon forest calculated from biweekly samplings through one year 

Respiration rates determined with a differential resplromei?r at field moisture and temperature. 
Microflora! counts are per gram of dry wei. ;ht of substrate. 

Temperature (°C) 
cc^npartment Mean Annual 

range 

Moisture 
(%ofdrywt) 

Respiration rate 
0*1 O a g"1 

substrate) 
Bacteria (X 10**) 

Mean Annual 
range 

Plate counts Direct counts 

Mean Annual 
range 

Mean Range Mean Range Mean 

Fungi (X 10" 6) 
plate count* 

Range 

Oi Utter 
Oa Utter 
Atsoil 

to 5 cm 

15.8 2-24 104 
134 

44 

14-262 
32-280 
19-117 

123 0-443 
75 7-189 
6 2-12 

0.2275 0005.5-0919.9 1907.8 
0.2485 0008 8-1835.0 2287.8 
0.0056 0000.8-0047.0 1211.9 

0686.7-5060.0 
0603.8-6940.0 
0275.9-6100.0 

0002.7 0000.25-0006.8 
0124.2 0000.41-0475.4 
0000.3 0.0-0003.2 
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F%. 3.29. Seatonal treads of bacterial and fmgal popohtioni (plate coonts), respiration rate*, nwtstore, and temperature in the 
O* itter of the Uriodendron forest plot. 

weight of algae,2 1 this would represent 23.2 mg dry wt 
of algae per gram of litter and 0.5 mg of algae per gram 
of A, soil. Measurements were made with a Beckman 
spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 663 nui. The 
absorption spectrum (Fig. 3.30) showed a peak *or 
chlorophyll a only. This is characteristic of algae other 
than the green ?lgae. It is possible that much of the 
pigment extracted came from blue-green algae, and if so 
they should be given consideration as possible nitrogen 
fixers in this system. 

21. F. £. Round, p. 159 in The Biology of the Algae, Edward 
Arnold Ltd., London, 1965. 

Direct counts of bacteria, using a Howard Mold 
counting chamber, were much higher than plate counts 
(Table 3.10), since dead and dormant cells were 
counted by the direct but not by the plate count 
method. Plate counts select for those microorganisms 
which will grow on the substrate being used. Direct 
counts agree with plate counts in that the higher counts 
occurred in the Oi litter and the lower counts occurred 
in the soil. 

Seven methods of ATP extraction have been com
pared for the purpose of finding the most efficient 
technique for extracting ATP from soil and litter 
microorganisms for biomass estimates. Laboratory 
microcosms consisting of kaotinite, sand-kaolinite, and 
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sand were used as substrates. Three levels of disodium 
salt of ATP (1.0, 0.5, and 0.1 Mg/g) were added to the 
microcosms. Results of subsequent ATP assays are given 
in Table 3.11. ATP was consistently least efficiently 
extracted from clay; butai.ol and sulfuric acid methods 
were most efficient in all substrates, but were in no case 
significantly different from each other. The ATP assay 
is accomplished exploiting the light-emitting reaction of 
ATP with luciferin of the firefly (Photinus pyralis) 
enzyme system. Light is quantitatively measured using 
the ORNL Analytical Chemistry Division's adapted 
GeMSAEC system. A ligh>.tight box and parallel mixing 
disk circumvent probiemr encountered in liquid scintil
lation assay, that is, the necessity of premixing reagent 
and sample solutions. Samples are compared with 
internal standards by a program contained in the 
accompanying PDP-8 computer. ATP values of samples 
and standards are summarized and graphed as computer 

OMH.-0W6 72-271 

Table 3.11. Extraction efficiencies (tSE) of < 
methods for ATP removal from three substrates 

in microcosms 

720 700 680 660 640 620 
WAVELENGTH Cmp) 

Ffc. 3.30. Abwrptio* spectra of 
i t er aad soil toBmhJil • the 
1970. 

600 580 

cxtfctcts from 
fore* n Joly 

Method of 
extraction Substrate Average 

efficiency 

Tris clay 
sand-clay 
sand 

44.2 ± 3.3 
67.6 ± 3.4 
73.7 ± 3.1 

yV-bromosuccinimide clay 
sand-day 
sand 

40.5 ± 6.7 
63.6 i 3.3 
61.2 ±11.1 

Butane! c!sy 
sand-clay 
sand 

86.6 ± 4.1 
89.8 ± 1.9 
95.8 ± 1.8 

DMSO, acid clay 
sand-clay 
sand 

37.0 ±5.7 
64.5 ±2.9 
79.5 t 5.1 

DMSO, neutral clay 
sand-day 
sand 

503 ± 12.6 
87.2 ± 2.9 
88.9 ± 3.2 

Sulfuric acid clay 
sand-day 
sand 

86.8 ± 6.4 
85.3 ± 3.6 
98.7 ± 0.2 

Perchloric acid clay 
sand-day 
sand 

44.9 ± 4.4 
8*.l ± 7.9 
91.4 ±2.7 

printout. Absolute values obtained using the GeMSAEC 
system are being validated using 32P-tagged ATP. 

ATP assay provides a rapid and accurate estimation of 
metaboticaliy active microbial biomass. Estimates of a 
known titer of Bacillus subtUis in logarithmic growth 
phase were made using direct observation, dilution 
plating, and ATP assay (Table 3.12). Assuming 3.9 X 
10"* fig of ATP per bacterial cell,2* the ATP assay 
estimated the known titer with greater precision and 
accuracy than the other methods. 

Energy Dynamics aad Trophic Structure 

Food chains are the biotic pathways of energy and 
nutrients in ecosystems, that is, the routes of transport 
and exchange of materials among components. Orga
nisms have evolved the ability to transform chemical 
energy of organic matter, thereby deriving sustenance 
and contributing to increasifig entropy of the system. 
Consequently, analyses of ecosystems generally utilize a 
bioenergetic basis for evaluating processes. 

22. G. V. Levin, C.S. Chea,miG. Davit, Aerospace Medical 
Research Uborato-y, Tr-67-71 (1967). 
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TaUe 3.12. Estimation of a known titer of bacteria (BtaOus mbtWs) 
m togartfemk growth phase in a siMoam mtcrocosm 

Known titer Method of 
estimation 

Estimates of titer x of replications* 
Known titer Method of 

estimation 1 2 3 4 X SE 

2.1 x 10 9 Direct 4.7 X I 0 8 0.16 X 10 8 0.49 X 10 8 0.092 x 10 8 1.3 X 10 8 0.96 X 10 8 

celWg observation 
Soil dilution 

plate 
2.6 X 10 7 0.49 X 10 7 0.98 X 10 7 67.0 X 10 7 17.7 X 10 7 14.2 X 10 7 

ATP 
analysis 

1.0 X 10* 0.9 x 10* 1.8 X 10 9 1.4 X 10 9 1.27 X 10 9 0.17 X 10 9 

°£sch replication is composed of four samples. 

The diversity of food habits in the decomposer 
community is exceedingly complex, with a variety of 
potential food bases all originally derived from the 
input of detritus. The litter horizons of forest soil show 
consistent energy contents when the values are cor
rected for discrepancies in ash content due to mixing 
with mineral soil (Table 3.13). When expressed as 
calories per gram of ash-free dry weight, surface fcdf 
litter (including associate microbial populations) aver
ages 4870 i 11 cal/g. Woody materials, including both 
surface litter and roots, average SI27 ± 125 cal/g 
ash-free dry weight. During humification and incorpora
tion of these organic materials within the mineral soil, 
there is a decrease in their chemical energy content. 
Particulate soil organic matter averages 27S8 ± 309 
cal/g ash-free Jry weight, with a progressive reduction 
in caloric value with greater depth in the soil horizon. 

The activities of soil invertebrates accomplish soil 
turnover and aeration and, through symbiosis with 
microbial populations, the eventual release and re
cycling of nutrients in the ecosystem. 3 3 The conceptual 
model of forest litter decomposition which has evolved 
is one in which larger invertebrates prepare suitable 
microbial substrates by grinding, wetting, or otherwise 
altering the physical properties of the litter. Smaller 
invertebrates thee act as population regulators on the 
microflora. The product is then one of accelerated titter 
disappearance with slowed, stabilized nutrient element 
release. 

Leaf titter is highly resistant to the digestive enzymes 
of most metazoa. Consequently, the larger invertebrates 
may lack essential nutrients in exploiting Seaf litter. 
Table 3.) 4 presents evidence, from an experiment with 

Table 3.13. Calorific contents of potential food sources for 
decompose! invertebrates of forest litter and soil horizons. 
Al> values, except for woody materials, are from a raesk 

woodland dominated by Liriodendron and with a 
mull-type humus (October sampling). 

Type of organic material cal/g ash-free dry weight 

Litter ('.eaves and small twigs) 
O] horizon 4859 
0 2 horizon 4881 

Particulate soil organic matter 
0-10 cm depth 3318 
10-20 cm depth 2704 
20- 30 cm depth 2251 

Woody materials 
Large roots 4880 
Small roots 5290 
Bark 5210 

Fungal mycelia 4808 

23. C. A. Edward', 0. F. Rcchle, and D. A.Crook/, Jr., pp. 
145-72 in AnOyvs of Temperate Forest Ecosystem, Springer-
Vertag, Bertn-Heiddberg-New York, 1970. 

litter-grazing millipedes, in which microbial decompo
sition was both augmented and exploited, analogous to 
the rumen of grazing mammals but accomplished 
through coprophagy. Wetting and increasing pH favor a 
shift in microbial populations from fungi to bacteria, 
which are more effective decomposers. Bacterial decay 
is esse itially a surface phenomenon, and gut passage 
greatly increased surface area. Caloric content, however, 
did not change significantly. Microbial activity thus 
increased the availability of energy and nutrients, the 
caloric utilization by the millipedes shown in Table 
3.IS. Work continues toward elucidating further sym
biotic relationships between decomposer invertebrates 
and microflora. 

Our predictive capability for estimating energy intake 
for the entire range of decomposer aniirials occurring in 
forest litter and soil is shown in Fig. 3.31. The energy 
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Table 3.14. Effect of gut passage by ApMorit momtmv oa sone physic*!, 
chemical, aad biological properties of litter 

Particle size 
(mm2) PH 

Moisture 
{.% dry wt) 

cal/mg 
(drywt) 

Fungr* 
(X 10*) 

Bacteria* 
(X 106) 

Litter 
Feces 

0.24 
0.04 

5.5 
7.7 

49.6 
392.0 

3.88 
3.45 

49 ±5 
1±0.2 

76 t 10 
116 ±6 

'Colonies per gram of dry weight coded as a negative power of 10; for 
example, fungal colonies per gram of dry weight litter equab 490,000. 

Table 3.15. Differential energy budgets for the mflipfde 
Apheioria moakute resuftifig the presence ox absence 

of feces in the diet (cal g _ 1 day - 1 at 21°C) 

Litter plus fecc; Litter only 

Litter ingestion 111.3 256.7 
Feces ingestion 105.5 

Total ingestion 216.8 256.7 
Production 3.8 1.1 
Respiration 13.8 12.2 

Total assimilation 17.6 13.3 
Primary egestion 105.5 243.4 

Netegestion 93.7 243.4 

balance of invertebrates is expressed as a Ijgaridunic 
function of energy ingested to maintain l i s energy 
pool. The basic tenant of this model is that a given 
energy intake is required to manvin the integrity of a 
certain amount of potential energy in biomass. Calories 
consumed per individual per day are significantly 
correlated (a = 0.001) across this broad range of 
organisms representing several trophic levels. A least-
squares linear regression equation of the form 

r=«jr*(orlogr=loga + AlogJir), (18) 

where Y = cal/day and X = cal/indrvidual, yields die 
following values: a = 0.071 and t = 0.725. Thus energy 
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intake closely follows the body surface/volume relation
ship for food intake (b = 0.57) first postulated by van 
dcr Drift . 2 4 (Deviations from the regression model may 
be attributet! to differences in the efficiency of energy 
assimilation.) 

A second attribute exceedingly important to the 
energy balance of the ecosystem is the respiratory heat 
loss. Respiration rates are commohly measured as units 
of oxygen utilized, directly convertible to calories using 
the caloric equivalents of 0.0049 to 0.005 cal/jil 0 2 . A 
general relationstiip exists between body size and 
metabolic rate for specific groups of organisms, but 
seldom has this relation bees applied to decomposer 
invertebrates.35 The correlation between maintenance 
metabolism (pi O^/hr) and body size for decomposer 
invertebrates from all trophic levels is shown in Fig. 
332 . Single point measures for a great variety of 
different invertebrate groups were included (107 values 
from 4 phyla: Nematoda, Mollusca, Annelida, and 
Arthropoda), with each value representing a distinct 
taxonomic subgrouping. A least-squares linear regres
sion (o = 0.0001) of the form K = « * * , where Y = jd 
0 2 / h r and X = mg live body weight, yields the 
following values: a - 0.339 and b = 0.808. Respiration 
dearly follows a function approximating the surface/ 
volume relationship, long recognized for vertebrates but 
only recently applied to invertebrates. Although minor 
deviations from the model may occur due to the 
influence on respiration of age, sex, season, and diurnal 
periodism, the predictive capability for average meta
bolic rates over a great range of size classes and food 
habits is excellent. 

Organic Matter Model 

The decomposition model (Fig. 333) has been revised 
to reflect new data gathered or located this year and to 
take into account effects of temperature and moisture 
on decomposition rates. The arrangement of compart
ments and transfers is the same, although most of the 
input values and rate constants have been changed. 
Litterfall is still considered an instantaneous event, 
although the data are now available to describe die 
actual pattern over time by species. Root death is still 
assumed to be 100 g m~ a year' 1 distributed uniformly 
throughout the year. However, recently gathered data 
suggest that this value may be too low by, perhaps, a 
factor of 2. 

Each of die remaining transfers has been made an 
explicit function of mean monthly air temperature 

24. J. ran der Drift, Tydschr Bud. (94), 1-168 (1950), 
25. D. E. Reichfe. Ecology 50(6), 1102-1104 (1969). 
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where* is the transfer rate (g m~* year" 1 ) ,MB the soil 
moisture index (0.100%), T is temperature (°C), Q is 
the value of the source compartment (g/m 2), and IT is a 
constant specific to each transfer (hr ' 1 ) . 

Output from rhs model (Fig. 334) shows decreased 
decomposition rates during waiter and summer due to 
tow temperatures and lack of moisture, respectively. 
These curves fall in the same range as standing crop 
measurements (Fig. 3.25). Assuming an annual increase 
in soil organic matter of 100 g/m 2, total COj evolved 
during a year was predicted to be 640 g/m2 exclusive of 
roots compared with 920 g/m* for rail, titter, and large 
roots extrapolated from field CO? measurements. The 
next round of model improvements should see incorpo
ration of an empirically derived temperature-moisture 
function, die observed titterfall pattern by species 
groups, and a more rea^stic estimate of the organic 
matter input due to root death. 

MINERAL CYCLING 

G. S. Henderson 

N. T. Edwards D. E. Rekhle 
C. W. Francis M. H. Shanks 

P.Sollira 

Primary production, secondary production, and de
composition processes are intimately affected by the 
movement of energy, water, and nutrients in an 
ecosystem. The mineral input to, conversion within, 
and output from each of these processes is one 
determining factor regulating process dynamics and the 

resultant balance of an ecosystem. Mineral output 
influences water quatuy; therefore, mineral eyefing is 
intimately tied to hydrotogic processes and must 
interface with them. Mineral cycling research efforts at 
the Oak Ridge IBP ate are designed to elucidate the 
flow of nutrients within terrestrial systems and quantify 
inputs to aquatic systems through an understanding of 
land-water interactions. The preliminary syntheses 
which follow represent progress to date on quantifying 
mineral pools and transfers within terrestrial systems. 

A Study of the Water Budget and ISaeral Input 
by Tfacsgs&S, WetfaS, Dxyfafi, sad SteaSow 

as a Uriodeu+m Forest 

A complete minersl inventory requires an accurate 
estimate of the amount of nutrient»nput (exclusive of 
litter) to the decomposer component. In an oak forest, 
17."% of the N, 37.4% P, 72.*% K, 41.9% Ca, 70.7% 
M& « d 97.1% N> in titter plus throughfaD was 
provided by throughfaJl.3* A considerably smaller 
nput of minerals probably occzis as a result of 
precipitation scavenging from the atmosphere and from 
dvect fallout from the atmosphere during dry weather. 
The objectives of the following research have been: (1) 
to measure the input of nutrients (Ca, Na, Mg, N, P, K) 
and water to the forest floor of a Uriodendron stand by 
throughfall, dryfall (particulate matter), stemflow, and 
wetfal) (incident precipitation), (2) to estimate evapo
ration of intercepted precipitation as a measure of the 
storage capacity of the forest canopy, and (3) to 
determine year to year variation in measured param
eters and to relate parameters to variables of phenology, 
precipitation patterns, and foliage learning 

Three Wong samplers below the forest canopy within 
a 20 X 20 m plot collect dryfall and throughfall 
(rhrcughfall collectors are closed except during precipi
tation). A control sampler above the canopy collects 
dryfall and wetfaO. Collection troughs around five trees 
(three tulip poplars: 14, 16, ana 19 cm dJam;one oak: 
11 cm diam; and 1 dogwood: 6 cm diam) collect 
stemflow. Total amount of water coDected is measured 
biweekly, and subsamptes are taken for mineral anal
ysis. All collection bottles are acid washed after each 
collection period and a preservative (1-2 dkhJoro-
ethane) added to throKghiall, wetfall, and steraflow 
collectors to prevent das growth of microorganisms 
which metabolize nutrient elements. One liter of 0.1 N 
HCL is added to each dryfall collector. Litter or fiasa 

26. A. Caritafc, A. H. Brown, u d E J . While,/ BeoL 54, 
87 9*0966). 
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which teaches the throughfaU and dryfaU bottles 
through large cone-shaped screens is filtered out of the 
subsaraples before they are analyzed. Throughfall, 
st<. inflow, and wetfall samples are filler^ through 
Whitman No. 42 filter paper to remove particulate 
rw.ter, while dryfaJl samples are filtered through a 
stainless sted screen (0-8-mm mesh) which allows 
particulate matter to pass through. This procedure 
prevents the reneasurement of dryfall in the through-
fall, stemflow, and wetfall. 

Total annual input of K, Ca, Na, and Mg by 
throughfaD, stemflow, wetfall, dryfall, and n'tterfaO are 
given in Table 3.16. Wctfs i values shewn in s separate 
column are included in the throughfall and total to 
forest floor values, since traditional methods of meas
uring throughfall include input of elements by incident 
precipitation (wetfall). Dryfall values represent particu
late nntter input to the canopy, measured by the 
sampler above the canopy. Below-canopy dryfall values 
for aB elements tested were higher than above-canopy 
values (in the case of K by a factor of 3). This 
difference was due to input to die bdow-canopy 
collectors of large amounts of insect frass, pollen, seeds, 
etc., which lost efemenis to the acid solution of the 
dryfall collection bottles. Since these sources (insect 
frass, etc.) of input reach the forest floor 9nd are 
included as a part of the litter, ihe above<ancpy values 
when added to other input sources give a more realistic 
estimate of total input to the forest floor than 
bdow-canopy values. Arrangement of the different 
sources of element input in order of !heir importance 
depends on the eler.ient in question, that is, for K 
throughfall, ItterfaU, wet/all, dryiall, and stemflow; Ca: 
htterfall, throughfall, wetfall, dryfall, and stemflow; 

Na: Mtterfafl, wetfall, dryfall, throughfaU, and stem-
flow. LitterfaH accounted for the largest input of 
elements tested except for K of which 67% was found 
in throughfal. Stemflow collects at the base of the tree 
where it may have significant effects on physical and 
chemical properties of the soil.2 7 

Twenty-five through/all collection bottles equipped 
with funnels (12 cm dum) randomly dbtributed over a 
20 X 20 m plot located near the Wong sampler plot 
pve annual total values which were significantly higher 
than the total tc forest floor values given in Table 3.16, 
that is, for K 2 times as high, Ca 1.6, Na 1 J , and Mg 
2.2. These high values were probably due io several 
differences in methods used in collecting the through-
hill, including (1) no preservatives used to prevent 
microbial activity, (2) th? use of flat screens (as 
opposed to cone-shaped) insuSs the funnels slowing 
leaves to collect in funnels, and (3) less frequent 
sampling (monthly) storing more time for leaching 
from leaves which collected in funnels. 

Seasonal patterns of element input seem to follow the 
precipitation pattern (Fig. 335) . However, input of K 
and Ca was highest in September when rainfal was 
retVivery low. Saput of Mg was abo bagh during this 
period. This supports the theory that brge amounts of 
elements are leached from leaves just before leaf *"«•. 
mtenajty of rainfall n not reflected in these graphs 
except by the length of time between coOections. Fo; 
example, the high a r m * * 1 of wetfall and throughfal 
between May 7 and May 14, a relatively short collection 
period, indicates rather intense ramfafl. For this same 

27. r. L. Geraper ana" N. \Momtydmk.SoU Set Sue. A 
Fnc 34,779-16 (1970). 

Tab*»3.l6. Toeal (ifK.Ca.Na.aMMft* 
WMdmto* 

Totals represent a—» of btjuekry 

Oca/ha] > 

Etaaeat Total iacttoat 

(wttUMf 

Total to 
forest floor TlutwfWa Dfyfat* Steaaftow LitKr* 

K 
Ca 
Na 

2M 
5.67 
1.92 
079 

28.96 
82.14 
6.24 

19.46 (67%) 
14.75 (18*) 
130(40.1%) 
2.45 

2.45(8.5%) 
4.75(5.7%) 
1.07(17.1%) 
083 

0.88(3%) 
0.41 (0.5%) 
0.28(4.5%) 
0.20 

6.17 (21%) 
62.25 (75.1%) 

139(38.3%) 

"Diytall mad wtttaB values includa utawliii for the Ktoaths of August, 
rest of the year. 

*Lrrter values were calculated from this yean ftterfal data aad a 
October. 

'No date available for caput of Mg by Htierfal at that tint. 

previous yuan chtaMsuy of the 0 | Utter 

far the 

hftriitwi at late 

file:///Momty
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collection period, throughfafi is about equal to wetfaB. 
another indication of intense rainfall. Wetfau" usually 
exceeded throughfal plus stemflow with an annual 
input of water to the canopy of 1.23 X 10T hters/ha 
and an annual input to the forest floor of 1.17 X 107 

kters/ha, leaving 0.S7 X 10* hters/ha lost by evapora-
(and possibly soar* absorption by the plant 

Current status of the project includes corapfcuon of 
on samples already collected and 

and mterpretaooa of data. The first 
\ data should yield mfonraoon that wnl permit 

ii o f £4jUBuub lihiril w 3 prcvki filpm 
a function of ssason and duration and 

it of precipitation. Plans include a second year's 
aoiection which wnl scire as a check on the 

accuracy of these rauatinai and variations front season 
to season, and the use of tracers in of tr inhunf the fate 
of some of the uaronahfal dements after reaching the 
forest floor. 

furthe< 

prehnunary potasshmi and calcium budgets, rfauris1* 
has shown that root distribution is concentrated pri
marily in the upper 60 cm, and this depth was used a 
calculating nuneral soil nutrient pools. Results are 
included to a depth of 75 cm in mis report, however, 
because of the interesting changes in physical and 
chemical properties winch occur at that depth. 

Table 3.17 presents results of profile analyses for 
organic natter, btdk density, and potassium, calcium, 
and phosphorus concentrations. The most striking 
feature of this soil is the decrease in organic matter 
from 6 to 1.4% at approximately 35 cm,folowed by a 

depth. These features are of a 
loosed ma 

fd*titty steep 0~20%) 
that these slopes 

erosion 
to the smk for 

Thus the 
75 cm of 

of upper 
on 
at 

the 

is not 

20. W.F. 71-71 (19711 

3J7. 

Sol urn* 
(CM) <%) (a/cm3) umn/101 

K 
(ff») 

T « 
Sol urn* 

(CM) <%) (a/cm3) umn/101 
K 

(ff») 
r 

0-5 0J01 092 031 104 152 
4-10 3J0 IJ04 033 «.l 94 053 440 

i i - I S 2_» 1.25 030 3.7 07 050 407 
14-20 1.91 I J t 023 2S 75 054 310 
21-2S 140 1.23 020 2.1 4.7 054 333 
24-30 143 1.27 019 14 75 051 291 
31-35 1.37 IJ4 a i t 1.2 12J 
34-40 1-37 1.17 014 I * 144 
41-45 1.90 1.14 015 1.2 H J 059 440 
44-50 2J0 1.14 014 IJC I2J 0S0 442 
51-53 2.43 1.12 014 14 10J 059 494 
54-40 2.43 i.10 012 1.9 74 042 499 
01-45 2.97 1.12 012 Ul 045 490 
44-70 2.94 010 12 044 509 
71-75 3J4 011 

'A 
ky IAfNH|OAcfll7. 

wf Bmy Nn. l. 

C19S0I, Jaf Chtrnk* t—frm\ pp. 219-20. 

lata 20 ml 
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buried sod horizon. On the other hand, exchangeable 
caidum and available phosphorus contents appear to be 
correlated with soil organic matter content. These 
lesuhs are consistent with the behavior of these 
elements in sod systems. Potassium s extremely suscep
tible to teaching and hence would be less Kkdy tc be 
influenced by the buried profne, whereas calcium and 
phosphorus are strongly influenced by organic matter 
either in regard to cation excharge capacity or slowly 
available element forms- Therefore, the dBtributioa of 
these elements fotows the buried horizons. The total 

sughtfy win depth. Clay 

days a 
for t*K 

pine (Pbms edumtay. and hickories (mainr> Cwym 
tomtntom) attaining canopy height. Ucderstory specati 
include redbud {Cents mmhniii), flowering dogwood 
(Conns florid*), and lesser sumbers of Mack gum 
(Nysm sytmtka), sourwood 'Oxydemknm mbemam). 
red maple (Acer mbnm)y and ash ( / l u i u i pemapl-

fem (/bffifit'nmw 
gea (ifynkmgtm mbcrtstem) 
the 
(Table 3.18), in addttmn to 

.1 to 
ofd 

.Orient 
bifid from forest floor 

) and wcody hydian 
t for nearly 90% of 
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•n-2*i 

•€TFA^L 5.7 
0«VF-LL 4-8 

I 
10.5 

WSQELLMCEUJS 

l.CA»€S 9.9 

BRMCH 39.7 

SOLE 96.0 

CTUHP «9-2 

noors 2S.9 

lEMCS 46.9 
82.6 

BOLE «t.6 
STUMP 3 2 * 

•WOrrEBMCTES 
0.W4 

MOOTS 6<-0i 

JUS 
VCGET«?K>K 

UMDERSTORV 

LEWES 6.9 
8RMKM 9.4 

BOLE 27.7 

STUMP 0.3 

HOOTS 10.0 

F^.3-37. for Jasy 1970 • kg/fe-

J.IS. 

K(%) Ca(%) 

CA5 1.90 
0.21 0-38 
OJOT 0-21 

1.00 1.30 
0.18 0.74 
0.13 0L55 

0.S5 1.30 
0.18 a« 
C.13 047 

0.30 140 

Querent spp, Oxrdmdrom. aad Nysm. 

contents in mtcroorgaimim are the result of 
analyses in conjunction with work on 

decomposition processes, where system inputs in wet-
fal and dryfal! as wed as transfers from vegetation to 
the forest floor via through fall, stemflow, and iitterfall 
ako were quantified. 

A smnmary of forest floor and system inputs in 
conjunction with vegetation uptake of potassium and 
caicmni is presented in Table 3.19. Potassium nutrition 
must rely on uptake from the mineral soil pool to 

growth at dats stage of development, whereas 
cychng and atmospheric inputs more than 

offset the calcium uptake requirements. It should be 
noted, however, that leaching losses have not been 
accounted for at tins stage of our budget development. 
When these are added the picture may change to reflect 
mobilization of calcium as wefl as potassium from 
mineral soil pools. 

These budgets represent an important preliminary 
step toward our objective of developing models of 
mineral cycles in forests at both die stand and 
watershed level of resolution. Within the coming year. 
pieKminary budgets also will be constructed for nitro
gen and phosphorus, and more dynamic models of all 
four elements will be initiated as more transfers are 
quantified. A major step forward will be achieved as 
watershed mineral budgets are completed for Walker 
Branch watershed. These budgets w»ll form the basis for 
construction of modeb capable of predicting forest 
growth and water quality response to management 
manipulations such as forest fertilization or cutting. 
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Table 3.19. Cues in Ike Uhoc^emt-on 
focest ecosystem 

K Ca 
(k^na - 1 year"1) ikgha"1 year - 1 ) 

Total input to forest flora 36.4 85.5 
Atmospheric input 5.1 10.5 

Amount cycled by biou 31.3 75.0 
Leaf uptake 32.9 63.7 
incorporated in wood increment 7.3 20.9 

Total uptake by biota 40.2 84.6 
Input to forest floor 36.4 85.5 
Tnt-al nnt-*kr Kv Hints ^02 *4.6 

Soikws(-)orgarn<+» 3-8 ^0.9 
(without teaching losses) 

REGIONAL STUDIES 

J. M. Hett 

R. A- Goldstein P. Somers 
L A. Stephens F. G. Taylor 

Regional studies are essential if dynamic ecosystem 
models developed at one point in time are to have 
either predictive capabilities through time or projective 
capabilities across the landscape. A •cgtonal approach 
provides necessary information on ecosystem change 
over a geographic area larger than that encompassed by 
local forest stands or watersheds. Successional studies 
give a time depth and history to local studies, while 
phenological studies indicate how changes in meteoro
logical events from one year to (he next influence tlie 
timtng of events in thr ecosystem. Together, these 
regiona! process studies provide information on (I) 
geographic variability of species populations, ecosys
tems, and watersheds. (2) rates of change through time 
and resultant changes in biomass or prodiictivity of the 
region, and (3) the influence ot man on these processes, 
and the response of ecosystems to environmental 
parameters on a regional basis. Regional process studies 
provide the basis for extrapolation from specific forest 
ecosystems to scales comparable with the Deciduous 
Forest Biome. 

The Oak Ridg~ Reservation, an area which was typical 
of rural East Tennessee before 1940, offers a unique 
opportunity for successicnal and phenological studies. 
Historical events, such as farm abandonment and forest 
management practices, are well known, and pheno
logical meteorological observations hi»e been routinely 
numbered for many years. Three major studies, stand 
phenology, upland forest succession, and land-use 

changes in East Tennessee, have been initiated at Oak 
Ridge. Each is designed to provide information which 
will allow broader interpretation of the productivity of 
local stand and watershed ecosystems at various levels 
of integration and landscape complexity. 

Stand Phenology 

During die life cycle of a spedes. plants jndcrgo a 
series of distinct life forms or phenophases. which often 
reflect seasonal climatic phenomena, such as tempera
ture, light, and moisture regimes. 3 2 During the se
quence of life forms, bioraass. productivity, and nutri
ent composition change. Thus, phenology reflects the 
dynamic temporal interactions of meteorology with 
productivity ana mineral cycling processes of eco
systems. The major objectives of the phenological 
studies r.t Oak Ridge are to develop phenodynamk 
spectra for understory and herbaceous species having 
wide distribution within the Eastern Deciduous Forest 
Biome. and to correlate (see Terrestrial Primary Pro
duction section) meteorological data with dry matter 
production and nutrient composition at specific pheno
phases. From the aspect of plant growth and mortality, 
these short-termed phenophases can be essential to 
forest mineral cycling models. 

Phenophases (leafing out. flowering, fruiting, etc.) 
reflect developmental stages within the life cycle of a 
species, plan! habitat-group, or community. The num
ber of species within a community actually entering a 
specific phenophase can be depicted by phenograms 
(Fig. 3.38) which permit a comparison between spring. 

32. H. Lieth 2nd J. S. Ridford. BioScience 21(2). 62-70 
(i?7l). 
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WEEK 

*%. 3J8. A phatQaraa stowing fje M M aankcr of 133 
flowering each week k l w w 19*3 «» 1970 sad the 
flowering in 1970. January I to 7 equab week I. Two 

dtrtioct flowering season arc indicated, one in (he spring and 
the other in the early summer. 

summer, and fall floras. In the temperate deddi<ous 
forests, the number nX species entering the reproduce %e 
or nowering phase usi«»lrv increases rapidly in spring, 
declines, and subsequently increases agah in early 
summer. TmV particular phenomenon is IK-<« the result 
of curate, but rather illustrates the presence of 
dtttinctivery different floras (spring and summer). This 
phenomenon b related to the lesfing-out phase and 
canopy closure of dominant tree species. 

flieitalogtcat records of dowering of plant species on 
the Oak Ridge Reservation have continued since 
I963. 3 * Since vegetative growth usually diirtincsnes 
with the onset of the reproductive cycle, phenology of 
flowering closely parallels periods of Tjuximum biomass 
and photorynthesis. Ths resultant phenogram {Fig. 
3.58) illustrates that ihs peak flowering season of the 
spring component, based on mean flowering date 
between 1963-70. occurs about the 16th week (April 
16-22). A second Aowerinr; season, corresponding to 
tht early summer flora, is noted by the 23rd week 
(June 4 10). A comparison of flowering seasons m 
1970 \o IK IV63-70 mean indicates a one-week delay 
• spring and a one-week advance in early summer 
flowering seawtns of 1970. 

Characterization of the thermal cHmate by tempera
ture summation technique* (degree days or heat units) 
has been applied successfully in agrometeorology to 

predict dates of flowering, fruiting, and harvest. Similar 
applications have been used to contrast flowering 
among specks of different rmcrocHrnates within natural 
communities. Accumulated deg.ee days or heat units at 
Oak Ridge during the peak of spring flowe ^ ~. 1970 
was four day?, later than the date for the same thermal 
climate (average degree days) between 1963 and 1970. 
This (offevence is comparable with the one-week deby 
in spring flowering season for the same year. Accumu
lated twtzX units during peak flowering of the early 
summer flora (1970) were delayed only one day, 
whereas date of flowering was enhanced one week. 

Expansion of leaves by csnepy !rees; in spring should 
correspond to the progression of flowering in under-
story species. Yellow poplar (Uhodendron tubpifen) 
often occurs as a dominant canopy species in local 
forest ecosystems, and is one of the first woody species 
to leaf out. The phenology of leaf emergence of dus 
species was recorded during the 1970 season and 
compared with light extinction at the forest floor (Fig. 
3.39). By the end of the 16th week (yearday 112). 
approximately 60% of the leaves had emerged. This 
point corresponds to the peak flowering season of the 
spring Cora. By the end of the 22nd wed: (yearday 
I54>, more than 90% of the leaves bad emerged. 
Current research is emphasizing development of math
ematical modek relating phcnological events to micro-
meteorological driving variables. 

Since productivity and other functional aspects of 
ecosystems change through the course of ecological 
succession, incorporation of such information into 
systems models is important 'o development ot regions! 
succession modeis and to extend the scope of watershed 

33. F. C. Taylor. "Thenokiitscal Recutdt of Vascular ftants at 
Oft KJtffe. Tennc«re.~ OftML-fBfW-l.44 pp. 1969. 

Fh> 3.39. 
far UriUm^m, Iks 1970 
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level analyses to broader geographic areas. A study to 
investigate the serai or definable seqiKntial stages from 
pioneer to mature upland oak and/or oak-hickcry 
ecosystems in the valley ai«i ridge province of East 
Tennessee and the associated productivity for the past 
five years has been initiated. The regression coeffi
cients 3 4 in Table 3.4 (Terref'rial Primary Production 
section) were used to calculate temporal sequences of 
productivity and biomass based on inventories of 
succcsskmal stages. 

It has been hypothesized that as succession progresses 
from pioneer to mature associations, stand structure 
and species compusiuun change and iota! biornass 
increases. Figure 3.40 suggests that this hypothesis is 
true and that as biomass increases productivity de
creases. Sample plots on site 207 have consistently 
lower biomass than the more advanced successkmal 
stages. Transitional stands (205 and 208) a n both 
intermediate-aged and intermediate in biomass. while 
the most mature stand (203) has the greatest btomass. 
Correlation of productivity with stand diversity is an 
important relationship which has yet to be determined. 

Gradual replacement of species and the:* change in 
biomass also can be seen in Fig. 3.40. Pine which is the 
dofnmant pioaeer tree species decreases in its relative 
contribution to the tctal stand biomass m the transi
tional stages and becomes a minor component in 
mature stands. Tulip poplar (IJriodemktm tutipifen), 
an understory species in the pioneer stage, increases in 
the transitional stage to * position of stand codorai-
nance and thereafter regresses to a miner component in 
the mature stands. Initial stand analyses indicate that 
forest structure, that is, PBH distribution, may convey 
more important information on successionaJ pathways 
than specks compositional structure. More detailed 
analyses will attempt to develop functions which 

describe succesvonal change based on forest stands with 
simitar structurai characteristics. Predictive equations 
will be developed 'elating biomass. productivity, and 
stand structure to a stand's position on the successional 
sequence. 

Land-Use Changes m East Tennessee 

The landscape is a dynamic mosaic of natural and 
man-made or nan-influenced ecosystems, each changing 
as a result of u tural processes and/or human impact. It 
is essential to know the amount of land in each land-use 
type sad rases sad dsectics of change is order to ksew 
past and future occurrences and distributional patterns 
of vegetation. Since man play* an important role in 
determining the rates and direction of these changes, it 
i necessary to investigate both where and how his 
effect on the landscape is being expressed. Changing 
land-use patterns in the Valey and Ridge Province of 
East Tennessee (including Rhea. Meigs, Roane. Loudon, 
and Knox counties) have beea completed** and a 

model developed which describes these 
for three counties (Rhea. Meigs, and RocneL 

For each of die five counties, a I-km* grid was 
superimposed over 1939 T V A " field maps, and the 
percentage land use in each sell was visually estimated. 
Nine land-use categories were ased: open (primarily 

34. W. F. Harm. P. SoCsm. antf C. 0 
Prioary PiiwJmliiia) at I s * Sites m ike 
Fore**/* Paper aw.an.il at 2atf National 
October 23-2*. 1*71. Mianu. Florida 

35. J. M Heit. LaatfJat Chaapn in East T< 

." OHNH1P-7I*. S6 pp. 1971. 
36. OMatoa of Foaestry. H*erit». aa 

aanH. NOVTH, T< 
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Fig,)M. imtya'atfetomi milt stiaja 
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hi water and pit* response? to damming the Tennessee River and the construction of a pine pulp and paper mill in a 
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agricultural land), o ld f ield, pine forest and plantations, 
n i x e d (conifer and hardwood) forest, cedar-hardwood 
forest, hardwood forest, water (excluding small 
streams), urban, and special (a "catchal l" including 
steam plants, quarries, e tc . ) . T V A aerial photographs 
taken in 1953 were used to collect similar data for 
Rhea. Meigs, and Roane counties. For the final data set. 
the most recent photographs available for the five 
counties were obtained through the cooperation o f 
T V A and U.S.D.A. Agricultural Stabilization and Con
servation Service county offices. 

Figure 3.41 thows the pattern o f change for one o f 
the five counties. Rhea, i f the iand-ust category 
occupied at least 5% o f the area inside the cel l , it was 

OML-BK 71-4S4J 

' — y 5 > <5v 
Of 
SPCCUL J 

I 
Fb> 3.42. Undent dnnhitna mode* a t a r i * fan 

calaanries and tk» Indtom of dan** far each consonant 
IfJf. The solid Mate* represent natural succenrional transfers 
and the dashed Roes time transfers which arc mM4nflnenced. 
Each transfer coefficient it a constant except those indicated as 
F$ (constant changed derint the flfili year) and F%4 (constant 

in 1953). See TeOle 3.20 for transfer cc*ffident vetoes. 

recorded by blocking in (he entire cell. Thus, this figure 
shows the frequency of occurrence, with the exception 
of open and hardwood forests, all land-use categories 
show an increase in frequency. Pine forests (probably 
plantations) and water show the greatest increase. All 
five counties indicated a shift ficm open land to forest, 
water, urban, and special land uses. The annual yearly 
loss for the five-county unit from nonforest land was 
5.28 km2/year. of which 2.39 km2/year represented an 
increase in forested land and 2.85 km3/year was 
irreversibly lost to water, urban, and special uses. 
Approximately 160 km 2 of land was lost to water in 
meip, Rhea, md Ro-w counties, s result cf dsss bssU 
in the Tennessee Valley. 

Using the data for Meigs. Rhea, and Roane counties, a 
simulation model 3 7 (Fig. 3.42) was developed to 

37. Prarrak: developed by Ffcttp Soolnt. 
Division. Onk Ridge National Laboratory. 
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investigate both land-use changes and how man influ
ences the rates of these changes. The 1939 data were 
used as initial conditions for a constant coefficient 
model, and time-varying coefficients (Table 3.20) were 
uaed to account for effects of dams on the Tennessee 
River and the influence of Bowaters' pine pulp and 
paper mill on the rate of establishment of pine 

plantations. Figure 3.43 shows the results of the 
simulation model compared with the actual data. The 
simulation indicates that man's influence on the land
scape necessitates a more complex model, for example, 
pine and water cannot be closely approximated in 1964 
unless time-varying coefficients are included. 

Tabfc3J0. Aanaal transfer matrix iycnr'Vo* the I 
AD coefficients are constants: changes in coefficient values are approximately indicated: 

* * tine <14 years. ** * time >]4 years; * * no transfer: | * transfer occurred only durin* ve»rs 5 and 6. 

Category Open Old field Pine Cedar-hardwood Mixed Hardwood Urine Water Special 

OM field 0.0130 
Pine 0.0000* 

0.0001 • • 
Cedar-hardwood 
Mixed 

Hardwood 
Urban 0.0007* 

0.0018** 
Water 0.00* 

0.1650* 
Spnctt 0.00031* 

0.0012** 

0.25 

0.0002 
0.1400* 
0.0130** 

0.25 0.'1029 

0.00* 
0.02* 

0.00* 
0.017* 



Eastern Deciduous Forest Biome, U.S. International 
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INTRODUCTION 

Stanley I. Auerbach Robert L. Burgess 

The role of Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the 
International Biological Program (IBP) is both large and 
complex. The Division of Ecological Sciences is central 
headquarters for the Eastern Deciduous Forest Bionse 
program. This broad research effort is attempting to 
relate the broad aspects of biological productivity to 
human welfare. Biological productivity studies investi
gate the fixation, transfer, flow, and cycling of energy 
and materiab through the complex of nonliving and 
biotic components of ecosystems, similar in processes, 
yet differing in organisms and environments in different 
parts of the world. Knowledge of productivity, in
cluding the production of fooo (both plant and animal), 
fiber, building materials, etc., is important for man's 
physical needs, but portions of the earth's surface also 
famish living space, scenic vistas, recreational areas, and 
wildlife habitat as well. These tangential features 
impinge directly on man's welfare as a burgeoning 
population places greater and greater pressures on 
society. 

In the eastern United States, the great region of 
temperate deciduous forest, is a complex of aquatic and 
terrestrial ecosystems that collectively covers about 
one-third of the country, but presently supports about 
two-'.hirds of the people In the common, yet unique 

1. Mathematics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
2. Department of Sous and Physics, University of Wisconsin, 

Madison. Wisconsin. 
3 Reactor Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
4. School of Forestry, Duke University, Durham, North 

Carolina. 

C. Mills3 

C. E. Murphy4 

C. W. Nestor1 

J. S. Olson 

R.V. O'Neill 
Mark Reeves III1 

H. H. Shugart 
T. C. Tucker' 

fituation where land and water systems interface, 
referred to as a watershed, research is aimed at 
determining the uptake, transfer, and discharge rates 
tind pathways of critical mineral elements, potential 
pollutants, and biological materials so that the func
tioning of the total system, both land and water phases, 
may be described mathentaticaliy in a systems model. 
Then, by utilization of high-speed digital computers, 
the mechanics of the ecological system can be simu
lated. By running such a model for specified lengths of 
hypothetical time, it is often posnble to predict the 
future outcome of present-day decisions in resource 
management. The value of such an approach is rapidly 
coming to be recognized at various levels of government 
as essential to sound planning and wise resource 
utilization. 

Dr. Stanley I. Auerbach, Biome Director, is assisted 
by a central management team consisting of Dr. Robert 
L. Burgess, Deputy Bkhue Director, Dr. Jerry S. Olson, 
International Coordinator, Dr. Robert V. O'Neill, 
Modeling Coordinator, and Dr. F. Glenn Goff, Biome 
and Regional Analysis Coordinator. From this central 
group, the integrated research program radiates to five 
major sites within the biome egion: Oak Ridge, using 
areas and facilities of the USA EC Oak Ridge Reserva
tion, is under the direction of Dr. David E. Reichk.Site 
Coordinator; other sites include the Coweeta Hydro-
logic Laboratory of the US. forest Service and thft 
Duke Forest near Triangle Research Park, both in North 
Carolina, Lake Wingra at Madison, Wisconsin, and Lake 
George, near Troy, New York. 

Funding for this large project is through the National 
Science Foundation under an interagency agreement 
with the AEC. Biome management then arranges for 
subcontract research to be performed at the sites, yet 
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coordinated by management so thai the annate 
objectives may be reached in the most propitiom 
manner. 

TtMETHASE CHARTING FOR RESEARCH 
MANAGEMENT 

R.V. O'Neill C MiBs3 

The integration of huge-scale environmental research 
presents formidable problems in nunagfimni and in
formation exchange. The Eastern Deciduous Forest 
Biome. International Biological Program, is minaging 
over 100 research projects at a iwssNf of agSvegsiiSes 
spread across the eastern United States. The goals of the 
program include synthesis of individual research proj

ects into total ecosystem models. To reach this objec
tive, within the lime hmitatiuni of the project, it r 
important that inierdeptndeace of individual projects, 
as well as time phasing of essential interactions, be 
dearly understood. 

To aaast m the aaaaanement of the total program, a 
tcchaaoae has been developed to nmstratc the 

of indmdw»4 projects, and the synthesis of 
aidividitel process modes) into total ecosysfem models. 
Fifarc 4.1 shows a parts*: analysis of ttseardt inter
actions ^Uhin J seanV site, eleven individual projects 
are divided hue da*a toaVction and data analysts 
ftett.Tmeiim&^QMudk^miMfniKtam 
be determined by reference to the time scale at the lop 
of the Isjnre. After picBmJnari data •naryrii. the itrafu 
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NOMUNG Of IMttGY TRANHFfX 
i« A rarer CANOTY 

J. B. Mao***. I f . 1 C £. Morpty 4 K. ft. Knot? r* 

In oftff to atdimtad a*2 prtdfcf i t * frowfb of 
aaatlatioit. a thofooati kaowriadaa of ibt aakfotajvi* 
t^awapivar^v4 aw ^MBvaa>oa •Pt^a^w ^•a^p^™*tw^ v a % a ™ w OBF n * w a p t f y • 

AitfaaaaJi fladoaiioat hi lot water baJaaca frtaotairv 
doadoait , a t aakeiotaMroaattai. its bask dawac* 
MrfMfa^ Mt dtttnoaaad bv tat taddaai inlar radial lea). 
Solar tatrtv Bfowldti iht taiabaaJaocat of a aMbv 
P^PJPaaPV ^ ' ^ " • j y T BPP^P w P^rPJV « P P ^ • W W W » 1 B I W I W W ^PP Wi ^^W^^w^ 
paalt>pjp t̂j Y tit^Ba^aaaaajt tSVBjvtff%t̂ aa>SBB>oot a^apj t^aj^a^Btt^t ^pppypS^PT^aB^a^papt 

faoetioaaai aad a atootr Nahf tajviroajaatM for aboio* 
V^M^^^p^^P^P^V^V^Pk ^^WV^t ^P •PV^VSP^PT T^BFTV w T T " ? ? W T l f ^ ^ f l « T^P^ p T f » » w 

ffWfftrgnfti btfwtta iht hacnadoa aad cotacftpjt radi* 
anon tanta itprtitpi laias ai W M P I aparar w a a n p i v 
by ptaat aad toil ssrfactt. TMt tatviy it diaripatad at 

•aojHjpiHPaBj ataaaaaj ̂  Varajp>apjc a a j a i ^ aotTCP apM ^^^va4tP^PVojpa> •w'^aj^a^ptaa^B* 

saaas aaitabaak taanv norraaaV raartrmtt a tatal 
4 M P P W ppawpptpp^^pp* ^^^^^^dB^r ^^^^P ppaprpt* P W P P P ^ I P W ^ ^ ^ W ~ W P W W 

fftctioa of ilia tottl cajtray txchopjt. moti ataajy 
traaaftr bttwtta corMaoaaiy aarfaon a*H) thf airoot* 
•#aB^aOpp^' ppw»^•PJ^PP ^P^^T^^P^W^^^P w ^PJP» f ^ ^ ^ p Wr P B pp^^ PPPP^PP^V^ 

abort it in aai txchaaat of itaafbrt aad n l t M htat. 
lo i l i tafbaaats art aflaeitd by luibiikai add? roovt* 
a * m MI iha loaitr alrooaabtrt. 
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tut?) swfact aad Ida Navtt bacaoat of ibtk fttofivfly 
PBf^Pp W T oBMM̂ t̂ aat^aa»* aâ topajFW' " r w a^aa^ato^P^a^a p»^P^^a'̂ oo>awo *a» 

attfom in a «t»ey-*tti« coodfeiett, H b. dttirtd I O 
dtwrtajrw ibt iwaat^ady-aw* tobtiton for iht sytftm 

I f i • * itiMrp»ajMof iMlopofirpicai iopyai idz* 
0 it iba so*} (of Btltr) wrfact. tbt proctai it dttcribtd 
bv »fc* aailoaiiat iw i ta i of tcwitlionr. 
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where f and z are the lime and space variables, 
respectively. T b the air temperature, a? is ike air 
specific haansdity. 0 b ihe ditrusbky.miHmi Wan 
some* terms rhich accoun; for seusmle and latent beat 
transfer from ibe leaves and soil surfaces. 

wbere ibe subscript * indkaits she Ah fever. 7), b the 
taaf temperature, Sf b ibe sotar radiation, ft, is ibe 
Sssf^svs rad&ksa. and F,. a~. and *\ ate timpviried 
cocflkienu of ibe beat balance equation. 

S, ** r #>S* !cxp (F / M ) - e*p(F,)) . (4) 

***** Sk b ibe short-wave radiaiion ai ibe top of the 
canopy, r, is an exponent dependent upon the absorb" 
iug wea of the leaves, leaf angle, and solar attitude, and 
a, f. and 1 art the abaorptbiiy. reflectivity, and 
ifsamnsrvny. mpectrveiy. 01 ine staves. 

ffi*£c^ - r f ; i . (5) 

v/berc G« is a factor representing the fraction of energy 
radiated from ktjvr/ which b absorbed by layer /. 

-O^explft^ *)J. *>*>0 . (6) 

where 0 * is the diftustviiy at the lop of the canopy and 
d is 1 thermal stabiftty correction factor. 

- M f f c s p | n y s - * ) | t A > * > 0 . (7) 

where u b the wind speed. uk b ibe wind speed i - ibe 
top of the canopy, and * b a ihermel siabwiy 
correctior. factor. 

(8) 

If the system of c^ (1) through (8) can be solved, the 
temperaturr and humidity profiles throughout the 
canopy can be computed. 

Equation (J) and (2) are solved using the Crank. 
Nicobon algorithm by incrementing the time variable 
by an amount A/. Equation (3) is solved during the 
time increment 4 / by a Rnngr Kutts asgoritkm. The 
diflusivity is dependem upon the correction faciei d 
whkh is dependent upon the wind spaed gradiett which 
h dependent on the correction factor • which is 
dependent upon the wind speed gradient. Therefore, 
Eojs. (6). (7). and (8) have to be solved smuUtaneomry 
using an iterative procedure. Equation (S) is solved by 
lunuiung the radiant energy transfer between the 
various canopy layers until el the direct soau radsttJoa 
• accounted for. A n»c4iiV^ic«of ttenMUhod bused 
for the diffuse radiation by conaidamg the radiation 
source 10 be dbtri>uted over severd solar attitudes. The 
dsffc* radiation absorbed by each hyer can be com
puted fterativety by summing the contributions from 
the various radiation sources. These cakubtioos must 
be performed for each succeeding tune increment. 

These equations have been mvpfcastnted in a corv 
puter program. Starting with the initial temperature 
rrofles shown m Fig. 42, Fig. 4 J shows the tempera
ture profile after 25 mm. The conditions under which 
this ssmple calculation is made are an incident direct 
rrdbtion of 0.7 cat cm"1 mm" 1 , and a windsoeed of 
250 cm/sec at the top of the canopy. 

e M i . - m n - 4 » i J 1 1 
am TfuacMkTuac 
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Fig. 4.2. bridal Sfawmian ewtna. 
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WATERSHED MODELING 

M Reeves I I I 1 C.W. Nestor1 

T.C. Tucker1 

The Stanford Watershed Mode!5 has been used quite 
extensively to simulate water movement through a 
watershed. Processes such as precipitation, interflow, 
overland flow, evapotranspiration, soil-water move
ment, groundwater movement, and channel flow are 
considered. Given a stream flow hydrograph and the 
corresponding precipitation records, parameters of the 
model may be adjusted so that the simulated hydro-
graph* fits the experimental hydrograph. The model can 
then be used to determine stream flow for any other 
rainfall event. If the character of the watershed is 
changed significantly (eg., land development or re
foresting), the model is no longer predictive. These 
difficulties are being alleviated by describing the soil-
water-plant system in more detail. 

Topographical effects are being considered through 
the distributed parameter approach. Such effects are 
hidden in the lumped-parameter approach *pf the 
Stanford Watershed Model but could be important for 
certain changes in the watershed. Input data will 
include land use, soil type, and mean slope distributed 
on a square grid. Such data are now being accumuL ed 
by the ORNL-NSF Environmental Project. 

The model should take the form of a nonlinear 
subsystem of first-order ordinary different^' equations 

coupled together to depict internal flows within an 
element whose upper surface is one square of the grid 
mentioned above. These subsystems would then be 
coupled together by the lateral flows between volumes. 
By using the ORNL IBM 360/91 and by carefully 
considering the mathematical form of the couplings, we 
hope to avoid the excessive execution times reported by 
Dunn6 for a similar model. 

INFILTRATION OF WATER INTO SOILS 

M. Reeves III1 E. E. Miller2 

A very important process involved in watershed 
modeling is the division of water between runoff and 
infiltration occurring at the soil surface during a rainfall. 
Solution of the soil-moisture flow equation to model 
such a process is not feasible at present for the space 
and time scales involved in a typical watershed analysis. 
The objective of this research is to examine an 
approximation due to Raats.7 By this approach the 
infiltration for an arbitrary rainfall event may be 
obtained from the characteristic cumulative infiltration 
for maximum seepage. 

Using an iterative Crank-Nicolson algorithm similar to 
that used by Whisler and Khite,* we solve the soil-
moisture flow equation both for maximum seepage 
from the surface and for a given rainfall event. The 
Raats approximation is then compared with the latter 
result. Hysteresis sr<d a crust are included in the 
analysis. 

Two soils,9 RMeau Clay Loam and Caribon Silt 
Loam, four crusts, and four rainfall events are included 
in the analysis. For the cases run to date the Raats' 
approximation is ralid to less than about 15%. This 
error would appear to be acceptable in view of other 
comparable errors involved in the modeling of a 
watershed. 

EXAMPLES OF ECOLOGICAL 
TRANSFER MATRICES 

R. V. O'Neill 

A large number of re earch ecologists are being 
exposed to ecosystem modeling techniques in the U.S. 

5. N. H. Crawford and R K. Linsfey, "DfcHal Simulation in 
Hydroiofy: Stanford Watershed Model IV," Sunford University 
Department of Civil Engineering, Technical Report No. 39. 

6. D. E. Dunn, "An Experiment in Finite Difference Model
ing," Montana State University, 1970. 

7. Private communication from P. A. C. Raats to E. E. Miller. 
8. F. D. Whaler and A. Klute, SoQ Set. Soc. Amer. Proc. 29, 

489(1965). 
9. G. C. Topp, Water Room. Rex. 7,914 (1971). 
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Biome Programs of the International Biological Pro
gram. The success of the Integrated Research f logram 
concept depends, in part, on 2 close working relation
ship between the modelers and researchers participating 
in the project. This relationship is enhanced as each 
member of the team improves his understanding of the 
oiher's task. It is not anticipated that every researcher 
will become an accomplished applied mathematician; 
however, substantial benefits can be derived from 
first-hand experience with the behavior and limitations 
of simple ecological model;*. 

A variety of example models have been extracted 
from the ecological literature tc supplement and imple
ment an existing computer program.10 By limiting the 
scope of the effort to linear, constant coefficient 
models, it was possible to loca's 23 pertinent papers. 
From these papers, 66 matrices were constructed. The 
availability of this information will, hopefully, en
courage research participants to gain experience with 
simple ecological models. 

To simplify the presentation, all matrices were con
structed in a similar manner (Table 4.2). Numbers in 
the matrix represent the fraction of material or energy 
in a donor compartment that is transferred to a donee 
compartment per unit of time. In a number of studies, 
transfer coefficients are given explicitly, and matrices 
were constructed by a simple process of rearrangement. 
In the majority of cases, the literature provided only an 
estimate of total flux, that ir., total quantity of material 
transferred between compartments during an interval of 
time. The transfer coefficient was then calculated by 
dividing the total flux by the average standing crop of 

the donor compartment to yield a fractional transfer. 
Coefficients are arranged in the matrix to represent a 
fractional transfer from the variable indicated by the 
number at the top of the column to the variable listed 
to the left of the row. 

LINEAR MODELING OF AN ECOSYSTEM 

M.Reeves III1 

A computer code has been written to analyze linear 
ecosystem models. Matrix techniques are used to obtain 
the solution in terms of the eigenvalues and eigen
vectors of the matrix of internal flow coefficients and 
integrals of time-dependent external forcing functions. 
Reductions in computer running time of two orders of 
magnitude have been observed in some cases relative to 
self-adjusting Runge-Kutta, a finite-difference tech
nique. A discussion of the mathematical and numerical 
analysis and the input and output may be found in a 
recent report 10 

INEAR COMPARTMENTAL ANALYSIS 
OF ECOSYSTEMS 

M. T. Heath1 R. E. Funderlic, 

A general report1' has been written which discusses 
the stability or recovery time of linear compartmental 

10. M. Reeves III, A Code for Linear Modemmg of am 
Ecosystem, ORNL4BP-71-2 (1971). 

11. R. E. Funderik and U T. Heath, Lma 
Analysis of Ecosystems, ORNL4BP-71-4 (August 1971). 

Table 4.2. Matrix fot global exchange of came* (Beta 197©>* 
- i , Variables refei to total quantities of carbon on the earth's surface (year ) 

Variables 

Atmosphere 
Terrestrial plants 
Terrestrial dead 

1 
7 
3 

-1.93E-1 
5.00E-2 

2.22E-2 
-7.78E-2 

5.56E-2 

3.57E-2 

-3.57E-2 

1.94E-1 

organic 
Marine surfer* 4 1.43E-1 -3.54E-1 1.17E-2 

water 
Phytophnkton 
Zoopbnkton and 

fish* 
Marine dead 

5 
6 

7 

8.00E-2 -8.00E00 
4.00E00 

4.0OEO0 

-6.67E00 

6.67E00 -1.17E-2 
organic 

Marine deep 
water 

Sediments 

S 

9 

8.00E-2 1.67E-3 

3.33iv4 

2.50E-7 

1.30E-3 

1.30E-3 

2-50E-7 

'Standing crops and fluxes from figure on p. 130 of B. Bonn, Scientific America* 223(3). 124-46(1970). 
^Standing crop taken as 2 billion metric tons. 
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audeh of ecosystems. These mode's caa be exprercd 
as a system of deferential equations 

wheat /< * U^> is the matrix cf transfer coefficient* 
and M n the vector of conce-Juations in ike compart
ments. Theorems ate stated m the report which could 
he of vame in arvtjtigetmg tnch systems, and indica
tions are fjwen for farther research in *!m area. Mote 
specaffcafty. Ae information songht is * certain eigen
value of the matrix A. Of course, the cjgearah'c could 
be calculated by a coaaputer program, bnt this might 
not yield hmght into the structuie of the system and 
how changes m system parameters affect this cruet*! 
mat. For this reason, iample boundi are given for the 
cajeajvam? m question, ami a procedure is ontlmed tor 
drtrrnnmng its vaaee mere exactly if needed (under 
certain eutdifkim of the autti?x}. 

^ E Funded*' 

A picmmmvy cremate? program has been written 
w&Uk oknbui the partial derivative* of the eujea-
values of a matrix with respect to changes in the matrix 
element*. In a linear c «epartmeMal model of JU 
ecoiy«en^wheiederr«atm^reilscttbe''^sitr^yof.Ae 
staMm> or lucouery time of * • «ystem to change* m its 
transfer coefficients. AM tnch derivatives have been 
calndatrd Car the 66 matrices which appear m a recent 
amor?.'* Investigation is wader way to find trend* 
among these which wo *J be rwtpfot in uod*»frnding 
the ttabtJ*y of ecosystem*. 

J.S.Oboa 

laitraalioftef and mter-bioiue coordination for th* 
ml**~Zz*m Biological frogiam has frad a continuing 
fan) of aaisnataag data west are aaw^nbk to aiiidehaj, 
piauatilsnj and cychag of elements, fart of the 1970 
SC9vn*i>r" provided tome ouaatitetivr mesaresof 

II. BeauY V mua. tommy *f Memm^t T*mf* 
Nmmn. €m9Jm*\\ Urns Ifttl. 

If. faady t<C*k* Menus * mt tmitmmmt OCB). 
Mlna*f Jamnaop *m GweoJ geifciawint: it • " ' * • < 
WmtUmmWmttf9mSm9m9 w99 ACarJHnV m»«P * 1 ^omwoV V-amwapojuBjfBt 

• i •aiw.iim. Wv, 

several different kinds of interference by man with 
carbon's natural bsogeocttesacal cycle which integrate* 
and auantams productivity of local and global eco
systems (see Systems Ecc£jgy). In some degree the 
assimilation of organic matter in the biosphere compen
sates tor some of the excess casbon dioxide which is 
released by burning of fossa fuels in the .*cpc!*ibere. 
Yet, land clearing is rrlrsiiag much carbon from trees 

Obi of the conclusions from synthesis in IBP re-
starch 1 4' 1* is that terrestrial plants may absorb sub
stantially more carbon by piiot<MYfjrfcf«« the* do 
nrgmhna ia the oceas or other aquatic systems. Some 
of this organic carbon is returned to the medium (at or 
water) very rapidly as respiration and. by definrtioo. » 
not even counted in net primary production estimates 
of Table 43. la principle there is a contours of 
rfridemt times among otmn organic products, tu& 
Table 4 J partitions them conveniently into com
ponents with ~»ort" acd "long" residence times. Oa 
land the former have residence times aver aging less than 
three years; reciprocals of resufeuce time give a mean 
turnover fraction mar OJS. By contrast, materials of 
long "ride nee tint*, trees ami dead mt'eriak with a 
moderately long undencr time ( e ^ most buowt. but 
aot coal), are f*en Uajetht; as having turnovev 
coefficients averaging aear 0i>*6. Only aaoderate varia
tion around the, value is mdkateri amo% ibe major 
classes of terrestrial ccoaysteas. but much local »a.T«-
tion exists within btomes. la aojuatic ecosystems the 
terms are known aasch more poorly, but the present 
summary t**e» Ma»ovt4iveu" cemponenu (e.g.. mostly 
ptoakton) ashevraga mean turnover at least an order of 
magaitade faster than the equivalent category for land. 
Stable oigaaic by-products are corm d̂ered by some as 
navmg more than an order of. maiftode slower 
turnover (Table O ) . 

Carbon dioxide is exchanp^i with the oceans through 
the buffered carbonate system, which formerly was 
thought by many to be chiefly lesfoadMe for con-
tromng atraoaaVrk CO3 content. These physical-
cheaucat exctoeaes phst lh» iota! carbon for ihe marine 
bioaphere aad the sbort'JfviJe1 and (nag<livvd totals for 
uuwu) wuru aw/nva)u nvau anwan̂ napwuuru»' aajaivw/ sawnav vjî n̂wanjnam'Uŵ vjF , ic wauauv̂  una 

saccemive camoa buaaet •* utmtlitn carried o*u at 
^ ^ ^ w w u u i ' w W J ' W V I V •F^^^Bvaw'* %nawuĵ wwniwvnpw'̂  w^vvMnp vr^^v wv 

14. I. f. Owen, XatanCycle end Tmuinli WneuVc* " 
chaa. IS hi Aaloufcuf JSnala /. Aimym ofTmmwmtfion* 
etmfmm. ed. •» 0. E. Umm. laiaa^vVarhi. Bura> 
Hriinlnillsw Ye*. I^m 
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TaMt4J. 

Ecoqrttca eompk* 

Net pfaaary arooWtioa^ 
no* awUic looWyeor) 

Rcatfeac«t«K 

<IO*i 
•ic can>oa pooh 
•eUk lot/ycart Turaove 

iytt 
r&actiw Net pfaaary arooWtioa^ 

no* awUic looWyeor) 
Rcatfeac«t«K 

Short* 
Lo« 

Turaove 
iytt 

K* I^Bt 
Shorr* U * * Tout Short* 

Lo« 
Short Lo«j Shorr* U * * Tout Short* 

Liw* Deaf 
Short Lo«j 

I r r t m — B u m 
Foam, wootka* 20 16 36 62 420 53f 0.3226 0416*4 
Wrrtiodi. ttMcfc<tte 1 OJ i J 1 4 25 IJ) 0.02759 
Gmauad, taain 42 4 J 9.0 I I 2t 27$ 0.3tlt 041514 
Pewri. H—iriui I J 1.4 3.2 4 16 39 0.45 6*2545 
AajncauUDl. atUaa 4 2 _6 4 J| ISO 1.0 041242 

S***oul 31 25 54 •2 47* 1019 0371 041667 
M—tic rnaa—tlirr 21 1 22 2 13 700 103 0J00I42 

Gk*al(o<MM<1* 71 •4 413 1719 
AtflHMBfcCfic 6t3 

lothe 

SCEP4 * and provided to L. Macau for contnbotiow to 
thfSMIC study.1 4 

WhaV some econondcafy jHsportsnt coanponents of 
the oceanic biota are being affected by man's impact, 
the ctonge in total ecosystem function is not Mealy to 
be prompt. On t*nd, howern. current efforts to 
reconstruct the impact man has already had en terres
trial ecosystems nipjriti a large historic chaos/ m the 
world's carbon budget. Future changes, related to 
eopuinioit per unit area and resource use per capita, 
pose relatively more immediate problems for regulating 
the function of tend ecosystems than oceanic systems. 
Many of these impacts hare received much ioca) 
attention and some protest from the public. Evaluating 
their cumulative effects over a region as large as the 
E**ern Deciduous Biome or the United States, much 
less the world, is a challenge that is only being carried 
to the "demofttratimr stage to help judge how 
workable targe-scale modeling is lfctly to be in the 
future. In the particular caae of the carbon cycle, the 
mixing within use global atmosphere as a whole makes 

15. J. Msc*to.C. D. Kwgji, nd 1. S. Oboa «t at. mSCET 
(op. sued), pp. 46-55, i2-0§. Ii0-6t, 192-200, 244-47, 
1970. 

16. Study of start lancet <m Oumtt (SMO. tmtbtrtem 
CUmme Modl/kttkm, hJJ.7. PMM, CravMdf*. 
1971. 

any future evaluation rather strongly dependent upon 
the existing sanation and trends outside tte boundaries 
of any one nation. 

STEA0Y4TATE ntOTOOTHTOESK MODEL 

R. A. Goldstein I. B. Mankin 

We are a rrently developing a steady-state leaf p*oto-
syttthesis Model which apphea energy, carbon, aud 
True* tabooes to = *saf. For specified eawironmantal 
conditio** and gerund prsysiolof^ and >uorphotogical 
cheroeteristics of 4 « leaf and phot to which the leaf is 
attached, the mfeief calculates * L , leaf water potential; 
TL, leaf temperature; and CL, carbon dioxide concecv 
tration *t the carboxybtion sites. From the above 
variables, the model calculates rates of net p^oto-
syntheeit and transpiration. 

The eneigy balance stipulates that the rate of energy 
absorption by the leaf of solar plus loog-wjve radiation 
equi'4 the rate of energy emission by the leaf thtough 
the processes of radiation, transpiration, and eowvec-
tion. 

l 4 + f f 

t2p^-V^. (I) 
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where 

§ - fraction of sobr radiation absorbed by leaf. 
5 * intensity of sobr radiation (energy/area time). 
e * emtsshrity of leaf. 

R * intensity of long-wave radiation (energy/area 
time). 

o * Stefan Bottzmann constant. 
TL * leaf temperature. 
Ly * btent heat of vaporization (function of TL). 

pVL * saturation water vapor density at mesophyll 
surface (function of TL). 

pVA * water vapor density of atmosphere, 

r'A *boundary byer resistance to flow of water 
vapor (function of wind velocity and leaf size). 

r̂  s stomalal r »sta*ce to flow of water vapor 
(function ^CL and +L). 

pA * density of air (function of temperature and 
water vapor content). 

Cp * specific heat of air at constant pressure (func
tion of water vapor content), 

rA * boundary hyer resistance to diffusion of heat 
(function of wind velocity and leaf size). 

Those processes that take place on both surfaces of 
the leaf are multiplied by two. The leaves we are 
rntertsted in only haw stomata on the abaxial surface. 

The carbon balance stepubtes that the rate of 
diffusion of carbon to the carboxybtion sites is e«nial 
to the net rate of photosynthesis. 

C a - q 1 

•Vi • ' ! • ' * ( l /e ,<t f ) * ( l /e a C L ) 
ATL)t (2) 

where 

CA * carbon dioxide concentration of atmosphere 
(function of TA and pA ), 

CL " carbon dioxide concentration at carboxyb-
tion sites. 

r"A • boundary byer resistance to diffusion of CO* 
(function of wind velocity and leaf size), 

r"s * stomatal resistance to diffusion of C 0 5 (func
tion of CL and+ t ) , 

r"M * mesophyll resistance to diffusion of COj, 

e| * maximum efficiency of utilization of ab
sorbed sobr radiation in photosynthesis, 

*3 * maximum efficiency of utilization of C0 3 in 
photosynthesis. 

ATL)* function giving effect of leaf temperature on 
net rate of photosynthesis. 

The water balance stipubtes that the rate at which 
water vapor is leaving the pbni equals the rate at which 
water is flowing from the soil to the leaves. 

P*L PVA rso 7. 
rA+rS "SO * »> 

(3) 

where 

• 5 0 * soil-water potential. 
• t = leaf-water potential, 

a * ratio of transpiration area of pbnl to effective 
water conducting area between roots arid soil. 

rso * resistance to movement of water between 
roots and soil (function of +so). 

m 
r

r - resistance of plant to movement of water. 

The water balance differs from the energy and carbon 
balances in two major respects. Most often, it takes 
only minutes for a leaf to come into equilibrium with 
its environment in terms of carbon and energy, while it 
takes hours to reach a steady state HI terms of water 
transport throufh the pbnt. Whue conceptually it is 
perfectly ace V- ̂ * to isolate a single leaf and impose a 
carbon and energy babnee, water uptake by the plant 
from the roots will be dependent on the transpiration 
of the entire plant canopy. The environment and 
physiological property of the leaves throughout the 
canopy are in most instances not uniform. Hence, the 
water babnee appears to be conceptually weaker than 
the other two balances within the framework of the 
model; however, for the objective of estimating relative 
effects of environmental and pbnt parameters on 
photosynthesis in order to identify the major variabiles 
and mechanisms, this weakness is not considered 
significant. Pbnt-watet rebtions is an area requiring 
considerably more intensive research. 

Figures 4.4-4.6 illustrate the application of the model 
to an abstract pbnt. The p'ant is an abstraction because 
the parameters used to describe it are based on values 
we found scattered throughout literature for several 
different pbnts. We are presently in the process of 
replacing many of these values with others based on 
experiments performed by our colleagues. The figures 
show the variation in leaf temperature, net photo
synthesis rate, and transpiration rate as i. result of 
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varying a single parameter and holding the other 
parameters constant. The environmental conditions for 
aO cases (utiles otherwise stated) are atmospheric 
temperature * 27°C, relative humidity * 80%, soil water 
potential * - 2 bars, and wind speed * '00 cm/sec. 

In Fig. 4.4, relative humidity is varied from 10 to 
100%. and the leaf temperature increases 4°. The net 
photosynthesis rate increases approximately 27%, while 
tfr* transpiration rate decreases about 82%. All changes 
are approximately linear. The increase in water use 
efficiency, measured as the ratio of the net photo
synthesis to transpiration, is over 690%. 

In Fig. 4 5 , air temperature is varied from 22 to 32°C. 
The water vapor density of the air is held constant to its 
value at 27 C, 80% relative humidity. Hence, the 
relative humidity of the atmosphere vaises. but the 
water vapor content remains constant. The leaf temper
ature increases approximately linearly from 24 to 30°C. 
The net photosynthesis increases about 40% and is 
leveling off at about 32°C air temperature. If the air 
temperature were further increased, the net photo
synthesis would be expected to start decreasing. The 
transpiration increases about 130% in an approximately 
linear fashion. 

In Fig. 4.6, solar radiation is varied from 0.000 iD 
OJ020 cal cm" 2 sec"', and leaf temperature increases 
about 6* in a linear fashion. Transpiration also increases 
linearly by 42%, and the rate of net photosynthesis 
increases from 0 to 0.248 g C 0 2 cm" 2 sec"'. 
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The Systems Ecology Program spans a wide range of 
activities within the Ecological Sciences Division. Con* 
tnbutions from individual analysts are to be found in a 
number o( other sections of this report. As the Division 
programs expand and the relatively young modeling 
staff develops experience and expertise, their contribu
tions become virtually indistinguishable from the re
search and programs within which they operate. Col
lected in this section of the report are those contribu
tions which represent specific advances and applications 
in the field of environmental systems analysis. 

GENERALIZED TERRESTRIAL 
FOOD PATHWAY MODEL 

R.S. Booth S. V. Kaye P. S. Rohwer 

Major attention has beer, focused on modeling the 
important environmental pathways leading to intake of 
radioactivity via ingestion of food and drink. One phase 
of this work is represented by the flow diagram in Fig. 
5.1 which shows the terrestrial food pathways included 
in one of the ORNL systems analysis computer codes.5 

The three S"s in Fig. 5.1 are adjusted to reflect initial 
partitioning of the source, F, among the three primary 
interceptor compartments: deposition directly on the 
surface of the edible parts of food crops, deposition on 
cropland soil, and deposition on pastve grass. Move
ment of radioactivity from one compartment to an
other is quantified by the T\ known as environmental 
transfer coefficients. This diagram shows that nan 
ingests radioactivity via consumption of surface-
contaminated food crops, crops contaminated via root 
uptake, beef, and milk. The d factors adjust for 
radioactivity lost in harvesting and food preparation, as 
well as dietary characteristics of the populations ex

posed. Total dairy intake as a function of age and time 
is the output of the environmental system: analysis and 
serves as input, in conjunction with the other data, for 
the two codes computing the dose estimates. 

The terrestrial food pathway model diagrammed in 
Fig. 5.1 was used in a detailed study of the dynamics of 
25 radionuclides.5-6 A sample output shown in Fig. 5.2 
illustrates predicted intakes by man from an initial 
impulse deposition of 1 pCi/em2 of each of seven 
radionuclides in the receptor compartments. These 
same radionuclides are shown in Fig. 5.3 in terms of the 
dose to the total body of a standard man consuming a 
reference diet composed of the four food items. 
Although analysis of our intake estimates reveals that 
9 0 S r constitutes 5% and 2 0 * T I constitutes 25% of the 
total intake (pCi) during the first 120 days following 
en'ionmental deposition, those two radionuclides con
tribute 55 and 1% of the estimated total dose commit
ment (seven radionuclides) for the total body, respec
tively. If we consider dose-commitment accumulations 
in the critical organs for those two nuclides only, , 0 S r 
contributes over 97% of the total dose commitment 
for bone and 2 0 4 T 1 contributes nearly AS% of the total 

1. Instaiinentation and Control* Division. 
2. Mathematics Division. 
3. Consultant. 
4. Health Physics Division. 
5. R. S. Booth, S. V. K*>e, and P. S. Rohwer, A System 

Analysis Methodology for Predicting Dose to Man pom a 
Radioacthrely Contaminated Terrestrial Environment. USAEC 
CONF-710501 Impress). 

6. R. S. Booth and S. V. Kaye, A Preliminary Systems 
Analysis Model of Radioactivity Transfer to Man from Deposi
tion in a Terrestrial Environment. ORNL TM-3135 (October 
1971). 
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for the gastrointestinal tract. These results emphasize 
that when one attempts to identify "critical" radionu
clides it is important to evaluate the radionuclide release 
on the basis of radiation dose rather than on picocuries 
ingested. Curves rapidly approaching their asymptotic 
values in Fig. 5.2 identify those radionuclides having 
short radioactive half-lives and/or environmental half-
times. 

The conclusions drawn from this hypothetic,! release 
are specific to the mix of radionuclides, the modeling 
schema, and the initial conditiom specified. The relative 
quantities of the various radionuclides present in an 
actual radionuclide release could influence significantly 
the outcome of analyses such as these presented here. 
Topology changes and site specific data would be used 
in applying this model to a selected site. Wherever 
poumfe the dynamics of this general-purpose terrestrial 
food pathway model were cheeked against measure
ments from specially designed experiments or monitor
ing of worldwide fallout. In tome instances these 

comparisons led to programming more detailed models 
of the abbreviated subsystems in Fig. S. l . Examples of 
some of these more detailed models are given in the 
following section. 

DYNAMICS OF THE FORAGE-COW-MILK 
PATHWAY FOR TRANSFER OF RADIOACTIVE 
IODINE. STRONTIUM, AND C£JHJM TO MAN 

R. S. Booth O. W. Burke S. V . Kaye 

A systems analysis model was developed to predict 
transfer of radioactive iodine (Fig. 5.4), cesium, and 
strontium (Fig. 5.5) from air above a pasture into milk 
and meat produced by cattle. The system was repre
sented by a series of compartments counted by transfer 
coefficients, thereby forming pathways from the initial 
air concentration to the mile and meat compartments. 
Equations written for the compartments weie solved 
with an analog computer. 
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where 

fink - percentage of 30-year intake (summed over a l pathways) accumulated at time t by the ith radionuclide m the *th 
pathway, 

lnk(r)' intake rate (jiCi/day) of the *th radionuclide in the *»h pathway at time r, and 
£ /„(T) • M.mmation of intake rates of the irth radionuclide over all pathways at time r. 
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•am. smcc XPO&UOH or IUOOACTIVITY M JO-.WOWMCWT ways. 
F%. 5.3* CoaArifcrntiom of «t* radtowcMdi *•# dote otMMrit-

MMts (ram) predicted far total body daring Ike first 120 days 
tibflowtag deposition of 1 pCf/cm at tfw ewvfconr&cst. 

There are three systems in the model: the cow system 
(0i . & . 03. 04. 0s . 06. 07. 0i3>. the grass-soil 
system (0g. 0». 0 t o ) . and the water supply system 
(0i i. 0 i a)- Model equations are based upon a radio
activity balance within each compartment. Thus, every 
transfer from a given compartment must t<* a transfer 
to another compartment except for loss by radioactive 
decay. Mass-balance equations were also used to con
serve man. The general form of the equation used to 
estimate the amount of radioactivity in the nth com
partment is 

&„=?* + £ KmQm-KQn 0) 
m*l 

The term Fn is the fallout source to the mh compart
ment with units of microcuries per square meter per 

day. The symbol Qm represents the amcunt of radio
activity in the mh compart mem in units of microcuries 
p*r square meter for the grass and surface water 
compartments and units of microcuries for aO others 
(&„ is the time derivative of Q„). The expression 
K.mQm * l n e transfer rate from the mth compartment 
to the mh compartment and \, m has units of (days)"1. 

The transfer coeffMents &„, j are independent of the 
radioactive decay of the isotope under study. Once the 
*„,„'* are determined and X̂  is fixed by the selection 
of a particular isotope, then the X„'s are also deter
mined. Thu*l the \ / s are a convenient collection of 
transfer coefficients. 

The radionuclide concentrations in various compart
ments were determined for two cases. The first case was 
the impulse response of the cow. since an initial 
concentration of radioactivity was assumed to be 
present in the cow gut. with all other compartments 
initially free of radioactivity. In the second case, a 
concentration of radioactivity was above the pasture for 
a short time, resulting in an initial concentration of 6 X 
I0 3 pCi/m2 on the grass. This case simulated the 
passage of a contaminated cloud over the pasture, and it 
is the impulse response of the entire system. Radionu
clide concentrations in the grass, gut. Mood, milk, and 
reservoirs are presented for ' 3 * I, * 3 7 Cs, '*Sr, and *°Sr 
as a function of time after introduction of the 
radioactivity. Results for **Sr arid *°Sr are illustrated 
in Fig. 5.6. 

Several general conclusions were reached from the 
results of these two cases. Transfers of radioactivity 
from grass to gut, gut to blood, and blood to milk weie 
very rapid, and transient equilibrium was established in 
these compartments within a few days after input to 
the grass. F o r ' 3 I I input to the grass. Tor example, the 
milk concentration was a constant times the grass 
concentration after about five days. This rapid transfer 
to milk was further illustrated when radioactivity was 
initially added to the gut, since the gut was emptied of 
radioactivity within a day or so and the dynamics of the 
milk compartment practically duplicates that of the 
blood. 

Uptake and subsequent loss of radioactivity by the 
body reservoirs was evident in the milk concentrations 
because the reservoirs are feedback paths to the blood 
and the blood activity is mimicked by the milk. For 
example, the ' 3 7 C s concentration in milk about 30 
days after input on the grass is primarily determined by 
the transfer of radioactivity from meat to blood to milk 
rather than the direct transfer from grass to blood to 
milk. 
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Neglecting the cow's body reservoirs in estimating 
radionuclide uptake by mar after an initial deposition 
on the grass would result in underestimating the total 
transfer because (1) the meat and soft tissue (which 
includes the liver and heart) are consumed by man. and 
(2) the reservoirs continue to transfer radioactivity to 
milk long after the radioactivity has essentially disap
peared from the grass. 

As a preliminary test of the model, selected predic
tions were compared with a liro»»ed number of available 
measurements. For example, ,M ratio #C^kg meat 
(wt\ - ufi/lirer fmilci acrees with oubbshed values 
within a factor of 2 except for strontium transfer to 
mile. This agreement, which tends to validate the 
model, cannot be considered conclusive since the single 
set of parameters used in the model may not apply 
where the measurements were made. That is, exact and 
complete testing of the model can only be done if the 
experimental conditions during the measurement are 
used to specify the input data for the model simulauou. 

A TWVCOMfARTMENT, THREE*ARAMETER 
MODEL FOR THE ABSORPTION AND RETENTION 

OF INGESTED ELEMENTS 1Y ANIMALS 

R. A. Goldstein J. v.'. Ehvood 

In many *xperiments on absorption and retention of 
ingested etexnents. the measured retention curve is 
fitted to the sum of two exponential functions. The 
model used inosi often to interpret resuhs assumes thai 
the instantaneous rate of absorption is proportional >o 
the instantaneous rate of ingestion. The authors lave 
proposed7 a model that assumes the instantaneous rate 
of absorption is proportional to the amount of unab* 
sorbed element in the gut. The models lev! to different 
interpretations of the parameters of the retention curve 
and tc different functional descriptions of the •ccumu 
btion of absorbed element in the body. Data are 
presented to support the author's proposed model over 
the commonly used model Since boch models are of 
equal mathematical complexity, there is no justification 
for favoring the commonly used model. 

Figure 5.7* shove, the coouaonty used model and Fig. 
5.76 shows the model wt propose. The taffltreutial 
equations describing the dynanuVi of the first model ate 
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dt 
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i-'ig. 5.8. Percentage of ingested element in the body compart
ment B after a single feeding according to first (dashed line) and 
second (sotki line) models for two different cases. 

ecologies! models. As a result, untried hypotheses are 
sometimes involved in model development. For ex
ample, it may be difficult to predetermine optimal 
model complexity, ihat is, the number of state variables 
or compartnienis to be included in a model for 
acceptable accuracy. It could be argued that a more 
complicated mode! can account more accurately for 
complexities in the ieal system. While this argument 
appears correct intuitively, additional factors need to be 
considered. 

The hypothesis that greater complexity leads to 
greater accuracy was tested by analyzing 'he total 
uncertainty accompanying a model prediction. Ir. gen
eral, systematic bias, resulting from abstracting the 
system into a few variables, is inversely related to 
complexity (Fig. 5.9). However, there is a concomitant 
increase in uncertainty due to measurement errors on 
individual model parameters. As more parameters are 
added to the model, they must be quantified in field 
and laboratory experiments which are never error-free. 
If these measurement errors are promulgated through a 
simulation, they contribute to uncertainty in model 
predictions. By applying Monte Carlo simulation tech
niques, it was possible to account explicitly for each 
component of the total uncertainty. Particular atten-

according to the two models for two sets of parameters. 
The feeding occurs at time zero, and we assume thM 
ingestion occurs over a period of time t such that 

OML-0W6 71-3975 

t « J_ 

t<KTt 

and 

u 

We also assume that the initial concentrations of 
element in the body and gu; are 0. 

ERROR ANALYSIS OF ECOLOGICAL MODELS 

R. V. O'Neill 

Systems analysis techniques are valuable in the 
analysis: of radionuclide kinetics in ecosystems. How
ever, the art of systems modeling is relatively new to 
ecology, and few guides are available for constructing 

MODEL COMPLEXITY—-•-

Fig. 5.9. Components of error on model predictions as a 
function of model complexity. Systematic bias or alpha error is 
usually assumed to decrease as models account for more of the 
complexities of real systems. Measurement or beta error might 
be expected to increase as more parameters are added to the 
model. The resultant model inaccuracy or gamma error (7 = a + 
0) may, therefore, tend to increase for very complex models. 
The shape of the three curves and the relationships bttween 
them illustrate the hypotheses examined in this study. The 
relationships suggest that there is an optimal level of complexity 
for a model. 
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tion was paid to the batotve between systematic bias 
and measurement errors. This jitalysis indicated that 
the gain in precision from increasing model complexity 
is not as consistent an outcome as might be expected. 
Results appear valid for a wide range of modeling 
applications. 

ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
AND TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

J. S. Olson 

As part of its long-range planning, the Ecological 
Sciences Division is assessing ^riorties of its environ
mental research that also bear on broad AEC mission 
responsibilities. This complements our work with the 
Health Physics DivLion on environmental assessment of 
dose to man. Additional impacts of nuclear Technology 
on various environments on which man depends include 
several categories in terms of urgency: (1) Impacts 
around individual nuclear facilities have received direct 
attention in 1971 from many of the Division's staff. 
(2) The ecological impacts (e.g., thermal, chemical) 
which could not be well evaluated bee; use of missing 
information or insufficient allowance for system inter
actions have also been reviewed with regard to model 
efforts in future years of the Division's research. 
(3) This leaves a number of other problems that are 
recognized as having a longer delay before humans are 
affected, unknown probabilities for the magnitude of 
perturbing influences, and for uncertain ecologic?! 
effects and costs ...suiting from such influences. 

At the request of the AECs Division of Biology and 
Medicine, the Ecological Sciences Division contributed 
to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's "Study 
of Critical Environmental Problems" (SCEP) in 1970 to 
place several of these matters in perspective. Facts and 
projections on several problems (energy by-products, 
other pollution, ecological effects, land use, and cli-
r.-ate) have been organized before, during, a»:d after 
that study. Several crude indices of "ecological de
mand" or impact on man's environment are expanding 
at rates considerably higher than energy use, for 
example, 5 to 6% or more per year in developed and 
developing countries. IUustn /e case studies included 
DDT, mercury pathways, petroleum at sea, and phos
phorus cycling (technological more than ecological). 
These examples and briefer review of additional sensi
tive areas confirm that not all the public alarm about 
such problems is exaggerated. The instantaneous danger 
is not necessarily overwhelming, but the lag factor 
inherent in implemen:inj; realistic control poses social 

problems which have been widely discussed in environ
mental literature. 

As one ^lustration centrally related to AEC's energy 
research, initial work v ich SCEP was with the group on 
"Energy Products" which added to and evaluated the 
M.l.T. siafTs estimates of present and future emissions 
of wastes or their "residual" effects.8 Effluents were 
calculated first, accepting AEC projections and several 
others using closely related extrapolative techniques. 
Most concern and doubt from the leaders of the SCEP 
«?udy remained about the environmental hy-prodL:ts jf 
the nuclear alternatives to the present sources of 
electric power of the national and world economy. 

For baseline re»c-ence. the group accepted AEC's 
1969-1970 projection* of installed nuclear generating 
capacity and total tx>wer capacity. One concern was the 
implication of these projections »V growth of fossil fuel 
effluents: another concern not f-ii, reflected in the 
SCEP report was with the alternatives (particularly for 
C 0 2 and the ecology of UK- carbon cycle) vf growth 
rat terns for nuclear power which might te either lower 
or higher than those taken as a baseline. 

On the low side, a bg was evident already by bte 
summer 1970 and was then foreseen as likely to be 
extended somewhat bv procedural requirements of the 
1969 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 
Compared with the approximate baseline estimate of 
1.43 X I 0 9 tons or C 0 2 for 1970 and 2.16 X 10 9 tons 
for 1980, a reduction to, say, half the projected 1980 
nuclear operating* capacity would either increase the 
C 0 2 emission rate near 2.5 X 10 9 tons or eke start 
slowing down the total elet trie generating capacity 
growth _>n a national or international scale. 

Everyone realizes that projections to 2000 AD are 
subject to many frailties. If the total capacity projec
tions for that year still held, COa effluent rates would 
approximate 5.24 X 10 v tas/year with a "low" 
nuclear operating capacity of 0.6 X 10* MW(e);4.87 X 
10 9 ions/year for a capacity of 0.67 X 10* MW(e) 
(AEC's 1969 projection Without a major breeder pro
gram); a significant but unknown amount below these 
rates with stronger nucleai programs (with breeders). 
Any such levels imply a significant change in the global 
and regional carbon cycles, and hence in many eco
system production models of the sort noted under the 
Biome Applications section of this report. 

8. E. Hamilton, John Franklin, J. Olson, et al.. "Working 
Group on Energy Products,'' pp. 288-306 in Man's Impact on 
the Global Environment (Study of Critical Environmental 
Problems, SCEP), M.l.T. Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1970. 
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Whether the climatic influence of C0 2 is as great as 
sortie groups expect or is counteracted by other 
influences like turbidity, it is important that the 
opposing and shifting tendencies toward change be 
evaluated.9 Energy generating at the levels projected 
within the present century will be imposing local 
thermal effluent problems far more severe than our 
Division has had to consker in connection with current 

environmental impact statements: the possibility of 
broader regional and global disturbance of climatic 
balance calls for ecosystem modeling in advance of the 
environmentil change instead of concurrent with ii. 

9. "Inadvertent Climate Modification," Study of Man's Im
pact on Climate (SMIC), M.I.T. Press, Cambridge. Massachu
setts, 1971. 
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EFFECTS OF FIELD FALLOUT RADIATION 
DEPOSITS ON REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITY 

OF FESCUE 

R. C. Dahlman Y. A. Tsnaka J. J. Beauchamp 

Reproductive response of plants in a regime of 
chronic, low-level, beta-gamma in situ radiation was 
eViermined for simulated fallout contamination in the 
' ' 'Cs grassland facility. Observations were made on the 
ifect of combined internal-external irradiation on seed 

production and germination of Ky-31 tall fescue (Fes-
tuca arundinacja Shreb). Dose rate to the meristematic 
tissue initiation zones was both measured with thermo
luminescent dovmeters and calculated from tissue 
radioaciivity concentrdiion. Dcie rate estimates are 
summarized ui Table 6.1 for mid-summer perods over 
iv/o years (1969 and 1970) of observation. Total 
exposure for selected intervals can be integrated for 
iesired time periods by assuming a linear decrease in 
o'ose rate Ja plo* showed slight curvilinearity with a 
ntsativr; <k>pe). 

Average seed production was reduced by 50% in the 
field radiation regime (Fig. 6.1) and it ranged from 17 
to 9 rads/day duiing the first (1969) reproductive 
period. At the conclusion of the second season (1970) 
when dose rate had diminished by an additional 40%, 
seed production was 20% less than that of controls. 
Estimated cumulative exposure in the three-month 
period prior to flowering (during the tiwe of probable 
floral initiation) was 1000 and 50 rads for 1969 and 
1970, respectively. Short-term cumulative dose to 
primordial reproductive tissue was considered more 
realistic and probably more efiective than total cumula-

1. NSF-URP. 
2. Dual capacity. 

Terrestrial Ecosystems 
J. D. Story 
L. E. Tucker 
R. 1. Van Hook2 

J.P Witherspoon2 

tive dose from long-term (one and two year) exposures 
because continuous turnover and replacement of plant 
structures (leaf, stem, tiller) characterizes the growth 
pattern of grasses. In such a succession of tissues, each 
generation would receive a finite exposure and would 
be exposed to less than the cumulative dose. Derivative 
cells, however, may be affected by long-term exposures 
because their genetic apparatus may persist for several 
cell generations. Results indicated that seed production 
was affected by dose rate rather than totaf long-term 
exposure to a chronic in situ radiation source. Percent
age reduction in the number of seeds per panicle was 
roughly half as much in ! 969 as in 1970 (20 vs 50%), 
and it roughly corresponded to reduction in dose rate 
(<17 vs <9 rads/day) dt. ring periods of floral initiation. 

Table 6.1 Compniioii of dose rate (Jtp * R^j to i i i r t i i i i t 
tissue* receiving radiation exposure from external fafloat 

and absorbed radioactivity 

Date 
Gamma and beta dose rate (rads/day) 

Date 
External source Internal source0 Total 

August 1968 
June 1969 
July 1970 

12 c 

9" 
6C 

4.6 17 
0.5 9.5 
0.0 6 

'Meristem assumed to be 1 cm above soil surface, and 
possessed 0.5-cm-diam X 1.0-cn>long average dimensions. 

°Dose rate calculations based on formulas from G. J. Hine 
and G. I.. Brownell, Radiation Dosimetry, Academic, 1956; 
W. W. Parmtey et a!., p. 437 in Some Aspects of Internal 
Irradiation, T. F. Dougherty et al. (eds.), Pergamon, 1962; and 
L. O. Mannelli et u.,Am J. Roentgenol. 59, 260 (1948). 

rMeasured dose rate. 
interpolated dose rate. 
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Percentage germination of irradiated seeds was only 
eight units less than that of controls in 1969 (Fig. 6.1), 
but this difference was not significant according to 
ANOVA tests. Results for the 1970 collection were 
inconclusive because all 23,781 seeds from one control 
plot failed to germinate. The factor which caused this 
failure has not been determined, but it is not nicety that 
complete germination inhibition its a natural phenome
non in tall fescue seed. Normal seed production was 
observed for collections from mis plot in 1969, and the 
anomaly in 1970 was attributed to undefined germina
tion conditions in the laboratory. The germination 
failure necessitated the use of an estimated value in the 
ANOVA tests, consequently there was no significant 
diffcience between irradiated and control treatments in 
!970. Results for both production and germination 
disclosed that the latter was a less sensitive indkator of 
radiat* a effects than sê d production. This can be 
explained by considering developmental sequences of 
sexual reproduction in angiosperms (includ'ng grass), 
where deleterious effects for each genome probably 
would not be transferred to <,ubseq;«cnt reproductive 
events (i.e., anomalies at serogenesis may vanish 
before the onset of fertilization). Trie anomaly would 
disappear from the genome and population, and it 
would not be detected when scoring for effects at later 
stages of germinule development. 

Another independent experiment which involved cot
ton rats was in progress in the experimental plots during 
vernal vegetative growth, floral initiation, and panicle 
collection in 1969. Appreciable disturbance to vegeta
tion by the cotton rats required special juristical 
treatment of the seed production and germination 
results. Cotton rat grar'ng reduced seed production 
(Fig. 6.1) through direct but apparently subtle damage 
f o the developing inflorescence. Relative to controls, 
die effect of gr&ring on seed production was significant 
in 1969 at the 5% level and in 1970 at the 1% level. The 
cotton rats were removed from the experimental areas 
in 1970, and suppression of production and germina
tion in the second year apparently was a carryover 
effect from prior grazing impacts. 

Results from this study indicate that a dose rate of 9 
to 17 rads/day caused detectable effects on fescue 
reproduction. However, the effects were demonstrable 
only when intensive sampling procedures and sensitive 
statistical analyses were employed. When compared 
with laboratory exposure data for approximately equiv
alent doses to meadow fescue,3 the ORNL results 
indicate a factor of 103 reduction in the dose rates 

3. A. H. Sparrow et al., in Symposium on Survival of Food 
Oops and Livestock in the Event of Nuclear War, BNL, Sept. 
18, 1970 (in press). 
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which will produce an effect on grass. This occurred 
when the radioactivity was intimately associated with 
the organism's reproductive tissue and under field 
environmental conditions. Decreased seed production 
of pasture or forage grass may not be a serious 
consequence cf contamination in an actual fallout 
situation because grasses are maximized for vegetative 
rather than seed yield. But if the same effect applies to 
cereal crops, and it probably would apply because 
wheat and corn are more radiosensitive than forage 
grass, then 50% reduction in grain yield could be 
expected if developing floral tissues were exposed to 
close-in nuclear fallout. Similar 50% decreases in seed 
production in native plant populations would greatly 
affect a species' reproductive capacity in terms of 
reduced ecesis and establishment. Resultant ecological 
manifestations would be lowered species success «nd 
changes in community composition, both of which 
would be indirect impacts attributable to sublethal 
deposits of fallout radiation. 

EFFECTS OF FAST NEUTRON RADIATION 
ON WATER UPTAKE AND LOSS 

IN SUNFLOWER PLANTS 

J. P. Witherspoon Linda Crouse 

Plants exposed to sublethal doses of radiation often 
undergo morphological changes. These changes affect 
the response of the plant to environmental variables 
such as light and moisture. The purpose of this 
experiment was to determine the degree to which 
radiation-induced aberrant foliage affects moisture gains 
and losses from plants. 

Saturation deficit is one measurement which can be 
used to express the water balance of a plant. It is 
defined as the water content of a plant part relative to 
the content if the plant were fully hydrated. This 
definition assumes that maximum growth occurs when 
the pi?nt is fully hydrated. Saturation deficits exist 
where water loss exceeds water gain. 

Potted sunflower plants (HeiUmthas atmdus) were 
irradiated in the two-leaf stage at the Health Physics 
Research Reactor. Thirty plants each were exposed to 
200, 400, and 800 rads (tissue dose in air) of fast 
neutron radiation (av energy I MeV). Exposure time 
was 18 min. 

Followi'ig irradiation, plants were maintained in the 
greenhouse (71 to 8I°F) in plastic pots containing 
silt-loam soil. One-half of the plants were maintained 
under moisture stress (SO ml of H 3 0 per pot twice 
weekly), and the other half was provided with adequate 
moisture (100 ml per pot twice weekly). 

Weekly data were collected for five weeks on foliage 
saturation deficit, root and shoot weight, plant height, 
and leaf area. Saturation deficits were determined by 
placing cut shoots in a 100% humidity chamber for 24 
hr to saturate the foliage. Then the expression 

saturated wt - fresh w* 
saturated wt — dry wt 

was used to calculate saturation deficit. Leaf areas were 
determined by ptanimeter measurements of leaf im
prints exposed on photosensitive Xerox paper. 

Analyses of variance of height, weight, and leaf area 
data showed both moisture and dose treatments to be 
highly significant. 

Figures 6.2 and 6 3 show saturation deficits expressed 
per cm2 of leaf area as a function of both time and 
dose. In both plants receiving adequate moisture (Fig. 
6.2) and those under moisture stress (Fig. 63) , the 
foliage saturation deficits are essentially doubled fol
lowing the 200-rad treatment and are more than 
doubled fctlowizg the 400-rad treatment. No normal 
foliage developed following either the 200- or 400-raJ 
treatment. 

Nonirradiated controls (both moisture treatments) 
showed an increase in saturation deficit up to three 
weeks followed by a decrease up to five weeks (time of 
flowering). This increase probably was due to rapid 
vegetative growth previous to floral initiation when 
growth is inhibited. This pattern also occurred in all 
treatments except the 400-rad, adequate moisture, 
group. 

As in the case of radiation treatments, the effect oi 
the moisture stress treatments was essentially to double 
saturation deficits over those observed for adequate 
moisture treatments. It could be concluded that a 
200-rad treatment had the same effect on mor.ture 
balance of the plant as hahing the amount of water 
given to the plants. Thus the abBity of these plants to 
absorb moisture at a late commensurate with water 
losses through evapotranspiration is severely reduced b> 
sublethal radiation levels which are sufficient to alter 
foliage structure. Increasing moisture stress proportion-
ai'y increases this imbalance. 

EFFECTS OF RADIATION 
ON ANIMAL POPULATIONS 

Research on the effects of radiation on animal 
populations is not included in this leport because of 
preparation of environmental impact statements for the 
Atomic Energy Commission. We are currently investi-
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gating the effects of acute 6 0 C o gamma radiations on 
several animal populations while utilizing several dif
ferent biological end points to assess the radiation 
effect. These studies include: 

1. The determination of the rate of excretion of 
injected (1 pCi) 6 0 C o following an acute irradiation 
dose of 700 rads to a field-trapped population of 
pine mice, Microtia pinetorum, maintained >n the 
laboratory; 

2. The effect of an acute dose of 9S0 rads on the 
reproductive potential of a white-footed mouse 
Peromyscus leucopus, population; 

3. The effect of a variable dose rate at SOOO rads total 
dose on the survivorship of a brown cricket, Acheta 
domesticus, population; 

4. The influence of both gamma radiation and tempera
ture on the excretion of ingested , 3 7 C s in brown 
crickets; 

5. The .r^vsiopment of a radiation profile for the 
migratory jxasshoppe7tMelmoplussanguiiupes. 



7. Effects of Radiation on Aquatic Systems 
C. P. Allen G. E. Cosgrove2 

B. G. Blayiock1 M. Frank' 
N.A.Griffith1 

The scientific staff is fully committed to th -' prepara
tion of environmental impact statements for the 
Atomic Energy Commission: therefore, the formal 
annual report was not prepared. Research that was 
completed and some that is continuing at a reduced rate 
is summarized briefly. 

1. Population and cytogenetic studies: Ten years or 
approximately 50 generations after the first sample was 
analyzed the salivary gland chromosomes of 247 Chi-
ronomus tertians larvae from White Oak Creek were 
analyzed for chromosome aberrations. No radiation-
induced aberrations were detected in the samples. The 
dose rate from the bottom sediments had decreased 
from 230 rads/year in 1960 to 11 rads/year in 1970. An 
additional 400 larvae were collected and are being 
analyzed to continue our long-term study of a natural 
population exposed to higher-than-background levels of 
radiation. (Blaylock and Alkn) 

2. Chromosome aberrations produced by tritiated 
water: A dose-response curve for the production of 
ch'.cmosome aberrations in Chironomus lipoma cul
tured :n tritiated water was prepared. The lowest 
concentration at which aberrations were detected was 
125 /iCi/ml (~76C rads). The relative biological effec
tiveness for beta radiation from incorporated tritium was 
approximately one. Additional data are being collected 
at concentrations of tritiated water less than 125 
pCi/ml. (Blaylock and Allen) 

3. Hatchability of carp (Cyprinus carpio) eggs in 
different concentrations of tritiated water: Carp eggs 
spawned in different concentrations of tritiated water 
ranging from 50 to lOOOjiCi/ml showed no significant 
difference from the controls in the percentage of eggs 
that hatched. Indications were that a higher mortality 

rate occurred :n the newly hatched fish from the higher 
conce [rations of 'ritbted water. The biological half-
life of tritium in these newly hatched fish was 6.5 days. 
(Blaylock, Griffith, and Allen) 

4. Synergistic effect of pesticides and radiation: The 
effects of DDT. 2-4-5 T, and radiation on the hatch-
ability of ca.p eggs were tested previously. When either 
DDT or 2-4-5 T was tested in combination with acute 
irradiation, a synergistic effect was detected. (Blaylock 
and Allen) 

5. Effect of acute ionizing radiation on carp {Cypri
nus carpio) embryos: Changes in development and 
hatchability of carp embryos showed radtosensitivity 
decreased as development increased after organogenesis. 
Stages in decreasing order of sensitivity were newly 
fertilized *ggs, early gastrulation, early cleavage, and 
postorganogenests. In general the earlier the stage of 
development the more severe the effect of radiation on 
embryo development and hatchability. (Frank) 

6. Effect of temperature and irradiation on Gam-
bjsia: Mortality and histological investigations were 
conducted on the mosquito fish (Gambusia affinis 
jffinis), which were exposed to acute and ciironic 
radiation and maintained at 15 and 25°C. In the 
chronic irradiation experiment a difference of 10°C did 
not produce a detectable difference in the mortality of 
Gambusia or in radiation damage to the different tissue. 
In the acute studies mortalities occurred faster at 25 
iih>:: at 15°C, but changes in hemopoietic organs and 
ovaries were more severe at 15°C. (Blaylock, Cosgrove, 
and Allen) 

1. Dual capacity. 
2. Biology Division. 
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8. Radionuclide Cycling in Aquatic Systems 
M. Carter2 

E. B. Douple3 

J.W.EIwood1 

M.Frank' 

The annual report was not prepared this year because 
the scientific staff is fully committed to the preparation 
of environmental impact statements for the Atomic 
Energy Commission. 

However, some research was completed and some is 
continuing at a reduced rate. Topics on which we have 
data include: 

1. The bioiogical half-life of ' 3 7 Cs and *°Co in turtles 
from White Oak Lake. 

2. A further analysis of the interacting effects of 
temperature, feeding rates, growth rates, and the 
turnover of ' 3 7Cs by biuegills. 

3. Studies of the uptake and turnover of tritium in 
White Oak Lake in bluegjlis as well as data which 
show that the concentration factor of 3 H in chroni
cally exposed fish is approximately one. 

N. A. Griffith1 

H. Hackett2 

D. J. Nelson1 

C. U.UIrikson' 

4. Additional research on 3 H in Gambusia from White 
Oak Lake showed that the concentration of 3 H m 
fish approximated that of the water. When the 
ambient concentrations vary, the concentrations in 
fish also vary because of the rapid turnover of body 
water and a high proportion of the hydrogen in fish 
is in body water. 

5. White Oak Lake was sampled intensively to obtain a 
more complete knowledge of the distribution of 
radionuclides in various components of the food 
chain. 

1. Dual ^opacity. 
2. NSF-URP. 
3. AEC-Health Physics Fellow 
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9. Thermal Effects Studies 
P. Adamus' C.C. Coutant C. P. Goodyear J. M. Pocnelle 3 

S.H. Bowen2 M.A.Eischen 2 H.Guderley2 W. G. Stockdale4 

D.S. Carroll J.W.Gooch P.D.Neuman G. U. U!riksons 

Because of compelling activities associated with the 
preparation of environmental impact statements, the 
formal annual report was not prepared. Research that 
was completed or is under way is summarized briefly 
for each project. 

1. Temperature tolerance of the Asiatic clam, Corbie-
ula nunilensis: The time-temperature conditions /or the 
dciih of this clam have been determined in the 
'.aboratory for populations acclimated to a range of 
holding temperatures. (Coutaru) 

2. The evaluation of effects of thermal stress on fish 
by means of electrophoretic separations of blood serum 
proteins: There were changes in blood serum proteins 
of juvenile rainbow trout that were given various timed 
exposures to potentially lethal temperatures. (Ulrikson 
and Guderley) 

3. Temperature selection in t le field by largemouth 
bass tagged with an ultrasonic, temperature-sensing fish 
tag: An ultras lie fish tag was developed for monitor
ing temperatures selected by fish in the field. Several 
largemouth bass have been tracked in the vicinity of 
TVA's Bull Run Steam Plant near Oalc Ridge. (Coutant 
and Rochelle) 

4. Responses of Clinch River fishes to -hutdown and 
startup oi Bull Run Steam Plant in spring 1971: Fish 
that were attracted tc the warm water discharge of the 
plant in each spring dispersed when the heat ceased, 
although water flow was maintained for several hours 
by pumping unheated water. The fish did not return 
when pumps alone were started several days later, but 
returned only after the cooling water was heated. 
(Coutant) 

5. Annual review of thermal effects literature: Litera
ture of 1970 on thermal effects was reviewed, the 
review published in the Journal of the Water Pollution 
Control Federation, and the bibliographic information 
stored in the computer Hies of the Nuclear Safety 

Information System and the Ecological Sciences Infor
mation System. (Coutan!) 

6. Temperature effect on feeding competition be
tween bluegill and rainbow trout: Acclimation temper* 
iuic affected the outcome of feeding competition, with 
equal feeding success occurring at 22.5°C. Trout were 
progressively more successful at colder temperatures, 
and bluegill at the higher temperatures. (Bowen and 
Coutant) 

7. Temperature effect on relative susceptibility of 
juvenile largemouth bass and jrveuile goldfish to preda-
tio.i: No clear trend in thermal effects was identified in 
preliminary testing over a range of acclimation tempera
tures, although selection was consistently shown at 
several of the temperatures. (Coutant) 

8. Survey of current thermal effects research: An 
inventory of ongoing (1970) thermal effects research 
was developed and published. (Ulrikson and Stockdale) 

9. Zooplankton studies at Bull Run Steam Plant: 
Zooplankton collections were made in the summers of 
1970 and 1971. Some reduction of zooplankton in 
passing through the plant was identified, although 
analyses of samples are incomplete. (Adamu? and 
Coutant) 

10. Experimental marking of nonsalmonidi with 
liquid nitrogen cold brand: The cold-branding tech
nique, heretofore shown to be suitable only for 
salmcnids, was used successfully on bluegill, sauger, red 
horse, and large mouth bass. (Coutant) 

11. Temperature effect on growth oi biuegill: Blue
gill growth rates were affected by acclimation tempera
ture. (Bowen) 

1. OR Ati participant. 
2. Great Laic, Colleges Association. 
3. Instrumentation and Controls Division. 
4. Reactor Division. 
5. Dual capacityi 
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10. Ecological Sciences Information Center 
C. Oen B. N. Collier G. U. Ulrikson 

The Ecological Sciences Information Center (ESIC), 
because of the increased work load experienced in 
serving the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Environ
mental Impact Statement Committee, has not prepared 
a formal annual report. The mission of ESIC is to 

collect, analyze, and store in machine-rtadable form 
ecological bibliographic references, and make these 
computerized files of information available to the 
Ecologica] Sciences Division, the AEC, and other 
interested groups. 
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11. Other Programs 

A. APPLICATIONS MODELING 

R. V. O'Neill 

O.W. Burke' JoanM.Hett 
Duane Chapman2 J. B. Mankin3 

R. E. Funderlic3 Mark Reeves III3 

M. T. Heath3 

Another Divisional activity involves the application of 
modeling to the solution of environmental problems. In 
this type of research it is essential that the problem be 
rigorously defined, and the model will have to contain 
the modifications, simplifications, and assumptions 
appropriate to the problem. The underlying basic 
models are derived from various ecological process 
models developed in other Divisional programs. These 
small exercises in applications modeling serve to provide 
further insight into the design of ecosystem models. 
Additionally it serves to relate the more basic studies in 
systems modeling to the immediate and pressing 
problems associated with the impact of technology on 
the environment. 

ECOLOGY AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS: 
AN ATTEMPT AT INTEGRATION 

D. Chapman R. 7 . O'Neill 

Solution of complex environmental problems requires 
the application of expertise from a wide range oi 
traditional disciplines. The difficulties in integrrting 
these disciplines often are proportional to the dif
ference in subject matter and methodologies. A recent 
report4 considered the problems of integrating eco
nomic and ecological theory as an aid to finding a more 

1. Instrumentation and Controls Division. 
2. ORNL-NSF IRRPOS Program. 
3. Mathematics Division. 
4 D. Chapman and R. V. O'Neill, ORNL-4641 (1970). 

satisfactory relationship between man and his environ
ment. 

Effective application of a social science - economics, 
together with a natural science - ecology, requires the 
establishment of a logical basis for integration. Such a 
basis can be found in the concept of functional systems 
analysis. The ste.e of a functional system at any point 
in time can be defined in terms of the current values of 
a set of variables. Variables might be costs and values in 
the economic system or population numbers in the 
ecological system. Interactions between economic and 
ecological functional systems can be treated in a precise 
manner by specifying processes or functions which 
relate variables in one system to variables in the other 
systems. With the definition of appropriate interaction 
processes, a new functional system can be defined ?s 
the union of an economic and an ecological system. 

A preliminary application of the approach can be seen 
from an analysis of the conflict between demands foi 
increased power production and demands for greater 
environmental quality. A rapidly expanding population, 
combined wih technological advances such as tele
vision, electric heahng, and air conditioning, creates a 
d mand for increase' wer generation (fig, 11.1). 
Although this trend m. be accompanied by increasing 
market costs, supply demand equilibria seem to be 
characterized by increasing power generation, especially 
when government subsidies are censidced. fut as 
detrimental environmental changes become increasingly 
apparent to society, the pub'ic begin? to perceive 
effects on human values such as health and esthetics. 
The result is a strong negative feedback which militates 
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against new power facilities. As education increases 
public awareness, this negative feedback is intensified. 
A dynamic social, technical, and economic system has 
evolved which may or may not approach equ Mbrium in 
time and space. 

The concept ;>f functional systems analysis can be 
applied to a specific example of the power dilemma, 
"blackouts" or "brownouts" in major cities (Fig. 11.2). 
At a given point in time, the intersection of the market 
supply and demand functions defines the market equi
librium as Xme with price Pme. But environmental 
effects of power generation, as perceived by society, 
cause a different social equilibrium Ise, defined by the 
intersection of the margin?! social cost and marginal 
social value functions. The differences in equilibria 
create conflict as power companies attempt to build 
more plants and conservation-minded citizens attempt 
to prevent construction. The total power production 
from plants actually built is some compromise Xa5. At 
actual output Xas, the utility incurs market cost Cm8. 
The regulatory agency requires the utility to set its 
market price ¥ma at or near Cma. With piice Pme the 
public, acting as consumers, demand* quantity Xgd. 
Thi; quantity is substantially in excess of Xas, the 
antount actually supplied. The theory then predicts a 
demand in excess of supply resulting in "brownouts." 

Although current attempts to integrate economic and 
ecological theory have been of a preliminary nature, the 
success of the interaction in providing a reasoned 
explanation for one aspect of the power dilemma 

suggests the usefulness of continued developments in 
this direction. 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF THE ALEUT ECOSYSTEM 

J.M.Hett R.V. O'Neill 

The benefits of applying systems analytic techniques 
at an early stage of research are examined by developing 
and analyzing a preliminary model for th? Aleutian 
ecosystem. The Aleut population is considered as 
consumer in the total cycling of carbon. Prior to first 
contact with civilization, the population was intimately 
dependent on the physical and biological environment 
for shelter, clothing, and food. As a marine hunting and 
gathering people, the Aleuts depended on the ocean to 
provide a major portion of their food while the 
terrestrial system provided various supplements. 

The carbon cycle model and data (Fig. 11.3) are 
crude as is appropriate at this preliminary stage of 
knowledge. Man is emphasized as a consumer, the top 
of a natural food chain. The state variables were chosen 
to include components most utilized by man and major 
variables involved in cycling carbon through these 
components. The amount of carbon in each state 
variable (excluding man) was obtained by multiplying 
average world figures5 by 2.5 X 10" 4, the approximate 
percentage of the world's surface occupied by the Aleut 

5. B. Bobn,ScL Amer. 233(3), 125-32(1970). 
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domain. The amount of carbon in the hupian popu
lation was approximated by subdividing into age classes 
and supplying a mean weigh* 

Analyses of the model (discussed in the following 
section) indicate the need for extensive research on the 
marine food supply and offer hypotheses for the 
dependence of Aleuts on the sea. Conclusions of this 
study can be summarized as follows: 

1. Problems of interest to anthropologists can be 
feasibly approached by applying environmental 
systems analysis: 

2. Despite the simplicity of the model, the analyses 
revealed that the . todel faithfully reflected the 
general nature of the system and confirmed prior 
intuitions about the dependence on a marine food 
supply and the relative stability of the marine 
system: 

3. At the same time, the analyses indicated sensitivities 
to the marine system far in excess ot our intuition; 

4. The Aleut population, as a consumer in a natural 
system, played a relative'y minor role in maintaining 
or affecting the stability oi the ecosystem as defined 
by the rate of recovery from disturbance; 

5. Perhaps the most interesting conclusion to be 
reached from this study is the benefit which can be 
derived from the early application of systems 
analysis in research projects on complex ecosystems. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF AN ALEUTIAN 
ECOSYSTEM 

R. E. Funderlic M. T. Heath 

Ecological Sciences Division personnel have developed 
a simple 9 X 9 lincir compartmental model of the 
Aleutian ecosystem (see previous system). The model 
can be expressed as a system of differential equations x 
= Ax, 'vhere A = (tijk) is the matrix of transfer 
coefficients and x is the vector of concentrations in the 
compartments. The vectors 9xi°o)/dafk are helpful in 
gaining insight into why the Aleut' population has 
evolved »ucn an intimate dependence on the marine 
subsystem. For this model the matrix A is irreducible, 
and therefore Ax(*>) - x(«) = 0 has only one solution, 
x(o°), up to a scalar multiple.6 Thus, the normalization 
2 x/">) * 1 determines *(«») uniquely. 

Small changes in the matrix A do not change the rank 
* * of A since the sum of the row vectors is the zero 

6. R. E, Fundrrbc and M. T. Heath, ORNL-IBP-71-4 (August 
1971). 

vector. Thus xi°°) is a continuous and rational function 
of the elements of A. This proves the existence of 
dx(oo)/att/it. Therefore d|4jc(oo)]/ato/7t = A[dxi<*>)l&ijk] 
*- xk(°°Xej - ek)„ where all the components of the 
vector ei are 0 except the ith which is I. Thus z = 
bxi<»)ldajk satisfies 

Az=xk(°°Xek-ej). (1) 

The solutions of (1) are of the form z + cxt 0 0), where z 
is any particular solution of («) and c is any scalar. A 
multiple of the vector dx(°°)/dafk may be determined 
from (1) and 2 tek(<*>)fdafk = 0.' 

With respect to the Aleut model, calcu'ations based 
on the above derivation show that land plants are about 
300 times more sensitive to a change in uptake of 
atmospheric carbon than marine animals are to changes 
in uptake of surface water carbon. This would tend to 
indicate that the marine subsystem is a more reliable 
food source and might explain the dependence of the 
population on it. 

A SIMPLE MODEL FOR DDT AND DDE 
MOVEMENT IN HUMAN FOOD CHAINS 

R.V.O'Naill O.W.Burke 

At the request of the DDT Advisory Committee, 
Environmental Protection Agency, a simple model was 
developed for DDT and DDE movement in food chains 
leading to man. The objective was to estimate future 
concentrations in human tissues under various assump
tions about DDT application. 

The mode!, which was limited to the dits supplied by 
the Committee, consisted of three differential equa
tions. The first two equations expressed the time 
behavior of concentrations in food contaminated by 
direct spraying and in food contaminated by uptake 
from an environmental pool. The third equation treated 
concentrations in human adipose tissue. The model was 
implemented on an analog computer (Fig. 11.4), and 
coefficients were chosen to match the available DDT 
data as faithfully as possible. The model forecasted a 
continued reduction in DDT and DDE concentrations 
as long as DDT usage continues to dechne (Table 11.1), 
or at least does not inaease above the 1972 level. Cases 
1, 3, and 5 showed that the system b dominated by an 
environmental pool with slow turnover. Therefore, 
concentrations in man can be expected to decrease very 
slowly and over a considerable period of time. De
creasing DDT usage more rapidly, or stopping appli
cation in 1972 (a year earlier than expected), should 
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TaUe 11.1. DDT + DDE conceal •atiOMmlmmaa&drj wee tisaae (ppm) predicted by the model 
walk vi MtDDTkaage 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Year 
Usage 

reduced at 
present rate 

Usage 
maintained at 

19661evefe 

Usage reduced 
at twice 

present rate 

Usage 
'maintained at 

1972 level 
(5 x 10* lb) 

Usage 
stopped 
in 1972 

Restrictions 
lifted in 1972, 

usage resumes at 
level 1966 

1970 5.14 5.30 4.98 5.14 5.14 5.14 
1974 4.18 5.08 3.75 4.20 4.18 4.43 
1978 3.41 5.32 3.00 3.53 3.40 4.82 
1982 2.78 5.60 2*4 3.02 2.78 5.35 
1986 2.27 544 1.99 2.60 2.27 5.82 
1990 1.86 6JPS 142 2.25 1.85 6.21 
1994 1.52 6.20 1.33 1.98 1.51 „S2 
1998 1.24 6.32 1.08 1.75 1.23 6.78 
2002 1.01 643 0.88 1.56 1.01 7.00 
2006 0.82 6.52 0.72 1.41 0.S2 7.17 
2010 0.67 6.5* 0.58 1.29 0.67 7.31 
2014 0.55 6.65 0*8 1.18 0.55 7.42 
2018 0.45 6.70 0.39 1.10 045 7.52 
2022 0.37 6.73 0.32 1.03 0.37 7.60 
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•tme 72-437 
SO* 

CONCENTRATIONS COMMERCIAL 
SO* 

CONCENTRATIONS 
CROPS AFF*£TED 

f j >0.49 CLOVER 
TOMATO 

•USE 
CA9ROT 

• 0.12-0*9 TOBACCO 
BARLEY 

RYE 
LETTUCE 

SWEET POTATO 
SPMACN 

Q 0D4-0.42 ALFALFA 

F(L 11.5. SOVOT dioxide conceaostioxs in aar and potential effects on plant crop* le^Utif; from the coastnctio* of a 
hypothetical coaMmraing power plant. The results are based on a Gaussian plume air diffusion model and information on SOj effects 
taken front the literature. The total area depicted represents a hypothetical county in the southeastern United States. 

have little effect on concentrations in the next century. 
However, if DDT usage is permitted to increase toward 
the high 1966 level, concentrations in man could be 
expected to increase. A slow increase would continue 
for a considerable period, and concentrations would be 
significantly above present levels in the next century. 

REGIONAL ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF A 
HYPOTHETICAL POWER PLANT 

R. V. O'Neill M. Reeves III J. B. Mankin 

A modeling study on the ecological effects of power 
plant siting has been conducted in cooperation with the 
Regional Modeling Study, ORNL-NSF Environmental 
Program. In addressing the problems, various portions 
of a prelinnnary regional model7 were applied with 
crude estimates supplied where particular submodels 
had not been completely developed. The size of the 
hypothetical power plant and its location were es

timated from socioeconomic and land-use simulation 
portions of die preliminary model. 

A Gaussian plume air diffusion model was used to 
predict concentrations of S 0 7 and flyash as grid point: 
across the region. Information from the ecological 
literature was used to predict damage to commercial 
plants in the area (Fig. 11.5). Reduced productivity in 
abandoned field ecosystems, located at various dis
tances from the plant site, was predicted as a result of 
shading effects from suspended flyash. 

Results indicated that most effects were highly 
localized but that damage to sensitive plarts, such as 
alfalfa, night extend for distances of perhaps ten miles 
downwind. The total exercise provided valuable insight 
into the applicability of ecological reformation in 
addressing eirvirorunental problems. 

7. V. R. Cain, ORNL-NSF Eatiroanvmtal 
(m press). 

ORNL 
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B. APPLICATIONS RESEARCH 
B. C. Blaylock" M. S. Hibt*1 5 R. Roberts 1 2 

R. C. Dahlman*•• J. W. Huckabec1 2 Y. A. Tanaka* 3 

M.Davis 1 0 L.K.Mann' A.Watson 1 4 

R. Caskins'' R. Mowbry 1 3 J. P. Withcrspoon* 
N. A. Griffith8 D. E. Reichle8 M. Witkamp8 

Special research studies and analyses are valuable 
sources of ne« ideas for program development, !n 
addition, they provide useful information and data 
dealing with current environmental problems, many of 
which are indirectly related to the total energy 
problem, although they may fall outside the scope of 
existing projects. Son** studies involve lead-time re
search by summer participants; others involve student 
assignees working under senior research staff members. 
These kinds of efforts help to maintain the vitality of 
the Division research program and lead to new per
spectives in application of research to societal problems. 

CYCLING OF HEAVY METALS 
J. P. Witherspoon 

M. Davis R. Roberts 
R.Gaskins G. Stein 

M. Witkamp 

Lead-time research was initiated on the cycling of 
heavy metals in terrestrial and aquatic microcosms. This 
work is currently supported by the IRRPOS heavy 
metal studies project to develop techniques which will 
be useful in evaluating the behavior of heavy metals in 
ecological systems. Cadmium-115 was introduced into 
two large (6 X 9 X 17 dm) microcosms. Each 
microcosm contained both terrestrial and aquatic com
ponents. Cadmium ( M S C d C l 2 ) was applied to the 
terrestrial portion in the form of a simulated rain of 1 
liter volume containing 284 pCi of l l s C d . Subse
quently, two cadmium-free simulated rains per week 
(total of 2.5 cm) were applied. Litter, soil, water, 
sediment, and biotic components were sampled for a 
period of 21 days following application of Cd. 

8. Dual capacity. 
9. Federal Repository Project. 
10. ORAU undergraduate participant. 
11. ORAO-KSD undergraduate participant, Emory Uni

versity. 
12. ORNL-NSF IRRPOS Program. 
13. Consultant, University of Tennessee. 
14. AEC Predoctoral Fellow. 
15. NSF-URP, 

Rates of movement and bioaccumulation of ' < s C d 
between microcosm components were determined for 
21 days following application (Tabie 11.2). Results 
showed that ! ! s w C d is accumulated slowly in plants, 
particularly when the plants ITUM compete with soil or 
other organic matter for the Cd ions. Loss of the 
cadmium from the terrestrial to the aquatic system did 
occur, but was moderated greatly by the apparent 
unavailability of soil-bound Cd to soil solution and 
plant uptake. The long-term fate of a soil saturated with 
cadmium is unknown. Cadmium was leached to the 
aquatic portions and accumulated in sediments more 
rrpidly than any living organism; fish were shown to 
assimilate cadmium from food more slowly thin snails. 

Further experiments were designed to elucidate the 
roles of organic and inorganic substrates and microbiota 
in the retention of cadmium in both terrestrial and 
aquatic microcosms. Retention of Cd added in sim
ulated rain (2.5 cm/week) to terrestrial microcosms 
with leafutter or soil was 98.5 and 99.5%, respectively. 
An additional 5 cm of Cd-free simulated rain leached 
less than 2.5% of the absorbed Cd from the sediments. 
These results verify the immobility of Cd in terrestrial 
substrates. Total percentage of Cd retained by the soil 
substrate was not affected by microbiota, although the 
distribution of Cd in the soil profile was modified. 
Microbiota in the top 2.4 mm contained 32% of the 
added Cd whik the inorganic traction contained 56%. 

In aquatic microcosms with organic sediments, 2% of 
the added Cd remained in the water while 92% was 
absorbed by the sediment and 6% was taken up by 
microbes. Corresponding data for aquatic microcosms 
with inorganic sediment were: 1% in water, 96% in 
sediment, and 3% in biota. As in the terrestrial 
microcosms, surface microbiota immobilized 20% of 
total Cd in the top 2.5 cm of the inorganic sediment, 
and reduced Cd diffusion into deeper layers. These 
experiments indicate that organic substrates retain less 
Cd than inorganic substrate Microbiota did not sig
nificantly increase retention by terrestrial substrates but 
did increase absorption by aquatic sediments. In both 
systems, surface microbiota reduced diffusion into 
deeper sediment layers. 

Comparative studies were initiated on the uptake of 
n 5 C d and 6 S Z n from soil by plants which indicated 
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Table 11.2. Dtstribtttba of •» 5 m Cd n conpoaeafe 
of microcosms 21 days after apaJkatxM of 284 *(5 

to the terrestrial sataystem ia a somriated rain 

Microcosm component Average percent of total inoculum 
o f ' l S m C d ± S.E. 

Terrestrial 
Mosses 9.03 ± 1.45 
Higher plants 0.20 * 0.08 
Litter 12.96 ±2.91 
Soil 72.45 ± 5.41 

94.64 
Aquatic 

Water 0.19 ± 0.008 
Fish 0.0004 ± 0.0001 
Snails 0.06 i 0.02 
Watercress 0.04 ± 0.003 
Sediment 3.14 ±0.01 

3.43 
Container surface 1.93 

that Cd is preferentially accumulated over Zn. Bean 
plants grown on silt-loam soil treated with l l s CdCl 2 

and 6 SZnCl 2 solutions after five weeks showed Cd/Zn 
ratios of 1.3 and 2.9 in foliage and roots, respectively. 
Neither heavy metal was concentrated by plant tissues; 
piant-to-soil concentration ratios ranged between 0.25 
and 0.33. Mobility of both metals in the soil was slight; 
after five weeks and 23 cm of rain, >90% of both 
elements remained in the top 7.6 cm of soil. 

BEHAVIOR OF METHYLMERCURY AND 
MERCURIC NITRATE IN NATURAL 

STREAM ECOSYSTEMS16 

J. W. Huckabee B. G. Blaylock 
N. A. Griffith 

Concentrations of mercury compounds occur in many 
natural waters in North America, Europe, and Asia. In 
some cases mercury poisoning to humans or the biota 
has resulted. Methylmercury is the most toxic mercurial 
to vertebrates, and inorganic mercurials are methylated 
by microorganisms present in sediments. Although 
discharge of mercurials to the environment has di
minished, large quantities of persistent mercury remain 
in stream and lake sediments. Knowledge of the 
comparative behavior of mercury compounds in natural 
waters, such as retention time of mercurials in a body 
of water and food chains, is important for assessing the 
potential environmental hazard associated with these 
compounds. 

We tagged one small oligotrophic stream within the 
AEC-ORNL Reservation with radioactive CI ! 3

2 0 3 Hga 
and a siiti'lar stream with i 9 7Hg(N03)-. to determine 
the movement and transfer of these two mercury 
compL -Mids within natural stream ecosystems. 

The study sections of the streams were 100 m long 
measured downstream from the point of isotope release 
with sampling stations at 10, 20,40,70, and 100 m. In 
addition, fish were collected 200 m downstream. The 
two streams used in the experiments are compared in 
Table 11.3. 

The discharge of Walker Branch was measured at the 
twe weirs of the Walker Branch watershed project 
located immediately upstream from this experimental 
area. A Parshall flume wa» installed in White Oak Creek 
to measure discharge for this experiment. The sed
iments of both creeks consist of subangular gravel-size 
rubble and poorly sorted sand. There is little organic 
detritus. 

A 4-liter polyethylene bottle inverted into a funnel 
fitted with a Pasteur pipette was used to release the 
isotope into each stream. The duration of isotope 
release was arbitrary inasmuch as it was intended to 
represent an acute exposure. Release time was 11 £ min 
in White Oak Creek and 19.1 min in Walker Branch. 

A fluorescein dye was added immediately before and 
after the isotope spike. Water samples were taken from 
the time the first dye appeared at a station until none 
of the postspike dye was visible, thus bracketing the 
isotope spike as it flowed past the sampling stations. 
The amount of isotope retained in each subsection of 
the stream and the concentration factor calculations 
were based on the disintegrations per minute of these 
water samples collected during flcwthrough of the 
isotopes. Water samples were collected at 5-min in
tervals. Duration of sampling was 9G min at the lower 
stations due to dispersion of the tsotpes. 

Two different water sampling techniques were em
ployed. Five milliliters of water was pipetted into a 
counting tube every 5 min, and 250 ml of water was 
collected in polyethylene bottles every 10 min. The 
latter were poured through a 0.45-ft Millipore filter, and 
the filtered residue's gamma-ray activity was counted. A 
portable generator was used to power a pump for the 
filtering apparatus, and filtrations were accomplished as 
the samples were collected. This technique minimized 
the possibility of the mercury plating out on the sides 
of the bottles. Table 11.4 shows the percentage of the 
water's gamma-ray activity contained in the residue. 
The increase of this percentage for mercuric nitrate 

16. Research sponsored by the National Science Foundation. 
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downstream indicates adsorption on particulate matter. 
The particles seem to have less affinity for methyl-
mercury. 

A! 4 hr postsprke collections were mad** at each 
sampling station of sediments, periphyton, aquat c 
macrophytes, snails, and fish. Fish and emergent plants 
were not present at every station. Collections were then 
made at regular intervals for 9 days in Walker Branch 
(' 9 7 Hg) and 49 days in White Oak Creek ( 2 0 3 Hg). 

Snails and macrophytes were easily hand collected in 
the shallow water. Sediments were taken in a i-cm-diam 
glass tube. Peiiphyton was samoled by taking three 
rocks at each collection per station and removing the 
growth in the lab. Fish were taken by means of a small 
battery-powered shocker. 

Gamma-ray activity of the samples was measured by 
counting the 279-keV gamma rays of 2 0 3 H g or the 
77-keV gamma rays and x rays associated with l 9 7 H g . 
Activities are expressed as dpm/wt (wet weight), cor
rected for half-life and background The samples were 
small enough to avoid self-shielding. 

The variation in size of the fish (<0.l to 10.0 g) 
caused some variation in count rate due to geometry, 
even though the sample was never over I in. deep in the 
counting tube. Simple tests using different-shaped 

pieces of sponge saturated with known volumes of 
isotope showed that the maximum size difference 
encountered between two fish would cause an error 
smaller than statistical variation. In the Hg(N03)2 and 
CH 3

2 0 3HgCl experiments, 75.20 and 81.23% was 
retained in the first 100 m, respectively. Table 11.5 
shows the percent retention of the isotope in each 
subsection of the study reach. The k alien of pools 
and riffles produced uneven flow rates in each stream 
subsection. The differing retention of the isotope for 
each subsection (Table i 1.5) may be accounted for by 
this varying residence time of the isotope in each 
subsection. 

The concentration factor of each ecosystem com
ponent sampled was calculated by 

CF = dpm/g sample 
dpm/ml subsection water 

w.iere dpm/mi subsection water is the percentage of the 
total activity entering the subsection. Concentration 
factors were calculated for each ecosystem component 
sampled. Figure 11.6 compares the concentration 
factors for these components in each stream at nine 
days post spike. 

Table li.3. Physic-: and experimental parameters of two streams at AEC-ORNL tagged with CK3

203HgCI and , 9 7HgtN0 3) 2 

White Oak Creek (CH 3

2 0 3HgCi) Walker Branch l , 9 7 H g ( N 0 3 h l 
September 1, 1971, 0900 hr October 5, 1971, 1000 hr 

Isotope added, mCi 1.65 4.48 
Total Hg added, mg 0.32 19.73 
Spike dutation, imn 11.8 19.1 
pH 8.1 8.0 
Temperature, °C 16.5 17.0 
Discharge, Uters/riin 325.6 347.8 
Dissolved Oj Saturated Saturated 
Stable Hg concentration in stream water (ng/ml) C.0144 0.0128 

Table II .5. Percentage retention of mercury in each stream 
subsection after taggin g with CH 3

2 0 3 l fgCI and » 9 7ffe(N0 3)2 

Table \\A. Percentage of stream water acimry comamea 
on impended particulates in mercury tag experiments Subsection White Oak Creek 

(CH 3

2 0 3HgCl) 
Walk-* Branch 

| , 9 7 H g ( N 0 3 ) 2 l 
Walker Branch 

Subsection White Oak Creek 
(CH 3

2 0 3HgCl) 

_ . White Oak Creek Walker Branch 

White Oak Creek 
(CH 3

2 0 3HgCl) 

R e a C h ( C H 3

2 0 3 H K C I > | , 9 7 H g ( N 0 3 h | I 
2 

Not available 
31.43 

10.70 
29.66 

1 7 7 3 29.51 25.41 
2 2 10 4 14.87 .23 
3 6 19 5 5.42 ^.20 
4 4 17 Total after isotope 81.23 75.20 
5 4 25 flowthrough 
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Fish concentrate and retain methylmercury to a 
greater extent than other biota and inorganic sediments. 
During the course of the sample collecting, a few 
crayfish and salamanders were occasionally caught. The 
methylmercury concentrations in these species were 
always less than hi fish from the same stream sub
section. The difference in iPtfthylmercury concen
trations in Khinichthyes cataractae (kmgrose dace) and 
Campostoma anomatum (stonerouer) could be due to 
the trophic level these species occupy. Gut content 
analysis showed that dace fed on a variety of small 
invertebrates while stonerollers fed on algae, which was 
mostly diatoms. However, dace also concentrated 

fjAeevrmsso) 
~ W » l l i » r 

KMCD WW STREAM 

O F C H , * % a 

SNOT SONCNTS 0,4 

Fig. 11.6. Mercary coaceatntion factors at mm days poat-
sp&e. 

l 9 7 Hg(N0 3 )2 more than Coma cardinae (Tennessee 
sculpin). In the methylmercury experiment, a few scul-
pins were occasionally taken, and always had a smaller 
mercury concentration factor than comparable dace. 
The gut contents of sculpins showed a higher per
centage of macroinvertebrates than dace. 

In contrast to methylmercury, the fish concentrate 
mercuric nitrate to a lesser extent Jan any of the other 
components sampled. Both isotopes were detectable in 
fish at 200 m (Table 11.6). At 60 days after the isotope 
release, 0.7 ppb of mercury was detected in dace and 
0.S ppb in stoneroUers at approximately 300 m. At this 
point, White Oak Creek disappears underground in the 
tilted limestone strata. Five days jfter isotope release in 
Walker Branch, .1.25 ppb of mercury was detected in 
the snail (Gomobam dmrneforma) at 500 m. 

Mercury concentrations are expressed as ppb and 
dpm/mg at 200 m and below because no comparable 
water measurements were made at these points. 

TOXKITY OF ORGANIC AND INORGANIC 
ARSENKALS 

R. I. Van Hook 
D. E. Rekhle A. Watson 

Arsenical formulations have come into 
production for use in thinning trees, defoliation of 
cotton, renovating turf, and as general postemergmt 
weed-control agents, little is known of the ultimate 
fate of these materials in the environment; even lest is 
available concerning long- and short-term effects upon 

Table 11.6. Ifcaa •*rc«y 
rcnytag 

(ppb aad dpa/f) 'm fi* at 2001 

White Oak Creek (CH3

203HgCI) Walter Branch ('"HrfNO^) 

Day R. catemctae 
ppb dpm/n« 

Gm/ottoma 
anomahim 

ppb dpm/mg 

Hanamctae 
ppb dpnVmg 

Coma 

ppb dpoe/mg 

1 
2 
3 

0.5 
0.2 
0.4 

0.28 
0.12 
0.20 

1.6 
0.1 

0.83 
0.06 

5 0.9 0.47 0.1 0M 
7 0.5 0.27 
9 0.2 0.12 

16 1.7 19.91 0.3 3.58 
20 2.1 29.74 1.1 12.83 
28 1.5 16.07 0.7 7.84 
35 1.7 2C.15 
42 0.8 8.87 1.2 14.81 
49 0.6 4.20 0.8 7.86 
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•or* «r» xfi Kf «* w» 
OOSE (ppm A14O,) 

Fig. 11.7. Whole-body menic concentrations following a 
14-day chronic ingestion of cacodytic acid (35% As), Phytar-
560 (13% As), AsjO, (65% As), and A ^ 0 3 (76% As) expressed 
as a fnnction ct administered Jose. Arrows indicate the 
U>SO-14. 

non target organisms. One of the basic questions that 
has been unansv .red is that of what are the actual 
concentrations of elemental arsenic in a population o f 
organisms exposed to arsenical materials. As one o f our 
lod- t ime studies for the Toxic Materials in the Environ
ment Project, a population o f meadow katydids, 
Conocephalus, was exposed to varying dosages o f 
cacodylic acid, ?hytar-560, arsenic pentoxide, and 
arsenic trioxide. Lethal dosages required to kill 50% o f 
the population were determined at the end o f 14 days. 
Whole-body concentrations of arsenic were determined 
by neutron activation analysis for those animals that 
died during the 14-day period. 

Whole-body arsenic concentrations at 14 days post-
treatment expressed as a function o f dose are shown in 
Fig. 11.7 for cacodylic acid, Phytar-560, arsenic pent-
oxide, and arsenic trioxide, respectively. The arrow in 
each figure points to the maximum likelihood estimate 
of the dose required to kill 50% of tiie population in 1 4 
days. Errors associated with whole-body arsenic de
terminations ranged from 5 to 10% of the means 
illustrated. Dospges required to kill 50% o f the popu
lation in 14 days were higher for the organic arsenicals 
(cacodylic acid, 7.5 ppm and Phytar-560, 3 .5 ppm) 
than for the inorganic srsenicals (arsenic pentoxide, 2 .8 
ppm and arsenic trioxide, 0 .2 ppm). This indicates that 
the inorganic arsenicals are much more toxic t o the 
grasshopper population than are the organic arsenicals 
with the trivalent form (arsenic trioxide) being the most 
toxic. 

As indicated in these figures, there is not a linear 
relationship between whole-body arsenic concentrations 
and arsenic concentrations in the administered dose. 
For the less toxic organic arsenicals (cacodylic acid 
and Phytar-560), whole-body arsenic concentrations 
reached levels twice those of the inorganic arsenicals 
( A s 2 0 s and A s 2 0 3 ) for similar arsenic levels in the 
administered dose. These results indicate that for the 
less toxic arsenic compounds, accumulation of ele
mental arsenic may p-^ceed to higher levels in exposed 
organisms than for tl , more toxic inorganic arsenicals. 

POWERLINE REVEGETATION 

R. C. Dalilman 

R. Mowbray L. K. Mann 

The prospect of nonchemical control of woody 
species on powerline rights-of-way requires new man
agement techniques which will stabilize soil, eliminate 
hazardous trees, improve wildlife habitats, and min
imize the need for herbicide applications. Grass-fcgume 
ground cover will partially satisfy these requirements by 
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Table 11.7. Vegetation composition and abundance in the first 
species mixtures on powertine right-of-way 

alter planting different 

Species Fiequency* Number* Dominance* Importance* Cover* Cover type 

Bfaegrass-iegume treatment** 

Biuepass** 56 450 ± 140* 4.4 2.4 4 4 H 6 * Grass/legumes 
Crabgrass 44 150 ± 56 4.9 2.2 
Kobe fespedeza'*-S 88 540 ±270 5.0 4.4 
Ladino clover 4' 34 36 ±29 4.3 1.5 
Dogwood 6 14± 14 6.0 0.3 4 i 4 Woody 
Honeysuckle 17 14 1 8 5.7 0.9 14 i 8 Vine 
Ragweed 11 H i 8 5.5 0.6 1915 Other 
Fire weed 22 14*7 5.8 

pedeza treatment** 

1.3 8 2 i l 0 Total 

Fescue 81 680 i 93 5.7 4.7 3 4 i 6 GfSSfa/lCBBflWS 
Broom sedge 15 17 ±7 3.8 0.6 
Foxtail 13 23 t l 5 5.3 0.7 
Lespedeza* 57 89 i 16 s 4 US 6 i 4 Woody 
Black beriy 2 1 1 1 6.0 0.1 6 i 3 Vine 
Ragweed 4 2 ± 2 

Western 

5.0 

pass treatment** 

0 2 1 6 1 3 
6 U 7 

Other 

Total 

Big bhiestenr* 4 J 6 8 i l 4 3.5 U 2 4 i 5 Gnss/legmau 
Indian grass** 41 6 6 i l 5 3.3 1.4 
Switch grass**** 59 120149 2.7 1.6 
Crabgcass 35 7 2 i 2 4 5.7 2.0 
Panfcumspp. 32 5 2 H 2 3.6 1.2 
Lespedcza 21 67 i 3 6 4.1 0.9 2 i l Woody 
Honeysuckle 3 3 t 2 5.0 0.2 7 i 3 Vine 
Blackberry 8 5 i 3 4.6 0.." 
Ragweed 29 3 2 i 8 5.7 1.7 4 1 1 6 Other 
Firewesd 13 1014 4.5 0.6 74 ±6 Total 

"Definitions: Frequency, percentage of subplots on which species occurred; Number, mean individuals per subplot expressed per 
square meter; Dominance, mean relative value on a scale from 6 (highest) to 1 Qowest);fmportanc?. represents domk 
fat total subplots per treatment; Cower, percentage of sou surface beneath cover-type canopy. 

*Bluegrass {Poa pratenm L.), lespedeza [Lespedeza striata (Thumb) H. M A) and bdmo clover (JHfotium repens L.) 
planted on three lower slopes. Data collected from 6-m2 areas containing 18- to 154-cm3 subplots. Fescue (festuca 
Shreb.) and lespedeza [Lespedeza cuneata (Dumont) G. Don.] wero planted on four different slopes. Data collected from 18-m3 

areas containing 54 subplots. Wester* grasses included b% bluestem lAndropogon genrdi Vrtman), Indian gran [SorghuBum 
(L) Nash.], and switch grass (JPamcum yirgttum L.), and were planted on four upper slopes. Data coflecterf ; om 21-m2 

containing 63 subplots. 
*Not listed for bluegrass-lecume, fescue-tespedeza, and western ipass treatments were 12, 19, and 36 additional species, 

respectively. 
^Planted species. 
'Plus or minus 1 standard error. 
'Statistics based on nine subplots. 
'Stati tics based on 39 subplots. 
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restricting germination and seedling devetopn,ent of 
tree species. Herbaceous vegetation also will provide 
nutritious forage which will maximize wildlife and beef 
cattle utilization of rights-of-way. In cooperation with 
TV A Divisions of Power Construction and of Forestry, 
Fisheries, and Wildlife, three grass-legume mixtures 
(bluegrass-legurae. fescue-lespedeza, and big bluestem-
Indian grass-switch pass) were tested on six sites on the 
new powerline right-of-way crossing the ABC Reser
vation. Seed beds on diverse topographies (ridges, 
bottoms, slopes) were prepared and seeded in March 
and April 1971, and three months later percentage 
cover was estimated for different classes of vegetation 
(total, grass and legume, woody, vine, and other 
herbaceous cover). Relative dominance wis estimated 
for the principal species. 

Composition and species abundance for three dif
ferent plantings are summarized in Table 11.7. Slope 
orientation was disregarded in this analysis. In terms of 
frequency, number, dominance, and other statistics, 
Kobe lespedeza accounted for a large fraction of tb» 
grass and legume cover on the blue&rass-tegume treat
ment, and bluegrass, crabgrass, and ladino clover were 
other important species. Fireweed was the most im
portant weed species on this treatment. Kentucky-31 
fescue and Sericea lespedeza, the planted species, were 
responsible for most of the grass and legume cover on 
fescue-fcspedeza treatment Broom sedge and foxtail 
were of lesser importance, and fire weed was the most 
common weed. In the western grass treatment, crab-
grass and ragweed were the most important speries. The 
planted grasses 7»ere fairly abundant, but were domi
nated by weedy species in the first year. 

Total cover varied from 61% in the fescue Jespedeza 
treatment to 82% tor Muegrass4egume. Maximum grass 
and total cover were observed in the bluegrass treat
ment, and this response was attributed to higher site 
quality on lower slopes of highly dissected topography. 
In the first year, the grass-legume component accounted 
for half of total plant cover for plantings of cool-season 
species (fescue and Muegiass) while western grat? 
seedlings comprised one-third of total cover. Weedy 
vegetation, particularly ragweed, ranked high in domi
nance and cover in all treatments. Invasion by weedy 
annuals, for example, ragweed, commonly occurs fol
lowing disturbance on upland landscapes. It may be 
necessary to gage subsequent success of planted species 
(grass-legume treatments) in terms of second-order 
importance because jrass tends to prec minate later 
during intermediate sta^js of succession. 

First-year results showed development of appreciable 
ground cover in «\ three treatments (60 to 80%) within 

three months of planting, and from 30 to 50% of the 
cover vegetation contained the desired species. Planting 
to herbaceous vegetation readily achieved the manage
ment objective of stabilizing soil and reducing erosion. 
Greatest initial success for the bluegrass legume planting 
depended on the presence of Kobe lespedeza and 
appeared to be related to site quality. Success of 
western grass planting will not be determined for 
several years because this length of time is required for 
completion of bluestem, Indian grass, and switch grass 
vegetative growth, after which time they will become 
more competitive with endemic species. Continued 
measurement of grass establishment on transmission 
line rights-of-way will determine if the introduced 
grasses can compete successfully with native shrubs. If 
successful, the nutritious western grasses will improve 
range quality and animal ha&tat, and these conser
vation efforts will lead to increased wildlife abundance 
through better management using native vegetation. 

ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT RELATED TO 
THE FEDERAL REPOSITORY 

R.C.Dahlman Y.A.Tanaka 

The proposed federal repository at Lyons, Kansas, 
represents a new approach for isolating large quantities 
of radioactive waste from the biotic environment. As a 
radioactive waste management procedure, the practice 
is new and untested; therefore, the Kansas facility has 
been designated by the AEC as a "demonstration 
reportory." Ecological investigations during early 
phases c; the project are designed to establish baselines 
and methodologies which can be applied in later 
assessment of possible impact on the environment. 
Results fiom ecological studies will provide a frame
work for assessing alleged or real impacts such as (1) 
long-term biological effects from either chronic or 
accidental releases of radioactivity, particularly 9 0 Sr, 
1 3 7 C s , and Pu. Environmental pathways of these 
radionuclides in affected ero5ys?*ms will be examined 
for possible concentration in food chains, a process 
which could cause hazardous levels of radioactivity in 
biota and man. Another potential impact concerns (2) 
possible thermal effects on surface biota manifested by 
Ueat dissipation f om high-level waste deposits. 

Preliminary information on ecological, agricultural, 
and environmental factors has been assembled for the 
Environmental Quality Statement and the Safety and 
Hazards Analysis Report on the proposed repository. 
Initial efforts have focused on: (1) a visit to the site in 
1970, (2) ecological surveys which were carried out by 
consultants from Kansas State University, (3) identifi-
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cation of possible environmental pathways of radio
nuclide movement, (4) formulation of predictive 
models for estimating radioactivity concentrations in 
ecosystem components, and (5) summarization of 
meteorological conditions for the Central Kansas re
gion. Background information collected during this 
phase of assessment has been used to characterize 
agricultural and ecological conditions, to establish 
conceptual designs for evaluating impact from long-
term operations, and to define additional research tasks 
for collecting missing ecological information. 

One phase of preliminary assessment has focused on 
the expected behavior of 9 0 Sr in a generalized grassland 
ecosystem. Bluestem grassland has been recommended 
for the 1000-acre site because its establishment would 
enhance stability and control management influences 
over long-term periods of postoperarjon surveillance. A 
predictive mode! of **Sr dynamics in plant-soil-litter of 
grassland was formulated from best available literature 
data. Based on estimated low-level continuous release of 
, 0 S r from the faculty, change in concentration in the 
plant-soil-litter segment was calculated for various time 
intervals after initiation of repository operations.17 

Radiostrontium may increase by a factor of 3 in the 
litter component and by 50% in living vegetation 
according to this simulation (Fig. 11.8). New equilibria 
will become established in these components within 
three years, after which time concentrations would 
dimmish as physical decay rates exceed rate of new 
input to the system. 

Predictive modeling procedures will apply to both 
chronic and acute inputs providing transfer parameters 
are based on "pulse" experimental data. Such efforts 
can estimate various secondary radioactivity source 
terms (foliage, root, litter) which, in turn, serve as 
potential inputs to ecological and agricultural food 
chains. While this simulation describes radiostrontium 
dynamics in the grass-litter-soil component, similar 
modeling techniques will be used to illustrate radio
nuclide movement or concentration for other organisms 
and pathways of the ecosystem. Specific activity 
models will be applied to aquatic and terrestrial 
situations when sufficient information exists on the 
stable chemistry of the environments and organisms. 
Other phases of radioactivity assessment will involve 
radionuclide movement through environmental path
ways of aquatic and agroecosystems. 

Dissipation of waste heat from high-level wastes may 
cause a small increase in temperature at the soil surface. 

17. R.C.Dahlmanetal.,ORNL-TM-3619. 

However, heat flux from deposited wastes of ten tunes 
the geothermal rate is not expected to change the 
surface temperature more than a fraction of a degree 
Fahrenheit, a negligible amount when compared with 
observed daily and seasonal variations. Dairy bi
directional radiation flux in the soil surface ranges from 
0 to 0.1 cai/cm*, and this bat bast 1000 tiroes greater 
than the predicted heat flux from waste deposits. 
Compared with calculations in radunt energy baknee 
and resultant sou heat iiux, the increases in the surface 
temperature from waste heating are expected to be 
small or negligible. Specific low-inteaslty effects o s 
energy balance components include: (1) Net radiation 
(Rn) would decrease slightly, possibly 0.01 bngfey/nnn, 
because outgoing kr .ywave radiation is proportional to 
the fourth power of the surface temperature. (2) 
Evapotranspiration could be affected by a 10% increase 
m the vapor pressure gradient, one factor of the 
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evaporation equttkm. Other complex processes affect 
evaporation, but only some of mem are directly 
influenced by temperature. (3) Sensible heat fluxes of 
m and soil which are also dependent on several factor* 
(e.g., water, eddy diffusivity. conductance, sod texture, 
and organic content). Thus, specific effects of addi
tional heat are not easily identified. That physical and 
biotic effects could occur from an increased geothermal 
flux does not aecessariry mean that devastating con
sequences will result. Identification of potential impacts 
ww be followed by more detailed research on those 
manifestations which substantively could be detri
ments! over centuries of biotic exposure to such a heat 
source. 

An ecology research program b being drugacd to 
provide technical information for asvrwmg conceivable 
chronic or accidental impacts on biotic populations, 
ecosystems, and man during repository operations and 
periods of postoperation surveuiance. Onsite ecological 
inwstinations vhfl determine the structure and function 
of affected ecosystems and wffl examine those eco
logical processes which may influence radionuclide 
fluxes in the vicinity of the waste repository. Ihmune 
references wil be compiled and used to evaluate 
thermal or ra£necological effects (either real cr aheged) 
related to routine operations or tintitaaty situations. 
Many tasks, by necessity, vriE be carried out at the 
repository site -* in adjacent agroecosystems, and the 
work probably «§l be performed by ecoiogists from the 
state of Kansas. Field data on aquatic and terrestrial 
ecosystem processes wffl be combined with gesKfJ 
concepts of radionuclide metaboism in orgamsan and 
with existing informsnof. on the behavior of radio
activity m the CMviionment, geological research data 
wffl be coupled with ecosystem models to predict the 
fate of chronksfiy or accidentally released radbactrvity 
in the environment. 

CADMIUM STUDIES WITH BLUBGILL 
{LEfOMSMACROanRUS) 

M.S.ribbs G.U Uirikton 

Cadmium h one of the most toxic metals to tving 
systems, particularly to aquatic organisms. Because of 
the potential poDutional sigmficance of tins element, a 
serks of studies were initiated to determine an approx
imate L D $ # , uptake, enminatirn, and distribution of 
cadmium in bhtegnls. Cadrraurr-109 was used as a tracer 
hi the litter two st*£^. 

PROCEDURES 

Manned U*5« Studies 

Rve fimjerhng MuegBk 2 to 4 in. long were placed 
in each aquarium contammg 18 titers of stream wster 
andgjvena single dose of 1, 5. or 10 ppm of Cd in the 
chloride form. The temperature was maintained at 20 ± 
1.0°C. 

The fish were accMmated for two weeks before use 
and were held in a 45-gaI aquarium, temperature 20 ± 
0J*C. 

EKnuaatic* stuums. Btuegdb (3 to 5 in.) were gr#en 
oral injections of 0.2S pCi of * • 9 Ca\N0 3 ) 2 -41^0 
vsmg 3 cm of polyvinyl tubing attached to a 2-cm3 

tuberka syringe inserted through the esophagus into the 
gjRuet. 

The initial quantity of '**Cd retained was based on 
an initial deteriamation of '•'Cd present 1 hr after 
injection. Cadnunm-109 retention was determined at I, 
2, 4, 7, 9, and II days after injection. AS radiation 
measurements were made uaoga multichannel analyzer 
with an NaKTl) detector. 

Uptake expiium nti Five fhajerhng btuegms were 
placed in each aquarium lontsimag S iters of stream 
water tagaed with 9.9 pO of , # *Cd. Uptske was 
determined at mtervals of V I, 2, 4, 7, 10, and 14 
days. The temperature was 21.0±05*C. 

Ittiaal nw ftutwu of , t # C d . Bhsegos were adarn-
istered , # »Cd la an analogous manner as m the elimi
nation studfes. Fish were whole-body counted, men 
sacrificed at mtervab of 2 hr, 1 ,2 ,4 ,7 ,9 ,14 , and 21 
djyv The fish were dissected, and the , 9 *Cd concen-
tration was determined for each organ. 

DBCUSSION 

The sandaled L D $ # studies estabsahed a definite 
toxicity of Cd to bfaegflls (Upoma imaodrirm). 
LD s #*s of 19 days for S ppm and 2.0 days for iOppm 
of Cd in the chloride form were nbtsmr d, mascatiag a 
loajuitlinnc increase m mortality as the concentration is 
doubled (Table J 1.8). These data represent toxic effects 
when a fish h exposed to a single dose of Cd, a 
condition untaual m the natural environment where a 
continual exposure rate is more probable. A more 
practical LD„ cf 24 hr for 4 5 6 ppm Cd is OP tumid 
wb« fish were given a continual dote using a constant 
dilation device.1* 

It. 0. H. ftcsxriag mi C. Iwadmon, pp. 57f-tl ia 
AocMdhfs of me 19th hi&Htritt Muu? ConfvttKf, rarusn 
lAafvnirjr, 19wl. 
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The toxic form of Cd in aquatic systems is not 
known. Its chemical properties would indicate that Cd 
enters aquatic systems in the form of a divalent 
wafer-soluble sah, such as CdCt3 or CdfNOj^. If this is 
true, it would be possible for the dissociated Cd** km 
to form coordination compoMsJs with organic and 
inorganic material present in the water supply. The 
determination of an exact exposure concentration b 
difficult due to immobilization; thus the toxic thresh
old of fish to Cd nay be lower than present data 
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action. Sbjnifica&t concentration of Cd was noted in the 
gjns, which may indicate that Cd interfeies with the 
ptrmcabflityofthcaUk. 

High concentrations of Cd woe found in the gastro-
tract. The concentration in die stomach 

; essentially constant. GnJnnum is concentrated 
in the pyloric caeca, then released slowly. The concen
tration of Cd in the pyloric caeca b four times greater 
than its coocentratiai in the stomach- No significant 

pattern of concentration or eJurajutioo was noted for 
the intestines. The major concentratiou of Cd, outside 
the gastromtestinal tract, is found in the liver nd 
kkbey, winch b consistent with studies of Cd dbtri-
butiooinrwee.23 

23. M Meriai Mi S. Whoa, An*. Bnmom. Hemhk 7, 
(1*3). 

<* ' •*€*•! 
total body 
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Effect of Gmmm Radiation on the Life Stages of the migratory Grasshopper, Mclanophu ungpiimpf t (F.). Third 
National Symposium on Radkwcology, May 10-12.1971, Oak Radge, Tennessee. 
Inwestinrtiom of Arthropods Food Cham Dynamics: Radioisotope Techniques. AIRS Meeting, August 1971, 
Fort Comas, Colorado. 

J. P. Whherspooft 

FkM Studux of Fammt Retention by Hants. Symposm 
of Nuclear War, September 16,1970, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York. 
Transfers of Cesium-J34 from a Tree Canopy to Vnderstory Vegetation, Association of Southeastern Biologists 
AniSttaJMeetir<tAMI5J97!.Rkhroood,Virgmia. 

LECTURES 

S. I.Anerbach 
Wmtf h This Thing &9ed Ecology ami Why hit So Important mtte 

, Oak Ridge Country Chm, November 19,1970, Oak Ridge, Tc 
Ecological Ctmsidenuums Qmcernmg Nuclear hmmr National 
Laboratory, November 20.1970, Oak Ridge. Tennessee. 
Pomttkm, Republican Women's Cktb, January 14. t97l.KrtotviBe.Tt 
Portion, Central Methodist Church, February 14,1971, KnoxviBe. Tei 
Nuclear Energy end Man. Lea|^ ofWoinen Voters, Aortt 20.1971, Oak Ridge, T« 
Effects of Tethnohgkal Development. US. Civil Service Commission. Executive Seminar Center. Atsgest 26. 
1971, Oak Ridge. T H W H W . 

The Case for Surriml. Alabama Turjercntosis Association. October 12-13.1971. Bhmh^juni.Aistmma. 

http://t97l.KrtotviBe.Tt
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B.G Bhytock 
Radiation Effects on Aquatic Systems, Radiation Ecology Class, University of Tennessee, Februar> 24. 1971, 
KnoxviBe. Tennessee. 
Radiation Effects on Aqmtic Systems. Tennessee Technological University, Tech Aqca Project, July 3, 1971, 
Center Hffl. 
Cytogenetic Effects of Tritiated Water at ClmononsavUnruMsity of Tennessee, Institate of Radiation naotogy, 
April 27, 1971, Knox**, Tennessee. 

KODctt <~.3argess 

The Need fee Nmturmt Areas, University of Montana, Apr! 1,1971, Missoula, Montana. 
Gtizms Groups and EnnwonmensaiQnahty, University of Montana, April 1,1971, Missoula, Montana. 
The ImenmtiomriBkdogkmlFroffmM. University of Montana, April 2.1971, Meuoub, Montana. 
The Environment - Government, Scientists, end Citizens, Bismarck Junior Cuftege, May 3, 1971, biotarck, 
North Dakota. 
A QueSty Human Environment. Academic Year Institute, University of South Dakota, May 6,197:, Vernation, 
South Dakota. 
The ImeruationalimmigkaiPriamui, University of South Dakota, May 6,1971, Vennuuoa, South Dakota. 
Careers in EnvmvnmenteJ Science, Academic Year Institute, Uajyerety of South Dakota, May 7, 1971, 
Vermilion. South Dakota. 
tjmromnent mud Life in the Northern Greet Anus. Sumner Institute for Conege Teachers, Minot State Conene, 
August 19,1971, Minot, North Dakota. 
The International bwktpcol Program, Minot State College, August 19,1971, Minot, North Dakota. 
The Destruction of North Dakota, Suuuner Institute for Couege Teachers, Minot State Conege, August 20,1971, 
Minot, North Dakota. 
Ecology and New Product Potential Third Annual Agri-Business Convention, American Marketing Association. 
November II. 1971, Oiwha, Nebraska. 

C.C.Coutant 

Thems* Effects, ORAU Panel Discussion on Environmental Effects of Nuclear Power Plants, August 4, 1970, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Water Pomttkm ORAU Environmental Assessment Course, August 20,1970, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Columbia River Thermal Effects Studies, Second Thermal PoRution Seminar, sponsored by the Institute for 
EnvK'Nuuental Sciences, September 23,1970. Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
E*.^loajkoi Effects of Power Plant Coohng, Syinposhun on Ecological Problems in the Marine Environment, First 
Nati*** motogkal Congress, November 10,1970, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Thermal Effects of Nuclear Power Plants. Semuur to ORNL Ps/tiripants from the Great Lakes Colleges 
Association, October 12,1970. Oak Ridge. Tennessee. 
Quantitative Analysis of Effects of Thermal Shock on Young Samxmids, Seminar to Graduate Program in 
Ecology, University of Tennessee. October 15,1970, Knoxriue, Tennessee. 

Panel Discussion on Environmental Effects of rhxteur Power Plants, Citizens Group front Midland, Michigan, 
November 9,1970, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Effects of Pomttkm on Ecology of Streams, ORAU Environmental Assessment Course, November 20,1970, Oak 
Ring*. Tennessee. 

The of Thermal Discharges foe Enhancing Auuaculture, European Inland Fisheries Advisory Cornmrttce 
Wnttsbop. sponsored by FAO. Stuttgan, Arkansas, September 10,1970. 
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Thermal Effects StuHes, Two seminars presented to faculty and staff. Laboratory of Limnology. University of 
Wisconsin, January 20 and 71.1971.Madison, Wisconsin. 
Renew of Entramment Research, B ologkal Entraimnent Workshop, sponsored >*y the Chesapeake Bay Coohng 
Waters Study group, Johns Hopkins University. January 24-26,1971, Baltimore, Maryland. 
Coexisting with Nuclear Energy - Thermal Effects, ORNL Physics Division Seminar, January 8. 1971. Oak 
Ridf e, Tennessee. 
Thermal Pollution, ORAU Special Training Course in Environmental Aspects of Radiation Sciences, January 13, 
1971. Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Thermal Effects Research by AEC. National Aczdemy of Engineering, Committee on Power Plant Siting, Wuer 
Working Group, February 22,1971. Washington. D C 
Thermal PoButkm, Earth Day !s&. Uraversity of Tennessee, April 2! , 197;, Knoxviue, Tennessee. 
Thermal Effects Research by AEC, Class lecture. University of Tennessee, April 23.1971, Knoxvifle, Tennessee. 
The Environment and Nuclear Power: Thermal Effects, ORAU Seminar for Representatives of Utilities, May 25, 
1971, Gak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Thermal Effects, ORAU Sermnai for AEC Demonstrators on Public Tour, August 18, 1970, Oak Ridge, 
lennessce. 
Thermal Effects, Ecological Enrichment Program for Chemists, ORAU, August 24,1970, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

R.C Dahlman 
Nitrogen Dynamics in the Grassland Ecosystem, Division of Biology, Kansas State University. March 22,1971, 
Manhattan, Kansas. 

P. B. Dunaway 
Radionuclides as Tools for Ecological Research, Pymatunirw Laboratory of Ecology, University of Pittsburgh, 
Jury 21,1970, Linesvule, Pennsylvania. 
Radioisotope Techniques in Vertebrate Ecology. University of Tennessee Radioecology Course, February 3, 
1971, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Radioisotope and Irradiation Studies with Mammals. Department of Zoology, Michigan State University, May 
26,1971, East Lansing, Michigan. 

J.W.FJwood 
Aquatic Ecology at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Institute of Biological Research, September 3, 1971, 
Belgrade, Yugoslavia. 

R. A. Goldstein 
Ordination and Classification of Ecosystems, Systems Ecology Program, San Diego State College, April 1971, 
San Diego, California. 

J.M.Hett 
Age Structural Dynamics of Babam Fir and Eastern Hemlock, Department of Botany Seminar, University of 
Georgia, November 16.1970, Athens, Georgia. 
Reproductive Dynamics. Systems Modeling Section of the Forest Service Leadership School, June 23, 1971, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Use of Time-Sharing Computer for Land-Use Simulation, Systems Modeling Section of the Forest Service 
Leadership School, June 24,1971, Madison, Wisconsin. 

S.V.Kaye 
Radioecology and Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, University of Tennessee Radioecology Course, February 17, 
1970, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
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Modeling Dose Commitments Based on Mineral Flows in a Tropical Ecosystem. Argonne SymposhiaE on the 
Analysis and Synthesis of Ecological Systems, Argonne National Laboratory. October 26-28. 1970, Argonne, 
Itiinois. 
Systems Analysis Techniques for Predicting Dose to Man from Radioactivity Released *o the Environment, 
IAEA Headquarters, August 30,1971, Vienna. Austria. 
Environmental Systems Analysis, Biology Division, Euratom Laboratory, September 2,1971, !spra, Italy. 
Evaluating Environmental Releases of Radioactivity, Headquarters of Italian National Committee on Nuclear 
Energy, September 6,1971, Rome, Italy. 
Ecology and wise Use of Natural Resources, Camp Tremont, September 17, 1970, Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park. 

D.J.Nelson 

Technology Assessment and Watershed Research, Oak Ridge Associate*4 Universities, September 30,1970, Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee. 
Predicting Radionuclide Uptake Aquatic Ecosystems, Citizens Panel from Midland, Michigan, November 9, 1970, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Ecological Research, Oak Ridge High School, November 16,1970, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Ecological Effects of Nuclear Power Reactors, DeFauw University, January IS, 1971, Greencastle, Indiana. 
Bujgeochemistry of Chans, Department of Geology and Geography, University of Tennessee, February 1,1971, 
Knoxville, Tennessee. 
Cycling and Effects of Radionuclides in Aquatic Ecosystems, Ecology Program, University of Tennessee, 
February 3,1971, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Aquatic Ecology Studies at ORNL. Genera! Ei«ineering and Construction Division Seminar, March 10. 1971, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

Radioactive Materials and the Environment, Special Training Division, Oak Ridge Associated Uriversities, March 
31,1971, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Aquatic Ecology, Special Training Division, Oak Ridge Associated Universities, April 8. 1971, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. 
Analytical Needs for Ecological Sciences, Analytical Chemistry Division Seminar, May 20. 1° 71, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. 
Radionuclide Cycling, Special Training Division, Oak Ridge Associated Universities, September 2, 1971, Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee. 
Aquatic Ecology, Special Training Division, Oak Ridge Associated Universities, September 2,1971, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. 

Radionuclides in Aquatic Systems, University of Pittsburgh, September 30,1971, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

J. S. Olson 
Systems Ecology, Lund University, September 2,1970, Lund, Sweden. 
Ecological Modeling, Uprx.ua University, September 9,1970, Uppsala, Sweden. 
Integrated Research on Terrestrial Productivity - Systems and Subsystem Studies, Biological Institute, 
September 21,1970, Belgrade, Yugoslavia. 
Data and Models of Biospheric Change, Panel on Computation, Decision Making, and the Environment, Spring 
Joint Computer Conference, May 19,1971, Atlantic City, New Jersey. 

R. V. O'Neill 
A Typology of Ecological Models, Resources for the Future, November 1970, Washington, DJC. 

http://Uprx.ua
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Error Analysis Methods, Mathematics Division. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, March 1971, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. 
Modeling and Systems Analysis in Ecology, University of Tennessee Research Station, March 197 i. Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. 

D. E. Reichle 
Ecological Research Programs at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Joint Conference with State Environmental 
Agencies, October 28,1970, Nashville, Tennessee. 
'Juk Ridge National Laboratory PKD. Recruitment Program, University of California, Berkeley, January 1, 
1971, Berkeley, California: Stanford University, January 22,1971, Stanford, California; University of Wisconsin, 
November 15,1971, Madison, Wisconsin. 
U.S. iBF Deciduous Forest Biome, Tokyo Metropolitan University, January 10, 197 i, Tokyo, Japan; Osaka 
University, January H, 1971. Osaka, Japan; University of Malaysia, January 13, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; 
Symposium on Tropical Ecology, January 14-20, New Dehli, India. 
Spring Mating Calls of the Amphibia, Ecology Explorer Post, March 9,1971, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Primary Production in Gaseous Exchange IBP Research at Oak Ridge. Duke University, May 25,1971, Durham, 
North Carolina. 
Transport and Fate of Radionuclides in the Environment, Cooperative Science Education Center, NSF-SSTP 
Summo* Institute in Radiation and Its Biological Consequences, July 3, 1971, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Program and Objectives of the Oak Ridge *BP Site, Cowetia Hydrolase Laboratory, July IS, 1971, Franklin, 
North Carolina. 
Environmental Ethics, Oak Ridge Unitarian Church, September 12-November 28,1971, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Integrated Environmental Research, UT Graduate i;ogram in Ecology, Plant Ecology Class, Nove-nbtr 7,1971, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

j . P. Withtrspoon 
Ecology and the Environmental Crisis, Science Day, Carson Newman College, November 2,1970, Jefferson Cit>, 
Tennessee. 
Radiation Ecology, Oak Ridge High School Biology Classes, November 4,1970, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Education in Ecology, Environment 2000 Program, University of Tennessee, February 6, 1971, Knoxville, 
Tennessee. 
Ecological Sciences at ORNL. Tennessee .'unior Science and Humanities Symposium, ORNL, March 5, 1971, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
What is Ecology?, East Tennessee Section of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers, February 4, 1971, Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee. 
Ecology and the Environment, Easi Tennessee Section of IEEE, March 9,1971, Knoxville, Tennessee. 
Radiation Ecology. Convo-7! of the United Methodist Church, March 25, 1971, KnoxviUe and Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. 
Radiation Ecology, institute of Radiation Biology Seminar, University of Tennessee, April 12,19/1, Knoxville, 
Tennessee. 
Radiation Botany, Biology Division Seminar, ORNL, May 7,1971, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Ecology at ORNI,, Tennessee Technological University, July 22,1971, Cockevilk, Tennessee. 
Radioactivity in Ecosystems, Applied Ecology Institute for Teachers, ORAU, Sk; tember 1, 1971, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. 
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Ecology at ORNL: 
Biology Class, December 3,1970, Mars Hill College. 
Biology Class, May 1,1971. Eastern Kentucky University. 
Physics Class, May 7,1971, North Georgia College. 

M.Witkamp 
Microbial Ecology, January 18-February 5, 1971. Department of Biology. University of Puerto Rico, Rio 
Piedras, Puerto Rico, in the series "Modern Topics in Biology." 
Microbiology in the IBP, School of Medicine, Puerto Rico Nuclear Center, and Department of Biology, 
University of Puerto Rico, February 3.1971, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico. 
Mineral Release from Decomposing Forest Litter, Decomposer Conference, April 1 -2,1971, Athens, Georgia. 
Mineral Flux in Model Systems and in the Field. Seminar on Microbial Contribution to Terrestrial Ecosystem 
Energy Flow and Nutrient Cycling, 71st Annual Meeting of the American Society of Microbiology. May 6,1971, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Microbial Transfer of Minerals in Forest Ecosystems, Forest Service Leadership School Symposhim on Systems 
Ecology, June 21 -22,1971, Madison, Wisconsin. 

THESES 

Carol Macklin 
Decomposition of Leaf Litter from Tulip Poplar (Liriodendron tulipfera L.y Trees Defoliated with Cocodybc 
Acid. M.3. thesis, Department of Biology, Emory University, Atlanta. Georgia, May 27,1971. 

J. B. Mathies 
Annual Consumption of Cesium-}37 and Cobalt-60 Labeled Pine Seeds by Small Mamrnah m an Oak-Hickory 
Forest, ?h.D. thesis, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan (1971). 

H. H. Shugart 
The Niche Hypenpace Concept and Habitat Selection of Winter FrmgjBUds in Northern Georgia, PhD. thesis, 
University of Georgia Zoology Department, Athens, Georgia, 68 pp. (1971). 

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 

S. I. Auerbach 
Director, Eastern Deciduous Forest Biome, Analysis of Ecosystems, International Biological Program. 
Vice Chairman, Executive Committee, U.S. National Committee for the IBP. 
President, Ecological Society of America. 
Member, U.S. National Committee of the International Union of Biological Sciences. 
Member, Special Committee on Biological Water Quality of the Ohio River Valky Water Sanitate? Couunteion. 
Member, National Academy of Engineering Committee on Power Plant Siting. 
Member, Editorial Board of International Journal of Environmental Sciences. 
Member, Editorial Board of Radiation Sotmy. 
Member, Advisory Board, Advances in Rvliaiion Biology. 
Memor- Board of Trustees, The Institute of Ecology. 
Member, Board of Ecological Advisors of the Bureau of Reclamation. 
Participant in AEC educational film entitled "No Turning Back.** 

. -^ .* -rt;.^.--.: - . W *>..-.. •• y r?**/*** Jt^&-fflm?#W$4&'-*>& i^^^'J*"*--*^"*'^*-***"'* 1*" 
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Robert L. Burgess 

President, North Dakota Academy of Science, 1970 71. 

Chairman of Session: Early Results in the Eastern Deciduous Forest Biome, US-IBP, 24th Annual AlBS Meeting. 
September 2. I*»7I. Colorado State University, Fort Collins,Colorado. 

Member, Program Review Committee, Grasslands Biome, US-IBP, June 6, 1971, Colorado State University, Fort 
Collins, Colorado. 

Member, Program Review Committee, Desert Biome, US-IBP, June 9, 1971, Utah State University, Logan, Utah. 

Member, Membership Committee, Ecological Society of America. 1965-present 

Member. North Dakota Wildlife Advisxy Committee, 1967-present. 

Review Editor, Ecology, 1970-present. 

C. C. Coutant 

National Academy of Sciences. Water Quality Criteria Revision Project, Member of Panel on Freshwater Aquatic 
Life and Wildlife (1971 >. Author of section on "Temperature." 

National Academy of Engineering, Committee on Power Plant Siting, Member of Water Working Croup (1971). 

Electric Power Council on Environment, Water Research Coordinating Committee. 

Member of Research Committee, Water Pollution Control Federation. 

Co-Chairman, Environmental Action Council of Oak Ridge (1971). 

R. C. Dehknan 

Discussion leader on Nitrogen Cycling and Modeling at Workshop on Nitrogen Dynamics in Ecosystems, October 
13-16.1971, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia. 

P. B. Dunaway 

Member of Site Review Team at Savannah River Plant for AEC. 

Member of Committee on Anatomy and Physknogy, American Society of Mammalogists. 

N. T. Edwards 

Participant in IBP Decomposition Workshop, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina, February 
1971. 

J.W.EIwood 

Visited the Institute of Biological Research in Belgrade and Titograd, Yugoslavia, and proposed IBP study sites at 
Lake Skadar and the Lower Danube River in Yugoslavia, August 30-September 3,1971. 

R. A. Goldstein 

Participant, Biological Systems Simulation Group Work Conference, January 17-21,1971, Gainesville, Florida. 

Participant at "astern Deciduous Forest Biome, IBP Workshops on Primary Productivity, Duke University.. I97C: 
Meteorology and Hydrology, Univeisity of Wisconsin, September !970: and Modeling, University of Wisconsin, 
October 1970. 

W.F. Harris 

Member, AIPS Visiting Radiation Biologists Program. 

Process Coordinator, Terrestrial Primary Production, Eastern Deciduous Forest Biome, US-IBP. 

Member, Interbkxne Primary Productivity Committee, US-IBP. 

Participated in Boy Scouts' Nature Study Camporec, May I, 1970, Norris, Tennessee. 
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"Ecological Research at ORNL" fidd tour and discussion to: 
1. Personnel, Forestry and Wildlife Division, TV A, ORNL, March 25, 1971 (with G. S. Henderson), 
2. Ecology class, Brigham Young Univerxjty. ORNL, April 6, 1971 (with D. E. Keichlc), 
3. Hydrology class. University of Georgia, ORNL, May 19,1971 (with G. S. Henderson), 
4. Forest management class, University of Tennessee, June 14, 1971 (with G. S. Henderson), 
5. Recreation and wildlife class, University of Tennessee, ORNL, Jury 12,1971 (with G. S. Henderson). 

G. S. Henderson 
Participant, Decomposition Workshop, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Care Una, February 
19-20,1971. 
Participant, Detritus Conference, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, April 1 -2,1971. 
Participant, IBP Eastern Deciduous Forest Process Coordinators Meeting. August 5, 1970. 

Advisor to Pre-coop students. Summer. 
Conducted tour of Walker Branch Watershed for University of Tennessee Forestry classes (with W. F. Harris), 
May 19 and June 14,1971. 

J. M. Hett 
Participant, IBP Workshop on Primary Productivity, Duke University, Jury 23-25, 1970, Durham. North 
Carolina. 
Participant (Full time), Interdisciplinary Study on the Aleut Adaptation to the Boring Land Bridge Coastal 
Configuration, directed by W. S. Uughlm, J. S. Aigner, and R. F. Black, University of Connecticut, Storrs, 
Connecticut, sponsored by NSF, Jury 1-August 31,1971. 

S.V.Kaye 
Organized Ecology Program for Fall Conservation Camporee, Boy Scouu of America, Camp Chota, Norris, 
Tennessee. Staff members presenting lectures mchtted: J. P. Witherspoon, P. B. Dunaway, S. V. Kaye, F. G. 
Taylor, D. E. RefcbJe, and W. F. Harris. 
Served as Chairman of Project SCAR (Save Our American Resources), PeUissippi District, Great Smoky 
Mountain Council, Boy Scouts of America. Numerous conservation and pollution abatement projects were 
undertaken, including tree plantings (approximately 7,000 seedlings), an antOitter day (18 track loads of Htte» 
collected), and trail clearing. 
Task group member of Committee 4 on Application of Recommendations, International Commission on 
Radiological Protection. 
Official Observer, United States Detegatton to Fourth International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy, Geneva, Switzerland, September 6-16,1971. 

D.J.Nelson 
Chairman, RadtoecoJogy Committee of the Ecological Society of America. 
Chairman, The Third National Symposium on Radioecology. 
Consultant, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. 
Member-at-large, Board of Directors, American Society of Limnology and Oceanography. 
Member, VS. National Committee for the International Union for Quaternary Research, National Academy of 
Sciences. National Research Council. 
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Consultant, Mobile District, VS. Army Corps of Engineers. 
Lecturer in Zoology and Member of Graduate Faculty, University of Tennessee, KnoxviBe, Tennessee. 
President, East Tennessee Chapter of the Health Physics Society. 

J.S.Olson 
Professor of Biology (pert time). Department of Botany and Graduate Program in Ecology, University of 
Tennessee. 
International Biological Program, Productivity of Terrestrial Ecosystems (IBP/PT) Internatiottal Section. 
Interbkxne coordication representative at Kevo, Finland, and Rome, Italy, September 1970; biome information 
meetings, Tjipayuug, Indonesia, and Canberra, Australia, August 1971. 
International Coordinator, Eastern Deciduous Forest Biome, US-International Biological Program. 
Series Editor, Ecological Sr+2itx Analysis and Synthesis, Springer Veiiag. Bertm-Heidriberg-New York. 
Consulting Editor, Encyclopedia of Science and Technology (and Yearbook) McGraw-Hw, New York. 
Study Committee for the Institute of Ecology (TIE), Ecological Society of America. 
Adviser for Earth Day 1971, Oak Ridge Hgi School and Students for Earth's Future. 
Program Section Chairman, Ecosystem Analysis and Synthesis, Argonne National Laboratory, October 1970. 

R. V. 0*NdU 
Member, US. International Biological Program Interbktof Modeling Committee. 
Modeling Program Coordinator, VS. International Biological Prograea, Eastern Deciduous Forest Biome. 
Participant in Airlie Conference on Cybernetics and Large Systems, American Society for Cybernetics, Febniary 
1971. 

D. E. &«hle 
I fcturer. University of Tenwesse*,' Graduate Program in Ect'^ty, and Department «f Zoology and Entomology. 
Member, Coordinating Committee, University of Tennessee Institute of Radiation Biology. 
Member, Panel on General Ecology, Ecosystem Analysis, National Science Foundation. 

Member. Environmental Quality Advisory Board of Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
Co^hairman, International Woodlands Coordinating Committee, International Biological Program. 
Member, Oak Ridge Regional Planning Commission. 
Editorial h~ vd, Ecological Monographs. 
Member, Executive Committee, Eastern Deciduous Forest Biome, Analysis of Ecosystem Program, VS. IBP. 

R. I. Van Hook 
Participant, liistitute of Ecology Study on Global Ecological Problems (June 1971), University of Wisconsin, 
Madbon, Wisconsin. Resulting publication: Man and the Living Environment. 

J. P. Witherspoon 
Lecture course in "Radiation Ecology," Botany 6630 and 6640, Winter Quarter 1971, University of Tennessee, 
KnoxviUe, Tennessee. 
Lab and Held course in "Radiation Ecology," Botany 6650, Spring Quarter 1971, University of Tennessee, 
Knox* Ue, Tennessee. 
Appointed as Lecturer in American Institute of Biological Sciences Raoiation Biologists Program. 
Participated in local and traveling lecture programs of the Cooperative Science Education Center, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. 
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MWitkamp 
Lecturer in Biology (part tune), Department of Botany and Graduate Program in Ecology, Uiuversity of 
Tennessee, KnoxviBe, Tennessee. 
Guest Lecturer in Biology, Department of Biology, University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico. 
IBP Process Coordinator for Terrestrial Decomposition, Eastern Deciduous Biome, U.S.A. 
Woodland Representative, Microbiology Interbiome Coordinating Committee, Int. IBP. 
Thesis Committee, Carol MackKn (Masters), Department of Biology, Emory University, Atlanu, Georgia. 
Lecturer at Seminar, Microbial Contribution to Terrestrial Ecosystem Energy Flow and Nutrient Cycling, 71st 
Annual Meeting, American Society of Microbiology, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Lecturer, Forest Leadership School, Symposium on Systems Ecology, Madison, Wisconsin. 
Lecturer, Decomposer Conference, Athens, Georgia. 
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Radial. Res. 37.108-17 (1969). 
2S2. £V*fc* jonofa Digital Computer Method for Analysis ofCompartmmtal Models oj Ecol^gkal Systrr*. by L. i. Bledsoe aad 

G. M. Vaa Dyne. ORNL-TM-2414 (Febrvery 1969). 
•263. Tafgiag Native Grassland Vegetation with Carboo-14." by R. C. Dahbnaa aad Cba L. Kacen. Ect*togy 49(6). 1199-1203 

(1969L 
264. "Etobgksl Behavior of Rawioaacaales ^ 

Fishery Resources Symposium, April5- 7,1967. Athens, lie.. 1969. 
•265. "Mathematical Uoaefs of Phaktoa Productivity." by J. S. O'Connor aad B. C Patten. Pp. 207-28 in hoc. of Reservoir 

Fishery Resources Symposium. April 5-7,1967. Athens. Ga. 1969. 
266. "Effects of Ionizing Radfctioa oa iaserspediV ConevtitMMC by B. G. Bbyiock. P. 61 in hoc. Symposium on Rndtoecohgy. 

1969. 
261. "RadJuwmithity of Forest Tie; Specbs to Acate Fact Ncatron Radbtion." by J. P. Wbaerspooa. P. 120 in hoc. Symposium 

on Redsoecohgf, 1969. 
268. *ttaaa*faa Effects hi the f xichme, Crketidar and MvriaVe." by P B. Daaaway, L. L. Leads. J. D. Story. J. A.Pv/ae.aad J. 

M. Ingib. P. 173 in hoc. Sympnmm on RedhecoScgy. '969. 
269. "Radtostro**Snm Uptake in Blood aad Fbsh b niamBi" by J. R. Read aad D. J. Neboa. P. 22b m hoc. Symposium on 

Radtoecoiogy, 1969. 
270. "Ceatam, CMam-137. aad Pntaamim Concentrations in White Grappb and Other CHach River rTm." by D. J. Nebon. P. 240 

hi hoc Symposium on Radtoecology, 1969. 
271. "Ceebm-137 Khwncs b Termtrbl Microcosms," by Martb Whkamp aad Marilyn L. Frank. P. 635 mitoc. Symposium on 

Radtoecology, 1969. 
272. "Carbon-14 Cycaag *• oar Root and Soil Compcneats of a Prairie Ecosystem," by Roger C. Dahlman mdCWr L. ICncera. Y. 

65/ b hoc. Symposium on Radtotcongy. 1969. 
273. Xycaag of ^Caby Dogwood Trees." by W. A. Thomas. P. 661 mhoc. Symposium on Radhecoiogy. r*69. 
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274. "Tropuk Level Concentrations of Ccaum 137. Sounani. »ud Potassium in Forest Arthropods," by D. E. Rcicfck and D. A. 
Crosdey. Jr. P. 678 in Ptoc. Symposium am Rmdktccvlagy. 1969. 

275. *t*ouspnrative Movement of , & * R n . *°Co. and 1 I T C s n Arthropod Food Chains." by D. A. Cooky . Jr. P. 687 in /tor. 
Symposium am R&ajoecohgy. 1969. 

**76. "Systems Analysis of a Coupled Compartment Model for Radionuclide Transfer in a Tropical Environment." by S. V. Kaye 
and S. J. Bai. P. 731 in hoc. Symposium on Radioecology. 19*9. 

277. Proems Report a* Posutuck Ecology, by S. I. AuerbaoY OkNL-TM-2466 (March 1969}. 
278. "Retention of ' i4C% as an Index to Meubobsm in 'fccCotton Rat." by C. E. Baker and P. B. Dunaway. Health Phys. 1642). 

227 30 (February 1969). 
279. "Predktwjt Radiation Dote Equivalents fo* Pooublions. I . Dov Mode* and Methods of Application.** by S. V. Kaye. P. S. 

Rofcwcr. K. E. Cowser. and W. S. Snyder BbSciemce l9<5>. 338 « l (March 1969). 
280. "lobar Application ot " 7 C * on Undervory Species of Mesk Forest." by Pfcttp B. Whilferd. Radial. Bat. 846). 509 13 

(December 1968). 
2ai. indirect intimation of Energy Fwies in Animal Food Web*." by Robert V. 0*Neu1. J. Theor. Biol 22,284 -90 (1969). 
282. ''External Factors Influencing Mineralization and immobdizalion of Some Radionuclides from Tree litter.** by Martini 

WHkamp. hoc. of Isotopes and Rmdialkm mSoilOrganic-MatterStudies. IAEA Symposium. Vienna I96S. 
283. "Ebon Transport." by J. S. Obon. 7*e EmcycktpedmofCeomarpkototy. reputed 1968. 
284. "Microbial Imnwbmzation of ' * 7Cs in Forest Litter." by Mrirtin Wrtkamp and Barbara Barzansky OUcos 19,392 95 (1968). 
165. "fredktin* Radbiioa Dose Equivalents for Populations. I I . Results Obtained with the Don; Models." by S. V. Kaye aad P. S. 

Robwcr. BktSciemce 19(4). 326- 30 (April i9©9). 
286. "Analysis of Transient Behavior of Radioisotopes in Insect Food Chains," by D. A. Crosdey. Jr.. and D. E. Rekhk. 

BMriemx 1944). 341-43 (At J 196!)). 
287. "Oak Ridge. Tennessee Flora. 2. Spring Rowering Dates.*" by Fted C. Taylor. Jr. V.T. Arboretum Society Burnet in. Spring 

1969. pp. 13-19. 
288. snifter Branch Watershed Project: Hydmlogic Analms and Data Process**, by W. M. Snyder and J. W. Drrbn. ORNL-4392 

(Apri 1969). 
289. "The Nitrogen Economy ©t" Grassland and Dune SONS." by R- C. DaoJman. J. 5. Olson, and K. Doxtader. Pp. 54-82 in 

Proteedhmgs of Cbmferemt. Biology and Ecology. Vnbr. of California Davis, Not.-Dec. 196/. National Academy of Sciences. 
1969. 

290. "AssimuBtion and Biological Turnover of Cesium-! 34. Iodine-! 31. and Chromium-S I in Brown Crickets, Acheta domestkus 
(L.)." by R-1. Van Hook. Jr.. and D. A. Crosstcy. Jr. Health Phys. 16X4). 463-67 (April 1969). 

291. T h e Barrens of the Oak R id * Area. Tennessee." by H. R. DeSetm P. B. Whfttord. and J. S. Obon. Amer. Midi. Natvr. 81(2). 
315-30(1969). 

'292. "Phylogenetk Rentkmsuir* of Rodents on the Basfc of Isoenzymes of Lactate Dehydrogena<«." by Bruce Jacobson. J. B. 
Mttvphy, and P. B. Dunaw*/. Comp. Biochem. Physiol. 28,1135-44 (1969). 

293. "Effects ot Acvle fontzmz Radktion on Incorporation of ' 3 l IUD!"i by Co Hon RaU. Sigmodon hisptdus." by T. P. OTarreU 
and P. B. Dunaway. Radial. Ret. 38(1). 109-24 (1969). 

294. "Models of Seasonal Prirnary Productivity in Eastern Tennessee Festuca and Andropogon Fxosystems" (thesb). by J. M. 
Kety. P. A. Opstrup. J. S. Obon. S. I. Auerbacn. and G. M. Van Dyne. ORNL-43IO (June 1969). 

2 9 J . Operation and Mamtenince of the Beckman Omega Data Reduction System, by C. E. Styron. ORNL-CF-69-6-9 (June 1969). 
296. "Radiation Sensitivity of Twelve Spec's of Arthropods," by E. F. Menhinick and D. A. Crossky, Jr. Ann. Entomol. Soc. 

Amer. 62(4). 711-17 (Jury 1969). 
297. "Estimates of Pcriphytou Mass and Stream Bottom Area Using Phosphorus-32." by D. J. Nelson, N. R. Kevetn. J. L. WUnm. 

and N. A. Griffith. Water & x 3. 367 73 (1969). 
295. "Uptake and Excretion or t 3 4 C s from Faltoui Simulant and Vegetition by Cotton Rats," by J. T. Kitchings I I I . P. B. 

Dunaway, and J. D. Story. Hilth PSys. 17, 265 77 (1969). 
299. "Acvumula!kw» and Cydavg of Calcium by Dogwood Trees.** by W. A. Thomas. Ecol. Monogr. 39(2), 101 - 20 (Spring 1969). 

•300. "Medical and Ecological Effects of Nuclear Weapons." by S. I. Auerbach and Shields Warren. Survival and the Bomb: Methods 
of Civil Defetoe. E. P. Wbjner.ed.. Indiar* University Press, ntoomfcgtnn. Ind., 1969. 

301. Internal Distribution and Loss from Roots by Leeching of Cesium-137 Inoculated into Liriodendron tulipifera L. Seedlings 
Grown in Sand Culture, by G. R. Sandberg. J. S. ONon, and Edward E. C. Oebsch. ORNL-TM-2660 (September 1969). 

302. "A Table of Mean Effective Trmperaturo for the Metabolistr of Biological Systems Subjected lo Sinusoidal Cycles m 
Temperature. * by R. B. Willknu J. Their. Biol 24,240-45 (1969). 

303. "Lethal Effects of Gamma Radiation on Eggs and Larvae of the Bagworm, Thyndopteryx ephemeraefytrtiiU" by D. E. 
Reichk. Ann. Entomol. Soc. Amer. 62(5), 1114-17 (September *969>. 

304. "Our Environment (a Book Review of From Sea to Shirint Sea: A Report on the American Environment - Our Natural 
Heritage):' by W. A. Thomas. / Amir. Med. Assr*. 209(5), 775-76 (Aug. 4,1969). 

305. "Size, Mass, and Caloric Content of Particulate Organk Matter in Old-Field and Forest Soils." by C. R. Malone and M. B. 
Swartout. Ecology 50X3). 395- 99 (Late Spring I969 v. 

306. "Experimental Manipulation of Soil Invertebrate Po,»utatknM for Trophk Studies," by C. A. Edwards. D. E. ReichJe, and D. 
A. Crossky. Jr. Ecology 50(3). 495-98 <Ute Spring 1969) 
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307. "Terminal Chromosome Rearrangements in Chwxmomus riparius." by 6. G. Bhylocfc and P. G. Kocfckr. Amer. Nmiur. 
103(933). 547-51 (September-October 1969). 

308. "Environmental Efforts on Microbial Turnover of Some Mineral Elements. Part 1. Abiotic Factors." by M. Witkamp. Sod AM. 
Bockem. 1,167 76(1969). 

309. "LOB O Wright. **Co. and , 3 1 C s from Tree Utter in Three Subsystems of a Watershed.** by M. Witkamp and M. Frank. 
£m*o«. &*. Terkmof. 3(11). 1195-98 (November 1969). 

310. "Curium Behavior in Plants and Soil." by W. A. Thomas and D. G. Jacobs. Sou* Set 108(4). 305- 7 (l%9). 
311. "Eight-Year Summary of Phut-Sot* t»b> on , 3 7 C s m a Tamed Appalachian Forest Dominated by IJriothmdron tuhpifcia." 

by L. N. Peters, J. S. Olson, and R. M. Anderson. ORNL-TM-2737 (December 1969). 
312. 7*e Balances of ' 3 , C * . Stebk Cesium. a>td the Feeding Rales ofBtuegiB(Lepomr* macrochimsRaf.) m tHuie Oak Lake, by 

S. E. Kotehmainen and D. J. Nelson. ORM-4445 (December 1949). 
•313. "Ms'jgnant Tumors Associated with Snxutaneousty Implanted Radioactive Wires in Peromyscus maiicumnus" by G. F. 

Co: grove. P. B. Dunaway. and J. D. Story. Art. WUdl. Disease Assoc, hoc. AMI. Conf. 5,311 -14 (July 1969). 
314. "behavior of , , 7Cs-Tagged Particles m a Fescue Meadow.** by R. C. Dahtman. S. I. Auerbach. and P. B. Danaway. Pp. 

153 -65 m Environmental Contamination by Radioactive Maleriak. hoc. of Seminar. Vienna. March 24-25. 1969. 
315. Phenotogkal Records of Vascular Phmts at Oak R*kc Tennessee, by Fred G. Taylor. ORNL-lB*69-l (December 1969). 
316. "Retention of a FaBout Simulant Containing , , 4 C s by Pine and Oak Trees,** by J. P. Witherspoon and F. G. Taylor. Jr. 

Health Phys. 17,825-29(1969). 
317. "Radiation-Induced Anatomical Modifications in Forest Trees,** by J. P. Witherspoon and F. G. Taylor. Jr. J. Ten*. Acad. Set 

44(4). 118-24 (October 1969). 
318. "Environmental Effects on Microtia' 'turnover of Some Mineral Elements. Part II. Biotic Factors,** by M. Witkamp. Soil BhfL 

Btochem. 1,177-84(1969). 
319. "Feeding Rates of Freshwater Sunns iGoniobam ckrarforma t Determined with Cobalt*0.** by C. R. Makme and D. J. 

Nelson. Ecology 50(4). 728- 30 (SuRtmer 1969). 
320. "Radiation Ecology Section," by S. I. Auerbach et at., in Health Phys. Dh. Ann. Progr. Kept. July 31. 1969. ORNL-4446 

(January 1970). 
321. "Effect of Leaching on Pine Utter Decomposition Rate.** by N. E. Kowal. Ecology 50(4). 739-40 (Summer 1969). 
322. "The Effect of Temperature on the Dose Response of Gambusia affinh affinh from Two Natural Populations,*' by B. G 

Blaylock and T. J. MitchrH. Radial. Res. 40(3). 503-11 (December 1969). 
323. "Ingestion Rate of a Ptae-Mor Oribatid Mite.** by N. E. Kowal. Amer. Midi Natur. 81(2). 595-98 (April 1969). 
324. "Distribution and Abundance of Bof-lnhabitmg Psehphid Beetles.** by D. E. Reichle. Trans. Ill, Acad Set 62(3). 233-64 

(1969). 
325. "Methods of Estimating Population Exposures from Plowshare Applications,** by S. V. Kayc. Proc. Symp. Pubik Health 

Aspects of Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Explosives. Las Vegas. Net.. April 1969. 
•326. "Evolution of CO? from Utter. Hntniisand Subsoil of a Pme Stand.** by M. WitJump./'eo'otofamfe 9 ,358-65 (1969). 

327. "Turnover and Concentration of Radionuclides in Food Chains.** by D. E. Rekhk, P. B. Dunaway. and D. J. Nelson. NucL 
Safety 11(1),43-55 (January-February 1970). 

328. "Significance of Spider Predation m the Energy Dynamics of Forest Floor Arthropod Communities** (Ph.D. thesis), by B. C. 
Moulder, D. E. Reichle,and S. I. Auerbach. ORNL-4452 (Jimmy 1970). 

329. Pitfall I: A General Purpose Data Processing Program for Environmental Data, by N. C. Hull, J. J. Beauchatnp, and D. E. 
Rekhk. ORNL-JBP-70-2 (February 1970). 

330. "Cycles of Temperature and Carbon Dioxide Evolution from Utter and So8," by M. Witkamp. Ecology 50(5). 922-24 (Ute 
Summer 1969). 

331. "Man. Machine, and Milieu (a review of R. J. Forbes' The Conquest of Nature. Technology and Its Consequences)" by W. A. 
Thomas. Ecology 50(5). 942 (Lite Summer 1969). 

332. Trophk Level Delineation of Forest Soil Microinvertebraies (thesis), by J. R. McBroyer, D. E. Reichle, and S. I. Auerbach. 
ORNL-TM-2847 (February 1970). 

333. "Pesticides (Chemical Fallout: Current Research on Persistent Pesticides - a Book R^v***),** by W. A. Thomas. / Amer. Med. 
Assoc. 210 (Dec. 15,1969). 

334. Walker Branch "Watershed Project Proportional Water Sampler Design Report and Operating Manual, by W. F. Johnson and W. 
R. Miller. ORNL-TM-2839 (Feb. 10,1970). 

335. "Measurement of Elemental Assimilation by Animals from Radioisotope Retention Patterns.** by D. E Reichle. Ecology 
50(6), 1102 - 4 (Autumn 1969). 

336. "Energy Assimilation by the HOUJC Cricket, Acheia domestkus. Measured with Radioactive Chromhim-51,** by D. A. 
Crossley. Jr.. and R. I. Vm Hook, Jr. Attn. Entomoi. Soc. Amer. 63(2), 512-15 (March 1970). 

337. Energy and Nutrient Dynamics of Predator and Prey Arthropod Populations in a Grassland Ecosystem (thesis), by R. I. Van 
Hook.. Jr., D. E. Refchle, and S. I. Auerbach. ORNL-4509 (March 1970). 

•338. Pathway Analyse: A Preliminary Application of Systems Ecology to Nuclear FacOUy Safety Evaluation, by R V. 0*Neai. 
ORNL-CF-70-* ?S (March 1970). 

339. Testing the Uniformly of Variance in Arithmetic and Logarithmic Units of a Y nubble for Classes of an X- Variable, by G. L. 
Baskervilk. 0RNL-IBP-7u-l (March 1970). 
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340. Transfer of Radioisotopes Between Detritus and Benthk Macroin vertebrates in Laboratory Microrcosystems," by Jerry L. 
WsThm. Health Phys. 18(3), 277-84 (March 1970). 

341. "Decornposition of Irradiated Peninittion Leaves." by W. A. Tnonm. A«nW. A?f. 10,7-10(1970) 
342. "Blood Changes in Irradiated Cotton Rats and Rice Rats," by J. T. Kxdungs III, P. B. Dummy, and J. D. Slory. Radatt. Res. 

42,331-52t!970). 
343. Toxicity of Insecticide Formulations to Carp Embryos Reared in Vitro,"* by C. R. Malone and B. G. Bbytock. J. WML 

Manage. 34(2) (April 1970). 
344. "Applications of Compartment Nodding Techniques to Couembob Population Studies," by R. V. O'Neal and C. E. Sryron. 

Amer. MuJL Natur. 83(2). 489-95 (April 1970). 
345. "Some Results of Helicopter Mcasureanents of the Albedo of Different Land Surfaces," by G. Stanhfl. Sohr Energy 13, 

59-66(1970). 
346. "Retention of Calcmm-45 by Dogwood Trees,** by W. A. Thomas. Plawf PhysmtL 45,510-11 (1970). 
347. -Short-Term Effects of Chemical and Mechanical Cover Management on Decomposition of Organic Matter in Grassland Sol.** 

b ) C * . SBSSSSS. 
348. COMSYSI: A Stepwise Compartmental Simulation Program, by L J. Bledsoe and J. S. Olson. ORNL-TM-2413 (July 1970). 
349. "Rebtiooshk- of Cesium-1 37 and lron-59 Elimination Rates to Metabolic Rates of Small RoJents" (thesis), by C E. Piker, P. 

B. Dunaway. and S. I. Auerbactt. ORNL-4568 (Jury 1970). 
350. T h e Stream Ecosystem: Terrestrial-Lotk Community Interactions.** by D. 1. Nebon. Proc. of AAAS Symp.. Michigan Stete 

Univ.. Technical Report 7. 
351. "Effects of Temperature. Rainfall, and Fauna on Transfer of , 3 7 C s , K, Mg, and Mass in Consnmer-DeconajKMer Microcosms," 

by M. Witkamp and Marilyn Frank. Ecology 51(2). 465 -74 (Late Spring 1970). 
•352. "Measurement and Saiaphng of Outputs from watersheds,** by D. J. Nelson. Ecological Studies. Analysis and Synthesis, voL i , 

D. E. Rekhk, ed. Springer-Verlag, New York, 1970. 
*353. "Modeb of the Itydrotogjc Cyde,** by J. W. Curbn. Ecological Studies. Analysis and Synthesis, voL 1. D. E. Rekhk. ed. 

Springer Verbg. New York, 1970. 
354. T h e Role of Soil Invertebrates in Turnover of Organic Matter and Nutrients,** by D. E. Rekhk. Ecological Studies. Analysis 

and Synthesis, voL 1. D. E. Rekhk. ed. Springe-Verb* New York, 1970. 
355. Walker Branch watershed Project: Chemical, Physical and Morphological Properties of the Sous of Matter Branch Watershed, 

by L. N. Peters, D. F. Grigal, J. W. Curfan. and W. J. SeMdge. ORNL-TM-2968 (August 1970). 
•356. "Carbon Cycles and Temperate Woodlands.** by J. S. Obon. Ecological Studies. Analysis and Synthesis, vol. 1, D. E. Reichte, 

ed. Springer-Verbg, New York, 1970. 
357. Energy Turnover by Dogwood Commflorida L Tier-," by W. A. Thomas. Oikos 21,71-75 (1970). 
358. "Some Aspects of Structure and Fund ton of Bentfak tfeKioinvertebrate Popubrions in a Spring,** by Jerry L. WaThm. Amer. 

Midi Natur. 84(1), 20-35 (July 1970). 
•359. A Preliminary Bibliography of Mathematical Modeling in Ecology, by R. V. 0*NerU, Joan M. Hrtt, and Nancy F. Sottns. 

ORNL4BP-70-3 (October 1970). 
360. "Urban Infestation by the Miftpede, Oxidus gncSUs (Koch),** by R. V. OTvetO and D. E. Rekhfc./ Tenn. Acad. Sc, 45(4). 

114-15 (October 1970). 
361. Interception and Retention of a Simulated Fallout by Agricultural Plants,*' by J. P. Witherspoon and F. G. Taylor, Jr. Health 

Phys. 19,493-99(1970). 
362. "Differential and Combined Effects of Beta, Gamma and Fast Neutron Irradiation of Soybean Seedlings,** by J. P. 

WitherspcoR and Kathleen Corney. Radiat. Bot. 10,429-35 (1970). 
363. "Ecological Aspects of Responses of Uriodendron tuttpifera L. am. Acer saccharbium L. to Fast Neutron Radiation and 

Reduced Lajht** (thesis), by W. F. Harris, J. P. Witha spoon, and J. S. Obon. ORNL-4610 (November 1970). 
364. "Effects of Chr-nk trradbtion and Temperature on Popubtions of the Aquatk Snai Physa heterostropha (thesis), by J. L. 

Cooky and D. J. Nebon. ORNL-4612 (November 1970). 
365. "CeB Proliferation as a Function of Metabolism in Three Species of Native Rodents.** by T. P. O'Farrei and P. B. Dunaway. 

Comp. BkKnem. Physiol 36,811 -15 (November 1969). 
366. "Wefeht and Calcium Losses from Decornposnur Tree Leaves on Land and in Water.** by W. A. Thomas. /. AppL Ecol. 7, 

237-41 (August 1970). 
•367. "Ecological Considerations in Siting Nuclear Power Plants: The Probkm of Lo.ig-Term Bk>tk Effects,** by S. I. Auerbach. 

Nuclear Power and the Public, Harry Foreman, ed.. pp. 29-44, University of Minnesota Press, 1970, 
368. Dose-Estimation Studies Related to Proposed Construction of on Atlantic-Pacific Interoceanic Cunal wi:h Nuclear Explosives: 

Phase HI, by Stephen V. Kaye and Paul S. Rohwer ORNL-4579, pp. 29-44 (December 1970). 
369. "Dairy Feeding Rates of BtuegiD Determined by a Radioisotopic Method," by Seppo E. K îcirmainen. Proc. 23rd Annual 

Conf. Southeastern Assoc. Game and Fish Comm., 1969. 
370. Effects of Acute Ionizing Radiation on Carp (Cyprlnas carpio I.) Embryos (Thesis), by Marilyn L. Frank and B. G. Blaylock. 

ORNL-TM-3346 (May 1971). 
371. Forest Management Plan, AEC Oak Ridge tleservatkxi: l970-i97S, by W. G Strock, Jr. ORNL-TM-3175 (Dec* now 1970). 
372. An Introduction to the Numerical SohiVsti of Differential Equation* in Zcotystem Models, by U. V. O'Neill. ORNMBP-79-4 

(December 1970). 
373. Progress Report in Postattack Ecology: Interim Report, by S. 1. Auerbacli and P. B. Dunaway. ORNL-TM-2983 (December 

1970). 
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374. "Subcutaneous Fat Necrosis in Captive Ckarina Shrews.** by G. E. Cosgrcve, J. D. Story and P. B. Dunaway. J. Wildi Dis. 6, 
516-17 {October 1970). 

375. "Errnronmental Contamination by Radioactive Materials.** by W. A. Thomas. NucL Safety 11(6), 492 (November-December 
1970V 

376. Ecology and Resource Economics: An Integration and Application of Theory tc Environmental Dilemmas, by Duane 
Chapman and R. V. 0*Nnll ORNL-4641: December 1970). 

377. "Nutrient CycKng as a Factor in Site Productivity and Forest Fertilization," by J. W. Curlin. Tree Growth and Forts: Soils. 
Proc. 3rd X. Amer. Forest Sods Conf. North Carolina State University at Raleigh (August 1968). 

378. "Ecological Consideration in Siting Nuclear Pover Plants: The Long-Term Bkrtk Effects Problem." by S. I Auerbadr. NucL 
Safety 12(1). 25-34 (January-February 1971). 

379. "A Simple Instrumebt for the Field Measurement of Turbulent Diffusion Frox," by G. StanhiG. / Appteti Meteorol. 8X4). 
509-13 (August 19691 

380. Biomassa E rrodutimU DeSo Strata Erfeacec Di Us Eccsistssaa Forestak," by Giovanni CrstofoKn*- Giornak Botanico 
ItaHano 104(1), 1-34(1970). 

381. "Ecological Cowderaiions in Reactor Power Plant Siting," by S. I. Auerbach, D. ) Nelson, S. V. K»ye, D. E. Refchle, and 
C. C. Coutant. IAEA Symp. 146/53. United Nations. New York. 

382. "The Use of Municipal-Waste Compost for Growing White Dutch Clover on Calcareous Clay Soft in Tennessee," by Ahin F. 
Shinn. Compost Set U(*), 1 3 - ' * (July-August 1970). 

383. "Biological Aspects of Thernvu FoButioc I. Entratnment and Discharge Canal Effects," by C. C. Coutant CRC Critical 
Reviews in Environmental Control 1(3) (November 1970). 

384. "Legal Systems 2nd Ecosystems," by J. W. Curlin. Student Lawyer Journal 16(4) (January 1971). 
385. EcotogkwlSciences Dto. Annu. Progr. Rep. July 3! 1970, byS. I. Auerbach et al ORNL-4634 (February 1971). 
386. "A New Gammana (Crustacea: Amphipoda) from Tennessee," by E. L. Bousfidd and J. W. Ehvood. Amer. Midi Natur. 

85( 1), 247-S3 (January 1971). 
387. "Aspects of Soi Microflora in a Gaauna-Irntdiated Rain Forest," by Martin Witkamp. A Tropical Rain Forest. H. T. Odum 

(ed.). El Verde, Puerto Rico, 1970. 
388. "A Laboratory Technique for Spawning Carp." by B. G. Bhykxk and N. A. Griffith. Progr. Fish Cult. 33< t) (January 1971). 
389. "Mineral Retention by Epiphyloc OrganisKS," by Martin Witkamp. A Troptcal Ram Forest. H. T. Odum (ed.). El Verde 

Puerto Rico, 1970. 
390. "Tracer Kinetics in Total Ecosystems: A Systens Anaiyis Approach," by R. V. 0*NeiL Pp. 693-705 in Nuclear Techniques 

in Environmental PoOution, IAEA Symp. Proc.. Vienna. 1971. 
3S1. Survey of Thermal Research Programs Sponsored by Federal, State, and Private Agencies '1970), by G. U. Ubikson and W. G. 

Stockdafc. ORNL-464S (March 1971). 
392. T h e Specific Activity Concept Apphed to Aquatic Ecosystems," by D. J. Nelson and S. V. Kay:. Pp. 735-46 m Nuclear 

Techniques in Envronmentol Pollution, IAEA Symp. Proc., Vienna, 1971. 
393. "A Stochastic Model of Energy Flow in Predator Compartments of an Ecosystem." by R. V. 0*Nen% Statistical Ecology 3. 
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